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PREFACE

The present volume represents the first critical edition of the Hebrew text
of the two versions of Abrahan Ibn Ezra’s Sefer ha-#Olam (Book of the
World), accompanied by an English translation and commentary. Sefer
ha-#Olamwas the first theoretical work in Hebrew to discuss the theories
and techniques of historical and meteorological astrology, as they had
accumulated from Antiquity to Ibn Ezra’s own time, and drew on Greek,
Hindu, Persian, and Arabic sources.
This volume also incorporates the first critical edition, again accom-

panied by an English translation and commentary, of the Hebrew trans-
lation, ascribed to Ibn Ezra, of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses, a work on
mundane astrology. Other appendices contain three brief texts in which
Ibn Ezra either conveyed his own opinion about world astrology or pre-
sented astrological techniques that are not discussed in the two versions
of Sefer ha-#Olam.
The title page and cover refer to the present work as volume  of Abra-

ham Ibn Era’s Astrological Writings. This series is intended to comprise
critical editions of all of Abraham Ibn Ezra’s astrological works, with
English translation and commentary.The first volume in this series, pub-
lished in , contained the two versions of Sefer ha- .Te#amim (Book
of Reasons); unfortunately, owing to a technical problem, this first vol-
ume ofAbraham Ibn Era’s AstrologicalWritingswas not described as such
there.
Lenn Schramm revised the translations and the English sections of

this book and contributed valuable suggestions about the interpretation
of the Hebrew texts. Prof. Charles Burnett carefully read the translations
and offered helpful comments onmatters astrological, astronomical, and
linguistic. Prof. Gad Freudenthal provided advice about the organiza-
tion of the volume as a whole, along with useful assistance, suggestions,
and criticism in related fields. I am grateful to the Israel Science Foun-
dation (Grant No. /) and the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación
de España (proyecto de investigación HUM–/FILO), which
provided generous grants that made this work possible.

Sh.S.
July , Kfar Saba
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INTRODUCTION

Abraham Ibn Ezra (ca. –ca. ) was born in Muslim Spain. He
left there when he was about fifty years old, led the life of an intellec-
tual vagabond in Italy, France and England,1 and finally vanished from
the scene in London after having made a very significant contribution in
the field of astrology to both Christian and Jewish readers. For medieval
Latin culture, Abraham Avenezra was considered to be mainly an inter-
mediary and transmitter of Arabic science and astrology in twelfth-
century Europe.2 From a Jewish perspective, Abraham Ibn Ezra’s con-
tribution was quite different: by incorporating astrological ideas into his
influential biblical exegesis he promoted the smooth absorption of astro-
logical content into the hard core of Jewish culture;3 on the other hand, he
created the first comprehensive corpus of Hebrew astrological textbooks
that address the main systems of Arabic astrology and provided Hebrew
readers with access to astrology. The list of his Hebrew astrological writ-
ings has been recently enlarged by new discoveries; today we know of
sixteen works.4 They include the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam (Book
of the World), which deals with “world astrology,” the branch of Arabic

1 For his biography during his wanderings through Italy, France and England, see
Fleischer, /, pp. –; Fleischer, , pp. –, –, –, –,
–; Fleischer, /, pp. –, –, –, – (), –,
– (); Fleischer, , pp. –; Friedlander, /, pp. –; Golb,
, pp. –.

2 Thorndike, ; Smithuis, , chapter ; Smithuis, , pp. –.
3 Langermann, ; Sela, ; Sela, , pp. –, –. See below, pp. –.
4 Ibn Ezra’s extant Hebrew astrological corpus comprises the following: (a) introduc-

tions to astrology: the extant version of Reshit .Hokhmah (Beginning of Wisdom), the
recently discovered fragment of the second version of Reshit .Hokhmah, the two ver-
sions of Sefer ha- .Te#amim (Book of Reasons), and Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot (Judgments
of the Zodiacal Signs); (b) world astrology: the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam (Book
of the World); (c) nativities: Sefer ha-Moladot (Book of Nativities) and the recently dis-
covered Sefer ha-Tequfah (Book of the Revolution); (d) elections and interrogations:
three versions of Sefer ha-She"elot (Book of Interrogations) and three versions of Sefer
ha-Miv .harim (Book of Elections), including the recently discovered fragments of the
third versions of Sefer ha-She"elot and Sefer ha-Miv .harim; (e) medical astrology: Sefer
ha-Me"orot (Book of the Luminaries). For the new discoveries see: Sela, “Sefer ha-
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astrology concerned with the reconstruction, interpretation, and prog-
nostication of political, historical, and religious events, on the one hand,
and with weather forecasting, on the other.
The present volume is part of the larger enterprise of producing a crit-

ical edition, with English translation and commentary, of all of Abraham
Ibn Ezra’s astrological writings, a project begun with the two versions of
Sefer ha- .Te#amim (Book of Reasons).5 Here I offer the first critical edi-
tion of the Hebrew text of the two versions of Ibn Ezra’s Sefer ha-#Olam,
accompanied by an English translation and a commentary. These twin
treatises represent the first Hebrew theoretical work, unique in medieval
Jewish science, to discuss the theories and techniques of historical and
meteorological astrology that had accumulated from Antiquity to Ibn
Ezra’s time, on the basis of Greek, Hindu, Persian, and Arabic sources.6
In addition, because the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam are not the only
place where Ibn Ezra addressed “world astrology,” this volume includes
a study of four brief texts that are directly concerned with that topic. I
decided to incorporate the four here because in them Ibn Ezra either con-
veyed his own opinion about world astrology or presented astrological
techniques that are not discussed in the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam.7
The phenomenon of two different versions of Sefer ha-#Olam is typical

of Ibn Ezra’s literary career in general: there are at least two versions of
most of his biblical commentaries, scientific treatises, and astrological
writings—an artifact of his nomadic existence and a manifestation of the
fact that Ibn Ezra supported himself by his pen. He would write a new
version of an old work for a new patron when he arrived in a new town,
continuing to stimulate the attention and curiosity of readers along his
itinerary through Latin Europe.

Tequfah”; Sela and Smithuis, “Two Hebrew Fragments”; Sela, “Unknown Redaction of
Re"šit .Hokmah.” For a chronological listing of the other treatises, see Sela and Freuden-
thal, , pp. –.

5 .Te#amim, .
6 The fifth chapter of Abraham Bar .Hiyya’sMegillat ha-Megalleh (Scroll of the Reveal-

er), which slightly predates Ibn Ezra’s Sefer ha-#Olam, is definitely concerned with world
astrology. As we shall see, however, Bar .Hiyya’s work is not a theoretical compendium but
a Jewish and universal astrological history. The only theoretical discussion in Bar .Hiyya’s
work is related to the various cycles of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. See Sela, ,
pp. –.

7 These texts are: (a) the tenth chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah; (b) the astrological section
of the exegetical excursus in the long commentary on Ex. :; (c) the introduction
to Sefer ha-Moladot; (d) the Hebrew translation of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses. The
first three texts will be discussed below (pp. –). For the Hebrew of these four texts,
accompanied by an English translation and commentary, see Part Five.
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The two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam circulated widely during the Mid-
dle Ages and modern times. Their prospective or actual existence was
first made known by Ibn Ezra himself, who announced his intention to
write a book on topics related to historical and meteorological astrologi-
cal, or referred to it as already written, in various places in his astrological
corpus. As a rule he used the name Sefer ha-#Olam to designate both the
first version of Sefer ha-#Olam (henceforth #Olam I) or the second ver-
sion of Sefer ha-#Olam (henceforth #Olam II);8 in other cases, however, he
referred to #Olam I as Sefer Mishpe.tei ha-#Olam (Book of the Judgments
of the World) or Sefer ha-Ma.hbarot (Book of Conjunctions).9 That the
title of this work never crystallized in Ibn Ezra’s mind is borne out by the
fact that in three anticipatory references to #Olam I in the first version of
Sefer ha- .Te#amim he designates it by two different names: Sefer ha-#Olam
and Sefer ha-Ma.hbarot;10 and in the first canticle of #Olam I he called it
as Sefer ha-#Olamwe-ma.hberot ha-me.saretim kullam (Book of theWorld
and of the Conjunctions of all the Planets).11
The most important factor in the spread of #Olam I and #Olam II

during the Middle Ages and modern era was the repeated copying of
manuscripts of these twin works: the earliest surviving copy dates from
the fourteenth century, the latest from the nineteenth century. Today we
know of at least  copies of #Olam I and of at least  copies of #Olam II.12
#Olam I and #Olam II were also transmitted in the Middle Ages through
incorporation by scribes (named and unnamed) into manuscript
anthologies of Hebrew texts on astrology and astronomy.13 Another
channel of transmission was provided by the supercommentaries on

8 References to the Hebrew text or corresponding translation of these two works are
in the following format: (a) #Olam I, §: = first version of Sefer ha-#Olam, section ,
sentence ; (b) #Olam II, §: = second version of Sefer ha-#Olam, section , sentence .
For the Hebrew texts and their corresponding translations, see Part One and Part Three.

9 See Appendix B, notably examples  and .
10 See Appendix B, examples ,  and .
11 See, below, #Olam I, initial canticle, on pp. –.
12 See Appendix A.
13 One example is the anonymous anthology composed no later than  and found

in MS Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , ff. –. Its contents are
described in detail below (pp. –). It includes an excerpt from #Olam I (ff. a–b)
and a complete copy of #Olam II (ff. b–a). The anthologist contributed his own
commentary on the  conjunctions of the seven planets (ff. b–b), a topic developed
by Ibn Ezra in #Olam I and #Olam II. A second example is the so-called Sefer ha-Kolel (The
Comprehensive Book), attributed to Levi ben Abraham ben .Hayyim (–), which
incorporates a complete copy of #Olam I. See, inter alia, MSNewYork, JewishTheological
Seminary  (IMHM: F ), ff. a–a.
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Ibn Ezra’s biblical commentaries, such as .Safenat Pa#nea .h—a supercom-
mentary on Ibn Ezra’s commentary on the Pentateuch, written by Joseph
ben Eliezer Bonfils (or Tov Elem) at the end of the fourteenth century—
in which #Olam I is either paraphrased or quoted under three different
names and #Olam II is also alluded to.14
Several factors suggest that the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam circu-

lated in the Middle Ages and modern era as two distinct treatises rather
than as variants of a single text. For one thing, in at least ninemanuscript
collections of Ibn Ezra’s astrological treatises #Olam I and #Olam II were
copied one after the other—discontinuously in four manuscripts15 and
consecutively in the other five16—as if they were two dissimilar treatises
that should be read separately. In one notable case #Olam I and #Olam
II were not only copied discontinuously but at different times: #Olam I
in the fourteenth century and #Olam II in the seventeenth century.17 In
addition, although #Olam I and #Olam II share the same central topics,
as may be expected of two texts written by the same author on the same
astrological genre, they differ sharply in their organization: common top-
ics are addressed in a different order and fashion and sometimes at very
different length: a long digression in one version in contrast to a single
sentence in the other;18 some topics covered in #Olam I are altogether
absent from #Olam II, and vice versa.19
We turn now to the impact of Sefer ha-#Olam on medieval Latin

culture. Henry Bate of Malines (–ca. ), a student in theology
and the arts at the University of Paris, incumbent of several ecclesiastical

14 In .Safenat Pa#nea .h, Joseph Bonfils refers three times to the astronomical digression
in #Olam I, §§–, with regard to calendar issues. He mentions ������ �	
���� 
�
��	�� (Book on the Conjunctions about the Judgments of the World) and paraphrases
#Olam I, §: ( .Safenat Pa#nea .h, , I, p. ); he refers to ��	�� ����� 
� (Book
on Judgments of the World) and quotes #Olam I, §:– literally (ibid., II, p. ); and
he refers to ����� ���� ��	�� 
� (Second version of the Book of the World), thereby
implicitly alluding to the other version as well, and paraphrases #Olam I, §:– (ibid.,
II, p. ).

15 See Appendix A, Manuscripts of #Olam I, n. , , , ; Manuscripts of #Olam II,
n. , , , .

16 See Appendix A, Manuscripts of #Olam I, n. , , , , ; Manuscripts of #Olam
II, n. , , , , .

17 See Appendix A, Manuscripts of #Olam I, n. ; Manuscripts of #Olam II, n. .
18 This is noticeable in the treatment of the topic of the  conjunctions of the seven

planets. See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– in contrast to #Olam II,
§:.

19 This can be seen from Appendices C and D, which display the tables of contents of
#Olam I and #Olam II and the correspondences between them.
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offices, proficient in astronomy and astrology and an author on these top-
ics, organized a translation project that included Ibn Ezra’s astrological
writings. Bate commissioned a Jewish scholar known as Hagin le Juif
to translate them from Hebrew into French, after which he translated
them from French into Latin. According to the colophons, in  (or
) Bate produced, in Liége and Malines, a Latin version of #Olam I—
De mundo vel seculo—to which he added his own prologue.20 This trans-
lation was printed by Petrus Liechtenstein at Venice in , under the
title Liber coniunctionum planetarum et revolutionum annorum mundi
qui dicitur de mundo vel seculo, together with the Latin translations of
Ibn Ezra’s astrological works that Peter d’Abano (ca. –ca. ) exe-
cuted in  frompre-existing French translations and apparently with-
out reference to the Hebrew original.21Demundo vel seculowas probably
known to Peter d’Abano and to Arnoul de Quinquempoix (d. /), a
physician at the court of Philip the Fair, who also translated a number of
Ibn Ezra’s astrological writings, given that neither attempted to revise or
duplicate it. But no intermediary French translation of #Olam I has been
found, and it has been suggested that Bate learned Hebrew himself and
produced the translation of #Olam I directly from the original.22 Not only
does Bate’s translation of #Olam I belong to the earliest of the four waves
of Latin translation of Ibn Ezra’s astrological writings,23 it also antedates
any of the surviving Hebrew manuscripts of #Olam I. #Olam II remained
unknown to medieval Latin culture.
In the modern era, the bibliographer Moritz Steinschneider, in his

essay “Zur Geschichte der Uebersetzungen aus dem Indischen ins Ara-
bische und ihres Einflusses auf die arabische Literatur” (), unam-
biguously identified both versions of Sefer ha-#Olam, using a nomencla-
ture that is still in use.24 In , J.L. Fleischer, who made an important

20 Smithuis, , Chapter . For a list of manuscripts, see Thorndike, , pp. –
.

21 Abrahe Avenaris Iudei Astrologi Peritissimi in Re Iudicali Opera ab Excellentissimo
Philosopho Petro de Albano post Accuratam Castigationem in Latinum Traducta (Venice:
Petrus Liechtenstein, ), sig. B–A.

22 Thorndike, , p. .
23 The fourth translator is Ludovicus deAngulo or Loys de Langle (th c.), who trans-

lated Sefer ha-Moladot from Catalan into Latin at Lyons in . For their translations of
Ibn Ezra’s astrological writings, see Smithuis, , pp. –.

24 Steinschneider, , pp. –. Steinschneider designated #Olam I as ��	�� A
and #Olam II as ��	�� B. For this identification he employed MS Munich, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr. , which incorporates a copy of both #Olam I (ff. a–a)
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contribution to the elucidation of Ibn Ezra’s biography and literary work,
edited and published the Hebrew text of #Olam I on the basis of a single
manuscript.25 Although Fleischer neither commented on the Hebrew
text nor explained astrological terms, he accompanied his editionwith an
introduction in which he offered enlightening information about #Olam
II.26The Hebrew text of #Olam II has never been edited or translated into
a European language. Renate Smithuis has recently offered new insights
and a valuable contribution to the astrological content of #Olam I and
#Olam II, particularly concerning the relationship between them and one
of the components of Epitome totius astrologiae, a twelfth-century Latin
astrological text attributed to John of Seville.27

Early-Jewish World Astrology

Abraham Ibn Ezra was by no means the first Jew to be concerned with
meteorological and historical astrology. Although he anchored his world
astrology in non-Jewish sources, not only was Ibn Ezra aware of previous
Jewish contributions in this field, but also took these Jewish traditions
into account in important places in his ownwork. In this section I provide
a historical sketch of earlier Jewish contributions to meteorological and
historical astrology.There is no explicit mention of astrological beliefs in
the Bible, let alone of historical or meteorological astrology; but some
verses may be construed as vague references to the influence of the
stars in the context of a repudiation of the diviner and the soothsayer,28
and others as loose allusions to earthquakes, thunderstorms, and solar

and #Olam II (ff. b–a). See Appendix A, manuscripts of #Olam I, item ; manu-
scripts of #Olam II, item . This manuscript was also used in the present edition of
#Olam II (MS �). #Olam II was unmistakably identified by Steinschneider as ��	�� B by
specifying that “worin das J.  verkommt.” See below, #Olam II, §:. However, only
#Olam I was referred to in Steinschneider, , p. . Later in the nineteenth century,
D. Rosin, too, dealt with Ibn Ezra’s astrological writings but referred only to #Olam I
(Rosin, , p. ).

25 See #Olam I, Fleischer. His edition was based on MS Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica
Vaticana ebr. , ff. a–b, which was also used in the present edition of #Olam I
(MS �).This manuscript is especially faulty in the introduction, where Ibn Ezra offers his
explanation of the pattern of the  conjunctions of the seven planets.

26 See #Olam I, Fleischer, introduction, p. , where J.L. Fleischer showed that #Olam II
could not possibly have been written in Rome.

27 Smithuis, , esp. Chapter  (.); Chapter ; Appendix E.
28 Isa. :–; Jer. :–; Deut. :; Dan :; :,.
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and lunar eclipses.29 In the post-biblical and talmudic periods there is
evidence of a growing Jewish interest in astrology in general and of
an increasing curiosity about historical and meteorological astrology in
particular.30
A fundamental talmudic source that molded medieval Jewish views

of historical astrology is B Shabbat a. In this text two Amoraim,
R. .Hanina and R. Jo .hanan (ca. –ca. ), discuss the astrological
status of the Jews vis-à-vis the stars. The former maintains that the stars
give wisdom and wealth and that even Israel stands under the sway of
astrological influence; the latter retorts by invoking the famous aphorism
“there is no mazzal for Israel.” Ibn Ezra paid attention to this text not
only in a strategic passage of Sefer ha-#Olam II but also in his biblical
commentaries and in one of his monographs.31 Samuel, a third-century
Babylonian Amora (one of those who agrees that “there is nomazzal for
Israel” andwho claimed to be as “familiar with the paths of heaven aswith
the streets of [his hometown of] Nehardea”), maintains that the world
would be destroyed were a comet to pass through the constellation Kesil
(B Berakoth b). He also makes statements about how the weather is
affected if the vernal equinox or winter solstice takes place in the hour of
Jupiter (B Erubin a) and about the influence of the constellations Kesil
and Kimah (Amos :, Job :, :) on the temperature (B Berakoth
b).32

29 See Joel :; Isa. :,; :.
30 The Book of Jubilees (probably written in the second century bce) depicts Abraham

as an astrologer who “sat up throughout the night on the newmoon of the seventhmonth
to observe the stars from the evening to the morning, in order to see what would be the
character of the year with regard to the rains” (Jub. :–, in Charlesworth, ,
p.  [trans. R.H. Charles]). The talmudic sages claimed that Abraham was conversant
with astrology orwas an astrologer (BBabaBathra b; B Shabbat a). In a fragmentary
Aramaic brontologion (a prediction of ill omens by an interpretation of the sound of
thunder on specified days of the month) found at Qumran, the author, after giving an
account of the days of each Jewish month in tandem with the Moon’s place in the zodiac,
makes a prediction of toil for the country, destruction in the royal court, and distress
caused by an invasionof foreigners (seeVermes, , p. ).A tannaitic dictumpredicts
misfortune for Israel or for theGentiles, as well as war and famine, depending onwhether
a solar or lunar eclipse takes place (see T. Sukkah :, quoted in Bar-Ilan, , p. ).

31 See #Olam II, §:–; long comm. Ex. :, §: (below, pp. –); long
comm. Ex. :, :, :; Yesod Mora", , §: (pp. –).

32 The Treatise of Shem, a Jewish pseudepigraphic text in Aramaic, composed in the
last third of the third century ce, offers meteorological and historical predictions about
the character of a year according the zodiacal sign in which it begins (see Charlesworth,
, p. ).
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The fourth chapter of the Baraita de-Shemuel, a Hebrew astronomical-
astrological text attributed to the aforementioned Samuel, well known in
the Middle Ages in general and by Ibn Ezra in particular,33 is devoted
to a cryptic description of the influence of the planets on the weather at
the beginning of the season (��	��).34 From the tenth century, a series
of commentaries on Sefer Ye.sirah (Book of Creation), which speculates
about God’s creation of the world, offered information about historical
or meteorological astrology. In Sefer .Hakhmoni, a Hebrew commentary
by Shabbetai Donnolo (–ca. ), extensive astrological material is
accompanied by references to the influence of the planets on weather.35
In a section on astrology in theHebrew commentary by Judah b. Barzillai,
the leading rabbinic authority of Barcelona in the twelfth century, we also
find references to the influence of the planets onweather at the beginning
of the seasons; this presumably draws on the aforementioned chapter of
the Baraita de-Shemuel.36
Following the Islamic conquest of the Mediterranean basin, Jews inte-

grated into the ruling society and adopted the Arabic language for their
literary and scientific works. Prominent astrologers of Jewish extraction
are well known, including Sahl Ibn Bishr, Ibn Saumūya, Abū Da"ūd, and
notably Māshā"allāh a Jew from Basra, in Iraq, who made a significant
contribution in meteorological and historical astrology.37 Their work,
however, was no different from that ofMuslims ormembers of other reli-
gious communities, neither in contents nor in language.38 An important
and significantly Jewish contribution to historical astrology was made
by Saadia Gaon ( or –) at the hub of the Arab world. In the
introduction to his commentary on the book of Daniel, Saadia offered
an extremely detailed account of the standard tripartite model of the
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions39 and went to great length to explain sub-
tleties such as the fact that because astrologers were unable to determine

33 For Ibn Ezra’s references to this text, see "Iggeret ha-Shabbat, /, p. ; long
comm. on Ex. :.

34 Baraita de-Shemu"el ha-Qa.tan, , chapter IV.
35 .Hakhmoni, , VI, p. .
36 For a study of this fragment, see Sela, , pp. – cf. Ye.sirah, , pp. –

.
37 ForMāshā"allāh’s work onhistorical andmeteorological astrology, see, below, p. .
38 See Goldstein, ; pp. –; Ben-Shammai, , pp. –; Sela, , –.
39 According to Saadia, Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions that recur every  years allow

for predictions about individual kings; those with a cycle of  or  years, about the
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the ascendant at the time of the conjunction they took the ascendant of
the whole year.40 Despite the neutral tone of his account of the techni-
calities of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, Saadia also expressed a neg-
ative opinion about the relationship between astrology and prophecy.41
Ibn Ezra voiced a similar opinion in his own commentary on Daniel, as
we shall see.42
In subsequent centuries, the scrutiny of horoscopes at the vernal equi-

noxes of years in which Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions take place remained
the main macro-astrological doctrine applied by Jewish thinkers for his-
torical astrological predictions, much as in the Islamic world.43 From
Ibn Ezra’s long commentary on Daniel : we know that Solomon Ibn
Gabirol (ca. –) and Abraham Bar .Hiyya (ca. –ca. )
wanted to link the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions to computation of the
advent of the Messiah, an activity for which they were sharply criticized
by Ibn Ezra.44 In fact, the most significant Jewish contribution to histor-
ical astrology prior to Ibn Ezra, and the most important medieval Jew-
ish work in the literary genre of astrological histories, is the fifth chapter
of Abraham Bar .Hiyya’s Megillat ha-Megalleh (Scroll of the Revealer).45
This chapter, an impressive astrological work in its own right, was meant
to provide a Jewish and general astrological history as well as an

governance of families; and those with a cycle of  or  years, about the passage
of governance from nation to another (Ben-Shammai, , pp. –). Cf. #Olam II,
§:– and notes.

40 Ben-Shammai, , p. . Ibn Ezra, too, emphasizes this point. See below, #Olam
I, §:– and notes.

41 Ben-Shammai, , p. .
42 Ibn Ezra, in his own commentary onDan. : (see below, n. ), was probably fol-

lowing Saadia’s negative opinion about the relationship between astrology and prophecy.
Note that Ibn Ezra implicitly censures Saadia for incorporating astrological and astro-
nomical digressions into his biblical exegesis on Genesis :. See Ibn Ezra’s introduc-
tions to the long commentary (“third method”) and short commentary (“first method”)
on the Pentateuch. See also Ibn Ezra’s short and long commentaries on Gen. :.

43 For the impact of this doctrine of Persian origin on Arabic civilization, see below,
pp. –.

44 Ibn Ezra’s long commentary on Dan. :: ��� 
	��� ��
 ���� �	
��� �� ���� ��
��
��� ��� … ���� 
�� ����� ��
�� ��
 �
�� �� ���	���� ����	�� ��� �� ��	��� �
����
������ ��� �� ����� �� �	
 �	�
	 (“Rabbi Solomon IbnGabirol [of blessedmemory] wanted
to connect the reckoning of the End of Days to the great conjunction of the two upper
planets, also Rabbi Abraham, the Nasi", in Sefer ha-Qi.s.sim (Book of the End of Days)
… all this is nonsense and pursuit of the wind, because Daniel did not know the End of
Days.”).

45 The following analysis of this work is based on Sela, , –.
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astrological prognostication of the coming of the Messiah.46 This was
accomplished bymeans of threemain astrological techniques: the histor-
ical signification of the various cycles of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions;47
an analysis of the horoscopes cast at the vernal equinoxes, particularly
for years in which Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions took place;48 and the pro-
cedure of directions, which consists in setting an imaginary pointer in
motion at a certain speed and analyzing its trajectory across the zodiac.49
Ibn Ezra was acquainted with the fifth chapter of Megillat ha-Megalleh,
but he never tried to emulate Bar .Hiyya by writing an astrological his-
tory. He did refer to these three astrological techniques in three dif-
ferent treatises50 and coined a different terminology for world astrol-
ogy.51
Although conjunctionalism continued to appeal to medieval Jewish

society until the dawn of the modern era,52 I will conclude this sketch
with two developments that took place a few years after the end of Ibn
Ezra’s career. A study of a Hebrew prognostication based on the “small”
conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in , taken as a sign of the strength-
ening of the Christian kingdoms and waning of Muslim power in the
Iberian peninsula, shows that its anonymous author employed certain
astrological terms characteristic of Abraham Ibn Ezra, alongside others

46 Fourmain partsmay be discerned: (a) a prefatory justification of the use of astrology
as a tool to foretell the coming of the Messiah, in particular, and to analyze the course
of history, in general (Megilat haMegaleh, , pp. –); (b) a chronicle of Jewish
history from the birth of Moses and the exodus from Egypt until the construction of the
Second Temple (ibid., pp. –); (c) a history of the world from the birth of Jesus and
the founding of Christianity until the Crusader conquest of Palestine (ibid., pp. –);
(d) a prospective history of the world until the coming of the Messiah, which, according
to Bar .Hiyya’s calculations, should have been in  or  (ibid., pp. –).

47 Besides the three ordinary cycles of roughly ,  and  years, Bar .Hiyya
presented two quite unusual cycles of  and  years. See ibid., pp. –; Sela,
, pp. –.

48 SeeMegilat haMegaleh, , pp. – et passim.
49 Ibid., pp. – et passim.
50 See, below, p. .
51 For Ibn Ezra’s and Bar .Hiyya’s different terminology for conjunctionalism, see Sela,

, pp. –; Rodríguez Arribas, ; for their terminology of directions, see
below, pp. , .

52 One outstanding example is the prognostication for the year  (a small conjunc-
tion of Jupiter and Saturn in the airy triplicity) carried out by Levi ben Gerson (–
). SeePrognostication for , , pp. –.Another notable example is the prog-
nostication for the years – carried out by Abraham Zacut (ca. –ca. )
by means of an analysis of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions (MS Jerusalem, Jewish National
and University Library Heb. °, ff. a–a).
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typical of Bar .Hiyya.53 In his Epistle to Yemen, composed between 
and ,54 Maimonides (–), a staunch opponent of astrology,
provides a detailed account of the standard tripartite model of conjunc-
tionalism.55 He also refers to “one of our ingenious fellows in Andalusia,”
who applied astrology to reckon the coming of the Messiah but whose
prediction came to naught: instead of the messianic manifestation, what
appeared was “the rebel from the Maghrib who decreed the forced apos-
tasy.”56 This “ingenious fellow in Andalusia” was probably Ibn Gabirol,
who, according to Ibn Ezra, “intended to connect the reckoning of the
End of Days to the great conjunction of the two upper planets.”57 It could
not have been Abraham Bar .Hiyya, since the latter predicted that the
Messiah would come in  or .

Main Sources, Theories and Doctrines in #Olam I and #Olam II

Thecontent of the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam, like that of all medieval
treatises on world astrology, is an accumulation of sources and doctrines
that go back to the very beginnings of the astrological literature. In con-
trast to other medieval treatises, however, #Olam I and #Olam II provide
rich information about previous sources and doctrines concerned with
world astrology.58 When Ibn Ezra presents some astrological doctrine or
scientific theory, and notably when he explicitly addresses his sources, he
adopts as a rule an eclectic approach: either he invokes the authority of
a specific prominent scientist or refers collectively to a group of scien-
tists, by their area of specialization, their geographical and national affil-
iation, or the age in which they flourished.59 Here I want to survey Ibn

53 Goldstein, , pp. –.
54 Davidson, , p. .
55 Epistle to Yemen, , p. . But Maimonides scorned astrology and therefore

drove home the purportedly glaring contradictions in the astrologers’ predictions based
on the shifting of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction across the triplicities.

56 Ibid., , p. .
57 See above, n. .
58 For instance, Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties (Kitāb al-milal wa-d-

duwal), perhaps themost influential medieval treatise on historical astrology (as remark-
ed by the editors of this work), does not cite any sources or authorities other than “the
ancients,” “the masters of the talismans,” and an unidentifiable authority on chronology
(On Great Conjunctions, , I, “The sources and doctrines ofThe Book of Religions and
Dynasties,” p. ).

59 See Appendix H.
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Ezra’s major sources and their most important doctrines as he conceived
of them. We should keep in mind that in no few cases his information is
rooted in legendary traditions.
The presentation of the relevant material will proceed chronologically,

except for the last period, to conform to Ibn Ezra’s own explicit catego-
rizations of his sources: (a) the ancient period; (b) the Hellenistic period;
(c) Indian and Persian contributions; (d) contributions by astrologers
working in the Muslim world; and (e) connections with twelfth-century
Latin work on world astrology.These divisions are not absolute; in #Olam
I and #Olam II it is not uncommon to see some astrological theory being
elaborated gradually through the ages, or some scientist of one of these
historical periods cooperating with another scientist of another period.60
Nor is this section intended to be exhaustive; for a more detailed treat-
ment of the sources and doctrines, in close connection to the texts of
#Olam I and #Olam II, readers are invited to consult the notes on the
English translations.

The Ancient Period

This layer, which incorporates the ancient biblical, Egyptian, and Baby-
lonian traditions, is embodied in Enoch, a legendary figure who derives
from the god incarnate Hermes Trismegistus (who represents the Egyp-
tian god Thoth and is also viewed as the author of philosophical, scien-
tific, and magic works) and was taken up in the Muslim world divided
into the triple Hermes. It was probably Abū Ma#shar who was responsi-
ble for the creation and dissemination of this myth.61 Ibn Ezra follows
closely in Abū Ma#shar’s footsteps and refers to the triple Enoch in three
separate sections of #Olam I. The common denominator of Ibn Ezra’s
three Enochs—the “Ancient Enoch,” “Enoch the First,” and “Enoch the
Egyptian”—is that they did notmake astrological predictions in the usual
form of protases and apodoses; instead, they issued “lists” establishing
correspondences between planets or pairs consisting of a single planet
and a single zodiacal sign, on the one hand, and various groups of people
or geographical zones, on the other.
The “Ancient Enoch”—probably the same as the “first Hermes,” who,

according to Abū Ma#shar is identical with the biblical Enoch, was the

60 E.g., #Olam I, §:.
61 Kitāb al-Ulūf, , pp. –; Tabaqāt al-"Umam, , pp. , ; Burnett, ,

pp. –; Plessner, ; Plessner, , pp. –.
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first to speak of heavenly things from the motions of the stars, studied
medicine, lived in Egypt before the flood, and built the pyramids—is
cited in #Olam I as the author of the rule that the seven planets give
indications about categories of people in accordance with their age,
gender, or profession.62 “Enoch the First”—possibly identical with the
“second Hermes,” who, according to Abū Ma#shar, was a Babylonian
skilled in medicine, philosophy, and numerology and reinvented these
sciences after their obliteration by the flood in Babylon—is cited in #Olam
I as the author of a list in which various geographical zones are under the
sway of pairs consisting of a single planet and a single zodiacal sign.63
Finally, “Enoch the Egyptian”—probably the same as the third Hermes,
who, according to Abū Ma#shar, lived in the “city of Egypt” (probably
Alexandria), wrote about various sciences in Egypt, taught alchemy,
passed on his wisdom to Asclepius, and corresponds to the Hermes of
the Corpus Hermeticum—is cited in #Olam I as the author of another list
that associates various regions of Earth with pairs consisting of a single
planet and a single zodiacal sign.64

#Olam I also invokes “Enoch,” with no accompanying epithet; this is
how Enoch is frequently referred to in Ibn Ezra’s oeuvre, usually in an
approving tone. Ibn Ezra quotes from the Book of Secrets by Enoch and
mentions the dodecatemoria, which divide each of the zodiacal signs
into twelfths. This doctrine is frequently mentioned in introductions to
astrology; here Ibn Ezra stresses its importance for predictions related
to world astrology and points out that it may be applied in two dif-
ferent versions.65 One of these two versions—that the degrees of a cer-
tain sign are successively and recurrently assigned to the  signs—is
ascribed to Enoch by Abū Ma#shar and, following him, by Ibn Ezra as
well.66

62 See #Olam I, §:– and note.
63 See #Olam I, §:– and note.
64 See #Olam I, §:– and note.
65 See #Olam I, §: and note.
66 Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , V:, v, pp. –;Reshit .Hokhmah, , II, xi:–. In the

same section of #Olam I that refers to the dodecatemoria, Ibn Ezra provides an example
that illustrates how the doctrine actually works. The method employed (i.e., that the sign
is divided into twelfths of .°), however, does notmatch the version of the dodecatemoria
that Abū Ma#shar and Ibn Ezra ascribe to Enoch. See #Olam I, §:– and notes.
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Hellenistic Period

This period is represented by two sources. One of them is Dorotheus
of Sidon, a first-century Hellenistic astrologer who wrote a didactic
poem on horoscopic astrology, known in Greek as the Pentateuch (five
books); Ibn Ezra knew him as Doronius, a misnomer caused by a faulty
pointing of the Arabic. That Ibn Ezra was acquainted with the Arabic
translations ofDorotheus’ work, whichwere contaminatedwith Sasanian
material and references to Hermes and other astrologers,67 is suggested
by the fact that in both #Olam I and #Olam II he is referred to as a
king, just as in the translation of Dorotheus’ work.68 What is more,
#Olam I has Dorotheus quoting from the aforementioned Book of Secrets
by Enoch,69 while #Olam II assigns to him a list of correspondences
between single planets and single zodiacal signs, on the one hand, and
various countries, on the other, just like “Enoch the First” and “Enoch
the Egyptian.”70
The other and far more important source from the Hellenistic period

is Claudius Ptolemy.The persona known to Ibn Ezra, however, is not the
historical scientist of classical antiquity but a compound of legends and
myths. In #Olam I Claudius Ptolemy is designated Batalmiyūs, that is,
Ptolemy in an Arabic accent; but in #Olam II he is referred to as king Tal-
mai, the post-biblical or talmudic Hebrew equivalent of king Ptolemy.
Ibn Ezra, drawing on Abū Ma#shar, created a new and mythical King
Ptolemy who initiated the translation of the Septuagint, the Greek ver-
sion of the Hebrew Bible, in order to purloin the astrological secrets con-
cealed in the Pentateuch.71 Claudius Ptolemy is Ibn Ezra’smost important
astrological and scientific source, to whom he refers in his entire work
more frequently than to any other scientist or astrologer. This holds for
#Olam I and #Olam II as well, in which Ptolemy is not only the most fre-
quently cited source72 but is also credited with a number of significant
cosmological patterns, methodologies, and astrological doctrines, as fol-
lows.

67 These translations were made by #Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı and Māshā"allāh
from a previous translation from Pahlavı̄. See Pingree, , p. .

68 See #Olam I, §:; #Olam II, §:; cf. Carmen astrologicum, , p. .
69 See #Olam I, §:.
70 See #Olam II, §:.
71 See #Olam II, §: and note; long comm. Ex. :, §., and note below (p. ).
72 See Appendix H.
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. Solar and Lunar Eclipses

The most prominent tool for making world predictions originating in
the Hellenistic period, and the main astrological doctrine for which
Ibn Ezra is indebted to Ptolemy, is the astrological theory of solar and
lunar eclipses, addressed by two sizeable sections of #Olam I and #Olam
II.73 Ptolemy, whom Ibn Ezra repeatedly and explicitly cites as his main
source, set out in the Tetrabiblos (II:–) a well-organized chapter on
solar and lunar eclipses, which is structured under four main headings:
(a) the places affected by the eclipse, based on an analysis of the region
of the zodiac where it took place; (b) the time of the beginning, duration,
and climax of the predicted event, which is based on the analysis of the
horoscope cast at the moment of the eclipse; (c) the class of the predicted
event, based on the formof the zodiacal signwhere the eclipse takes place
and where the heavenly bodies that govern the sign of the eclipse and the
cardo following it are located; (d) the quality of the class of the event,
namely, whether it is productive of good fortune or misfortune, which
is based on analysis of the nature of the activity of the planets that rule
the dominant places of the eclipse. Ibn Ezra follows Ptolemy’s approach
in broad strokes but employs only scattered elements of Ptolemy’s theory
and does not refer explicitly to these four headings. Moreover, Ptolemy’s
opinion is combined with that of other ancient and modern scientists;74
in some cases ideas that cannot be found in the Tetrabiblos are ascribed
to him.75 This suggests that Ibn Ezra, although he explicitly invokes
the authority of the Tetrabiblos,76 drew on some secondary source that
referred to that work, explicitly or implicitly. This could have been the
twenty-fourth aphorism of Pseudo-Ptolemy’s Centiloquium, well known
to Ibn Ezra,77 or sections  and  of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses.78

. The  Conjunctions of the Seven Planets

The “ conjunctions of the seven planets,” that is, the sum of the
combinations of two, three, four, five, six, and seven planets, is the

73 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam II, §:–; §:–; §:–
; §:–; §: and notes.

74 See #Olam I, §:; #Olam II, §: and notes.
75 See #Olam I, §:; #Olam II, §:–, §: and notes.
76 #Olam II, §:.
77 See #Olam I, §: and note.
78 Māshā"allāh, Book on Eclipses, §:–; §:– (below, pp. –).
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first topic addressed in both versions of Sefer ha-#Olam, though the
treatments are very different: a lengthy anddetailed discussion in #Olam I,
as opposed to a single laconic statement in #Olam II.79 Ibn Ezra borrowed
this numerical-cosmological pattern from the fiftieth aphorism of what
he called Sefer ha-Peri (Book of the Fruit),80 a short work organized
in  statements that during the Middle Ages was considered to be a
compendium of the Tetrabiblos and an authentic work by Ptolemy. It
was called Kitāb al-Tamara in the Arabic world and later became known
as the Centiloquium in Latin Europe. In the tenth century A .hmad Ibn
Yūsuf, a mathematician active in Egypt, composed a commentary on the
Centiloquium; it has been plausibly argued nonetheless that he was the
author of the Centiloquium as well.81 At the beginning of the thirteenth
century Qalonymus ben Qalonymus translated both the compendium of
the  statements, which he called Sefer ha-Peri, andA .hmad IbnYūsuf ’s
commentary into Hebrew.82
IbnEzra, who believed that Sefer ha-Periwas by Ptolemy,83 was the first

to introduce it into medieval Jewish educated circles.84 A reading of the
fiftieth aphorismof Sefer ha-Perimakes clearwhy the  conjunctions of
the seven planets, which have hardly any practical significance in world
astrology, feature at the very top of Ibn Ezra’s agenda in #Olam I and
#Olam II: “Ptolemy said: do not be oblivious to the  conjunctions of the
planets, because from them comes the knowledge of almost everything
that occurs in the world of generation and corruption.”85
The lengthy explanations of the  conjunctions in #Olam I86 consti-

tute a significant mathematical contribution: rather than a mere quote,
they constitute Ibn Ezra’s original attempt to provide a mathematical
demonstration of each of the partial combinations of two, three, four,
five, six, and seven planets as given in the tenth century by A .hmad Ibn
Yūsuf in his commentary on the fiftieth aphorism of the Centiloquium.87

79 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– cf. #Olam II, §:.
80 Moladot, BNF , f. b; Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §: (below, pp. –).
81 Lemay, , pp. –, n. , pp. –.
82 Sefer ha-Peri, BNF , ff. a–a.
83 See Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §: (below, pp. –).
84 Moladot, BNF , f. b; Reshit .Hokhmah, , X, lxxvi:.
85 Sefer ha-Peri, BNF , f. a: ��
��	 ���� ����� ����� �� �	����� 
�� ��� 
	����

�������	 ��	�� ��	�� �	��� �� �	
 ����� ��� �� ���	��� ����	�� 
�� �	
���
86 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– and notes.
87 Sela, , pp. –; A .hmad Ibn Yūsuf ’s commentary on the th aphorism is

quoted in the note on #Olam I, §:.
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. Syzygies

In #Olam I Ptolemy is also credited with an astronomical theory (elabo-
rated, in Ibn Ezra’s account, with the collaboration of the Indian, Egyp-
tian, and Persian scientists, as well as Dorotheus) which holds that,
because it is impossible to determine the sign of the ascendant at the hour
of the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter, the astrologer should observe
the moment of the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever
occurs last before the Sun enters Aries. This is because its timing may
be precisely determined “without approximation” and because from it
the astrologer can know “all the judgments of the world.”88 Ptolemy does
indeed refer to the importance of observing the syzygies of the sun
and moon at new and full moon in a number of places in the Tetra-
biblos, notably in the first chapter of the second book, which addresses
general astrology,89 but he never refers to the conjunctions of Saturn
and Jupiter as a tool for historical predictions. For the presentation and
justification of this theory Ibn Ezra embarks on a long excursus90 (his
favorite explanatory tool in his biblical commentaries91 and in the two
versions of Sefer ha- .Te#amim), converts himself into Ptolemy’s analyst,92
and briefly puts forward a number of astronomical theories and find-
ings propounded by Ptolemy in Almagest.93 But Ibn Ezra is also critical
of Ptolemy: he states that Ptolemy’s value for the arc of the Sun’s inclina-
tion is not exact enough94 and that Ptolemy’s astronomical tables are of
no use in his own days.95

88 See #Olam I, §:–; §: and notes.
89 Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –. See note on #Olam I, §:.
90 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– and notes.
91 See below, p. .
92 See, notably, #Olam I, §:.
93 These theories and findings include: a procedure tomeasure the day and theminute

of the beginning of the revolution of the year in an approximate manner (#Olam I, §:;
§:–); a statement to the effect that the arc of the Sun’s inclination is greater than °
plus more than ′ and less than ′ (#Olam I, §:.); a statement to the effect that the
Sun’s apogee is at Gemini ° and will remain so forever (#Olam I, §:); a statement to
the effect that themotion of the stars of the “uppermost orb” is one degree in one hundred
years (#Olam I, §:).

94 #Olam I, §:.
95 #Olam I, §:.
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. The Musical Tones of the Planets

In #Olam I Ibn Ezra credits Ptolemy with the following statement: “the
ratio of Jupiter to Saturn is not as noble as the ratio of Jupiter to Venus.”96
That Ibn Ezra uses the expression “noble ratio” in the same context where
he quotes Ptolemy’s reference to the ratio of one planet to another sug-
gests that this statement depends on the theory, of Pythagorean origin,
that each of the seven planets (as well as the fixed stars) have numbers
that correspond to the musical tones produced by the rotation of their
orbs. Ibn Ezra explicitly ascribes this theory to Ptolemy in both versions
of Sefer ha- .Te#amim, where he assigns a number to each of the seven plan-
ets and explains that a planet is considered to be benefic if its number has
a “noble” or harmonious ratio to the number of another planet.97 This
ascription is vouched for by other sources as well. The same numbers
given by Ibn Ezra are found in the Canobic Inscription, an early work by
Ptolemy, predating the Almagest, which contains a list of parameters of
his mathematical astronomy.98 Ptolemymay have expounded this theory
in chapter . of the Harmonics (entitled “By which least numbers the
fixed tones (notes) of the perfect systemmay be compared to the primary
spheres in the universe”), whose contents are by now lost. But Ibn Ezra
probably derived his information on this theory from theEpistle onMusic
of the Ikhwān al- .Safā", which incorporates a full account of the theory99
and an explanation of the notion of a “noble ratio.”100

Persian and Indian Contributions

Ibn Ezra is well aware of a Persian and Indian layer in world astrology. In
#Olam I and #Olam II he explicitly mentions the scientists of Persia and
the scientists of India in a variety of astrological doctrines, as well as the
astronomical tables of the latter. In other cases, the Persian and Indian
contribution is encapsulated in quotations from the work of astrologers

96 #Olam I, §:.
97 See .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. – (= first version of Sefer ha- .Te#amim, ed. Sela,

§.:–, on pp. –), and notes on pp. –.
98 Swerdlow , pp. –.
99 Epistle on Music, , pp. , –.
100 Epistle on Music, , pp. –: “Some of these proportions are superior and

noble, others less so. Among the noble and superior proportions we include: that which
is equal (octave), that of : (fourth), that of : (fifth), that of : (natural third) and that
of : (tone).”
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writing in Arabic after the emergence of Islam. From other sources we
know that the Persians of the Sassanian period, combining theHellenistic
ideas of anniversary horoscopes and prorogation with Indian theories of
vast chronological cycles containing integer numbers of rotations of the
planets, invented historical astrology, which reconstructs the history or
foretells the fate of nations, religions, dynasties, prophets, and individual
kings. Here we shall focus attention on two doctrines of Persian origin
with a bearing on historical astrology—the conjunctions of Saturn and
Jupiter and the fardār—and two doctrines of Indian origin with a bear-
ing on meteorological astrology—the “opening of the door” and the 
mansions of the Moon.

. The Conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter

The most prominent Persian doctrine received by the Arabic world,
and later bequeathed to Hebrew and Latin culture, is the use of the
cycles of the conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter for world predictions
or historical analysis. In its standard form these conjunctions are divided
into three types or cycles: the “small” conjunction, with a period of 
years between two successive conjunctions; the “middle” conjunction,
with a period of  years between two shifts from one triplicity to
another; and the “great” conjunction, with a period of  years between
two conjunctions in the head of Aries. This theory of Persian origin
gained great popularity in late eighth- and ninth-century Islam, when
it was employed to interpret the history of Islam byTheophilus of Edessa
(d. ), Pseudo-Stephanus of Alexandria as preserved by Achmat the
Persian, Māshā"allāh (d. ca. ) in his Book of Religions and Dynasties as
preserved in the Kitāb al-Mughnı̄ of Ibn Hibintā (composed after ),
#Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı (fl. ca. ) in his Kitāb al-Qirānat wa-
ta .hwı̄l as-sinı̄n, Kanakah al-Hindı̄ (early Abbasid period) in his large
and small Kitāb al qirānāt (Book of conjunctions), Abū Ma#shar in his
Kitāb al-milal wa-d-duwal, and others.101 From the tenth and particularly
during the twelfth century, as we have seen, Jewish intellectuals, building
on Arabic astrology, began putting conjunctionalism to good use for re-
interpreting Jewish history.102

101 Pingree, , pp. –; On Great Conjunctions, , I, “Sources and Doc-
trines,” pp. –; Pingree, , pp. –.
102 For the role of Saadia Gaon, Solomon Ibn Gabirol, Abraham Bar .Hiyya and Mai-

monides, see above, pp. –.
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The closest Ibn Ezra comes to mentioning the Persian provenance
of this theory is in .Te#amim I, where he speaks of a series of cycles,
including the three types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, as the product
of the “opinion of the scientists of Persia and India.”103 In #Olam I Ibn
Ezra repeatedly refers to Māshā"allāh104 and once to Al-Andruzagar,105
two figures whom the Arabs associated with Persian astrology, as his
explicit sources for predictions in which the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction
are involved. Ibn Ezra devotes two substantial sections in #Olam I and
#Olam II to the exposition of the tripartite model of conjunctionalism,106
but his main innovation lies in a novel Hebrew terminology.107 After
this parallel presentation, the treatment of the conjunctions is scattered
throughout the two texts in passages where other astrological agents are
dealt with as well.
As a rule, in #Olam I and #Olam II the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions

play the relatively modest role of shaping the history of cities, signifying
war, high or low prices, famine, and drought or plenty.108 But in #Olam I
(§:) we read that the great conjunction “signifies that a prophet will
come to found a nation”; and in a remarkable passage of #Olam II Ibn Ezra
provides a succinct but comprehensive picture of how the conjunctions
of Saturn and Jupiter brought about the emergence of the threemonothe-
istic religions. In this account the births of Jesus Christ and Muham-
mad were foreshadowed by two Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions in Leo and
Scorpio.109 Ibn Ezra maintains that Aquarius is the Jews’ zodiacal sign,

103 This statement appears in a section of .Te#amim I (§.:, pp. –) that com-
ments on the tenth chapter ofReshit .Hokhmah, where the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions are
mentioned among a number of other cycles. See Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–; §:–
(below, pp. –). In the same place Ibn Ezra writes that “Ptolemy laughs at them,”
which is his peculiar manner of indicating that these cycles, including the Saturn-Jupiter
conjunctions, are not mentioned in the Tetrabiblos.
104 #Olam I, §:; §:; §:; §:.
105 #Olam I, §:.
106 #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam II, §:–.
107 Instead of dibbuq, used by Abraham Bar .Hiyya to denote conjunction, Ibn Ezra

employs the biblical neologism ma.hberet (see Glossary, s.v. “conjunction”); rather than
ha-dibbuq ha-qa.ton, ha-gadol, and ha-rav (lit. small, great, and greatest conjunctions)
used by Bar .Hiyya, Ibn Ezra employs ha-ma.hberet ha-qe.tannah, ha-"em.sa#it, and ha-
gedolah to denote the concepts of small, middle, and great conjunctions with periods
of ,  and  years, respectively.
108 See #Olam I, §:– (cities); §:– (cities); §:– (wars, cities); §:–

(famine and plenty, high/low prices); §:– (cities, high/low prices of wheat); §:–
(price of olive oil); §:– (drought/plenty in cities); #Olam II, §:– (good or bad
fortune in cities); §:– (high/low prices).
109 See #Olam II, §:,  and notes.
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although he implicitly refers to a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction in Aquar-
ius.110 In the same passage Ibn Ezra addresses the Jews’ dual astrological
status vis-à-vis the stars—sometimes immune to astrological influence
and sometimes subject to it—a topic on which he expands in his biblical
commentaries.111
A comprehensive picture of the historical weight of conjunctionalism

is offered in another remarkable passage of #Olam II. The three types of
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, together with the annual horoscopes cast
at the revolution of the year, hierarchically mark the rhythm of human
history at almost all its levels. The length of their periods ( years,
 years,  years, one year) is not only commensurate with the time
intervals in which the dominance of each of those astrological agents
continues to be felt, it is also directly proportional to the historical
significance of each of those four astrological agents: the great Saturn-
Jupiter conjunction gives an indication “about every nation,” the middle
conjunction “about the kings of every nation,” the small conjunction
“about an increase or decrease in the kingdom,” and the horoscope at
the revolution of the year signifies “events that come as if were by chance,
and they wane quickly.”112

. The fardār

Ibn Ezra also explicitly mentions the Persian contribution apropos of the
fardār.113 This Persian term,114 which appears in Arabic, Hebrew, and
Latin texts, is used in both historical astrology and nativities as a period
of  years. Abū Ma#shar, in Kitāb al-Ulūf, expands the range of the term
in historical astrology to include four types of fardār.115 Only the last of

110 See #Olam II, §:– and notes.
111 See below, pp. –, –.
112 #Olam II §:–.
113 #Olam I, §:; §:; #Olam II, §:; §:.
114 According to the French classicist Claudius Salmasius (–), this Persian

term derives from the Greek periodaron or periodon. See Bouché-Leclercq, , p. 
n. .
115 These types are: (a) the mighty fardār, a period of  years ruled by a combination

of a zodiacal sign and a planet, like the dawr; this cycle is employed in #Olam I, §:–;
(b) the big fardār, a period of  years ruled in sequence by the twelve zodiacal signs in
decreasing turns (Aries , Taurus , Gemini  … Pisces ); (c) the middle fardār, a
cycle of  years, which includes  fardārāt of  years each; (d) the small fardār, a period
of  years, distributed to the seven planets and to the Head and Tail of the Dragon in the
order of their exaltations, beginning with Aries. See Kitāb al-Ulūf, , pp. –.
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these, the small fardār with a period of  years, is the sense in which
the term fardār is used in two fairly large sections of #Olam I and #Olam
II,116 as well as in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties.117 As
we shall see, the fardār is used in this sense in the tenth chapter of Reshit
.Hokhmah, too; but there Ibn Ezra refers to it as one of a number of
methods of direction or prorogation applied in world astrology.118
The mechanism for the distribution of fardārships to the planets and

the two lunar nodes in the order of their exaltations is explained in similar
terms in #Olam I and #Olam II, along much the same lines as in other
introductions to astrology. But a peculiarity is that Ibn Ezra attempts
to accommodate the calculations for finding the planet that rules the
fardārship of some year to two different calendars—in #Olam I to the
reckoning of the Persians and in #Olam II to the Hebrew calendar119—
and that in #Olam I the discussion of the fardār lead to a digression, based
on a statement of Sefer Ye.sirah, about whether every cycle of  years is
the same as the previous ones.120

. “Opening of the Door”

#Olam II credits the Indian scientists with an astrological procedure
according to which “if you want to know about rain, observe the place
of the conjunction and the opposition of the luminaries each month and
〈determine〉 which 〈planet〉 is the lord of the sign of the ascendant. If
the planet aspects the lord of the seventh place 〈after it〉, then 〈this〉
is called an ‘opening of the door’.”121 “Opening of the door” is defined
in Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı’s Introduction to Astrology as the condition “when an infe-
rior planet applies (i.e., it is in conjunction to or aspects) to a superior
planet and their houses are in opposition”;122 Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı’s definition is
echoed in Tractatus pluviarum andApertio Portarum, two closely related
twelfth-century Latin texts.123 Although Ibn Ezra’s definition in #Olam

116 #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam II, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:;
§:–; §:–.
117 On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:–, pp. –.
118 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §: (below, pp. –).
119 #Olam I, §:– and notes; #Olam II, §:–; §:– and notes.
120 #Olam I, §:– and notes.
121 #Olam II, §:.
122 Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , III:, pp. –.
123 Tractatus pluviarum, ed. Burnett, , p. : “Et portarum apertiones sunt coniunc-

tiones Solis vel Lune cum Saturno vel eorum aspectus ad Saturnum, Iovis eodem modo
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II is similar,124 it diverges from the others in that (a) it explicitly men-
tions the Indian scientists as the originators of this doctrine; (b) it estab-
lishes that the procedure should be carried out every month at the con-
junction or opposition of the luminaries; and (c) it states that one of
the two participating planets is the lord of the ascendant at this precise
moment.125
In #Olam I Ibn Ezra offers an analogous although by no means identi-

cal exposition of the same doctrine. Instead of ascribing it to the Indian
scientists, he traces it to “Ibn .Sariq,” whomay be plausibly identified with
Ya#qūb ibn .Tāriq, one of the earliest Arabic astronomers and astrologers
(late eighth century) involved in the transmission of Indian science to
Arabophone civilization. Instead of the “opening of the door” (�����

���), he speaks of a planet that is a “key” (����) to another: “the lord
of the seventh place 〈counting〉 from the 〈house of an〉 upper planet is
always its key.”126This suggests that #Olam I and #Olam II, although refer-
ring to the same doctrine, are following different sources. In addition,
#Olam I and #Olam II offer a full account of the “ keys of theMoon”—
phases of the Moon that are considered to have influence on the weather,
particularly on rain—and connect them to the aforementioned proce-
dure for forecasting rain, in which a planet is a “key” to another, or link
the “ keys of the Moon” to the “opening of the door.”127 This link is

cum Mercurio, Veneris cum Marte”; Apertio Portarum, – (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ):
“Apertio portarum dicitur proprie cum coniungitur planeta inferior planete superiori et
fuerint cum hoc eorum domus opposite.”
124 These definitions tally with the definition in #Olam I if one takes into consideration

the following factors: (a) the Moon, Mercury, and Venus are considered “lower” plan-
ets, whereas Mars, Jupiter, and Jupiter are “upper” planets; (b) the planetary house of an
“upper” planet is in the seventh place with respect to the planetary house of a “lower”
planet because the planetary houses of the “upper” planets are in opposition to the plan-
etary houses of the “lower” planets (e.g., Sagittarius and Pisces, which are the planetary
houses of Jupiter, are in opposition to Gemini and Virgo, which are Mercury’s planetary
houses).
125 This is similar, although by no means identical, to the last sentence of Apertio Por-

tarum (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ): “apertio portarum dicitur quando dominus ascendentis
aspicit dominum septime domus vel eius coniunctus est,” and to Chapter :– of
Al-Kindı̄’s Forty Chapters (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ): “Then look at every conjunction and
establish the Ascendant and know the twelve centres. …When the Moon arrives in one
of these centres, and a lower planet applies from opposition to one of the higher planets,
it brings forth its nature, when the luminaries aspect each other, and when there is an
aspect to the Ascendant of the land and an aspect of their lords with them.”
126 #Olam I, §:–.
127 #Olam I, §:; §:–; #Olam II, §:–; §:.
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vouched for in a number of sources, such as Kitāb mukhta.sar al-masā"il
by #Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı, Kitāb al-Bāri by #Al̄ı ibn abı̄-l-Rijāl,
etc.128

. The  Mansions of the Moon

#Olam I and #Olam II also ascribe the  mansions of the Moon to the
scientists of India.Throughout history, various civilizations have divided
the zodiac into  parts that bear on weather forecasting and astrology.
The Indians divided the ecliptic into  divisions associated with diverse
deities and called nak.satra. In pre-Islamic times, the Arabs distinguished
 fixed stars, each of them a naw" (plural anwā), whose rising and set-
tings divided the solar year of  days into roughly  periods of thirteen
days, each with it own characteristic weather. Also ascribed to the Indi-
ans and the Arabs are the  lunar mansions (Arab. manāzil al-qamar),
which have a special bearing on rainfall. Because the lunar month has
approximately  days, each lunar mansion was taken to be the place
where the Moon “lodges” on one day of the lunar month. In Arabic
sources the anwā are related to the lunar mansions. Texts attributed to
Hermes Trismegistus prescribe the activities to be undertaken when the
Moon is located in each of these  constellations.129 Al-Bı̄rūnı̄ points
out that the anwā are associated with rain because the times of their
occurrence are related to the setting of the mansions in the west in the
morning.130 The lunar mansions are frequently mentioned, catalogued,
and described in Arabic (mainly translated into Hebrew and Latin) and
Latin sources, generally in close connection with weather or rain fore-
casting.131
The  lunarmansions feature prominently throughout Ibn Ezra’s oeu-

vre. In his commentary on Ecclesiastes : and the long commentary on
Exodus : he harshly criticizes anonymous (presumably Jewish) com-
mentators who associated the  lunar mansions with the  varieties of

128 See note on #Olam I, §:.
129 Al-Kindı̄, , “Introduction,” pp. –.
130 Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. .
131 Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II, pp. – (“On the causes attributed to the higher bodies

which indicate the origin of rains,” Al-Kindı̄, , pp. –); Jafar Indus, Liber
imbrium –, and the parallel sections in Sapientes Indi, – (Al-Kindı̄, ,
pp. –); Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §–, pp. –; Tractatus pluviarum, ed.
Burnett, –, pp. –; Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. xi, sig. Hv–Hv; Lib. IV, xvii,
sig. Sr–Tr.
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time enumerated in Ecclesiastes :– and with the  cubits of the cur-
tains of the sanctuary (Ex. :). In the introduction to his short com-
mentary on the Pentateuch, however, Ibn Ezra notes without comment
that the  letters of the Hebrew alphabet correspond to the  lunar
mansions. In his scientific treatises, Ibn Ezra devoted complete chapters
to the  lunar mansions in Keli ha-Ne .hoshet I (Book of the Astrolabe),
where he invokes the authority of the Ancients,132 as well as in Keli ha-
Ne .hoshet II, where he refers instead to the Arabs.133 In those two chap-
ter he defines the lunar mansions, provides instructions for finding the
Moon in the mansions with respect to the place of the Sun at the begin-
ning of the month, and offers a complete catalogue of the  lunar man-
sions, including their Arabic names, translation into Hebrew, and the
number and size of the stars thereof; in Keli ha-Ne .hoshet II he adds the
graphical representation of each asterism. As for his astrological work,
in addition to relevant passages in #Olam I and #Olam II,134 in the sixth
“place” of the recently discovered Sefer ha-Miv .harim III Ibn Ezra pro-
vides a complete list of the  lunar mansions and, citing the author-
ity of the scientists of India and of Dorotheus, enumerates the actions
it is worthwhile to undertake (i.e., taking a medicine, getting married,
embarking on a sea voyage, etc.) when the Moon “lodges” in each of its
mansions.135

Arabic Contributions

As a rule, Ibn Ezra speaks in highly favorably terms about the contribu-
tions of Arab astronomers. Thus, in #Olam I, in an account of the con-
troversy about the arc of the Sun’s inclination, after presenting the values
given by the Indian scientists, Ptolemy, and Hipparchus, Ibn Ezra con-
cludes that “the Arab scientists were more precise than everyone else and
agreed that the arc of inclination is °′, except Yahyā ben Abı̄ Mansūr
and Abraham al-Zarqāl, who were even more precise and said that it is
°′.”136 He also refers approvingly to the astronomical tables compiled
by Arab astronomers—referring to them collectively as “scientists who

132 Ne .hoshet I, BNF , ff. b–a.
133 Ne .hoshet II, Mant. , ff. a–b.
134 #Olam I, §:–, §:–; #Olam II, §:, §:, §:–, §:–, §:.
135 Eleccionum, Erfurt, ff. a–a; Miv .harim III, Archivio di Stato, .. A similar

list, also based on the authority of the scientists of India and on Dorotheus, is in Epitome
totius astrologiae. See Epitome, , Lib. IV, cap. xvii, sig. Sr–Tr.
136 #Olam I, §:.
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rely on experience”137—or specifically to the tables of al-Battānı̄,138 and
does not fail to mention the contribution of Arab builders of astronomi-
cal instruments, as the Banū Shākir.139
By contrast, Ibn Ezra unleashes a harsh attack on Abū Ma#shar, the

most prominent astrologer of the Middle Ages. In the very first sen-
tence of #Olam I Ibn Ezra enjoins readers neither to like nor to trust Abū
Ma#shar’s Book on the Conjunction of the Planets, because it relies on the
mean motion for the planetary conjunctions; later, readers are warned
not to trust Abū Ma#shar’s book because a certain prediction regard-
ing rain was not borne out by experience.140 Ibn Ezra’s negative attitude
towards Abū Ma#shar is a puzzle, notably because elsewhere in his astro-
logical corpus he depends heavily onAbūMa#shar’s work or refers to him
approvingly.141 But this ambiguity is not unusual; Ibn Ezra is in the habit
of attacking prominent scholars (Jews too) on whose work he relies.142
As a rule, however, Ibn Ezra frequently mentions the work of prominent
astrologers in the Islamic world, though he does not credit them with
specific astrological doctrines or theories, and restricts himself to invok-
ing them as repositories of astrological lore that is usually of pre-Islamic
origin.ThusMāshā"allāh is repeatedly invoked in applications of the con-
junctions of Saturn and Jupiter, a doctrine of Persian provenance.143 Ibn
Ezra also refers to the innovative work of Arab astrologers apropos of the
secular or religious history of Islam, as in the case of the conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter that foreshadowed Muhammad’s birth,144 predictions
related to the “kingdom of the Muslims,”145 and observations made by
the “scientists of Spain” regarding the signs of cities in the Iberian penin-
sula.146

137 #Olam I, §:.
138 #Olam I, §:; §:.
139 #Olam I, §:–.
140 #Olam I, §:–; §:–.
141 See note on #Olam I, §:.
142 For instance, Ibn Ezra’s harsh attack on the Geonim, in general, and on Saadia

Gaon, in particular, for employing secular sciences in their biblical commentaries in an
irrelevant manner and without being sufficiently knowledgeable about the sciences. See
Sela, , pp. –.
143 #Olam I, §:; §:; §:; §:.
144 #Olam I, §: and note.
145 #Olam I, §:.
146 #Olam II, §:.
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Links to Twelfth-Century Latin Works on World Astrology

#Olam I and especially #Olam II display close links to two twelfth-century
Latin works on world astrology attributed to John of Seville: the Liber
primus de gentibus, regibus, civitatibus, aeris mutatione, fame et mortali-
tate147 and the Tractatus pluviarum et aeris mutationis, which is largely a
portion of the latter work.148 These links were first identified by Charles
Burnett, who also focused attention on theTractatus Pluviarum, and have
recently been fleshed out by Renate Smithuis, who found striking paral-
lels between various parts of Ibn Ezra’s astrological oeuvre and the Epit-
ome totius astrologiae, such as the use of Hebraisms that are translations
of Ibn Ezra’s neologisms, the formulation of doctrines, and the organiza-
tion of the material.149 The present edition, while focusing exclusively on
the links between #Olam I and #Olam II, on the one hand, and the Liber
primus de gentibus and Tractatus Pluviarum, on the other, fully corrob-
orates these findings. These connections will be treated separately in the
notes to the English translation of #Olam I and #Olam II and en bloc in
Appendix E. Here three examples can serve as an illustration.
Thefirst example relates to themotif of the  planetary conjunctions,

which is the first topic addressed in both versions of Sefer ha-#Olam.
Interestingly enough, although it does not occur in Arabic astrological
literature, let alone in works about world astrology, the motif of the
 planetary conjunctions appears in the very first paragraph of the
Liber primus de gentibus, just before the presentation of the diverse
types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, just as in #Olam I and #Olam II.150

147 Epitome, , sig. Fv–Hr.This is the first component of the Liber quadripartitus,
which together with Ysagoge (an introductory book) is part of the Epitome totius astrolo-
giae, a popular work, dated at least in part to , that addresses the main sub-branches
of Arabic astrology: world astrology, nativities, interrogations, and elections.
148 Tractatus pluviarum, ed. Burnett, pp. –.
149 Charles Burnett first advanced this thesis in a still unpublishedwork: “Johnof Seville

and the Authorship of the Epitome totius astrologiae (Ysagoge and Liber quadripartitus).”
Renate Smithuis developed these ideas further in her doctoral dissertation: Smithuis,
, especially chapter ; see also Tractatus pluviarum, ed. Burnett, pp. –. The
connections were in some cases so close that it has been suggested that the Epitome totius
astrologiae was in fact written by Ibn Ezra himself (Smithuis, , chapter ). This is
a very attractive hypothesis, but it seems that there is still need for a critical edition of
the Epitome totius astrologiae and a close comparative study of its contents and Ibn Ezra’s
complete astrological oeuvre before we can arrive at a more authoritative judgment in
this matter.
150 #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– and notes; #Olam II, §: and

notes; cf. Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. ii, sig. Fv.
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The second example relates to a list of cities and their corresponding
zodiacal signs, which appears in #Olam II, on the one hand, and in
the Liber primus de gentibus and Tractatus Pluviarum, on the other.
The list in #Olam II contains two outstanding features: (i) Rome, Pisa,
and Lucca are recorded in this order, which corresponds to what we
know about Ibn Ezra’s peregrinations; (ii) information is given about
the author’s own observations to determine the zodiacal sign of the city.
Interestingly enough, virtually the same information is given in the Liber
primus de gentibus and Tractatus Pluviarum.151 The third example refers
to four consecutive sections of #Olam II, whose common denominator
is the attempt to quantify astrological influence by assigning portions of
powers to the planets and to the  keys of the Moon (according to the
precedence of their dignities, their position in the horoscopic places, and
their various conditions with respect to the Sun). As it happens, virtually
the same information is offered in a long passage of the Liber primus de
gentibus.152

World Astrology in Other Parts of Abraham Ibn Ezra’s Oeuvre

The two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam are no doubt Ibn Ezra’s longest,
most concentrated, and most substantial contribution in world astrol-
ogy, but they are by no means his only achievement in this field. To
complete the picture, we should examine the contents of three addi-
tional short texts, provided in Hebrew, English translation, and com-
mentary, in Part Five, below. These texts, which are directly concerned
with word astrology, are: (a) the tenth chapter ofReshit .Hokhmah (Begin-
ning of Wisdom), where Ibn Ezra presents a series of cycles related to
world astrology, a topic virtually ignored in #Olam I and #Olam II; (b)
the astrological section of the exegetical excursus in the long commen-
tary on Exodus :, where Ibn Ezra inserts material on world astrol-
ogy into his biblical commentary, notably, the pattern of the  con-
junctions of the seven planets, the tripartite model of the Saturn-Jupiter
conjunctions, and the Jews’ dual astrological status vis-à-vis the stars;
(c) the introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot (Book of Nativities), where

151 See #Olam B, §:– and note; cf. Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. viii, sig. Gr;
Tractatus pluviarum, – (ed. Burnett, p. ).
152 #Olam B, §:–, §:–, §:–, §:– and notes, cf. Epitome, , Lib.

I, cap. ii, sig. Fr– Fr.
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Ibn Ezra juxtaposes world astrology and the doctrine of nativities and
presents a series of original ideas about world astrology.

.The Tenth Chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah

Abū Ma#shar elected to provide a separate account of the two main doc-
trines of historical astrology employed in his day: he wrote about the
conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter and other related topics in Kitāb al-
Qiranāt (Book of Conjunctions);153 but cyclical world astrology, a com-
plex system of cycles that determine the dominant planetary or zodiacal
influences at various points of time, was rigorously excluded from that
work and dealt with in Kitāb al-Ulūf (Book of Thousands).154 As it hap-
pens, Ibn Ezra followed Abū Ma#shar’s lead: conjunctional astrology is
discussed mainly in the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam, while cyclical
world astrology is dealt with almost exclusively in the tenth chapter of
Reshit .Hokhmah, an introduction to astrology that is considered to be
the zenith of Ibn Ezra’s astrological work.155
The tenth chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah has three sections. The first dis-

cusses the calculation of the astrological aspects, particularly the techni-
calities of the procedure of “directions.”156 This is because Ibn Ezra char-
acterizes all of the cycles presented in the next two sections as “direc-
tions.” As he explains, “direction means that you direct some planet or
degree to the body of some planet or to the aspect of its ray in order to
know how many years there are between them.”157 Interestingly enough,
Ibn Ezra uses neither the word “directions” (Heb. ���	���) nor collocations
thereof in the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam. The procedure of direction
is often used in nativities,158 but in our text it is applied in world astrol-
ogy, as explained by IbnEzra, to “knowall good and evil that befalls kings,
and 〈the transfer of〉 the conduct of the realm fromone nation to another,
and the alterations that occur in the world affecting general and private

153 On Great Conjunctions, .
154 Kitāb al-Ulūf, .
155 See below, Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X (pp. –).
156 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
157 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:. In other words, the procedure of “direction” entails

establishing an arc of the zodiac between two zodiacal places and then converting this
arc into a period of time by means of an imaginary clock hand or pointer that travels at a
certain speed from the initial point until it reaches the final zodiacal place.
158 .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. – (= Second version of Sefer ha- .Te#amim, ed. Sela,

§.:, on pp. –) and note on pp. –.
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affairs, from evil to good and from good to evil.”159 The aspects are used
in all the branches of astrology, of course, but here they are applied specif-
ically to world astrology.160
The second section enumerates five cycles, all of them characterized

as “directions,”161 as follows: (i) “thousands,” which move one zodiacal
sign every thousand solar years;162 (ii) “hundreds,” which move one sign
every century;163 (iii) “tens,” which move one sign every ten years;164
(iv) the fardār, a period of  years distributed to the seven planets and
to the Head and Tail of the Dragon in the order of their exaltations;165
and (v) “units,” which move one sign each year.166 Ibn Ezra’s source for
these doctrines seems to be Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Ulūf, which collects
previous Persian sources and reports on five cycles that are virtually
identical with Ibn Ezra’s five “directions.”167The same cycles are echoed in
Al-Bı̄rūnı̄’sKitāb al-Tafhı̄m.168 Commenting in .Te#amim I on this section
of Reshit .Hokhmah, Ibn Ezra refers neither to Abū Ma#shar nor to Al-
Bı̄rūnı̄ and writes that “this is the opinion of the scientists of Persia and
India, but Ptolemy laughs at them.”169

159 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:.
160 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:.
161 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
162 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
163 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
164 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
165 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–. This is the only component that is mentioned in

#Olam I, §:–; §:– and #Olam II, §:–; §:–.
166 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:. For the fardār, see above, pp. –.
167 These cycles are: (i) the mighty intihā", which moves one zodiacal sign every 

solar years (corresponds to the “thousands”); (ii) the big intihā", which moves one sign
every  years (corresponds to the “hundreds”); (iii) the middle intihā", which moves
one sign every  years (corresponds to the “tens”), (iv) the small fardār (corresponds to
the fardār); and (v) the small intihā", which moves one sign every year (corresponds to
the “units”). See Kitāb al-Ulūf, , pp. , –; Kennedy, , pp. –. In #Olam
I, §:, Ibn Ezra presents Abū Ma#shar as claiming that “in the opinion of the Indian
scientists one thousand years are assigned to each degree.” This does not correspond to
the mighty intihā". See #Olam I, §: and note.
168 Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, pp. –: “Secondly, the signs are made equal to a

thousand years each; this is the term of the thousands. Thirdly the signs are made equal
to single years, the terminus of years being thus produced as we said before. Fourthly the
degrees are made equal to single years, and this is the small division. Between the units
and thousands two other terms are introduced, one in which each sign equals a hundred
years and another in which each is ten.”
169 .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –.Thismeans that Ibn Ezra was aware of the Persian-

Indian origins of these techniques; as for his comment on Ptolemy, this is the typical way
in which Ibn Ezra denotes that these cycles are not mentioned in the Tetrabiblos.
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The third section presents four additional directions, three of them
intimately related to (although not identical with) the three well-known
types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. The “great,” “middle,” and “small”
conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter, however, are not addressed as con-
junctions per sewith their own specific type of historical signification (as
in the standard form of conjunctionalism), but as initial and final points
of cycles of ,  and  years in the framework of three additional
types of directions, each of which moves ° in each of their respective
cycles.170 Al-Bı̄rūnı̄, too, considers the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions to be
directions, but not the same as those cited by Ibn Ezra.171 These three
are complemented by a fourth type of direction that moves one degree a
year.172

.The Long Commentary on Exodus :

Amain feature of Ibn Ezra’s workingmethod as a biblical commentator is
the exegetical excursus, an independent article inserted into the running
biblical commentary. In these he took the liberty of deviating from the
close reference to the words of the biblical text to add new perspectives
on some burning exegetical issue (particularly when he was concerned
with unfolding the secret meanings of the Tetragrammaton) and display
his knowledge of astronomy,mathematics, cosmology,Hebrewgrammar,
logic, and particularly astrology. A telling example is found in the long
commentary on Exodus :.173
The astrological section of this exegetical excursus consists of a concise

two-layer account of astrological influence on the world, in general, and
of the Jews’ dual astrological status, in particular. The first layer begins
with the fixed stars, which are divided into the classical  constellations
of Ptolemy and held to be responsible for the fixity of the species,174 the

170 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:–.
171 Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. : “The degrees at which Saturn and Jupiter meet

in conjunction, together with the ascendant of that time, and the ascendant of the year of
the conjunction all move in the direction of the succession of the signs through a whole
sign in a complete solar year.”
172 Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:.
173 This exegetical excursus has a grammatical, a mathematical, and an astrological

section. Ibn Ezra addressed it to the initiated and learned and considered it to be a
cardinal component of his exegetical work. See the cross-references to this excursus in
the long commentary on Exodus: :, :; :, :, :; :, :, :; :.
174 Long comm. Ex. :, §: (below, pp. –).
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same as in the introduction to Sefer ha-#Olam II.175 Before turning to the
planetary layer Ibn Ezra, in a remarkable digression, construes an osten-
sibly historical talmudic narrative176 as a plot in which King Ptolemy—
whom Ibn Ezra imagines to be no other than Claudius Ptolemy the
astronomer177—on the pretext of sponsoring a Greek translation of the
Pentateuch, planned to “steal” the astrological arcana embedded in the
Torah.178 The core of these secrets is Deuteronomy :, which, in Ibn
Ezra’s interpretation, indicates that “it is known by experience that each
and every nation has a specific planet and zodiacal sign, and so too each
and every city. God has granted Israel a most-favored status, in that
He determines their future, and not a star. Thus Israel is the portion of
God.”179 In other words, Deuteronomy : cloaks the essentials of his-
torical astrology about nations and cities as well as about the Jews’ privi-
leged astrological status vis-à-vis the stars, the two main topics on which
he proceeds to expand in the exegetical excursus.
The layer of the planets is treated in two stages; in both Ibn Ezra incor-

porates topics and ideas that appear in the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam.
In the first stage the planets are treated collectively, through the motif
of the  conjunctions of the seven planets—much the same as in a

175 #Olam II, §: and notes.
176 Babylonian Talmud, , Megilah b, p. : “It is related of King Ptolemy that he

brought together seventy-two elders and placed them in seventy-two [separate] rooms,
without telling them why he had brought them together, and he went in to each one
of them and said to him. Translate for me the Torah of Moses your master. God then
prompted each one of them and they all conceived the same idea and wrote for him: …
Which the Lord thy God distributed to give light to all the peoples (instead of ‘Which the
Lord thy God has allotted unto all the peoples under the whole heaven’, Deut. :).”
177 For Claudius Ptolemy as “King Ptolemy,” see above, #Olam II, §: and note. For

the opinion that Ibn Ezra identified King Ptolemy, who promoted the translation of the
Pentateuch into Greek, with Claudius Ptolemy, see the highly reliable testimony of Joseph
Bonfils ( .Safenat Pa#nea .h, , I, p. ).
178 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–. Ibn Ezra’s reference to King Ptolemy may be

regarded as his particular version of the “theft of science from the Jews by the Greeks.”
Twelfth-century Jewish intellectuals likeAbrahamBar .Hiyya, JudahHalevi, andAbraham
Ibn Ezra claimed that the Jews of antiquity had engaged in scientific activity, which
brought them into close contact with the scientific achievements of the Gentile nations,
and especially with Greek science. The accomplishments of ancient Jewish science were
coveted and sometimes even stolen by the scholars of other nations. The chief aim of this
argument was to legitimize the study of the “external sciences” by Jews; the main method
for achieving that purpose was converting the new Arabic-Greek science into a refined
version of pristine Jewish wisdom, thereby blurring its innovative character, whichmight
be thought to undermine religious faith. See Sela, , pp. –; Roth, , pp. –
.
179 Long comm. Ex. :, §: and note.
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remarkable digression of #Olam I.180There are, however, two striking dif-
ferences between the two parallel accounts. (a) Whereas #Olam I begins
with a discussion of themethod for solving the combinatorial problem181

and then gives a detailed solution of each partial result,182 readers will
search the excursus in vain for any hint about the method employed by
Ibn Ezra or how he obtained the partial results. (b) Whereas #Olam I
presents the partial results of the combinations in the expected ascend-
ing consecutive order (two, three, four, five, six, and seven stars), in the
biblical excursus Ibn Ezra follows a totally different and apparently inco-
herent order (seven, two, five, three, four, and finally six stars).183
The second stage focuses on the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions bymeans

of a stock account of the tripartite model of conjunctionalism, as in the
two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam.184 It must be borne in mind, however,
that this account is embedded in a biblical commentary (not in an astro-
logical treatise) and that it contains a strong warning against turning a
blind eye to the rigid Aristotelian separation between the super- and sub-
lunary domains (because of the possibility of assigning physical qual-
ities of sublunary matter to the fiery, airy, watery, and earthy triplici-
ties)185 and an injunction against perverting astrology into astral idol-
atry.186
In the last part of the excursus Ibn Ezra is concerned with the Jews’

dual status vis-à-vis the stars: sometimes the Jewish nation is immune
to astrological influence and sometimes is subject to it. He proceeds in
three stages. In the first, he presents a “significant parable” about a com-
munity that turns to God and cleaves to Him and is saved by a prophet,
even though an inexorable disaster takes place, as predetermined by the
stars.187 The same message underlies the second parable, which tells of a
blind man who is about to be run over by horses, but is saved because he

180 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–; cf. #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–
and notes. See also #Olam II, §:.
181 #Olam I, §:–.
182 #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–.
183 #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; cf. long comm. Ex. :, §:–. For the

rationale behind this order of the partial results, see #Olam I, §: and note; note on long
comm. Ex. :, §:–. For a discussion of the two different approaches, see Sela, ,
pp. –. See also #Olam II, §:.
184 Long comm. Ex. :, §:– cf. #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam

II, §:–.
185 Long comm. Ex. :, §:.
186 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–.
187 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–.
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relies on a sighted personwho knows how the horses run.188The lesson of
the two parables is revealed in the third stage, where Ibn Ezra expounds
the Jews’ dual astrological status vis-à-vis the stars: on the one hand, he
enlists the famous talmudic dictum “there is nomazzal for Israel” to but-
tress the idea that the Jewish nation is immune to astrological influence
“as long as they keep the Torah”;189 on the other hand, he maintains that
“if they do not keep the Torah then the zodiacal sign rules over them.”
Because he is aware of what “has been proven by experience” he places
Jewish history under the sway of a conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in
Aquarius, which is responsible for the Jews’ abject condition.190The same
pair of contradictory ideas, along with a clearer reference to Israelites’
exodus from Egypt under the direction of Moses, recurs in a remarkable
passage of #Olam II.191

.The Introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot

Why should the introduction of a treatise on individual astrology, such as
Sefer ha-Moladot, be relevant for learning about Ibn Ezra’s view of world
astrology, which is concernedwith broad classes of people as well as their
history, fate, and natural environment? One reason is that in the opening
lines of this introduction Ibn Ezra, drawing on Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos,192
maintains that the astrological judgments that include human beings in
larger social and geographical units take precedence over the astrolog-
ical judgments that limit individuals to their own personal destiny.193
The second reason is that this introduction consists of eight remark-
able ways by which Ibn Ezra demonstrates the correctness of the forego-
ing statement. We should pause to look at the gist of these eight ways,
in which Ibn Ezra not only proclaims the supremacy of world astrol-

188 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–.
189 Long comm. Ex. :, §:.
190 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–.
191 See #Olam II, §:– and notes; above, pp. –. Abraham Bar .Hiyya, too,

refers to the Jews’ dual astrological status vis-à-vis the stars and grounds his views in
a discussion of the talmudic dictum that “there is nomazzal for Israel” (B Shabbat a),
but he consistently interprets Jewish history, from the Exodus until the destruction of the
Second Temple, as the consequence of a series of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. SeeMegilat
haMegaleh, , pp. –.
192 See Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –, quoted in note on Moladot, Introduction,

§: (below, p. ).
193 Moladot, Introduction, §: (below, p. ). For the following references to this text,

see below, pp. –.
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ogy over the doctrine of nativities,194 thereby giving a clear indication of
the great importance he attaches to the former, but also conveys a series
of ideas that reveal his opinion about the significance of world astrol-
ogy.
The first way, in which Ibn Ezra transforms the native’s national or

religious affiliation into a powerful macro-astrological principle, draws
on two astrological agents.195 The first is the “great” conjunction of Sat-
urn and Jupiter,196 which is made responsible for the ongoing exile of the
Israelite nation, the main feature of Jewish history as Ibn Ezra himself
knew it in his day. Consequently an Israelite whose personal horoscope
destines him to be crowned a king (even though he belongs to a nation
without territory or self-government) will never be more than a courtier.
This makes it clear that, ultimately, the decrees of macro-astrology over-
ride those of micro-astrology.197 The function played by the Saturn-
Jupiter conjunction in the first way is very close to that assigned to the
Saturn-Jupiter conjunction “whenAquarius is in an evil configuration” in
the long commentary on Exodus :.198 It is also strongly reminiscent
of the role of the sign of Aquarius in #Olam II, §:, except that in the
introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot Ibn Ezra does not allow the Jews any
privileged status vis-à-vis the stars, thereby suggesting that the baneful
sway of this Saturn-Jupiter conjunction is the prevalent and permanent
astrological condition of the Jewish nation.
The second macro-astrological agent is the malefic Saturn, which, in

the context of the first way, plays the unexpected role that a Jew will not
commit apostasy despite an unfortunate natal horoscope.199 Underlying
this passage is an implicit reference to Saturn as the planet in charge of

194 The introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot is not an attack on the doctrine of nativities or
an attempt to expose its Achilles’ heel, but a sophisticated defense against its detractors,
based on explaining away its structural weaknesses by means of factors from world
astrology. These weaknesses, traditionally invoked by the opponents of astrology (see,
for instance, Cicero, De divinatione, II:, ), may be subsumed under two heads: (a)
why two natives born at the same time and in the same place (i.e., twins), and therefore
having the same natal chart, have a different fate (see Moladot, Introduction, §:–;
§:–; §:–); (b) why many natives, born at different times and in different places,
and therefore having different natal charts, have the same fate (seeMoladot, Introduction,
§:–, §:–; §:–; §:–).
195 Moladot, Introduction, §:.
196 See below, n. .
197 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
198 Long comm. Ex. :, §:–.
199 SeeMoladot, Introduction, §:.
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the Jews.200 Although this is not a novel idea,201 Ibn Ezra is the first Jewish
thinker to be concernedwith the astrological elements of the problematic
association between Saturn and the Jews. Greek and Arabic astrology
considered Saturn to be the most malignant of the seven planets;202 the
natural inference is that the Jews, too, astrologically governed by Saturn,
ought to be contaminated by the planet’s malignant andwicked nature.203
Ibn Ezra did not try to blur the uneasy connection between Saturn and
the Jews or cover up the extremely unfavorable attributes of that planet.
Instead, he removed the sting of this embarrassing linkage by stressing
that Saturn is conducive to a Jew’s religious faith.204 Anotherway inwhich
he palliated the association was to place Judaism on the same footing as
the other monotheistic religions: the very planet that favors themembers
of its assigned religious congregation bodes ill for the members of other
creeds.205

200 For the link between Saturn and the Jews, see Sela, , pp. –; Zafran, ,
pp. –. The topic of the governance of religions and nations by specific planets is
touched on in #Olam I, §:–, where the Sun is said to be in charge of the Christians and
Venus of the Muslims; but in this passage Ibn Ezra is silent about Saturn’s role vis-à-vis
the Jews.
201 Prominent Roman historians such as Tacitus (–) and Dio Cassius (ca. –

after ), as well as outstanding Christian thinkers such as St. Augustine (–),
acknowledged that a special link connects Saturn with the holiest day of the week for the
Jews. See Tacitus, Historiae, , V, ; Dio Cassius, Roman History, , lib. XXXVII,
p. ; St. Augustine, De consensu, , lib. I, caput xxi–xxii, col. . That Jewish
society of the talmudic period assimilated the same association is attested to by the fact
that in the Babylonian Talmud (B Shabbat a) Saturn is called Shabbetai; i.e., the star of
Shabbat, the most sacred day of the week. The same connection between Saturn and the
Jews appears in the work of prominent medieval Arabic astrologers like Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, Abū
Ma#shar, and Al-Bı̄rūnı̄. See Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , II:–, pp. –; On Great Conjunctions,
, I, pp. –; Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m, , §, p. .
202 Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , II:–, pp. –; Kitāb al-

Mad .hal, , VII:, v, pp. –; Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m, , §, p. ; Abbreviation,
, V:–, pp. –.
203 See Memorias de #Abd Allah, , p. : “¿No dicen los judíos que son ‘saturni-

anos’? La cosa es indudable, pues, de hecho, ¿no hacen fiesta el sábado, que es el día de
Saturno, y no está su carácter del todo acomodado a las cualidades de que es indicio Sat-
urno, o sea, avaricia, sordidez, ruindad, engaño y traición?”The link between Saturn and
the Jews was a welcome addition to the arsenal of antisemitism and was used in icono-
graphic sources from the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the Modern Era
to identify the Jew, after the model of Cronus, with Saturn and depict him swallowing his
own children. See Schreckenberg, , pp. –.
204 This idea is forcefully conveyed in Ibn Ezra’s long commentary on Ex. :.
205 See Liber de nativitatibus, , sig. Er: “Saturnus in nona nativitate Iudei suam

fidem constanter servaturam ostendit, in Christiani vero nativitate suam fidem negluc-
turam iudicat, Sarraceni quoque nascentis idem fidem infirmat. Sol vero in nona, fidem
Christiani nascentis consolidat, Iudei et Sarraceni, fidemnascentis negligendamostendit.
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The second way in the introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot converts the
terrestrial climates206 into a macro-astrological factor.207 Ibn Ezra writes
that astrological influence is not uniform on earth but varies significantly
as a function of these seven bands, to the extent that the climate of
an individual’s birth is more important than his or her natal chart.208
This aspect is completely neglected in #Olam I and #Olam II but plays a
prominent role in other parts of Ibn Ezra’s oeuvre, including his biblical
commentaries.209 To explain the macro-astrological properties of the
climates on Earth, Ibn Ezra applies the Hippocratic-Galenic theory of
the four humors. According to this second way, those born in Ethiopia,
even if favored by the planet Mercury, cannot be as wise as people born
in other climates.210 He explains this succinctly by the argument that
the Ethiopians’ temperament is not balanced because of the intense heat
prevailing in their country.211

Mars in nona Sarraceni fidem servandam docet, Christiani vero et Iudei nascentis fidem
in irritum ducit.”
206 In Antiquity and the Middle Ages, the climates were considered to be seven bands

covering the entire oikumene and extended in latitude between two parallels where the
same phenomena were to be found, such as a prevailing weather or the length of the
longest day in summer. Fontaine, , pp. –.
207 Moladot, Introduction, §:.
208 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
209 As for the climatological-astrological theory, in Reshit .Hokhmah Ibn Ezra correlates

each of the seven climates to each of the twelve zodiacal signs and to each of the seven
planets; in .Te#amim I he explains this astrological relationship in terms of a sympathetic
link connecting the qualities of a particular sign to the weather or to other natural
characteristic of a certain climate. See Reshit .Hokhmah, , II, ix:; xi:, et passim;
.Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –, et passim. To Ibn Ezra’s mind, the
climates were created as part of the divine blueprint of Genesis; he also expects the
climates to remain stable and is worried that climatological variations might usher in
the end of the world. See his commentary on Psalms : and Job :. See also Sela,
, pp. –.
210 Here Ibn Ezra follows in the footsteps of Claudius Ptolemy. See Tetrabiblos, ,

I:, pp. –.
211 Moladot, Introduction, §:–. The same point, although producing an opposite

result, is driven home in the commentary on Ecclesiastes :: 
	���—���	
�� �
��	��
���� �� �
�� �	�� ���� ��	 ������ ����� ���� �	����� �	�� �� ������ ���� �	�� ��	�� �	��

	�� 	� �	�� �	
 ���� ���	
���	 ���	��
� ������ �� ��������� ����� ����� �� �� �����
���	���� ��� �	�	 ��	��� ���	 ����� ���	
� ��	
 �� �	��	 ��
�� ��� ���	� �	��� (“He said
‘in Jerusalem,’ because it is located in a place specially apt to receive wisdom. For it is
known that the inhabited part of the earth is divided into seven parts and it is impossible
that upright people, capable of receiving wisdom, should be found anywhere except in
the middle three sections. For in the first and last pairs of sections, excessive heat or
cold prevents 〈the formation of〉 a sound human temperament. And it is known that the
latitude of Jerusalem is °, that is, the middle of the oikumene”).
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The third and fourth ways are the only ones in which two classical
astrological agents work as macro-astrological principles. In the third
way, the “great”212 conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter appears again as
a macro-astrological principle in its own right (and not merely as an
illustrative tool, as in the first way). Now it plays the ostensibly less
spectacular role of holding power over every city (in contrast to themore
stupendous task of causing the Jews’ ongoing exile, as in the first way).213
This suggests that in the third way the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions play
what Ibn Ezra deemed to be their standard and most frequent role,
whereas the function assigned to them in the first way is exceptional.This
is corroborated by the fact that in #Olam I and #Olam II, too, the Saturn-
Jupiter conjunctions generally play the less dramatic role of molding the
political history of cities and causing high or low prices.214
In the fourth way Ibn Ezra presents the “revolution of the world”

as a macro-astrological principle that causes the inhabitants of a city
to succumb to a plague even though their natal horoscopes do not
indicate such an outcome.215 The “revolution of the world” is a special
horoscope cast every year, when the Sun enters Aries, to forecast world
affairs during the next year;216 the peculiar name of this astrological agent
evokes the creation of the world, which, according to Indian cosmology,
occurred when all the planets met in conjunction in the head of Aries.
But the expression “revolution of the world” (��	�� ��	��) is never
used in either version of Sefer ha-#Olam, where the same astrological
factor is cited, instead, as the “revolution of the year” (���� ��	��) to
forecast the fortunes of cities and kingdoms, even in years of a Saturn-
Jupiter conjunction, or in a hierarchical arrangement of the three types
of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, taken along with the revolution of the
year, according to the lengths of their periods.217

212 In the introduction to Sefer ha-Moladot Ibn Ezra uses “great conjunction” as a
generic term for all types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions and not as a reference to the
conjunction that takes place every  years. See also #Olam I, §:–; §:.
213 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
214 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam II, §:–;

§:– et passim. See also above, p. .
215 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
216 The astrological function of the “revolution of the world” is analogous in a personal

scale to that of the anniversary horoscope, which is mentioned inMoladot (Introduction,
§:) and is cast when the Sun arrives at the same point in the zodiac where it was at the
native’s time of birth to forecast his fate in the next year.
217 See #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; §:–; #Olam

II, §:– and note. For an explanation of the term, see #Olam I, §: and note.
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The fifth way is concerned with the social rank of the family; the sixth,
with the authority of the king. These are two seemingly non-astrological
factors whose societal application may be taken as the antithesis of the
obviously astrological character of the agents of the third and fourth
ways.218 But the fifth and sixth ways provide a window into the socio-
political mindset and awareness of an astrologically minded intellectual
of the twelfth century: instead of conceiving of social status arising from
family standing or political power as sociological factors created by a
combination of structural and anonymous traits of society, or as personal
factors determined by the free will of individuals, Ibn Ezra converts
them into macro-astrological factors that control human social mobility.
This is evident in the case of a king, whose natal chart, in Ibn Ezra’s
interpretation (if it indicates that the king will drag many people into
war), overrides the indications of the natal charts of his subjects.219
The seventh way focuses on a classic scenario of the Mediterranean

basin (where sailing in winter is an extremely dangerous venture) and
converts astrological influence on weather into a powerful macro-astrol-
ogical principle.220 This concept is pithily denoted here by the Hebrew
word toledet, an idiosyncratic neologism seldom used with this mean-
ing.221 In this particular case, Ibn Ezra contrasts the stars’ sway over the
weather with the uselessness for predicting disaster of a horoscope cast
according to the doctrine of elections (which aims to find themost propi-
tiousmoment for beginning a particular activity).222 Ibn Ezra theatrically
proclaims that the fury of the elements has the power to doom a thou-
sand persons, even though their natal horoscopes have reassured them
that they will survive this year.223
In stark contrast to the utter fatalism of the seventh way (as well the

third and fourth ways), the eighth way brings to the fore the possibility of
salvation from the stars. Here Ibn Ezra converts “the power of the soul,
whose power resides in wisdom,” into a macro-astrological principle
able to cancel out the decrees of the natal chart. He is referring to
the “superior soul”, the highest component of the tripartite soul (the
vegetative or appetitive soul; the animal or locomotive soul; and the

218 Moladot, Introduction, §:–; §:–.
219 Moladot, Introduction, §:.
220 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
221 SeeMoladot, Introduction, §:.
222 Moladot, Introduction, §:.
223 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
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wise or superior soul), and, in Ibn Ezra’s view, also the most significant
means by which human beings can evade the decrees of the stars.224
Following in the footsteps of Sherira Gaon (d. ) and Hai Gaon
(d. ), Ibn Ezra presents two significantly different ways by which
the wise human soul can overcome the bodily injuries indicated by the
individual horoscope.225 The first way is embodied in the astrologer,
who epitomizes a rational and manifestly scientific methodology that
allows him to remedy some of the physical injuries inflicted upon him
by the stars.226 The second way is personified by the righteous person,
who blends sublime godly devotion with the scholar’s characteristics and
is described by Ibn Ezra as being completely saved, thanks to divine
intervention, from the injuries ordained in his personal horoscope.227

Place and Date of Composition

#Olam I was written in am, i.e., ce, in the town of Béziers in
southern France. This year is mentioned as the date of composition in
the section on the planetary fardārāt, where Ibn Ezra also reveals that
the year  is the fourth in the fardārship of Mars, according to the
reckoning of the Persians.228 In addition, a colophon indicates that the
work was completed in Mar .heshvan  [= November ].229 #Olam
I uses latitude °′ to demonstrate that “nobody can know when the
Sun enters Aries in any particular city unless he knows the latitude of the
place, meaning its latitude with respect to the equator.”230 This latitude
corresponds to the neighborhood of Béziers.231

224 See note onMoladot, Introduction, §: (below p. ).The sources of the tripartite
soul can be traced back to Plato (Timaeus a, d, d), Aristotle (De anima a, b,
a, b), and Galen (Lloyd, , pp. ). In medieval Jewish culture, the theory of
the tripartite soul ismentioned and applied by SaadiaGaon (–) (Book of Beliefs and
Opinions, , pp. –; Book of Theodicy, , –), and then, in the twelfth
century, by Judah b. Barzillai of Barcelona (Commentary on Sefer Ye.sirah, , p. ),
Judah Halaevi (Kuzari, , pp. –), Abraham Bar .Hiyya (Megilat haMegaleh,
, pp. , , ;Yesodé ha-Tebuna, , pp. –), and notably byMaimonides (Guide
of the Perplexed, , I:, p. ).
225 SeeMoladot, Introduction, §: and note;Queries on Astrology, , pp. –.
226 Moladot, Introduction, §:–.
227 Moladot, Introduction, §:–. For this interpretation, see Sela, , pp. –.
228 #Olam I, §:.
229 MS Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM: F ), f. a.
230 #Olam I, §:; §:.
231 According to Matthew, , p. , the latitude of Béziers is °′.
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Cross-references from #Olam I to other parts of Ibn Ezra’s astrological
corpus, and vice versa, show that it was composed after the completion
of Reshit .Hokhmah I, Sefer ha- .Te#amim I, Sefer ha-Miv .harim I, and Sefer
Keli ha-Ne .hoshet III (Book of the Astrolabe).232 Thus #Olam I is in all
likelihood the last component of the astrological encyclopedia rapidly
composed in Béziers between June and November of .233 Other
cross-references indicate that #Olam I was written before the recently
found Sefer ha-Miv .harim III and before Sefer ha- .Te#amim II, which are
not part of the Béziers astrological encyclopedia.234
There is no clear information about the date and place of composi-

tion of #Olam II, although a number of indications offer clues. The year
am (ce) is mentioned in the section on the planetary fardārāt
(#Olam II, §:);235 three of the seven manuscripts employed in the
present edition also mention the year  [= ] in the same con-
text.236 But when it comes to dating #Olam II, these data are not as useful
as those in #Olam I. (a)Whereas #Olam I offers a straightforward solution
to the problem of determining the planet in charge of the fardārship of
certain year,237 #Olam II speaks in riddles.238 (b)Whereas #Olam I uses the
reckoning of the Persians and explicitly mentions am [= ce] as
the year of its composition, #Olam II attempts to adapt the calculation
to the Jewish calendar and consequently mentions am [= ce]
not as the date of composition but as the beginning of the thMetonic

232 These cross-references are: a retrospective reference to Sefer Reshit .Hokhmah in
#Olam I, §: (see note there); three anticipatory references to #Olam I in the first version
of Sefer ha- .Te#amim (see Appendix B, examples ,,); a retrospective reference to Sefer
ha-Miv .harim in #Olam I, §: (see note there), and a retrospective reference in #Olam
I, §: (see note there) to the third version of Sefer Keli ha-Ne .hoshet, where the year
am [ce] is given by the star list on the rete.
233 According to a colophon, Reshit .Hokhmah I, the first component of the encyclo-

pedia, was composed in Tammuz  [= June ]. See MS Berlin, Staatsbibliothek
 [Or. Qu. ] (IMHM: F ), f. . Another colophon indicates that #Olam I was
completed in Mar .heshvan  [= November ] (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbiblio-
thek, Cod. Hebr.  [IMHM: F ]), f. a. For the other components of the Béziers
astrological encyclopedia, see Sela and Freudenthal, , pp. , –.
234 These are a past-tense references to #Olam I, §:– in the recently discovered third

version of Sefer ha-Miv .harim, which also contains a reference to the recently identified
second version of Reshit .Hokhmah (see #Olam I, §:– and note, and Appendix B,
example ); a past-tense reference to #Olam I, §:– in the second version of Sefer ha-
.Te#amim (see Appendix B, example ).
235 #Olam II, §:.
236 See #Olam II, §: and variae lectiones to #Olam II, §:–.
237 #Olam I, §:.
238 #Olam II, §:–.
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cycle.239 As for the reference to am [= ce], found in several
manuscripts, this is a later interpolation by a glossator or copyist to solve
Ibn Ezra’s riddle by means of a comparison with the solution in #Olam I
of a similar problem regarding the year  [].240Therefore, all that
can be positively said on the basis of this chronological information is
that #Olam II was composed between the beginning of the thMetonic
cycle, that is, am [= ce], and the beginning of the th cycle
(/].
The list of cities and their signs in #Olam II241 is evidence of Ibn

Ezra’s familiarity with a number of places in the Iberian peninsula, the
Maghreb, Italy, and France, the places where he lived at various times in
his life. Particularly significant are the five Italian cities included in the
list: Rome, Pisa, Lucca, Mantua, and Verona. For one thing, they corre-
spond exactly with what we know about Ibn Ezra’s travels in Italy; their
order of presentation coincides with the order in which Ibn Ezra vis-
ited them.242 Moreover, Ibn Ezra’s reference to the sign of the cities of
Pisa and Lucca makes plain that in these cities he performed astronom-
ical observations for astrological uses.243 But the list also includes Mar-
seilles,244 which suggests that Sefer ha-#Olam II was composed after Ibn
Ezra passed from Italy into southern France.
A scrutiny of the cross-references from #Olam II to Ibn Ezra’s astrologi-

cal corpus, and vice versa, confirms this perception. #Olam II refers in the
past tense to Sefer Reshit .Hokhmah, Sefer ha- .Te#amim, Sefer ha-Moladot,
and Sefer Keli ha-Ne .hoshet,245 whereas Sefer ha-She"elot II refers in the

239 See #Olam I, §: and note; cf. #Olam II, §:– and note.
240 See #Olam II, §:– and note.
241 #Olam II, §:–.
242 The Italian phase of Ibn Ezra’s literary career was based in the following cities: (a)

Rome (–): Sela and Freudenthal, , items – on pp. , –; (b) Pisa
(–): Sela and Freudenthal, , item  on pp. , ; (c) Lucca (–):
Sela and Freudenthal, , items – on pp. –, –; (d) Mantua (–):
Sela and Freudenthal, , items – on pp. , –; (e) Verona (): Sela and
Freudenthal, , items – on pp. , –.
243 #Olam II, §:–: “Pisa, some say Pisces, but according to what I have verified by

experience its sign is Aquarius °. Lucca, according to what I have verified by experience
several times its sign is Cancer, but in Jupiter’s term.” This reference to Pisa is the only
evidence we have that Ibn Ezra lived in that city, where he purportedly composed a
set of astronomical tables and their corresponding canons, called Liber de Rationibus
Tabularum. See Rationibus tabularum, , p. .
244 See #Olam II, §:.
245 See respectively #Olam II, §:, §: and notes (Sefer Reshit .Hokhmah); §:

and note (Sefer ha- .Te#amim); §: and note (Sefer ha-Moladot); §: (Sefer Keli ha-
Ne .hoshet).
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past tense to #Olam II.246 Of these links, the cross-reference to Sefer ha-
Moladot is the most important, because its contents allow us to establish
unequivocally that it targets Sefer ha-Moladot I, composed in Béziers in
,247 thus establishing a certain terminus post quem for Sefer ha-#Olam
II. Likewise, a reliable terminus ante quem for #Olam II is furnished by the
cross-reference to Sefer ha- .Te#amim: a study of its content shows that it
targets Sefer ha- .Te#amim II, whichmay well have been composed around
 in northern France.248

The Critical Edition of the Hebrew Text

The present critical edition was executed in three stages. First I carried
out a preliminary scrutiny of the available manuscript copies of #Olam
I and #Olam II, focusing on strategic loci that made it possible to detect
specific families and other features in the transmission of the texts. In
a second stage I selected seven copies for each text from among the
available manuscript copies of #Olam I and #Olam II, on the basis of
the following criteria: (i) finding the oldest, most legible, and, as far as
possible, most complete copies; (ii) finding copies that are representative
of specific manuscript families; (iii) the number of seven copies was
chosen not only because of the abundance of available manuscripts
but especially because past experience indicates that a collation of a
fairly large number of copies is necessary to obtain a final text that is
meaningful and reliable in all parts. Finally, I collated the selected copies,
thereby obtaining a finalHebrew text and a critical apparatus that seeks to
record, in an abbreviatedmanner, all the readings in the copies consulted.
To identify the different copies of each text I have used Hebrew letters,
most of which are suggestive of the archive from which the manuscript
comes.

246 See Appendix B, example .
247 See #Olam II, §:: ���	��	�� 
�� ���
� 
��� ��	�� ��	��  
�� !	� ��� 	������

(“they observe the terminal house using the method of the anniversary of the nativity, as
I have explained in the Book of Nativities”).This retrospective reference deals with a topic
related to continuous horoscopy, which is expanded in Sefer ha-Moladot I. By contrast,
neither Liber Nativitatum, the recently found Latin translation of Sefer ha-Moladot II, nor
Liber Nativitatibus, an additional treatise on nativities ascribed to Ibn Ezra, is concerned
with this subject. To flesh this point out, see #Olam II, §: and note.
248 See #Olam II, §: and note.
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Manuscripts for the Critical Edition of #Olam I

�

Oxford, Bodleian Library, Add. Qu.  [Neubauer ] (IMHM:
F ), ff. a–a.This is an octavo paper manuscript of  folios,
written in a Greek rabbinical script in Thebes in . The manuscript
is one of the earliest, if not the earliest, with a collection of astrological
works by Ibn Ezra: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. a–b; .Te#amim I, ff. b–
b; Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. a–b; Sefer ha-Me"orot, ff. a–a;
Miv .harim I, ff. b–a; #Olam I, ff. a–a; #Olam II, ff. a–b
(written in a seventeenth century hand).

�

Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, Schoenberg Collection Ljs /
 (IMHM: F ), ff. –. This vellum manuscript, written in a
Sephardi hand in the fourteenth century, contains the following selection
of Ibn Ezra’s astrological works: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. –;Miv .harim
II (fragment), ff. –; She"elot II (fragment), ff. –; Mishpe.tei ha-
Mazzalot, ff. –; #Olam I, ff. –; Sefer ha-Me"orot (fragment),
ff. .249

�

Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana ebr.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. a–b.Written in a Byzantine hand in , this manuscript con-
tains: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. a–a; She"elot I, ff. a–a; Miv .harim I,
ff. b–a; .Te#amim I, ff. a–a; Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. a–b;
Sefer ha-Me"orot, ff. b–a; #Olam I, ff. a–b.This is the manu-
script on which J.L. Fleischer based his edition of #Olam I, published in
.250

�

Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS héb.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. a–b.This paper manuscript, written in a Byzantine hand in the

249 For an exhaustive description of this manuscript, see Langermann, , pp. –
.
250 #Olam I, Fleischer, pp. –.
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fourteenth/fifteenth century, contains: .Te#amim I, ff. b–b; Sefer ha-
Moladot, ff. b–a; She"elot I, ff. a–a; Sefer ha-Me"orot, ff. a–
b;Miv .harim I, ff. b–b; #Olam I, ff. a–b.

�

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–a.Thismanuscript, written in an Italian hand in the fifteenth
century, contains: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. b–b; .Te#amim II, ff. b–b;
.Te#amim I, ff. b–b; Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. a–a; She"elot I, ff. b–
b; Sefer ha-Me"orot, ff. b–a;Miv .harim I, ff. b–a; #Olam
I, ff. b–a; #Olam II, ff. a–b; Miv .harim II, ff. b–a;
Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, ff. a–b.



Paris, BibliothèqueNationale de France,MShéb.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. a–a. This paper manuscript, written in a Sephardi hand in the
fifteenth century, contains: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. b–a; .Te#amim I,
ff. b–a; Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. b–b; She"elot I, ff. b–b; Sefer
ha-Me"orot, ff. b–a;Miv .harim I, ff. b–b; #Olam I, ff. a–a.




Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–b. A vellum manuscript, written in a Sephardi hand in the
fifteenth century, it contains: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. a–a; .Te#amim
I, ff. b–a; Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. b–a; She"elot I, ff. a–
b; Sefer ha-Me"orot, ff. b–a;Miv .harim I, ff. a–b; #Olam I,
ff. b–b; #Olam II, ff. b–b.

Manuscripts for the Critical Edition of #Olam II

�

Paris, BibliothèqueNationale de France,MShéb.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–a.This paper and vellummanuscript, written in the fourteenth
century in a Sephardi script, is divided into two distinct parts. The first
contains a typical collection of Ibn Ezra’s astrological works: She"elot II,
ff. a–b; Miv .harim II, ff. b–b; Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, ff. b–a;
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.Te#amim II, ff. b–b. The second part (ff. –) contains the last
four chapters of a vast -chapter astrological and astronomical anthol-
ogy, comprising a careful selection of more or less lengthy fragments and
complete treatises from the Hebrew astrological and astronomical work
of Abraham Bar .Hiyya and Abraham Ibn Ezra. The importance of this
anthology resides in the fact that it was assembled no later than .251
Because this is substantially earlier than the date of any other manuscript
of any scientific treatise by Ibn Ezra or Bar .Hiyya, it offers the earliest
known copies of all its components: A brief description of its contents
follows:
Chapter  (ff. a–b): long excerpts from Bar .Hiyya’s .Heshbon

mahalakhot ha-kokhavim (Computation of the motions of stars), .Surat
ha-"are.s (The shape of the earth), and Sefer ha-#Ibbur (Book of Interca-
lation). At the end there is a fragment from #Olam I and the entire tenth
chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I.
Chapter  (ff. a–b): the complete astrological history from the

fifth chapter of Bar .Hiyya’sMegillat ha-Megalleh; a commentary written
by the anthologist on the  conjunctions of the seven planets, which is
developed by Ibn Ezra in #Olam I, #Olam II, and other parts of his work;
excerpts from the Hebrew translation of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses;
and the complete text of #Olam II.
Chapter  (ff. a–a): excerpts from the second version of Keli ha-

Ne .hoshet by Ibn Ezra; the complete tenth chapter of Sefer ha- .Te#amim I
(ff. b–a).
Chapter  (ff. a–a): a smooth and clever combination of ex-

cerpts from .Te#amim I and .Te#amim II, which, avoiding repetitions and
redundancies, in fact creates a new version of Sefer ha- .Te#amim; the
treatise “On the storms of the stars,” ascribed here to Ptolemy but which
is in fact the Eisagoge by Geminus, translated by Moshe Ibn Tibbon in
 (this provides the terminus post quem for the anthology).252

�

New York, Jewish Theological Seminary, Mic  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–b. Written in a Sephardi script in the fifteenth century,
this manuscript contains the following astrological works by Ibn Ezra:
Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. a–b;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, ff. b–a; Sefer

251 See f. b.
252 Vajda, , p. .
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ha-Moladot, ff. b–b; #Olam II, ff. b–b; Sefer ha-Me"orot,
ff. a–a; .Te#amim II, ff. b–b.

�

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. a–b. For a description of this manuscript, see above under the
manuscripts used for the critical edition of #Olam I.

�

Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, ebr.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–a. Written in an Italian script in , it contains the following
astrological works by Ibn Ezra: Reshit .Hokhmah I, ff. a–a; She"elot
II, ff. a–b;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, ff. b–a; #Olam II, ff. b–a;
Miv .harim I, ff. a–a; #Olam I, ff. a–a; .Te#amim II, ff. b–
a.

�

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr. , (IMHM: F ),
ff. a–a. This manuscript was written in an Italian hand in the four-
teenth/fifteenth century and contains the following works by Ibn Ezra:
#Olam I, ff. a–a, She"elot I, ff. a–b; .Te#amim I, ff. a–b; Reshit
.Hokhmah I, ff. –a;Miv .harim I, ff. b–a.Thismanuscriptwas
used by Steinschneider for his identification of #Olam I and #Olam II.

�

Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia  (IMHM:
F ), ff. a–b.This papermanuscript, written in the fifteenth cen-
tury in Sephardi script, contains: Sefer ha-Moladot, ff. a–b; Sefer ha-
Me"orot, ff. a–b; She"elot II, ff. a–a; #Olam I, ff. a–b; #Olam
II, ff. a–a; .Te#amim II, ff. a–b; .Te#amim I, ff. a–a;
Miv .harim I, ff. a–b;Miv .harim II, ff. a–a.




Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb.  (IMHM: F ),
ff. b–b. See above under the manuscripts used for the critical edi-
tion of #Olam I.
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Editorial and Translation Principles

A careful scrutiny of the variae lectiones made it possible to divide the
manuscripts used for the critical edition of #Olam I and #Olam II into two
families. For #Olam I, strong affinities were detected amongMSS 
��, on
the one hand, and amongMSS ���, on the other.253 From the first family
I selectedMS � (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Add.Qu. ) asmy copy text,
because it provides a complete, clear, and quite exact text, and because it
is the earliest extant copy (written in ). For #Olam II strong affinities
were detected among MSS ����, on the one hand, and among MSS ��
,
on the other.254 From the first family I selected MS � (Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, MS héb. ) as my copy text, no only because it
renders a complete, clear, and quite precise text, but notably because it is
part of an anthology composed no later than  and thus substantially
earlier than any other manuscript of a scientific treatise by Ibn Ezra.255
The Hebrew apparatus is intended to offer a succinct indication of

all readings in the Hebrew manuscripts consulted that differ from the
text printed here. A distinction is made between variants, additions,
and lacunae. To differentiate a lacuna from an illegible word, I have
recorded not only the manuscripts that present a different reading but
also those that coincide with the printed text; hence, where the siglum of
a manuscript is omitted, the MS in question is illegible at this point.
To determine readings for the Hebrew texts I proceeded as follows.

As a rule, when the manuscripts did not agree, the preferred reading
was that given by my copy text. However, when the reading in the
copy text was lacking or when the reading in the copy text implied a
syntactic or grammatical error, I have preferred the readings of other
manuscripts. In a few cases—when the readings in the manuscripts were
in glaring or logical contradiction to other parts of Ibn Ezra’s work or
to relevant data available in contemporary (with Ibn Ezra) authoritative
and reliable sources—I have offered a new reading that is consistent with
these sources. With regard to orthography I have attempted to adopt

253 See the following variae lectiones: §:, n. , p. ; §:, n. , p. ; §:, n. ,
p. .
254 See the following variae lectiones: §:, n. , p. ; §:, n. , p. ; §:, n. ,

p. ; §:, n. , p. .
255 Two caveats are in order: (a) MS � itself was written in the fourteenth century and

incorporates, among other items, a copy of chapters  through  of this anthology,
which was written no later than . (b)The compiler of the anthology added notes and
comments to present his own opinions about the contents of the included texts, usually
without revealing his sources; in some strategic and controversial places he significantly
altered the original text.
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a policy of uniformity, except where a variant may indicate a different
reading. I have added punctuation to the Hebrew text and, to facilitate
references, I have divided it into sections and sentences.
As alreadynoted inmy edition of the two versions of Sefer ha- .Te#amim,

there are solid indications that during the more than one hundred years
that passed between the composition of Ibn Ezra’s astrological treatises
and the date of the earliest available manuscripts his students and admir-
ers actively modified and added to his astrological work as they copied it;
this must drastically lower any expectations that an exhaustive study of
the manuscripts might enable scholars to restore with precision the orig-
inal Hebrew texts of Ibn Ezra’s astrological works.256 This caveat applies
to the current edition as well. As will be shown in due course, #Olam II,
§:– incorporates a fairly long passage that a later glossator or copyist
interpolated in order to solve a riddle that Ibn Ezra posed in a previous
section.257 In order to be true to a significant part of the manuscripts tra-
dition, I have incorporated this interpolation in the Hebrew text and the
corresponding English translation, but I have marked it in such a way as
to highlight its spurious status.
The translation is meant to help readers understand the two Hebrew

texts with as much fidelity as possible and is not addressed only to those
who do not read Hebrew. As already noted in the introduction to my
previous edition, a critical edition without a translation into a widely
used modern language would leave most of the difficulties posed by
obscure and convoluted medieval Hebrew texts as Ibn Ezra’s astrological
writings as incomprehensible as before, even for those who are fluent
in modern Hebrew. In the final analysis, these translations represent a
commentary on the Hebrew text. The English is divided into the same
sections and sentences as theHebrew.Theparagraphing and punctuation
in the translation is virtually the same as in the Hebrew text and may
be also regarded as an interpretation of the text. The numbers in the
English translation refer to the notes that follow the texts. These notes
are intended to illustrate the links between #Olam I and #Olam II as well
as between them and other parts of Ibn Ezra’s scientific corpus, to explain
astrological or astronomical concepts and termswhenever necessary, and
to identify sources. To the extent possible, Hebrew astrological terms
have been rendered into the modern English technical nomenclature
of astrology, although this procedure sometimes comes at the cost of

256 .Te#amim, , “Introduction,” pp. –.
257 See #Olam II, §:– and notes.
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losing the special flavor of Ibn Ezra’s Hebrew astrological vocabulary.
Accordingly, a special effort has been made in the notes to explain this
vocabulary and especially the idiosyncratic neologisms.

Editorial and Translation Changes with Respect to the Previous Edition

To make cases in which the Hebrew text departs from the copy text clear
to readers, the incipits of all readings that do not correspond to the copy
text have been marked with an asterisk in the Hebrew critical appara-
tus. When necessary, I have explained the grounds for my decision. Ibn
Ezra employs the word “house,” Hebrew ���, to denote a disconcerting
variety of astrological meanings: horoscopic house, zodiacal sign, plan-
etary house, house of exaltation, etc. To partially disambiguate among
these senses, I have rendered it as “place” (corresponding to the Greek
topos) when the reference is to any of the twelve horoscopic houses and
as “house” in all the other cases.

Abbreviations and Sigla

< (in Hebrew text) after incipit
> (in Hebrew text) before incipit

� (in Hebrew text) lacuna

(in Hebrew text) position of words shifted
[ ] (in Hebrew text) folios in the copy texts of the editions
〈 〉 in the translation: word(s) added to clarify the meaning
[ ] in the translation: paraphrase or gloss
( ) in the translation: biblical sources
{ } in the Hebrew text and in the English translation: interpolation
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In the name of God of the world
I commence the Book of the World and of the

Conjunctions of All the Planets.

 () If you come across Abū Ma#shar’s1 Book on the Conjunctions2
of the Planets3 you would neither like it nor trust it, because he relies
on the mean motion for the planetary conjunctions. () No scholar
concurs with him, because the truth is that the conjunctions should
be reckoned with respect to the zodiac.4 () Nor should you trust the
planetary conjunctions calculated according to the 〈astronomical〉 tables
of the Indian scientists, because they are wholly incorrect. () Rather, the
correct approach is to rely on the 〈astronomical〉 tables of the scientists
of every generation who rely on experience.5,6

 () There are  conjunctions 〈of the seven planets〉.1 () You can
calculate their number in the following manner: it is known that you can
calculate the number that is the sum 〈of all the whole numbers〉 from one
to any other number you wish by multiplying this number by 〈the sum
of〉 half its value plus one-half. () As an illustration, 〈suppose〉 we want
to find the sum 〈of all the whole numbers〉 from  to . () We multiply
 by 〈the sum of〉 half its value, which is , plus one-half, and this yields
the number .2

 () We begin by finding the number of double conjunctions, meaning
the combinations of only two planets. () It is known that there are seven
planets. Thus Saturn has six conjunctions with the other planets. ()
Hence we multiply  by 〈the sum of〉 half its value plus 1/2, and the result
is  [i.e.,  · (6/2+ 1/2)], and this is the number of double conjunctions.

 () We want to find the 〈number of〉 triple conjunctions. () We
begin by taking Jupiter and Saturn, and 〈then take〉 any of the other five
〈planets〉 with them; the result is the number . () We multiply it by
, which is 〈the sum of〉 half its value plus 1/2, and the result is  [i.e.,
 · (5/2+ 1/2)], and those are Saturn’s conjunctions. () Jupiter should have
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four conjunctions; we multiply that by 〈the sum of〉  plus 1/2, and the
result is  [i.e.,  · (4/2+ 1/2)]. () Mars has three conjunctions; we multiply
them by , and the result is  [i.e.,  · (3/2+ 1/2)]. () Mercury has two
conjunctions; wemultiply them by 〈the sum of〉  plus 1/2, and the result is
 [i.e.,  · (2/2+ 1/2)]. () Venus has one conjunctionwith the planets beneath
it. () So the total is  [i.e., +++++], and this is the number
of triple conjunctions.

 ()Wewish to find out the quadruple conjunctions. ()We begin with
Jupiter and Saturn, and Mars with it. () For 〈these〉 three 〈planets〉 to
conjoin 〈with one of the remaining planets〉, we start with four conjunc-
tions. () We multiply them by 1/2 and the result is  [i.e.,  · (4/2+ 1/2)].
() Then come the conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter with the others,
and we start with three 〈conjunctions〉. () We multiply that by  and
the result is  [i.e.,  · (3/2+ 1/2)], and 〈the partial sum〉 is  [i.e., +]. ()
Thenwe have SaturnwithMars, and there are two 〈conjunctions〉. ()We
multiply them by 1/2 and the result is  [i.e.,  · (2/2+ 1/2)]. () Then comes
another conjunction, and 〈the partial sum for〉 Saturn is  conjunctions
[i.e., +++]. () Now we have Jupiter with three 〈conjunctions〉.
() We multiply that by  and the result is  [i.e.,  · (3/2+ 1/2)]. () Then
come two 〈conjunctions〉. () We multiply that by 1/2 and the result is 
[i.e.,  · (2/2+ 1/2)]. ()Then comes one conjunction. () 〈The partial sum
of〉 Jupiter’s conjunctions is  [i.e., ++]. () Then we have Mars
with two 〈conjunctions〉. () We multiply that by 1/2 and the result is
 [i.e.,  · (2/2+ 1/2)]. () Then comes one conjunction, making four con-
junctions. () The Sun has one 〈quadruple〉 conjunction with the plan-
ets beneath it. () So the sum total is  quadruple conjunctions [i.e.,
++++].

 () We wish to find the quintuple conjunctions. () We find  for
Saturn, five for Jupiter, and one for Mars. () So there are  quintuple
conjunctions. () As for sextuple conjunctions, there are six for Saturn
and one for Jupiter, making a total of seven. () There is one septuple
conjunction. () So we have obtained  conjunctions [i.e.,  ( plan-
ets)+ ( planets)+ ( planets)+ ( planets)+ ( planets)+ (
planets)]. () All these conjunctions [of any group of planets] are odd
numbers that are divisible by seven.1
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 () The great conjunction is the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter
in Aries, and this is because they are slow planets. () Now they bear
a portent for the collective and not for individuals. () Because Aries
is the first sign, this conjunction is referred to as “great.” () It occurs
approximately every thousand years, because that is the nature of the
paths of the two 〈planets in question〉.

 () Twenty years after having conjoined in Aries they conjoin 〈again〉
in another house of Aries’ triplicity, namely, in Sagittarius, which is the
ninth 〈sign〉 from the house of their first conjunction. () After another
twenty years they conjoin in the other house of the triplicity, which is Leo,
which is the ninth 〈sign〉 after Sagittarius. () Sixty years after the first
conjunction they conjoin 〈again〉 in Aries, as in the beginning, because it
[Aries] is 〈the〉 ninth 〈sign〉 after Leo. ()However, they do not conjoin in
the first degree 〈of Aries〉 but approximately a quarter of the sign further
on.

 ()They proceed in this manner until  or  years have passed, so
that they conjoin in the houses of the 〈same〉 triplicity  or  times. ()
After that they move from the fiery signs into the earthy signs, which are
contiguous to them. ()When they begin leaving 〈the fiery triplicity〉 it is
called a “middle conjunction.” () In this fashion they shift from triplicity
to triplicity 〈and do not leave a triplicity〉 until 〈they have conjoined in
it〉  or  times. () After that they move into the triplicity of the airy
signs, and then to the watery signs, in accordance with the rule that I
have already mentioned. () After roughly a thousand years they again
conjoin in Aries.

 () Their conjunctions that take place every twenty years in the
houses of one triplicity, whichever triplicity it may be, are called a “small
conjunction.”1 () A great conjunction signifies that a prophet will come
to found a nation, on condition that the location of the conjunction is
the ninth or third place with respect to the sign of the ascendant at the
revolution of the year1 of the conjunction, for these two places signify
portents and wonders.2
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first version of the book of the world 

 ()Many think that scientists can determine the sign of the ascendant
at the hour of the conjunction of the upper planets.1 () But this is
impossible,2 for two reasons. () First, because the location of Saturn
and Jupiter is not the same in all 〈astronomical〉 tables, not even in
the tables of the scientists who rely on experience,3 and not even if we
ignore the disagreement between the Indian scientists and the scientists
who rely on experience, because 〈the difference between them〉 today
is approximately °. () Again, even if we knew Saturn’s location in its
meanmotion, and even if Jupiter’s location were true and correct in some
table of 〈the scientists who rely on〉 experience, we would not be able to
find themoment of the conjunction, because of the slowness of these two
planets’ motion. () It is a great achievement if we can know the day of
the conjunction.

 () Now I will give you another explanation. () Ptolemy said: The
scientists of our generation boast that they can find the sign of the
ascendant in any city at the revolution of the year, which is the moment
when the Sun enters Aries. () But I say that I cannot do so and that those
who preceded me did not know how, nor will those who come after me.1

 () I, Abraham, will explain Ptolemy’s meaning to you.1 () Nobody
can know the true length of the solar year2 (the meaning of 〈the term〉
year is when the Sun returns to the point of intersection of the two
great circles where the north begins3 [i.e., at the vernal equinox the
Sun’s path begins to incline toward the north]). () The instruments
used to determine the Sun’s altitude at noon, if they are very accurate,
can provide 〈a result in〉 minutes but not seconds. () The Banū Shākir
said that they made three instruments that were graduated in minutes
and with which they could also measure ten seconds. () But when they
measured the Sun’s altitude at noon there was a discrepancy among them
of two minutes, which stems from the inaccuracy of the craft [i.e., the
imprecision of the instruments]. () There will be an error if we cast a
shadow on the earth, too, either because the surface of the earth is not
straight, or because the stake is not straight, or because it does not stand
〈upright〉.4 ()That being so, all astrologers had to proceed meticulously
〈and follow each other’s observations〉 generation after generation. ()
For Hipparchus said that the solar year is  whole days plus a quarter
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first version of the book of the world 

of a day less a fraction, although he did not know howmuch that fraction
was.5 () He was followed by Ptolemy, who meticulously measured the
day and the minute of the revolution of the year in an approximate
manner; he proceeded as follows.6

 () Nobody can know when 〈the Sun〉 enters Aries in any particular
city unless he knows the latitude of the place, meaning its latitude with
respect to the equator. () So they have to find the maximum altitude of
the Sun at noonwhen it [the Sun] is farthest north, namely, the beginning
of Cancer. ()They must do the same when it [the Sun] is farthest south,
namely, the beginning of Capricorn. () After they know that, they can
find the latitude of the place in degrees andminutes, on condition that the
arc of the Sun’s inclination is correct. () For the Indian scientists said that
it is  whole degrees. () But Ptolemy said that it is greater than ° plus
more than ′ and less than ′. () So Ptolemy could not know the truth
[i.e., achieve an exact result]. ()Hipparchus said that it is 11/83 of the circle,
namely °′. () The Arab scientists were more precise than everyone
else and agreed that the arc of inclination is °′, except Yahyā ben Abı̄
Mansūr and Abraham al-Zarqāl, who were even more precise and said
that it is °′.1 () After one has determined the latitude of the city
in degrees and fractions, one takes the altitude at noon on the day that
the Sun enters Aries, and from that one can know 〈when the Sun enters
Aries〉.

 () As an illustration, suppose we are at a location whose latitude is
°′.1 () So the Sun’s altitude at the beginning of Aries, namely, when
the Sun enters the sign of Aries, should be °′. () We take the Sun’s
altitude at noon before the Sun enters Aries and find that it is °′. ()
We also take the Sun’s altitude at noon on the next day; it should be °′.
() This means that the Sun’s inclination 〈increases by〉 nearly ′ a day
when it is in Aries; that is, one minute for each hour of day or night. ()
We have already said that the Sun’s altitude the previous day was °′.
() Therefore,  minutes are needed to complete the altitude of Aries
at our location. () We deduce that the Sun enters Aries  hours after
noon, i.e., at the fourth hour of the night.
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 () When there is a long interval between the beginning of the year
as calculated by one astrologer and by another scientist who lived later,
so that the seconds that no one can be precise about add up to minutes,
which correspond to days, the later scientist should divide the difference
between his 〈value〉 and the earlier scientist’s, which yields the mean
motion of the Sun. () If the earlier scientist erred slightly, there will be an
error in 〈the value of〉 themodern scientist, who relied on his predecessor
because he had no alternative.1

 () Ptolemy, comparing the value of his timewith that ofHipparchus,
found that the solar year is 〈 days plus〉 1/300 of a day less than a quarter
of a day; and the interval between him and Hipparchus was  years.1
() Ptolemy 〈also〉 said that the Sun’s apogee is at Gemini °, and that so it
was and so it would be forever. () After him came many who measured
closely and were not inferior to him in wisdom, and they found ° more
than Ptolemy’smeanmotion in the  years between them and Ptolemy.
()Therefore Ptolemy’s tables are of no use today. () So I am astonished
at that great man who corrected al-Battānı̄’s tables of mean motion and
claimed that they are Ptolemy’s tables.2 () Those who measured closely
found out that the Sun’s apogee in their time was at Gemini °.3 ()
Ptolemy also said that the motion of the stars of the uppermost orb4 is
one degree in one hundred years, but they found out that their motion
is one and a half degrees.5 () Now some of them said that the shortfall
from one quarter of a day in every year is 1/106 of a day, and others said it
is 1/110. () But the correct value for our era is 1/131.6 () Now we can trust
the Sun’s place in the time of al-Sūf̄ı; we have not heard of any who was
as precise as he was in reckoning the zodiacal signs, and that is what he
said. () Ibrāhim al-Zarqāl followed him, and he had no peer among the
scientists of his generation. () He reckoned the Sun’s place in his time
and it was the same as al-Sūf̄ı’s value.7

 () So now you realize that no man can know the sign of the ascen-
dant at the revolution of the year. ()This is why Ptolemy said, along with
the scientists of India, Egypt, and Persia, and Dorotheus, that we should
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always observe themoment of the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition,
whichever occurs last1 before the Sun enters Aries, for we can be precise
about this without approximation, in any place we wish, and from it we
can know all the judgments of the world.2 () This is correct because the
two luminaries signify worldly affairs more than all the 〈five〉 planets,
since they are the rulers; and all the Ancients agree with this.

 () Ptolemy said: Observe whether a solar or lunar eclipse has taken
place, and from them you can know all the events that will take place that
year.1 () He relied only on the sign of the ascendant at the moment of
the luminaries’ conjunction (in the case of a solar eclipse) and on the sign
of the ascendant at the moment of the luminaries’ opposition (in the case
of a lunar eclipse), as I shall explain.2

 () In a great conjunction, then, observe the sign of the ascendant at
the moment of the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever of
them occurs last1 before the Sun enters Aries. () Also observe the sign
of the ascendant at the moment of the luminaries’ conjunction or oppo-
sition before the Sun enters the quadrant where the great conjunction2
will occur. () Also observe the sign of the ascendant at the moment of
the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever takes place 〈last〉
before the great conjunction, during the month when the conjunction
takes place. () Now, if the conjunction takes place in Aries, there is no
need to observe another sign of the ascendant; only one 〈is necessary〉.
() But if 〈it takes place〉 in any of the other quadrants, sometimes it is
necessary to observe another sign 〈of the ascendant〉 together with the
first and sometimes it is necessary to observe two 〈more〉. () This hap-
pens when the conjunction does not take place in the first sign of the
quadrant.3

 () At the time of the conjunction observe the characteristics of
Saturn and Jupiter. () Find out which of them is closer to apogee or
perigee on their great circle, whose center1 is different from the center
of the Earth.2 () Also observe which of them is closer to apogee on its
epicycle, whether both are direct in their motion or retrograde, whether
their latitude is southern or northern and how many 〈degrees〉 is its
latitude, and observe which of them has lordship in its place. () So if
you find that Saturn is closer to apogee than Jupiter, or that its latitude
is northern whereas Jupiter’s is southern, or that it is on the ecliptic, or
that Saturn’s northern latitude is greater than Jupiter’s northern latitude,
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or that Saturn is on the ecliptic whereas Jupiter’s latitude is southern, or
that both are southern but Saturn’s latitude is less than Jupiter’s, or that
Saturn is in a place where it has lordship, then it [Saturn] portends that
an ancient nation, regardless of where it resides, will not be defeated and
will not go into exile.3 () Due to Saturn’s nature,4 hate, jealousy, enmity,
contention, hunger, and various illnesses will increase in the world. ()
But if Jupiter has all the power we have allotted to Saturn, it portends that
a new people will overcome the ancient people and that royal authority
will pass from one nation to another.

 () Bloodshed will ensue in accordance with Mars’ aspect. () If it
is oriental there will be many fatalities, and if it is occidental there will
be more fear and flight than killing. () If Venus aspects it [Mars] in any
aspect, [Mars’] unfortunate influence will decrease. () Always observe
the planets’ aspects to them [to Saturn and Jupiter], on the day of the
conjunction, because this is a fundamental principle. () For if Mars is
in opposition or quartile, the world will be disturbed by many wars. ()
And if Venus, sexual intercourse and promiscuity, along with plenty, and
without war. () If the Moon is in a fortunate location, everyone will be
happy, and the opposite 〈will happen〉 if it is with one of the malefics.1

 () The Persian scientists said: always look at the period, which is
called the fardār. These 〈periods〉 repeat every  years. () They begin
as follows: first the Sun rules for  years—it [the Sun] rules by itself
for one-seventh of its period [fardār]—and in the other sevenths the
other planets share its power, in the sequence S[un], V[enus], M[ercury],
M[oon], S[aturn], J[upiter], M[ars]. () Next the Moon rules for nine
years, and it 〈rules〉 alone for one-seventh of its period, and in the other
〈sevenths the other planets〉 share its power. () Next, the Head of the
Dragon 〈rules for〉 three years. () Next, Jupiter for  〈years〉. () Next,
Mercury for  〈years〉. () Next, Saturn for  〈years〉. () Next, the Tail
〈of the Dragon〉 for two years. () Next, Mars for seven years. () Next,
Venus for eight years. () I do not know the reason for the number of
years 〈of each planet’s period〉, but I do know the reason for this sequence:
they began to assign the periods counting from the sign of Aries, because
the first in the order of exaltations is the first to rule.1 ()The reason for
the years 〈of the periods〉 of Venus and Jupiter is known: these are the
number of their least years, because at the end of this number 〈of years〉
they return to their 〈first〉 degree2 [i.e. they complete their cycles].
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 () If you wish to know in this year, which is the year 〈〉, which
〈planet〉 is the lord 〈of the fardār〉 according to the reckoning of the
Persians, it is the fourth 〈year〉 of the period ofMars.1 () Each one 〈rules〉
alone for one-seventh of its period, and the others share its power with
it in the remaining sevenths.2 () If someone argues that every cycle of
seventy-five years is the same as the previous ones, because the planets
〈that rule alone〉 and those that share their power are 〈always〉 the same,
the answer is as follows. () Know that it is arithmetically impossible that
the sign of the ascendant and the 〈spatial〉 relationship of the planets to it
and of the planets among themselves will always be the same, even were
the world to last forever. () You may observe this phenomenon in the
case of Saturn, which has many strange configurations vis-à-vis the Sun,
vis-à-vis the planets, and also vis-à-vis the upper stars, which move one
degree every  years, so that only after , years3 will it [Saturn] have
the same relationship to them as it had originally. () There is no need
to amplify further, for, as the author of Sefer Ye.sirah stated, “two stones
produce two houses, three produce six houses, four produce  houses,
and beyond ten go and calculate what the mouth cannot utter nor the ear
hear.” () Therefore, it is not possible for the nativity of one person to be
the same as that of another. () For the orb never remains in the same
pattern, and at every moment there emerges a new pattern, whose like
has never existed and never will; and the mathematicians know that.4

 () Māshā"allāh1 said: If you know the sign of the city,2 at the revolu-
tion of the year of the conjunction find the aspects of the planets to this
sign as well as the lord of the sign, and pronounce judgment according to
what you observe. () For if Mars or Saturn is in opposition or quartile
to the 〈sign of the〉 city, and if no benefic 〈planet〉 aspects the sign 〈of
the city〉, and the lord of the sign 〈of the city〉 is burnt by the Sun,3 or if
it is in one of the cardines of the sign 〈of the city〉, and it is with Saturn
or Mars or in opposition or quartile to them—this signifies that a great
misfortune will befall the city, particularly ill-fated if a malefic 〈planet〉
is in the sign of the city. () So if you find the lord of the sign of the city
in the eighth place with respect to the sign of the city, or in the twelfth
place or in the sixth place—they [i.e., the inhabitants of the city] will die
or fall into the hand of their foes. () But if a benefic planet is in the sign
of the ascendant together with amalefic planet, determine which of them
has more power on account of its rise on its orb and on account of the
ecliptic, as I have explained.3 () Pronounce judgment according to what
you have observed.4
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 () Know that Venus removes Mars’ harm in conjunction or aspect
so that Mars’ harm is felt only in thoughts and words. () But Venus has
no power to remove Saturn’s harm; only Jupiter, either in conjunction or
in aspect, removes Saturn’s harm.1 () What we have said 〈applies〉 on
condition that Venus or Jupiter is not under the rays of the Sun,2 because
if they are they will not be beneficial. () Ptolemy said that Jupiter cannot
remove Mars’ harm, even if it [Jupiter] is above it [Mars], because the
ratio of Jupiter to Saturn is not as noble as 〈the ratio of Jupiter〉 to Venus.3

 () Be careful that you do not forget to observe the conjunction of
Saturn andMars inCancer, which is the sign of theworld, every  years.1

 () For every city, too, observe the configuration of the planets with
respect to its sign.

 () Ptolemy said:1 If in some year a solar eclipse2 takes place, we
should observe the moment of the eclipse and pronounce judgment
according to the sign of the ascendant.3 () If the Sun is totally occulted
the judgment is total and we should pronounce judgment in accordance
with 〈the extent of〉 its occultation.4 () This is correct, because the
moment of the 〈solar〉 eclipse is the moment of the true conjunction of
the two luminaries, but this does not apply to the instants of the other
conjunctions. () We pronounce judgment in the following manner: we
observe the place of the conjunction. () If it takes place in one of the
signs with a human shape,5 and if benefic planets aspect the Sun and the
Moon when they [the Sun and the Moon] are in conjunction and in a
sign with a human shape—this signifies bodily health for human beings
as well as peace and tranquility among them. () But the opposite applies
if malefic 〈planets〉 are with the luminaries or aspect them: there will be
diseases and massacres in the world. () If the conjunction takes place
in the watery signs and malefic 〈planets〉 aspect them, misfortune will
befall anyone of a watery nature and seafarers. () Likewise, pronounce
judgment regarding small cattle if 〈the conjunction takes place〉 in Aries,
regarding large cattle 〈if it takes place〉 in Taurus, and regarding wild
animals 〈if it takes place〉 in Leo.6

 () Ptolemy said: If wewish to know the timewhenwhat is portended
is felt most strongly and from which it immediately abates, we should
look at the place of the solar or lunar eclipse and find out in which of the
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six places that are above the horizon it took place. () If it took place at
the beginning of the first place it will happen at the beginning of the year,
if 〈it took place〉 at the setting sign 〈it will happen〉 at the end of the year,
and if at the beginning of the tenth place in themiddle of the year. ()This
is the general rule: assign two months to each sign, beginning from the
degree of the ascendant until the last degree.1 () This is the opinion of
Ptolemy—with whom the ancient and modern scientists agree; namely,
that when there is a solar eclipse we should assign a whole year to every
equal hour2 and the corresponding part of a year to every part of the hour.
Thus 〈the event〉 whether good or otherwise 〈will take place at a time in
the year〉 corresponding to the hours from the beginning of the eclipse
to its end.3 () The strongest effect will be felt at the midpoint 〈of the
eclipse〉, which is themoment of the true conjunction 〈of the luminaries〉,
as taken from the 〈astronomical〉 tables, not the observed conjunction.4
() As for a lunar eclipse, they assign a month to every equal hour, and I
tend to agree with them.5

 () Know thatMercury—if it is in the place of one of themalefics and
together with the malefics, and 〈if〉 it [Mercury] is close to 〈the place of〉
the conjunction during a solar eclipse or is in opposition during a lunar
eclipse—none is as malefic as it [Mercury] is. () The benefic planets
are more beneficent when they are in opposition during a lunar eclipse
than when they are in conjunction during a solar eclipse, but the malefic
〈planets〉 are more harmful when they are in opposition than when they
are in conjunction, because when they are in conjunction they are burnt
by the Sun.1

 () Dorotheus the king1 said that he found in the Book of Secrets2
by Enoch3 that he enjoined that at the revolution of the year in which a
Saturn-Jupiter conjunction takes place, whether a great, a middle, or a
small conjunction, one should always observe the location of the planets
when the Sun first enters Aries, and find the sign in which the power
of the dodecatemoria4 occurs, whether from the malefic or the benefic
planet. () As an illustration, suppose that we find that Saturn is at Taurus
°. ()We assign one sign to every 1/2 degrees. ()This gives us five signs
and a remainder of 1/2 degrees. () To each degree 〈of the remainder〉
we assign °; the result is Libra °. () Therefore, because Saturn is
malefic, it signifies that misfortune will befall any city whose sign is past
Libra °, but if the 〈sign of a〉 city is 〈located at a place〉 less than these
degrees no harm will happen to it.5 () Know that the power of the
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dodecatemoria is stronger in a great than in a middle conjunction, and
〈stronger〉 in a middle than in a small 〈conjunction〉, and 〈stronger〉 in a
small 〈conjunction〉 than at the revolution of any year.6 () If the power
of the dodecatemoria belongs to a benefic planet, good fortune will come
to the city.7

 () If two powers, belonging to a malefic and to a benefic planet, are
assigned jointly to the sign of a city, find out which of them is stronger
and its power will be felt more than 〈the power of〉 the other.1 () If one
of them is under the rays of the Sun, it has no power;2 and if one is in a
place falling 〈from the cardines〉3 with respect to the sign of a city it has no
power either. () So too, you should observe every year, and particularly
in the year of a conjunction, whether one of them is in its house of its
dejection4 or detriment,5 or if it is retrograde, since whatever it portends
will be stronger.

 () So if you find the lord of the sign of a city in the seventh place,
it signifies that it will be afflicted by wars, particularly if Mars aspects
〈it〉. () If the lord of the sign 〈of a city〉 is one of the upper planets,
do not pronounce an evil judgment on the city, but only that it will be
in siege and in distress [Deut. :, ], and nothing more.1 () But
if it is retrograde its power will be weakened, and this is particularly
unfortunate if it is under the rays of burning.2 () If the lord of the seventh
place is in the sign of the ascendant, judge that they [the inhabitants of
the city] will be victorious over their enemies, particularly if it [the lord
of the seventh place] is one of the lower planets. () If it [the lord of the
seventh place] is between the lord of the sign of a city and the lord of the
seventh place from it [i.e., from the sign of the city], find outwhether they
[the lord of the sign of the city and the lord of the seventh place] are in
conjunction or whether they aspect one another. () Also find out which
of them is the stronger, as I mentioned in the Book of Elections,3 and
pronounce judgment accordingly. () Pronounce judgment according to
the aspects, because if they [the lord of the sign of the city and the lord
of the seventh place] are in an aspect of antagonism, namely, the aspect
of quartile, or of opposition, wars will break out between them; and if in
an aspect of love, there will be peace between them.

 () If one of the malefics is in one of the cardines of the 〈sign of
the〉 city,1 this is an unfortunate indication for the city; pronounce your
judgment accordingly. () If it is in the sign of the ascendant, it indicates
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misfortune for the inhabitants of the city in their bodies. () If 〈it is〉 in the
tenth place, this indicates evil for its king. () If it is in the seventh place,
this indicatesmisfortune both for the inhabitants of the city and for those
who wage war against it. () If it is in the fourth place, this indicates the
devastation of its fields and vineyards. () If a benefic planet is in one of
the cardines, pronounce a favorable judgment.2 () If malefic and benefic
〈planets〉 are in the cardines, find out which place is the strongest; its
power will be felt more.

 ()The ancient Enoch stated a rule: Saturn gives an indication about
the elderly and farmers, Jupiter about judges and clerics, Mars about
noblemen and warriors, the Sun about kings, Venus about women and
eunuchs,Mercury about scholars, scribes, and adolescents, and theMoon
about everyone.1 () Their judgment is in accordance with whether the
planet 〈that governs them〉 is strong orweak at the revolution of the year.2

 () Enoch the Egyptian said that the planet Jupiter with the sign of
Aries bears a portent for the land of Iraq and the kingdom of Persia;
Saturn with Libra, for the land of Edom; Mercury with Capricorn, for
India; Venus with Scorpio, for Arabia; Mars with Leo, for Barghan; the
Sun with Aquarius, for the land of Canaan, Greece, and Egypt; and the
Moon with Virgo, for Khorasan.1 () The indications of each of them
[planets and signs] are according to the planet and its power as well as
the sign at the revolution of the year.

 () Signs of the cities: we know only a few of them. () Baghdad’s
sign is Cancer °. () Egypt’s sign is Taurus °. () Al Mahdiyya’s sign
is Leo °. () Zawilā, Virgo °. () Tunis, Virgo °. () Palermo, Leo
°. () Rome, Leo °. () Pisa, Aquarius °. () Béziers, Pisces. ()
Narbonne, Aquarius. () Saragossa, Aries °. () Almeria, Libra °.
() Valencia, Scorpio °. () Cordoba, Gemini °. () Seville, Pisces
°. () Granada, Cancer °. () Ulcena [Lucena], Taurus °. ()
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first version of the book of the world 

Madinat Sal"am, Capricorn °. () Boujie, Gemini °. () Madinat
Washqa, Taurus °. () Gabes, Pisces °. () Kairouan, Cancer °.
() All of these were found in a book.1

 () So you should observe the place of Mars at any conjunction 〈of
Saturn and Jupiter〉, whether great, middle, or small. For if it [Mars]
is with Saturn or Jupiter at the revolution of the year, or 〈if it is in〉
opposition or quartile to them, wars will break out in the world. () This
will occur when the 〈terminal〉 sign of the conjunction 〈of Saturn and
Jupiter〉 reaches the place of Mars. () I 〈now〉 give you an illustration.
Let us suppose that at the revolution of the year Jupiter is at Taurus °,
Saturn at 〈Taurus〉 °, Mars at Aries °, and that the conjunction 〈of
Saturn and Jupiter〉 occurs at Taurus °. () I assign one year to each
sign; hence in the twelfth year the 〈terminal〉 sign 〈of the conjunction of
Saturn and Jupiter〉 reaches the place of Mars. () We already said that
it was at Aries °, hence the beginning of the year occurs at Aries °.
() We calculate the ratio of  to , which is 2/5. () Therefore, at 2/5 of
the twelfth year after the small conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter there
will be great bloodshed in every city whose sign is Aries, or 〈in every
city where Aries is in〉 one of its cardines. () Also, at the revolution of
the year we should observe the place of the planets and their aspects to
Aries, which 〈in the previous illustration〉 is the terminal house.1 () We
should pronounce judgment according to whether they are benefic or
malefic planets.2

 () All the astrologers said that the fiery and airy signs signify a
high price of wheat and famine in the world, and particularly the signs
where they [Saturn and Jupiter] conjoin. () But the earthy and watery
signs signify great plenty and low prices.1 () You should also look at the
revolution of any year, for if both Saturn and Jupiter are in cold signs
〈then〉—they signify high prices, and the opposite if they are in the other
signs.2

 () Māshā"allāh said: At the beginning of the year we should always
observe the place of the Moon at the moment it separates from conjunc-
tion with the Sun or from opposition 〈with it〉, whichever happens last1
before the Sun enters Aries. () Now if it conjoins a malefic planet or
the latter is in an unfortunate aspect to it—it portends misfortune for
the world; but in a fortunate aspect—this portends good fortune. ()
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first version of the book of the world 

Saturn portends diseases, baseless hatred, disputes, the destruction of
places, and the sinking of ships. () Jupiter portends peace, abundant
grain, tranquility, and security. () Mars 〈portends〉 wars, plagues, and
migration from one place to another. () Venus indicates that pleasure
and delight will increase in the world, particularly 〈when Venus is〉 in
any place over which it has lordship or when Venus is in a sign that is
〈also〉 the sign of the city. () Mercury signifies the quest for wisdom and
success for scribes, scientists, and merchants.2

 () Māshā"allāh said: at any conjunction, whether great or middle or
small, and also at the revolution of any year, we should always observe the
sign of the ascendant at the moment of the conjunction or opposition
of the luminaries, the last that occurs in any city before the Sun enters
Aries, because this is a fundamental principle.1 () Find the lord of the
sign of the ascendant at the moment of the conjunction or opposition,
for the lord has lordship over this place on condition that it [the lord]
aspects it2 [the sign of the ascendant]. () Now if we find the lord in the
first or the tenth cardo, it portends a very high price for wheat in this
city, and even higher if it [the lord] increases its motion, meaning that
it moves more than its mean motion;3 but if it moves less than its mean
motion or is retrograde, the price will decrease every day. () The same
judgment applies if it [the lord] gives its power to a planet that is in one
of the cardines mentioned. () But if it [the lord] is in one of the other
cardines it [the price] will be moderate; and the price will fall 〈if the lord
is〉 in the 〈places〉 succedent and falling 〈from the cardines〉.4 () If the
lord is burnt by the Sun, the grain will be damaged. () If it [the lord] is
in one of the cardines the damage will be extensive, and if 〈it is〉 in the
〈places〉 falling 〈from the cardines〉 〈the damage〉 will be small. () Do
this every year and every month.

 () Māshā"allāh said that the place of the conjunction gives an indi-
cation about olive oil, because he verified this by experience. () So you
should observe the lord of the location of the conjunction and pronounce
judgment according to what you observe,1 just as you did for the lord of
the grain.2 () Know that if the lord is in the house of its exaltation, the
price will rise, but less so if it is in its 〈planetary〉 place. () But if it is in
the house of its dejection it will be very cheap, and if in the house of its
detriment it will also be cheap but not as cheap as in the previous case.3
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first version of the book of the world 

 () Ya#qub al-Kindı̄1 said in his Book of the Revolution: Observe the
conjunction or opposition of the luminaries before the Sun enters Aries,
whichever occurs last.2 () If you find that the sign of the ascendant is
a watery one, it indicates that there will be rain at this conjunction or
opposition, particularly if the place of the conjunction or opposition is in
one of the cardines of the ascendant at this time, according to the latitude
of the city for which you calculate the luminaries. () But if the place of
conjunction or opposition happens to be in one of the places falling 〈from
the cardines〉, judge that it will not rain during the entire month and the
larger part of the year. () If the sign of the ascendant is a watery one and
the lord of the sign is in an aspect to it [the ascendant] as well, this is an
absolute indication that rain will fall; if the lord of the ascendant is there,
there will be even more 〈rain〉. () And if the lord 〈of the ascendant〉 is
with the luminaries, then rain will be extremely abundant. () If youwish
to know what day it will rain, find the day when the Moon reaches the
degree of the ascendant—then it will rain.3

 () But I, Abraham, say that this is correct on condition that the sign
of the ascendant is in one of the cardines of the sign of the city, or 〈if〉
it [the sign of the ascendant] aspects it [the sign of the city], regardless
of the aspect; otherwise there will be clouds but it will not rain. () Plato
said this in his Book on Rain, and this is something that has been verified
by experience.1

 () Know that the retrograde planets signify rain, particularly the
lower planets that are beneath the Sun, and even more so if they are in
a feminine sign, regardless of whether they are lower or upper planets.1
() The indication is even clearer if the sign is a cold one, regardless of
whether they are earthy or watery signs. () Aquarius signifies water on
account of the stars called “flow of water” which are there. () Leo, too,
signifies water because the shape of a ship is in it.2

 () Ibn .Sariq1 said: the lord of the seventh place 〈counting〉 from the
〈house of an〉 upper planet is always its key.2 () Thus the luminaries are
Saturn’s keys, because their houses [Cancer, Leo] are opposite its [Sat-
urn’s] houses [Capricorn, Aquarius]. Therefore, know that if the Moon
conjoins or gives its power to Saturn in any conjunction or opposition
that it has with the Sun—it will rain during that month.3 () To find out
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what day it will rain, count the equal degrees between the place of the
conjunction or opposition 〈of Moon and Sun〉 and the place of the
complete aspect4 of Saturn. If you assign one day to each degree, it will
rain when that number of days has passed. ()The testimony 〈that it will
rain〉 is clearer if the Moon happens to be in one of its keys on this day.5

 ()These are the twelve keys of theMoon. ()The first is themoment
of conjunction, when it is in full conjunctionwith the Sun. ()The second
〈is the moment〉 when its distance from the Sun is  equal degrees. ()
The third, when its distance 〈from the sun〉 is °, which is 1/8 of a circle.
() The fourth, when the distance is °, which is 1/4 of a circle. () The
fifth, when its distance from the Sun is °, which is 3/8 of a circle. ()
The sixth, when its distance is °; that is, in general, when there are °
between it and opposition to the Sun. () The seventh, opposition to the
Sun. ()The eighth, when its distance from the Sun is °, meaning that
it is ° from opposition to the Sun. () The ninth, when its distance
from the Sun is °, meaning that its distance from the Sun is 5/8 of a
circle. () The tenth, when its distance from the Sun is °, meaning
that its distance from the Sun is 1/4 of a circle. ()The eleventh key, when
its distance from the Sun is °, meaning that it is half of a quarter of
a circle from the Sun, or 1/8. () The twelfth, when its distance from the
Sun is °; meaning that it is ° ahead of the Sun. ()These keys have
been verified by experience by the ancients and by the moderns.1

 () Note always that if a retrograde planet is in the first place—it
signifies rain.1 () Because the power of a planet in the first place is
equivalent to the power of the lord of the place.

 () The lord of the seventh place 〈counting〉 from 〈the place of〉
Jupiter is Mercury, and both indicate wind. () So every month find out
whether Jupiter or Mercury is lord of the ascendant and whether they
aspect each other, and especially whether they are in the cardines of one
of the signs of the ascendant; in that case they portendmany winds in the
world. ()This is true if they are in one of the cardines of the signs of the
city or if they aspect the sign.1
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 () If Venus orMars is the lord of the ascendant and they aspect each
other, particularly if they are in one of the cardines of the ascendant, they
signify rain with thunder and lightning [Ex. : ()], even more so if
they aspect each other in 〈an aspect of〉 quartile or antagonism. () If one
of them is in an earthy sign—in that case it signifies hail.1

 () You should always look at Saturn at the 〈beginning of the〉 sea-
sons.1 () If it is in one of the earthy signs and no benefic planet aspects it,
but theMoon aspects it in quartile or opposition—in that case it signifies
a great earthquake in any city that has Saturn in its sign or in one of the
cardines of its sign.

 () Always look at Mars at the beginning of the year.1 () If it is
oriental of the Sun and has lordship over the sign of the ascendant at
the revolution of the year, regardless of the type of lordship, and it is
in one of the cardines of the ascendant—in that case it portends wars
and bloodshed, particularly if it is in a sign with a human shape. () If it
[Mars] is in a fiery sign, it signifies that a fire will break out in the city.
() If the lord of the sign of the city aspects the sign 〈of the city〉, or if it
[the lord of the sign] aspects a benefic sign instead of it [the sign of the
city], then the inhabitants of the city will survive; but otherwise not. ()
If it [Mars] is occidental of the Sun and it is in a sign with a human shape,
it portends wars; but the terror will exceed the bloodshed. ()The earthy
signs signify destruction. () But if it [Mars] is in a place falling 〈from the
cardines〉 at the beginning of the year, or if it is retrograde, the land will
have rest from war [Josh. :].

 () Always observe the place of theMoon, because it gives an indica-
tion about everyone. () If at the beginning of the year it is with a benefic
planet or in a fortunate aspect to it, it signifies physical health. () If it is
with Saturn or in opposition or quartile to it, and if Saturn is in one of
the deformed signs, which are Aries, Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio, Capricorn,
and Pisces, it signifies grave diseases, various fevers, and coughing.1

 () If Saturn is in one of thewatery signs, a greatmisfortunewill befall
travelers by sea, particularly if it is in the sign of Cancer. () In general,
thismeans that it will cause harm to anyonewho travels bywater, and that
the rivers will overflow their banks and destroy the seeds, or that a great
ruinous rain will come. ()Mars in the watery signs indicates destructive
hailstones. () If Saturn or Mars is in Virgo or Capricorn or in the airy
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signs, it signifies that misfortune will befall the world because of locusts
or beetles in the places where they are usually found. () IfMars or Saturn
is in the signs with a human shape, they signify disputes, quarrels, and
wars. () If they are oriental, their influence will be felt more strongly. If
they aspect each other in quartile or opposition but neither Venus nor
Jupiter is aspecting 〈them〉, it signifies great misfortune and you can find
out the place where it [misfortune] will occur.1

 () Enoch the First said that Jupiter with the sign of Cancer gives an
indication about Iraq. () Abū Ma#shar mentioned that the sign of Iraq
is the term1 of Jupiter in the sign of Cancer, which is at ° of the sign.
() It has been verified by experience that any malefic planet that is in
this degree or that aspects it in opposition or quartile at the beginning of
the revolution of the year will harm the place in question. () But the
contrary happens if a benefic planet is there or it [the planet] aspects
it2 [the degree]. () This has been verified by experience innumerable
times. () Saturn with Libra 〈governs〉 the land of Rome, which is the
kingdom of Edom. () Mercury with the sign of Capricorn 〈governs〉 the
inhabitants of India, who are called al-Hind. () Therefore Abū Ma#shar
said that Mercury governs their souls, so they are clever and smart, and
Capricorn 〈governs〉 their bodies, so they are not white. () Venus with
Scorpio 〈governs〉 .Hejaz, where Mecca is. () Therefore Abū Ma#shar
said that in any year that Scorpio aspects a malefic planet the king of
the Arabs will die as well as the ruler of the kingdom of the Muslims.3
() He mentioned many illustrations based on what he verified by
experience. () Mars with Leo 〈governs〉 the land of Barghan. () The
Sun with Aquarius 〈governs〉 the land of Israel and Greece and Egypt.
() The Moon with Virgo 〈governs〉 the land of al-Chin [China] and
Khorasan.4 () This means that they are governed by this planet and,
among the signs, by the aforementioned sign; you should pronounce
judgment, whether good or bad, in accordance with the situation of both
[the planet and the sign] at the revolution of the year, and particularly at
the revolution of the year of the conjunction 〈of Saturn and Jupiter〉.5

 () As for knowledge of a year of drought, Mashā"allāh said: Take
the place of the great conjunction, or of the middle or small, as a root
[i.e., your starting point]. () Any year that the terminal house reaches
the place of Mars or Saturn, if it [Mars] is stronger than Jupiter, as I
mentioned above,1 it signifies a year of drought in every city that [i.e.
every city whose sign] the terminal house reaches. () The terminal
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house2 means that you assign one sign to each year, beginning with the
sign of the conjunction, from the degree of the conjunction up to °,
regardless of whether this number 〈of degrees〉 is in one or two signs
[i.e., whether all ° are contained in one sign or stretch over two]; but
the main thing is to calculate in equal degrees. () Any year that it [the
terminal house] reaches Venus or Mercury, if it is in a good complexion,
or 〈when the terminal house reaches〉 Jupiter and the latter is stronger
than and is victorious over Saturn at the beginning of the conjunction—
this signifies plenty, particularly in any city whose sign is in one of the
cardines of the terminal house.3,4

 () Al-Andruzagar the Jew1 said: We should always look at the great
conjunction, which is the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter, and assign
one year to each equal degree. () We should start from the place of the
conjunction and pay no attention to the part of the year 〈in which it takes
place〉. () After  years, which is the number of degrees in a circle, we
should again regard 〈this moment〉 as if it were the beginning 〈of a new
cycle〉.2

 () Abū Ma#shar said that today we are at Libra °, because in the
opinion of the Indian scientists one thousand years are assigned to each
degree.1

 () Ya#qub al-Kindı̄ said: Observe the conjunction or opposition
of the luminaries, whichever occurs 〈last〉 before the Sun enters Aries,
and ignore those who say that we should always observe when the Sun
enters the beginning of the th degree of Scorpio, because that is when
the water of the wells begins to increase. () So if Venus was oriental
at the beginning of the year, the first half of the year will be better
than the second, and the contrary if it was occidental.1 () What I just
said is correct, for if one of the benefic planets aspects the place of the
conjunction or opposition, one of them will have a great lordship in this
place. If there is no malefic planet 〈there〉, a fortunate year is indicated,
especially if the benefic planet is in one of the cardines of the rising sign
[i.e., of the horoscopic chart], which is the ascendant, at the moment
of conjunction or opposition, in accordance with the longitude of each
and every city, and in accordance with the rectification of the places that
are the cardines, because they change according to the latitude of each
city. () But in the contrary case—when malefic planets are aspecting
〈the ascendant〉, or they are in one of the cardines of the ascendant,
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and no benefic 〈planet〉 aspects them—it will be an unfortunate year.
() If benefic and malefic 〈planets〉 are aspecting 〈the ascendant〉, find
out which of them has more power—this is the ruler. () Know that if
one upper planet is oriental and another upper planet is occidental—the
oriental 〈planet〉 has the greater power. () But the opposite applies for
the lower 〈planets〉, because their power is in the west. But one that is
under the rays of the Sun has no power at all, and the same applies for a
retrograde 〈planet〉.2

 () Abū Ma#shar said that many times he had verified by experience
that if Mars is in one of Saturn’s houses at the beginning of the year it
signifies drought. () But if it is in one of its 〈own〉 houses, it signifies
abundant rain; and in the other houses [i.e., in one of the houses of the
other planets], 〈rain will be〉moderate.1 () I do not know the reason for
that; I too tried to verify it by experience but was unsuccessful. () This
is why I have told you this, so that you will not trust his book if you find
it.2 () He said nothing else about rain.3

 ()The scientists of India said that theMoonhas mansions, so that
there are two-and-a-third mansions in each sign. () They [the Indians]
started [the mansions] from the beginning of the [sign of] Aries, whose
start, according to the scholars of the images,1 is ° before the horns of
the [constellation] Aries, although today they [the horns of Aries] are
° from the beginning of the sign of Aries, which [the beginning of the
sign of Aries] is in the equator, for that [the sign of Aries] is a mental
construct and has nothing to do with the asterism. (The constellation of
Aries is small and covers less than a quarter of the sign.) () So to find the
mansions of the Moon, subtract ° from the place of Moon as corrected2
according to the method of al-Battānı̄’s tables—then you will attain your
objective. ()Thus the firstmansion, which is called al-na.t .h [the butting],
stretches from the constellation of Aries to ° ′.3 () I have already
drawn the shapes of all the mansions for you, along with their names in
Arabic and their translation 〈into Hebrew〉.4

 ()The scientists of India said that mansions aremoist and signify
rain. () These are their names in Arabic: al-dabar"an, al-dir#a, al-jabha,
al-.sarfha, al-gaf"ar, al-ikhlil, al-shawla, al-balda, al-fargh al-mukhar.1 ()
They said that when the Moon’s light becomes visible at the beginning
of the month, if it is in one of the mansions of rain and a retrograde
planet aspects it—particularly if it is in a feminine sign, and especially if
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it is in one of the watery signs—it portends rain.2 () You should observe
this every month at the beginning of the month, and particularly at the
beginning of the month before the Sun enters Aries, also 〈before the Sun
enters〉Cancer, aswell as Libra, and alsoCapricorn. ()That is, in general,
〈before the Sun enters〉 one of the tropical signs, 〈“tropical”〉 meaning
that the weather changes when the Sun enters them. () For from the
beginning of Aries until the beginning of Cancer the weather is hot and
moist. () Then the weather changes when moistness turns again into
dryness, and the weather 〈when the Sun passes〉 from the beginning of
Cancer to the end of Virgo is hot and dry. () Then the weather changes
when heat departs and cold replaces it, and theweather becomes cold and
dry because one nature3 [i.e., dryness] continues as before. () When the
Sun enters Capricorn, dryness departs but cold remains and the weather
becomes cold and moist. It is always like this.4 () The dry mansions
are al-bu.tayn, al-han#aha, al-.tarf, al-qalb, sa#d al-akhbyiha, al-fargh al-
muqaddam.5 () The other mansions are temperate.6

 () I now give you a rule: always look at the  conjunctions, that
is, the conjunctions of the planets and the luminaries.1 () Pronounce
judgment according to what you know from the Book of the Beginning of
Wisdom about the complexion of every planet.2

 () If a planet is powerful by reason of the Sun, and by reason of the
degree of the ascendant, or by reason of its rulership in its location—
everything that is signified by this planet will become more expensive.
() The contrary applies if it [the planet] is in the house of its dejection,
or in the house of its detriment, and particularly if it is burnt by the Sun
or is retrograde. () You should pronounce judgment in accordance with
the aspects of the benefic and malefic planets.1

 () I have also verified many times by experience that the Sun gives
an indication about the Christians, Saturn about the Philistines, Mars
about the Arabs, Venus about the Muslims.1 () Pronounce judgment in
accordance with its [the planet’s] power at the beginning of the year.

 () I have already said that Saturn gives an indication about the elder-
ly and slaves, Jupiter about the wealthy and judges, Mars about warriors,
the Sun about kings, Venus about women and eunuchs, Mercury about
adolescents, scholars, and scribes, and the Moon about everyone.1
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 () Every year inwhich youfind theMoon in opposition to the Sun or
in quartile, it portends a conspiracy against the king in every city where
the Moon is, meaning that it is in its sign [the sign of the city].

 () Al-Andruzagar said: “Look at the lord of the sign of the ascendant
at the beginning of the revolution of the year, meaning the ruler of the
degree of the ascendant.” () But if there are two or three rulers, take the
one among them that is in aspect and rely on it. () And ifmany 〈planets〉
are in aspect, take the one that has more lordship in the degree of the
ascendant.

 () Proceed as you do for a nativity. () If the ruler is in the sign of
the ascendant, it signifies joy and physical health to the inhabitants of the
place; but if it is burnt there, it signifies diseases, death, and pestilence.
() If it is in the second 〈place〉 and it is in a fortunate location, it signifies
profit for all the inhabitants of the place; but if it is burnt by the Sun
it signifies that their government will harm their wealth. () If it is in
the third 〈place〉, there will be many wayfarers. () If 〈it is〉 in the fourth
〈place〉 the seeds will increase, but if it [the lord] is afflicted you should
pronounce the opposite judgment. () If 〈it is〉 in the fifth 〈place〉 there
will bemany children, but if one of themalefics is there little childrenwill
die. () Pronounce judgment in a similar way regarding the remaining
places. () Always look at the aspects, because they are the basis of all
judgments.1

This completes theBook of the Judgments of theWorld,2 which is the last of
all the books of judgments.3Thanks to God,Who Fathoms All Mysteries.
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notes to the first version of the book of the world 

§

[1]: Abū Ma#shar. Born in Bal .h in the Persian province of .Hurāsān in
ce; died in al-Wāsi.t in central Iraq in . Abū Ma#shar is the most
prominent astrologer of the Middle Ages. He formulated the standard
expression of Arabic astrology in its various branches, creating a synthe-
sis of the Indian, Persian, Greek and .Harranian theories current in his
days. See Fihrist, , II, pp. –; Pingree, , pp. –; Pingree,
, pp. –; Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , I, pp. –. Abū Ma#shar is
also Ibn Ezra’s most important Arabic astrological source, frequently and
unevenly referred to in his astrological treatises. Ibn Ezra refers disap-
provingly to AbūMa#shar’s work on historical astrology in #Olam I (§:–
; §:–) and takes an approving or neutral attitude toward hiswork on
the doctrines of elections and interrogations (e.g., She"elot I, BNF ,
ff. b: ��
�� �	�� �� ��� ��	�� ���� ��� ����� ��	� �
��� 	�� 
����
����
��� 
��� ���� �� �
�� �� 	�
�	 … [“Abū Ma#shar said: before you
ask place the ascendant in any place you wish…. and this scholar’s state-
ments seem tomemore satisfactory than all the other 〈statements〉”]; see
also She"elot I, BNF , ff. a, b;Miv .harim I, Munich , ff. b,
a, a, a, a). Nevertheless he draws heavily on Abū Ma#shar’s
introductions to astrology without mentioning his name.Thus, substan-
tial parts of Reshit .Hokhmah I (chapters –) are Hebrew paraphrases
or word-for-word translations fromAbū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Mad .hal; e.g.,
Reshit .Hokhmah, , V, li:–liii: (cf. Kitâb al-Mad .hal, , VII:, v,
pp. –).

[2]: Conjunction, Hebrew �����. Ibn Ezra was the first to use this bibli-
cal word (Ex. :,; §:,, et passim) with the meaning of “plan-
etary conjunction.” See Glossary, s.v. “conjunction” and collocations. By
contrast, Abraham Bar .Hiyya, in Megillat ha-Megalleh (Scroll of the
Revealer), refers to planetary conjunctions very frequently but uses the
word �	�� (Megilat haMegaleh, ,  et passim).

[3]: Book on the Conjunctions of the Planets, Hebrew ������� ��	

�����. Corresponds to Kitāb al-Qiranāt, the Arabic short title of the
Book of Religions and Dynasties (Kitāb al-milal wa-d-duwal) by Abū
Ma#shar, and to De magnis coniunctionibus, the title by which Abū Ma#-
shar’s book was known in later Latin bibliography. See On Great Con-
junctions, , I, “introduction,” xv–xxii, pp. –. The same book
by Abū Ma#shar is critically referred to again (§:–; see notes there).
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[4]–: If you come… the zodiac.This refers to one of the initial sections
of the Book of Religions and Dynasties, where Abū Ma#shar writes that he
applied the mean motion of the planets for the calculation of the period
between two successive conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter. SeeOn Great
Conjunctions, , I, §.:–, pp. –: “The years between the
conjunctions of the two may increase or decrease in the beginning of
Aries, in the triplicities, or in each sign.The reason is as follows: If Saturn
and Jupiter conjoin by mean 〈motion〉 at the beginning of a certain sign
…”.

[5]: Tables of the scientists… on experience. See below, §: and note.

[6]–: Nor should you … on experience. See also below, §:, where
a similar account is given of the disagreement between the astronomi-
cal tables of the Indian scientists, on the one hand, and of the scientists
who rely on experience, on the other. One of Ibn Ezra’s main criticisms of
the Indian scientists seems to be that they ignore the slow steady motion
of the fixed stars with respect to the equinoxes, to such an extent that
a correction is required to harmonize the tables. See .Te#amim I, §.:,
pp. –; §.:,,,, pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –;
§.:–, pp. –; #Olam II, §:; Liber de Rationibus Tabularum,
, p. .

§

[1]: There are  conjunctions 〈of the seven planets〉. Corresponds to
#Olam II, §:, and notably to the long commentary on Ex. : (§:–
, quoted below, pp. –). The  conjunctions of the seven plan-
ets are the total sum of the combinations (involving at least two plan-
ets) of seven planets when the order in which the planets are taken is
insignificant and no planet may appear more than once in any particular
combination. Ibn Ezra’s lengthy explanations in #Olam I (§:–; §:–;
§:–; §:–) are his own original attempt to provide a mathemat-
ical supercommentary on the A .hmad Ibn Yūsuf ’s tenth-century com-
mentary on the fiftieth aphorism of Sefer ha-Peri (Book of the Fruit).
Sefer ha-Peri, later known as the Centiloquium in Latin Europe, was a
compendium of the Tetrabiblos in  aphorisms, attributed during the
Middle Ages to Ptolemy. Sefer ha-Peri, BNF , f. a: ����� ��	
�����
�����	 ������	 ������
	 �������	 ����� ����	�� �
	��� ����� �� �	� �	
���
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���… ����	
	�	 �
�� ��	 �������	 (“Explanation: the  is the total sum
of the combinations of two, three, four, five, six, and seven planets. These
are their numbers and forms.…”). A .hmad IbnYūsuf ’s commentary goes
on to take up the individual cases of each of the combinations of two,
three, four, five, six, and seven planets. Ibn Ezra begins by providing
a formula to calculate any sum of consecutive integers (#Olam I §:);
next he applies this formula to calculate the number of double (#Olam
I §:–), triple (#Olam I §:–), and quadruple conjunctions (#Olam
I §:–). When it comes to the more complicated problem of find-
ing the number of quintuple (#Olam I §:–) and sextuple conjunctions
(#Olam I §:–), he jettisons the formula and resorts to an ad hoc solu-
tion. The pattern of the  planetary conjunctions appears repeatedly
in Ibn Ezra’s biblical exegesis; he usually highlights its cosmological con-
notations but does not explain how this number is obtained. See long
comm. on Ex. :; long comm. on Daniel :; long comm. on Gen.
:; comm. on Eccles. :. But see also the long comm. on Ex. :
(§:–, below, pp. –), which is a remarkable exception to this
rule.

[2]–: You can calculate … number . As a first step (§:), Ibn Ezra
offers a formula for finding the various combinations of the planets: Σ[
… n] = n · (n/2+ 1/2). Next, as is his wont, he offers an example (§:–
), which he introduces by the characteristic keyword �	���, lit. “resem-
blance.” In Sefer ha-Mispar (Book of Number), a textbook of basic arith-
metic, written in all likelihood in Lucca in – (Sela/Freudenthal,
, , pp. –), Ibn Ezra begins the third chapter, on addition,
with the same formula and acknowledges that he borrowed it from other
mathematicians (Mispar, , pp. –: �� �	���� ���� �
�� �	����
��	�� 
�� !	 �� 
�� �� 	�
��� ��
��� �� 
�	��� ��� ���� ��	
�
���
�	��� �	� ��	��	 ��� ��� ��	�� 	��� �� 	�	� �	��� [“It is written in
the books of the mathematicians that anyone who wishes to know the
result of adding the 〈whole〉 numbers arranged in 〈ascending〉 order up
to a certain number, should multiply this number by half its value plus
one-half; this yields the result”]). In the next paragraph, though, Ibn Ezra
credits himself with another formula for the same problem: Σ[ … n]
= (n2+n)/ (Mispar, , p. : ��
��  
� ����� �
���� ��
�� 
����

�	��� ���	 �
�	��� ��� ��
	 	���� �	�� �
�� �	���� !	 ��	
� �� !�	�
�����	��� �	� [“Abraham, the author, said: I have found another method;
add to the square of the last number this number itself and take the sum;
the 〈final〉 result is half of this sum.”).
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§

[1]: All these conjunctions … divisible by seven. Also in his long com-
mentary on Ex. :, Ibn Ezra calls attention to the special properties
of the number  as related to the various subgroups of planets, which he
mentions in different order than in #Olam I. He begins with the conjunc-
tion of the seven planets, which is intimately associated with the creation
of the world; next he continues with the conjunctions of  and  planets,
and then of  and  planets, to highlight that pairs of subgroups of plan-
ets that add up to  ( and  planets,  and  planets) support the same
amount of combinations: there are  conjunctions of both  planets and
 planets, and  conjunctions of both  planets and  planets. See long
commentary on Ex. : (§:–, below, pp. –).

§–

[1]: The great conjunction … small conjunction. This passage (#Olam
I, §:–, §:–, §:–, §:), which corresponds closely to #Olam
II, §:–, presents the well-known standard form of the theory of con-
junctionalism. For its formulation, at least in #Olam I, Ibn Ezra seems to
have depended on the opening section of AbūMa#shar’s Book of Religions
and Dynasties (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:,,, on p. ;
see also pp. –), given that Abū Ma#shar’s Book on the Conjunc-
tion of the Planets is mentioned a few lines earlier in connection with Ibn
Ezra’s disapproval of its author’s method for finding the various periods
of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions (#Olam I, §:– and notes). In the rest of
#Olam I, however, it is not Abū Ma#shar but Māshā"allāh (§, §, §,
§), Dorotheus, and Al-Andruzagar (§) who are Ibn Ezra’s sources
for the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions; in #Olam II Abū Ma#shar’s name is
never mentioned. Moreover, in contrast to Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Reli-
gions and Dynasties, where the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions function as
the foremost astrological doctrine throughout the entire work, conjunc-
tionalism plays a relativelymodest role, quantitatively, in #Olam I (§–;
§; §–; §; §; §; §; §; §; §; §) and particularly in
#Olam II (§; §; §; §; §; §; §).This suggest that, besides Abū
Ma#shar, Ibn Ezra drew on a variety of other sources for the applications
of the theory of conjunctionalism.
Ibn Ezra also incorporates an account of the tripartite Saturn-Jupiter

conjunctions in a biblical commentary (long comm. on Ex. : [§:–
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, below, pp. –]); in the final chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I, where
the three types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions are presented as “direc-
tions” (see quotation in Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:– [below, pp. –
]), and in .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –, which expands on the
latter passage. In other parts of his astrological and exegetical oeuvre,
Ibn Ezra touches on the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions sporadically, usu-
ally without distinguishing between the three types and using vague epi-
thets such as “the great conjunction” or “the conjunction of the two upper
planets.”This is the casewhen IbnEzra interprets various episodes of Jew-
ish history, notably events recorded in the books of Exodus, Esther, and
Daniel (Moladot, introduction, §: [below, pp. –]; Nativitatibus,
, sig. cb; Nativitatum, Erfurt, f. b; long comm. on Ex. :, :;
long comm. on Ex. : [§:–, below, pp. –]; long comm. on
Esther :; long comm. onDan. :), or to give an account of the estab-
lishment of the monotheistic religions (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoen-
berg , f. ; #Olam II, §:, §:–; .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –),
or to explain the fate of states and cities (Moladot, introduction, §:–
[below, pp. –]; She"elot I, BNF , f. b).

§

[1]: Revolution of the year, Hebrew �� �����. This Hebrew phrase
appears twice in the Bible (Ex. :; Chron. :), where it denotes
the beginning or completion of an annual cycle. Ibn Ezra borrowed it
to translate the Arabic ta .hāwı̄l as-sinnı̄n (Latin: revolutio annorum) and
used it most often to denote the moment of the beginning of the annual
solar cycle. Only in three cases does he refer explicitly to the begin-
ning of the interval (#Olam I, §:; §:; #Olam II, §:); generally he
resorts to an abbreviated form that omits the beginning and speaks of
the complete interval (���� ��	��, “revolution of the year”). Note, how-
ever, that as a rule the context makes it clear that he is referring to the
beginning of the interval in question. Ibn Ezra uses ���� ��	��, “rev-
olution of the year,” in the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam in a highly
versatile and ambiguous manner. The following meanings are notice-
able:

(a) The beginning of the solar revolution, conceived according to Ptole-
maic lines (Almagest, , III:, p. ), namely, as the interval
from one equinox to the next of the same kind, or as the interval
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between two consecutive arrivals of the Sun in Aries. See #Olam I,
§:; §:; §:.

(b) A special horoscope cast every year, when the Sun enters Aries,
to forecast world affairs during the next year. This timing evocates
the creation of the world, which, according to Indian cosmologi-
cal theories well known to Ibn Ezra (Ibn al-Muthannâ’s Commen-
tary, , on pp. , ; Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, ,
p. ), occurred when all the planets met in conjunction in the head
of Aries. See #Olam I, §:; §:; §:; §:; §:; #Olam II,
§:. The significance of this annual horoscope is repeatedly con-
trasted by Ibn Ezra with that of the horoscopes cast in the years
when a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction occur. See #Olam I, §:; §:;
§:; #Olam II, §:; §:. In #Olam I and #Olam II Ibn Ezra
does not employ the alternative expression ��	�� ��	��, “revolu-
tion of the world,” found in other parts of his astrological cor-
pus ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –;Moladot, introduction, §:–
[below, pp. –]).

(c) A special horoscope cast when the Sun enters Aries in years of
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. Here Ibn Ezra employs the expression
�
���� ��� ��	��, “revolution of the year of the conjunction.” See
#Olam I, §:; §:; §:; §:,,; §:; §:; #Olam II,
§:;

(d) A special horoscope cast when the Sun enters Aries, Cancer, Libra
or Capricorn (#Olam II, §:). Here Ibn Ezra also employs the term
����
� ��	�� (#Olam II, §:) or �	�	�� (#Olam II, §:; §:;
#Olam I, §:).

(e) A special horoscope cast on every anniversary of the native, when
the Sun arrives at the same point in the zodiac where it was at the
time of birth. In this case Ibn Ezra employs the expression ��	��
��	��, “anniversary of the nativity” (in #Olam II, §:).

[2]: A great conjunction … portents and wonders. Corresponds to On
Great Conjunctions, , II, §.:, p. : “Dicamusque quia, quando
mutantur coniunctiones a triplicitate in triplicitate et fuerit aliquis plan-
etarum trium superiorum in nono vel in tercio ab ascendente eiusem
coniunctionis significantis apparitione eorum, et maxime Saturnus, sig-
nificabit hoc nativitates prophetarum.” See also Māshā"allāh, Book on
Eclipses, §:, §: (below, pp. –). Ibn Ezra expands on the role
of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions in portending the birth of prophets in
#Olam II, §:– (see notes there).
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§

[1]: Many think … upper planets. This is the start of a long digression
(§–§) that, in order to justify the statement that it is impossible
to determine the sign of the ascendant at the hour of the conjunction
of the upper planets, presents the difficulties involved in finding out
several factors: (a) the ascendant in any place at the revolution of the
year (§:–); (b) the length of the solar year (§:); (c) the time
when the Sun enters the head of Aries (§:); and (d) the obliquity
of the ecliptic (§:). This is accompanied by an eclectic exposition
of the achievements of Hindu, Egyptian, Persian, Greek, and Arabic
scientists in a variety of astronomical issues (§–§, §), plus an
account of Ibn Ezra’s own attempts to determine when the Sun enters
Aries (§–§). In § Ibn Ezra offers the results of his enquiry and
brings the digression to an end. This digression has no parallel in #Olam
II.

[2]: But this is impossible. Saadia Gaonmakes a similar statement in the
introduction to his commentary on Daniel, while presenting the three
types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. “Since they have not succeeded in
determining the ascendant at the verymoment of their conjunction, they
took the easy way and determined the ascendant of the (whole) year
in which the conjunction occurs” (Ben-Shammai, , p. ). Saadia’s
approach to the problem—taking the ascendant of the year in which the
conjunction occurs—is not the same as Ibn Ezra’s proposed solution. See,
below, §:–.

[3]: Scientists who rely on experience.This category of scientists, whose
designation emphasizes their reliance on observation, is repeatedly men-
tioned in Ibn Ezra’s work—astrological and non-astrological, scientific
and nonscientific—generally with approbation.They are usually describ-
ed as astrologers (Miv .harim I, Munich , f. b; .Te#amim I, §.:,
pp. –, §.:, pp. –), notably in his biblical exegesis (long
comm. on Ex. :, second comm. on Gen. :), but sometimes as
astronomers ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –), compilers of astronomical
tables (#Olam I, §.,; .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –), or calendarists
("Iggeret ha-Shabbat, /, p. ). In Liber rationibus tabularum and in
the Latin book on the astrolabe written with Ibn Ezra’s active collabora-
tion, Arabophone astronomers and astrologers who flourished in various
places and eras are referred to asmagistri probationum, which is the Latin
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counterpart of the Hebrew �	��� ����, and their astronomical tables are
designated tabulae probationum (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, ,
pp. , , , ,  et passim; Astrolabio, , p. ). They include
notable scientists such as al-Marwādhı̄, Ibn Yūnus, Banū Sākir, Azarchiel
the Spaniard, Thābit b. Qurra, al-Nayriz̄ı, al-Battānı̄, and Yahyā b. Abı̄
Mansūr.

§

[1]–: Ptolemy said…afterme.This ostensible quotation fromPtolemy,
which has no clear basis in the Tetrabiblos, is completed in §. See note
there.

§

[1]: I, Abraham, will explain Ptolemy’smeaning to you. After introduc-
ing himself as Ptolemy’s commentator, Ibn Ezra launches a discussion
of the length of the solar year, which is continued of and on in subse-
quent sections (§:–; §:; §:–). As the following notes show,
this discussion bears striking similarities to Liber de Rationibus Tabu-
larum (, pp. –). Other discussions of the length of the solar
year can be found in "Iggeret ha-Shabbat (/, pp. –), #Ibbur
(, p. a), Moladot (BNF , f. b–a), comm. on Lev. :,
.Te#amim I, §.:– (pp. – and notes on pp. –), Responsa
(, pp. –), andNe.hoshet III (Pinsker , right col., ff. b–a). Due
to his eclectic and skeptical approach, Ibn Ezra usually provides exten-
sive information about the scientific contributions of individual schol-
ars, presenting these discussions in the form of a confrontation among
Greek, Arabic, Persian, Indian, and Jewish methodologies. As in Liber
de Rationibus Tabularum (, pp. –) and .Te#amim I, §.:–
 (pp. –), in #Olam I, §–§, Ibn Ezra interweaves his account
of the length of the year with discussions about related astronomical
issues, such as the imprecision of astronomical instruments (§:–),
the determination of when the Sun enters the head of Aries (§:;
§:–; §:–), the determination of the Sun’s altitude (§:–;
§:), the determination of terrestrial latitude (§:), the obliquity
of the ecliptic (§:–), the solar apogee (§:–), and the motion of
the fixed stars (§:).
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[2]: Nobody can know the true length of the solar year. Ibn Ezra adopts
a similar skeptical approach on matters related to the Jewish calendar;
e.g., ��� ��	�� �� ��� 	���	 ����� �	���� ���	� 	�� ��
�� �� �
�� �
�� ��	��	��
���
	�� ����	�� ��� �� 	��� �� �	���� ���� �� ������ ���  ��� ��� �
�� ��
(“Judah the Persian said that 〈the people of〉 Israel counted 〈the year〉
according to the Sun. But were this true, then Moses did not account
for the complete annual motion, for the astronomers are still unable to
clarify 〈the length of the year〉.”) (comm. on Lev. :); 	�� ���� �� ��	�	
���
�	 �	� ���� ���	 	�	� ���� ��� ��	�� ��	��� ��� �� )���� ��� ��� ���
��� ��� ���� (“Moreover, who can tell us the length of the solar year? For
there is a major debate between the scientists of India and the scientists
of Greece, whose chief is King Ptolemy”) (#Ibbur, , p. a). For an
analysis of these two passages, see Sela, , pp. –.

[3]: The meaning … north begins. Without explicitly admitting it, here
Ibn Ezra endorses Ptolemy’s method for determining the length of the
solar year, much as in .Te#amim I, §.: (pp. –) and .Te#amim II,
§.: (pp. –). Ibn Ezra was well aware of this, as may be learnt
from #Ibbur, , p. a:�� �� �	����  �� ���	 ���� �	�  � ���� ���	��
�	��
 ���� ���� �	�� ��� ���� ���� ������ ����� ����� ���� ���
��� ��� ���	 ������ �� �	�� �	��� ��	 ����	��� ������ ����� �
��� �	���
��������� ����	 ���� (“I will now tell you a secret that you should make
every effort to understand. Know that the 〈length of the〉 solar year is
determined by three methods. The first is from when the Sun is just at
the beginning of the place of intersection of the two superior circles,
which is when the day and night are of equal length, and this is the
year of Ptolemy and the Arabic scientists.”) (#Ibbur, , p. a); “Sed
Ptholomeus dixit in Almagesti quod annus solis est circularis revolutio
solis a capite arietis ad idem, antiquos derridens qui dixerunt annum solis
esse coniuctionem solis cum fixa reiteratam. Nam eadem ratione posset
dici annum solis esse iteratam adunationem solis cumquovis planetarum
et ita essent diversi anni solis” (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, ,
p. ). Cf. Almagest (, III:, p. ): “One might add that it seems
unnatural to define the sun’s revolution by its return to [one of] the
fixed stars, especially since the sphere of the fixed stars is observed to
have a regular motion of its own towards the rear with respect to the
[daily] motion of the heavens. For, this being the case, it would be equally
appropriate to say that the length of the solar year is the time it takes the
sun to go fromone conjunctionwith Saturn, let us say (or any other of the
planets), to the next. In thiswaymany different ‘years’ could be generated.
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For the above reasons we think it appropriate to define the solar year as
the time from one equinox or solstice to the next of the same kind, as
determined by observations taken at the greatest possible interval.”

[4]–: The instruments … not stand 〈upright〉. Ibn Ezra offers a simi-
lar report about the Banū Shākir brothers in Liber de Rationibus Tabu-
larum (, p. ): “Nam invenimus quod duos fratres Beni Sequir duo
astrolabia composuerant quorum utriusque dyameter novem palmorum
faciebat. Hi distinxerant gradus quadrantis altitudinis solis per minuta
et ipsa minuta per . Et cum isti duo simul, sole intrante arietis caput,
sumerunt altitudinem solis, inventa est inter duo astrolabia differentia
duorum minutorum.” This section seems to echo a similar statement by
Ptolemy about the pitfalls of using astronomical instruments to deter-
mine the ascendant: “Difficulty often arises with regard to the first and
most important fact, that is, the fraction of the hour of the birth; for in
general only observation bymeans of horoscopic astrolabes at the time of
birth can for scientific observers give theminute of the hour, while practi-
cally all other horoscopic instruments on which the majority of the more
careful practitioners rely are frequently capable of error, the solar instru-
ments by the occasional shifting of their positions or of their gnomons,
and the water clocks by stoppages and irregularities in the flow of the
water from different causes and bymere chance” (Tetrabiblos, , III:,
pp. –).

[5]: For Hipparchus … fraction was. See Tetrabiblos, , III:, pp.
–. Ibn Ezra voices a similar opinion in .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –
. In other places he states that Hipparchus’ value was  days minus
a quarter of a day: “Et dixit Abracax additionem fractionis in anno solari
minorem esse parte a diei” (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, , p. ;
see alsoMoladot, BNF , f. b–a).

[6]: He was followed… as follows. Ptolemy’s value for the length of the
solar year is given in §:. See note there.

§

[1]–: For the Indian scientists … is °′. In Latin, “Nam indi dicunt
 graduum integrorum declinationem solis esse, sed Abrachix et Pthol-
omeus dixerunt  graduum  minutorum, secundum horum sen-
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tentiam arcus declinationis sic se habebit ad totum circulum ut  ad
. Omnes vero alii magistri probationum dixerunt declinationem esse
 graduum et  minutorum, exceptis Abnebimezor et Azarchel qui
dixerunt eam esse  graduum et  minutorum” (Liber de Rationibus
Tabularum, , p. ). For Ptolemy’s and Hipparchus’ values for the
obliquity, seeAlmagest, , I:, p. . Elsewhere Ibn Ezra presents the
values offered by the Arabophone scientists, on the one hand, and by the
Indian scientists, on the other. For instance, in his comm. on Amos :
he endorses a value of “ degrees, plus half a degree, plus the half of
the sixth of a degree,” that is, ° ′ (see Sela, , pp. –); but
in the long comm. on Daniel : he uses ° and in "Iggeret ha-Shabbat
(/, p. ) he has “two-fifths of the sixth of the circle,” or, again,
°. The provenance of and rationale for the latter value are explained in
Liber de Rationibus Tabularum (, p. ): “Indi vero dixerunt decli-
nationem solis esse  graduum ut Iacob Abentaric transtulit ex ore
Chenche indorum peritissimi … Quomodo et in omni astrolabio 
graduum sumentur quia parvitas fractionum que sunt super distinctioni
plenarie repugnant.”This is almost certainly why in all his astrolabeman-
uals Ibn Ezra uses a value of ° for the obliquity of the ecliptic:Ne.hoshet
I (BNF , ff. b, a, a, b), Ne.hoshet II (Mant. , f. b),
Ne.hoshet III (Pinsker , right col., ff. a, a); and Astrolabio (,
p. ).

§

[1]: A location whose latitude is °′. This latitude corresponds to a
place near Béziers, where IbnEzra composed #Olam I. SeeMatthew, ,
p. .

§

[1]–: When there is … no alternative. Here Ibn Ezra emulates Ptole-
my’s method for determining the length of the solar year: “The longer
the time between the observations compared, the greater the accuracy
of the determination of the period of revolution. … This same error,
when distributed over a smaller number of years, makes the inaccuracy
in the yearly motion [comparatively] greater (and [hence increases] the
error accumulated over a longer period of time), but when distributed
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over a larger number of years makes the inaccuracy [comparatively] less”
(Almagest, , III:, p. ).

§

[1] : Ptolemy, comparing…  years. Corresponds to Almagest, ,
III:, pp. –. A similar value is given in Ibn Ezra’s parallel discus-
sions of the length of the solar year; e.g., “Ptholomeus valet ma pars
unius diei, et erit anni revolucio secundum eum  graduum et  min-
utorum” (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, , p. ). For the interval
of  years betweeen Ptolemy and Hipparchus, see Liber de Rationibus
Tabularum, , pp. – (quoted below, note on §:–). For other
references to Ptolemy’s value, see above, note on §:.The discussion of
the length of the solar year is resumed below, §:–.

[2] : So I am astonished … Ptolemy’s tables. As pointed out by José
Maria Millás Vallicrosa (Vallicrosa, , pp. –; Heshbon Maha-
lakhot ha-Kokhavim, , p. ), this is a reference to Abraham Bar
.Hiyya’s duality vis-à-vis Ptolemy: on the one hand, Bar .Hiyya endorsed
Ptolemy’s opinions regarding the obliquity of the ecliptic, the length of
the solar year and the precession of the equinoxes; on the other, Bar .Hiyya
followed generally al-Battāni’s astronomical tables although ostensibly he
tried to correlate his astronomical tables with Ptolemy’s.

[3] –: Ptolemy 〈also〉 said … Gemini °. Corresponds to Liber de
Rationibus Tabularum, , pp. –: “Similiter discordia fuit de alto
loco solis nam Ptholomeus dixit se altum locum solis invenisse in to
gradu geminorum, et quoniam Abracax eundem locum solis altum in
eodemgradu  annis invenerat ante, affirmat Ptholomeus locum altum
solis motus nullius esse. Indi vero asserunt, anno  ab incarnacione
Domini, quo hanc edicionem fecimus, in ° gradu et  minutorum
signi geminorum eum esse. Omnes autem magistri probationum qui
plusquam  et in diversis temporibus fuerunt, concordant in hoc quod
in eodem anno proterierat  gradum et aliquod minuta et concor-
dant etiam quod eius motus sit quantus fixe motus”. See also comm. on
Ps. :. Ibn Ezra and Abraham Bar .Hiyya touched on this topic in the
context of their concern that the inconstancy of the Sun’s apogee her-
alds an alteration in the size of the climatic bands, a radical change in
the weather, and the approach of the end of the world. See Sela, ,
pp. –.
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[4] : Uppermost orb.Here the uppermost orb is identical with the eighth
orb of the fixed stars, although elsewhere Ibn Ezra identifies it with the
ninth starless orb. See also #Olam II, §: and note.

[5] : Ptolemy also said … half degrees. Following Ptolemy (Almagest,
, III:, p. , quoted above, note on §:), the motion of the
orb of the fixed stars in a direction counter to the daily motion is usu-
ally invoked in debates about the length of the solar year to refute the
approach that would define the Sun’s annual revolution by its return to
one of the fixed stars. Corresponds to Liber de Rationibus Tabularum,
, p. : “In motu vero fixarum discordaverunt … antiqui vero et
Ptholomeus dicunt quod  annis unum gradum pretereunt. Albateni
vero probavit quod  annis uno gradu moventur; Azofi vero  annis
uno gradu”. For similar accounts of this controversy, see .Te#amim I,
§.:– (pp. –) and "Iggeret ha-Shabbat (/, p. ). Ibn Ezra
usually endorses al- .Sūf̄ı’s value of precession (see .Te#amim I, §.:,
pp. – and note on pp. –). For an account of these theories,
see: .Surat ha-"Are.s, , pp. –; Dreyer, , pp. –; Evans,
, pp. , –.

[6] –: Now some … is 1/131.This passage, which resumes the discussion
of the length of the solar year (see above, §:) and offers an abbreviated
account of the values proposed by the Arab scientists who used Ptolemy’s
method, corresponds to Liber de Rationibus Tabularum (, pp. –
): “Philosophi sarracenorum geometrie periti discipline secundum
raciones Ptholomei et per instrumenta Ptholomei multa de celestibus
probaverunt … plurimi horum asserunt id quod deest quarte unius diei
esse am partem diei, et erit secundum hos revolucio anni  graduum
et  minutorum, et reliqui horum dixerunt id quod deest quarte esse
am diei partem.” Similar values are given in IbnEzra’s other accounts of
the controversy about the length of the solar year. See especiallyMoladot
(BNF , f. b–a), "Iggeret ha-Shabbat (/, pp. –), #Ibbur
(, p. a), comm. on Lev. :, and .Te#amim I, §.:– (pp. –).

[7] –: Now we can trust … al-Sūf̄ı’s value. Corresponds to Liber
de Rationibus Tabularum, (, pp. –), where Ibn Ezra endorses
the mean motion of the Sun as proposed by al- .Sūf̄ı (–), who was
closely followed by al-Zarqāli (ca. –ca. ), and states that his own
astronomical tables are based on al- .Sūf̄ı’s and al-Zarqāli’s, completed in
: “et quoniam minuta in quibus erraverunt in suis annis Albateni et
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Almarodoci agregata sibi in diebus Azarchel fecerunt diem integrum, et
inveni annum quem per singulos  annos probavit Azofi quem similiter
post eum probaverunt Abencine et Abeniunut, et Acerchel, post Azophi
 annis, et invenit non aliter quam Azophi etiam in uno minuto.
Proinde omnium aliorum tabulis omissis, tabulas medii cursus solis
secundum Azofi composui, et Azarchelis probatio fuit in anno  ab
heligera, quod interpretatur bellum, quod est principium noticie sarra-
cenorum, et in eodem anno fuerint completi  anni Christi.”

§

[1]: Last, Hebrew ����, lit. first. Here and elsewhere (#Olam I, §:;
§:; §:; #Olam II, §:) Ibn Ezra uses ����� or ����, literally “[at]
first,” for “most recent[ly]” or “last.” This is because in these cases he
conceives of time as flowing back from the moment when the Sun enters
Aries until the moment of the most recent conjunction or opposition of
the luminaries.

[2]: This is why Ptolemy said … judgments of the world. This sec-
tion concludes the long digression of §–§. Its thrust is that when
astrologers want to determine the ascendant for some event—the begin-
ning of the revolution of the year (§:–), a solar or lunar eclipse
(§:–), or some Saturn-Jupiter conjunction (§:–)—the time of
the last conjunction or opposition of the luminaries before the event
is to be preferred over the time of the event itself. Ptolemy, who is Ibn
Ezra’s main source, expresses this idea in a number of places in Tetrabib-
los (although not in the precise form as it is presented by Ibn Ezra):

(a) In the first chapter of the second book of Tetrabiblos, on general
astrology, Ptolemy states that one of the astronomical phenomena
to be observed when astrologers want to make predictions about
general conditions “such as wars, famines, pestilences, earthquakes,
deluges, and the like” are “the ecliptical conjunctions of the sun and
moon”; that is, those full and new moons in which the luminaries
eclipse each other (Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –).

(b) When Ptolemy tries to find out the most appropriate beginning
of the year, he writes: “It seems more proper and natural to me,
however, to employ the four starting-points for investigationswhich
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deal with the year, observing the syzygies of the sun and moon at
new and full moon which most nearly precede them, and among
these in particular the conjunctions at which eclipses take place,
so that from the starting point in Aries we may conjecture what
the spring will be like, from that in Cancer the summer, from
that in Libra the autumn, and from that in Capricorn the winter”
(Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –; cf. On Great Conjunctions,
, I, §.:, p. ).

(c) When Ptolemy deals with the beginning of months he writes: “The
second mode of procedure is based on the month. In this it will be
necessary for us to examine in the same way the new moons or full
moons that take place, in the several signs” (Tetrabiblos, , II:,
p. ; cf. On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ).

(d) When considering the difficulty of determining the ascendant at the
hour of birth, Ptolemy writes: “Difficulty often arises with regard to
the first and most important fact, that is, the fraction of the hour of
the birth.…Wemust, then, take the syzygymost recently preceding
the birth, whether it be a new moon or a full moon” (Tetrabiblos,
, III:, pp. –).

As for the role of the scientists of India and of Dorotheus, the current
passage (§:) corresponds closely to #Olam II, §:, and to #Olam I,
§:, where the advice that one “always observe the conjunction of the
luminaries or their opposition, whichever occurs 〈last〉 before the Sun
enters into the sign of Aries” is ascribed to Dorotheus the king and to
Māshā"allāh. As for Māshā"allāh, in .Te#amim I, §.: (pp. –) and
in Reshit .Hokhmah (, IX, lxvii:) Ibn Ezra makes him from India,
probably because Māshā"allāh was well acquainted with the work of
Indian scientists such as Kanaka (Pingree, , pp. –), who visited
the courts of al-Man.sūr and Hārūn al-Rashı̄d. Thus, according to Ibn
Ezra, Māshā"allāh may be subsumed under the category of the “scientists
of India.”

§

[1]: Ptolemy said … that year. This refers to Ptolemy’s assertion (Tetra-
biblos, , II:, p. ) that the event predicted by a solar or lunar
eclipse will take place within the year following the eclipse. Corresponds
to #Olam II, §:– and #Olam I, §:–. See notes there.
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[2]: He relied … shall explain. This is explained in the chapter on
solar and lunar eclipses, which begins in §:. Cf.: “The second and
chronological heading, whereby we should learn the times of the events
signified and the length of their duration, we shall consider as follows.
Inasmuch as the eclipses which take place at the same time are not
completed in the same number of ordinary hours in every locality, and
since the same solar eclipses do not everywhere have the same degree
of obscuration or the same time of duration, we shall first set down
for the hour of the eclipse, in each of the related localities, and for the
altitude of the pole, centres, as in a nativity” (Tetrabiblos, , II:,
pp. –; see also III:, pp. –, quoted above, note on §:–
).

§

[1] Last, Hebrew ����, lit. first. See above, note on #Olam I, §:.

[2]: Great conjunction. This term does not refer, as in §:, to another
meeting of Saturn and Jupiter in the head of Aries after a period of 
years, but indifferently to any of the so-called small, middle, or great
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions (see above, §–§). For a similar use of the
term, see below, §:.

[3]–: In a great conjunction… the quadrant. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:–. See note there.

§

[1]: Center, Hebrew ����, lit. solid, stable, or strong. Ibn Ezra used the
peculiar neologismmu.saq throughout his work rather than the standard
merkaz, which derives from the Arabicmarkaz and was freely employed
by his contemporaries. In his commentaries on Job : and , Ibn
Ezra glossesmu.saq as meaning the center of a circle; in his commentary
on Job : he asserts that it is refers to the earth, which stands as a point
in the center of the orbs. See Sela, , pp. –.

[2]: Great circle, whose center is different from the center of the Earth
��� ����� ���� ������ ���� ����. This phrase, denoting the eccentric
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circle, is very close in meaning and main elements to the expression ����
��	�� ���� �
��� �	���, “great circle that is called the circle of the center,”
used in #Olam II, §:. For an explanation of its main elements, see note
there.

[3]:That its latitude… go into exile. For Saturn’s greater power when its
ecliptical latitude is northern, or when it is in the ecliptic, see #Olam II,
§:.

[4]: Nature, Hebrew �����. See #Olam II, §: and note.

§

[1]–: Bloodshedwill ensue… themalefics.This summarizes the astro-
logical qualities of Mars, Venus, and the Moon, as listed in Reshit .Hokh-
mah (, IV, xlvi:–xlvi:; xlviii:–xlix:; l:–li:) and .Te#amim I,
§.:–, §.:–, §.:– (pp. –).

§

[1]–: The Persian scientists … first to rule. Corresponds closely to
#Olam II, §:–. See also Epitome (, Lib. I, cap. x, sig. Hr–Hv),
On Great Conjunctions (, I, §.:–, pp. –), and Reshit
.Hokhmah (ch. X, §:; below, pp. –). The allocation of parts of
the fardār to the planets and the two lunar nodes, in the order of their
exaltations, is often found in introductions to astrology, in the sections
on the qualities of the various planets: Sun  years, Moon , Head of
the Dragon , Jupiter , Mercury , Saturn , Tail of the Dragon ,
Mars , Venus . See Reshit .Hokhmah (, IV, xliv:– et passim),
.Te#amim I, §.: (pp. – et passim), .Te#amim II, §.: (pp. –
), Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı (, II:, p.  et passim),Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m (, §,
p. ; §§–, p. ), Kitāb al-Mad .hal (, VII:, v, p. ),
Abbreviation (, VII:, p. ), and Epitome (, sig. Dr et passim).
The fardār is also applied in nativities, where the period of  years,
which corresponds to the natural span of human life, is distributed into
nine ages ruled by the seven planets and the lunar nodes. The parts
of the fardār are allocated to the planets as in general astrology; but
the count begins from the Sun by day and from the Moon by night,
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while the order of rulerships corresponds to the order of the planets’
spheres and not of their exaltations. See: Moladot (BNF , ff. b–
a), Tequfah (JNUL °, f. b), Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı (, IV:, pp. –
), Andarzaghar (, p.  et passim), De iudiciis astrorum (,
VI:, pp. –), Epitome (, Lib. II, cap. xxi, sig. Nr–Or).

[2]: The reason … 〈first〉 degree. The same explanation is given in
.Te#amim II, §.: (pp. –) and §.: (pp. –).

§

[1]: If you wish … period of Mars. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:–
. Although here Ibn Ezra employs the Hebrew calendar to specify the
year of composition, am (/ce), he is not reckoning from
the biblical creation of the world when he states that this same year
is the fourth year in a part of a fardārship ruled by Mars. If he were,
the year  = / would be the eleventh year in a fardārship
ruled by Jupiter ( =  ·+). By contrast, in #Olam II (§:)
he does reckon from the biblical creation and holds  = /
to be the third year in a fardārship ruled by Jupiter. In #Olam I, how-
ever, Ibn Ezra employs the “reckoning of the Persians” and probably
follows Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties, according to
which “one turns to the complete years of Yazdigird and one always
begin by subtracting  from them” (On Great Conjunctions, , I,
§.:, p. ). This means that one subtracts  from , the year
of the death of Yazdegerd III (the last king of the Sassanian dynasty),
to begin the reckoning from , the year of that king’s accession. This
yields the result claimed by Ibn Ezra, namely, that am is the fourth
year in the part of a fardārship ruled by Mars (/ –  =  =
 ·+).

[2]: Each one… remaining sevenths. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:–.
See note there.

[3]: The upper stars … , years. This refers to the motion of the
fixed stars, which, according to Ibn Ezrawas propounded by theAncients
and Ptolemy. Usually, though, Ibn Ezra endorses a motion of one degree
in  years, which is al- .Sūfi’s version. See especially .Te#amim I, §.:–
 (pp. – and notes on pp. –).
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[4]–: If someone argues …mathematicians know that. Ibn Ezra pres-
ents the same idea, with the support of the same quote from Sefer Ye.sirah,
in his comm. on Ecclesiastes :: �	���� ��� 	���� 	���� ���� ���� ��	��
��	�� ���� ��	� �	� �� ���	� �	�	��� �	����	 ����� �	
��� ��
��	 ����
���� ��
 �
�� ��*+��� ����� ����� ����� ��*+�� ���� �� �� �� ���	��
����� �� ���� �	�	� ����� ��� ��
��� 
��� 
��� �� ��	 (“Although there is
one Sun, its effects change according to the  conjunctions of the seven
〈planets〉 and to the changes of the processions of all 〈the planets〉, as the
apogee of the eccentric circle moves.Therefore you will not find a config-
uration of the celestial system that is the same as another configuration
for even a moment; about this Sefer Ye.sirah remarks that two stones pro-
duce two houses 〈and so on〉 up to nine”). See also Ibn Ezra’s commentary
on Deut. :.

§

[1]: Māshā"allāh. One of the early Abbasid astrologers who introduced
Sassanian astrology to the Arabs, Māshā"allāh was a Jew from Basra.
According to Ibn al-Nadim (died  or ) in his Fihrist, Māshā"allāh’s
name was Mı̄shā, meaning Yitrho (Jethro), and he lived from the reign
of al-Man.sur (–) to that of al-Ma"mūn (–) (Fihrist, ,
II, p. ). Only a few of his numerous works survive in Arabic; more
are extant in Latin, Hebrew, and Persian. Several of his works address
historical and meteorological astrology: (a) On Conjunctions and Reli-
gions and Sects (Fı̄"l-Qirānāt wa-"l-adyān wa-"l-milal), which combines
Zoroastrian millenarianism with conjunctionalism and survives in an
epitome by Ibn Ibintā (text in E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, Astrologi-
cal History of Māshā"allāh, ); (b)On the Accession of the Caliphs and
the Knowledge of the Accession of Each King (Fı̄ Qiyām al-khulafā" wa-
ma#rifat qiyām kull malik), which, after a theoretical introduction, con-
tains horoscopes of the first regnal year of each caliph down to Hārūn
al-Rashı̄d (text in ibid. on pp. –; also inK. Yamamoto andCh. Bur-
nett, On Great Conjunctions, , pp. –); (c) Book of Rains and
Winds (Kitāb al-am.tār wa#l-riyā .h), onweather forecasting (text inG. Levi
della Vida, Book of Rains, ).

[2]: Sign of the city: For a definition of the term, see #Olam II, §: and
note.
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[3]: Burnt by the Sun,Hebrew ���� ����. For this condition of a planet
with respect to the Sun, see #Olam II, §:– and note.

[4]: But if a benefic … I have explained. Refers to §:– above.

[5]–: Māshā"allāh said … have observed. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:–.

§

[1]–: Know that … Saturn’s harm. Corresponds to Reshit .Hokhmah
(, VIII, lxiii:–): �� ���	 ��	�� 	���	�  ��� ����� �� ��� ���� ����
��� 
�� ���	 ������ ��� 
�� ���	 ���� �
��� �� �� ����� ���	�  ��� ��	�
������� 
�	� ����� (“If Jupiter aspects a malefic, it changes its nature for
good, but Venus can not change Saturn’s nature without the assistance
of Jupiter, and Jupiter removes Saturn’s harm but Venus removes Mars’
harm more than Jupiter.”).

[2]: Under the rays of the Sun, Hebrew ��� ��� ���. For this condi-
tion of the planets with respect to the Sun, see #Olam II, §:– and
note.

[3]: Ptolemy said … to Venus. This statement is based on the Pythag-
orean theory, here ascribed to Ptolemy, that assigns to each of the seven
planets (as well as the fixed stars) numbers that correspond to themusical
tones produced by the rotation of their orbs. Ibn Ezra ascribes this the-
ory explicitly to Ptolemy in both versions of Sefer ha- .Te#amim, where he
also explains that a planet is considered to be benefic if its number has a
“noble” or harmonious ratio to the number of other planet. See .Te#amim
I, §.:– (pp. –) and .Te#amim II, §.:– (pp. –). The
same numbers recorded by Ibn Ezra appear in the Canobic Inscription,
an early work by Ptolemy, predating the Almagest and containing a list
of parameters of his mathematical astronomy (Swerdlow , pp. –
), as well as in the Epistle on Music of the Ikhwān al- .Safā’ (Epistle on
Music, , on pp. –, , –).
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§

[1]: Be careful …  years. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:. Al-Kindı̄
(Epistle on the Rule of theArabs and its Duration=OnGreat Conjunctions,
, I, App. III, []–[, []–[], pp. –, –) and Abū
Ma#shar’s (Book of Religions and Dynasties = ibid., I, §.:–, pp. –
) offer two parallel accounts of the conjunctions of the two malefics
in Cancer and their sway over Islamic history. In his Book on Eclipses,
Māshā"allāh labels applies the designation “middle conjunction” to con-
junctions of Saturn and Mars but ignored them in the sign of Cancer
(Māshā"allāh, Book on Eclipses, §:–; below, pp. –). Ibn Ezra,
who has been credited with the Hebrew translation of this treatise (see
below, pp. –), neither refers to these conjunctions in this sense nor
uses Māshā"allāh’s terminology.

§

[1]: Ptolemy said.This is the start of a chapter on solar and lunar eclipses
(§–§) that corresponds to #Olam II, §–§. Ibn Ezra follows in
broad strokes Ptolemy’s approach in Tetrabiblos (, II:–, pp. –
), as will be shown in the following notes. For Ptolemy’s astrological
theory of solar and lunar eclipses, see above, p. .

[2]: Eclipse, Hebrew �����. Ibn Ezra uses this biblical neologism (Joel
:; Isa. : et passim) for both solar and lunar eclipses. See Glossary,
s.vv. “lunar eclipse,” “solar eclipse”.

[3]: Ptolemy said… sign of the ascendant. This resumes the discussion
begun in #Olam I, §:–, and echoes Tetrabiblos: “We shall first set
down for the hour of the eclipse, in each of the related localities, and
for the altitude of the pole, centres, as in a nativity” (, II:, p. ).

[4]: If the Sun … its occultation. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:. See
Māshā"allāh, Book on Eclipses, §: and §: (below, pp. –). De-
pends on Tetrabiblos, , II:, p. : “To the question, how large a
portion of the class involved will the event affect, the answer is supplied
by the extent of the obscuration of the eclipses”. The astrological factors
that determine the classes of events are examined below (§:– and
note).
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[5]: Sign with a human shape. This is a reference to Gemini, Virgo,
Libra, and half of Sagittarius and Aquarius; Ibn Ezra frequently refers
to this category of zodiacal signs. See, inter alia, Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot
(Schoenberg , f. ), .Te#amim I, §.: (pp. –), .Te#amim II, §.:–
 (pp. – and note on p. ), #Olam I, §., and §.. This
category is alsomentioned inKitāb al-Tafhı̄m (, §, pp. –),
Epitome (, iii–xi, sig. Bv–Cv), Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı (, I:, p. ), and
Kitāb al-Mad .hal (, VI:, v, p. ). In the two last they are also
called “rational.”

[6]–: We pronounce judgment … in Leo. This passage paraphrases
Tetrabiblos, which examines the astrological factors that determine the
classes of events predicted by solar and lunar eclipses: “The third heading
is that of generic classification, whereby onemust determine what classes
the event will affect. This is ascertained from the special nature and
form of the zodiacal signs in which happen to be the places of the
eclipses and in which are the heavenly bodies, planets and fixed stars
alike, that govern both the sign of the eclipse and that of the angle
preceding the eclipse. … Let us also consider the forms of the signs
of the zodiac in which the eclipse and the dominating stars as well
happened to be…Constellations of human form, both in the zodiac and
among the fixed stars, cause the event to concern the human race. Of the
other terrestrial signs, the four-footed are concernedwith the four-footed
dumb animals, and the signs formed like creeping things with serpents
and the like. Again, the animal signs have significance for the wild
animals and those which injure the human race; the tame signs concern
the useful and domesticated animals, and those which help to gain
prosperity, in consistency with their several forms; for example, horses,
oxen, sheep, and the like.…And of these, in the constellations pertaining
to the sea, such as Cancer, Capricorn, and the Dolphin, they influence
the creatures of the sea and the sailing of fleets” (Tetrabiblos, , II:,
pp. –). Analogous instructions, regarding the determination of
the classes of events in accordance with the sign or category of signs
in which the eclipse takes place, are provided by Māshā"allāh, Book
on Eclipses, §:– (lunar eclipses) and §:– (solar eclipses) (below,
pp. –).
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§

[1]–: Ptolemy said… last degree. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:, where
a similar assertion is made by “other” astrologers, and especially to #Olam
II, §:–, where Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos is explicitly cited apropos of lunar
eclipses. See note there. There is a confusion, however, between the
current passage, where Ibn Ezra uses the expression “what is portended
is felt most strongly” (	��� �
	�� 
��� �	
) and refers to the beginning
of the event, and #Olam I, §:, where Ibn Ezra also speaks of the “the
strongest effect” (�
� 
���), although he refers to the climax of the event.
This stems, in all likelihood, from the fact that Ptolemy, on whom the
parallel accounts in #Olam I and #Olam II are based, refers to the nature
of “beginnings” in close proximity to the nature of “the more important
intensifications of the events.”

[2]: Equal hour, Hebrew ��� ��. One equal hour is 1/24 of a day and
is the duration measured by the passage of ° of the equator past
the horizon. The equal hour—generally contrasted to the “crooked” or
seasonal hour (Heb. �	�		�� �	��), which is 1/12 of the actual length of
daylight or nighttime at a given season—is also called the “equinoc-
tial hour,” because at equinox the equal hour and seasonal hour coin-
cide.

[3]: This is the opinion of Ptolemy … eclipse to its end. Corresponds
to #Olam II, §:, where the authority of King Ptolemy is invoked, and to
#Olam II, §:. where the same statement is ascribed to the Ancients.
These parallel accounts depend on Tetrabiblos: “If it is a solar eclipse,
we shall understand that the predicted event lasts as many years as the
equinoctial hours which we discover” (, II:, p. ). The same
instructions are given in the th aphorismof theCentiloquium. See Sefer
ha-Peri (BNF , f. b): ����� �	
��� ���… �	����� 
�� ����� 
	����
������� �
��	 ��� ���� �	
��� ��� ��� (“th aphorism. Ptolemy said…
as for the duration of any eclipse, for every hour 〈we assign〉 a year, if it
is a solar eclipse, and a month if it is a lunar eclipse.”).

[4]: The strongest effect … observed conjunction. This refers to the
moment during the eclipse that indicates the greatest intensity or climax
of the predicted event. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:–, which refers to
the moment when the greatest misfortune will occur. Although the same
statement is ascribed to Ptolemy, in both #Olam I (§:) and #Olam II
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(§:–), there is nothing like it in the Tetrabiblos. Ptolemy’s opinion
as found there is presented in #Olam II, §:, but referred to “other”
scientists. See note there.

[5]:As for a lunar…agreewith them. Corresponds to #Olam II, §: and
reflects Ptolemy’s opinion in Tetrabiblos: “If it is a solar eclipse, we shall
understand that the predicted event lasts asmany years as the equinoctial
hours which we discover, and if a lunar eclipse, as many months” (,
II:, p. ). Analogous instructions are given in the th aphorism of the
Centiloquium. See Sefer ha-Peri (BNF , f. b; above note on §:).

§

[1]–: Know that Mercury … burnt by the Sun. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:–, . See notes there.

§

[1]: Dorotheus the king. This astrologer, who is to be identified with
Dorotheus of Sidon, author of the well-known Pentabiblos (Carmen as-
trologicum, ), is granted royal status by Ibn Ezra in various places
in his astrological work. See especially the introduction to the second
version of Sefer ha-She"elot, where bothDorotheus and Ptolemy aremade
kings: ������� 	�� �����	 	��	
	� ����	 ���� ���� ���� 	�� �	���� ���� ���
��
(“There have been two leading astrologers: one of them Ptolemy and the
other Dorotheus, and both of them were kings”) (She"elot II, BNF ,
f. b). See also .Te#amim I, §.: (pp. –) and the Latin translation of
the now-lost third Hebrew version of Sefer ha-She"elot (Interrogacionum,
Erfurt, ff. b, b). Here and elsewhere Ibn Ezra refers to Dorotheus
as Doronius, a misnomer produced by a mispointing of the Arabic text.
“Doronius” as an explicit appellation for Dorotheus of Sidon, is found in
an early twelfth-century Iberian setting in the Liber Aristotilis De ducentis
LVque Indorum voluminibus universalim questionum tam genetialium
quam circularium summam continens (The Book of Aristotle containing
the totality of the questions, both genethlialogical and revolutionary,
from the  volumes of the Indians), an astrological treatise by Hugo
of Santalla and dedicated to Michael, the bishop of Tarazona from 
to . Hugo of Santalla ascribes  works of astrology to Doronius,
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eight of which (divided into  chapters) deal with “praeterita quam
future,” a designation that seems to indicate the historical astrology of
the revolutions of the years of the word and the planetary conjunctions.
See Liber Aristotilis, , , .

[2]: Book of Secrets. This work is also mentioned inMiv .harim I (Munich
, f. a), where Ibn Ezra remarks that “there are many thing in
the Book of Secrets by Enoch but I do not understand their meaning”
(������ 	���� ��	  	�� �� �	�	� 
�� �� ���
 ��
�� ����), as well as in
Moladot (BNF , f. b), where he draws on information provided
by Sahl Ibn Bishr the Jew. This work appears to be the same as Kitāb
asrār kalāmHurmus al-muthallath bi-al- .hikma (Book of the secrets of the
words of Hermes who is tripled in wisdom) (MS Paris, BNF Arabe ,
ff. –). See Pingree, , p. ; Sezgin, , p. . This book is not
identical with the so-called “Book of Secrets of Enoch” or the apocryphal
Enoch.

[3]: Enoch. For this legendary figure, see above, pp. –. IbnEzramen-
tions Enoch’s astrological and astronomical work, usually in an approv-
ing tone, throughout his scientific oeuvre, but the triple Enoch—whom
he inherited from his Arabic sources, notably Abū Ma#shar—is particu-
larly prominent in #Olam I (§:–, §:– and §:–). Based on
the position that Enoch is supposed to have given for the star Cor Leonis
( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –), Ibn Ezra believed that Enoch lived ,
years before his own time. See Sela, , pp. –.

[4]: Power of the dodecatemoria, Hebrew ��� 
��� ��. This doctrine
divides each of the zodiacal signs into twelfths (Arab. ithna ashriyât, Heb.

�� �����, Latin duodecatemorion) by two methods:

(a) The first divides the sign into twelfths of .°; the lord of the first
twelfth is the lord of the whole sign, and the lords of the subsequent
twelfths those of the subsequent signs. This is the method applied
in #Olam I (§:–) and #Olam II (§:–) and usually referred
to in Arabic introductions to astrology (Kitāb al-Mad .hal, ,
V:, v, pp. –; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, pp. –;
Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:, p. ; Abbreviation, , p. ), in Latin
introductions to astrology or works on general astrology (Epitome,
, Lib. I, cap. ix, sig. Gv–Hr; Tractatus pluviarum, ed. Bur-
nett, –, p. ), and Ibn Ezra’s own introductions to astrology
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(Reshit .Hokhmah, , II, x:–xi: et passim; .Te#amim I, §.:,
pp. – [see notes on pp. –]; .Te#amim II, §.:–, pp.
–; andMishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. ).

(b) The second method assigns the successive degrees of a certain sign
successively and recurrently to the  signs, whose lords are the
lords of the signs of the corresponding twelfths. This method is
ascribed to Enoch or Hermes in Kitāb al-Mad .hal (, V:, v,
pp. –), and in Reshit .Hokhmah (, II, xi:–):  	�� �
��
��	��
� ����� �� 	
�� �� �� ��
��  
� �� 
�� ���� �� 	��� ���	����	
���	 �	� ��� �	�� ���� ���	� �� ����� �����	 �	���� ���� ���	� ��
��	���� ���� ���	� �� ��
��	 ��� ���� �� �
�� ��� ���� �	�� (“But
Enoch and the Ancients divided the power of the dodecatemoria by
another method, because they said that the first degree 〈of the sign〉
is assigned to the nature of the sign itself, the next degree to the
nature of the sign that is adjacent to it, and thus the th degree and
the th degree are again assigned to the sign itself ”).

In Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot and in both versions of .Te#amim Ibn Ezra
underscores the significance of the dodecatemoria in predictions related
to world astrology: ����	�� ������ �� ���� �� �	��  
	�	 … 
�� �������
(“Dodecatemoria … there is a great need to know this for the judgments
of the world”) (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. ); �� 	� ��	��
����	�� ��	��� �	�� (“It [the dodecatemoria] has a great power in the
revolution of the world”) ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –); �
�� ���� ����
�����	�� ������ �� 	� ��	 ��	� ���	 ��	��� 
�� ����� �� ��� ��� �� 	
��
(“They said that, in each sign, 〈each of〉 the twelve signs has power, and
they tested them in this manner, and it has power in the 〈astrological〉
judgments of the world”) ( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –).

[5]–: As an illustration … happen to it. As stated above (§:), the
objective of this example (�	���) is to “find the sign in which the power
of the dodecatemoria occurs, whether from the malefic or the benefic
planet.” More precisely, starting from a given location of Saturn (Tau-
rus °), the example offers a prediction about some city by determin-
ing whether the place where Saturn’s power of the dodecatemoria falls
coincides with the position of this city’s sign. Since Saturn is a malefic,
such a coincidence will signify misfortune for this city. The solution is
based on the premise that each degree of a twelfh is assigned  degrees
of the whole sign, so that each twelfth of a sign, or segment of .°,
is assigned a whole sign, beginning with the sign of Taurus, which is
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where the planet is. Since Saturn is at Taurus °, the example consid-
ers the zodiacal interval between Taurus ° and Taurus °, and finds
it to be equivalent to  twelfths plus 1/2°, that is,  signs and °. Con-
sequently, since the counting is started from the beginning of Taurus,
Saturn’s power of the dodecatemoria falls at Libra °. In other words:
because  ·. = , we count five signs (Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo,
and Virgo), bringing us to Libra. Now each degree of the remainder
is taken to be  degrees of the sign; because . ·  = , Saturn’s
power of the dodecatemoria falls at Libra °. Ibn Ezra offers a similar
“illustration” in Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, but instead of the location of a
planet, he provides the ascendant of a horoscopic diagram: “��� ��	���
����� ���� 	
�� ���	 ����	��
 ����� �� �� �	��� ���� ���	�� ��	�� ����
��� 
��� 
�� ���	 ����	��� 
	�� �����	 ��	��� ���� ��� 
��� �����
�	���� ����	��
 ��� ���	 ����� �	����� ���	 ��� ���� 	�� 
���	 ������
�
�� ���� ��
�� ����� �	� 
�� ����� �� ���	 ��� 	�� �� ��.” (“Exam-
ple: the sign of the ascendant is Gemini °′, so that  parts of the
dodecatemoria have passed 〈the head of Gemini〉, which are equiva-
lent to  signs. We begin counting from Gemini, and the result passes
the sign of Libra and we have a remainder of 2/3°, namely, ′. We
divide them by  and the result is ; hence, the power of the dode-
catemoria is in Scorpio °”) (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg ,
f. ).

[6]: Know that … any year. For an analogous hierarchical arrangement
of the three types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions together with the revo-
lution of the year according to the lengths of their periods, see #Olam II,
§:–.

[7]–: Dorotheus the king… the city. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:–
, which offers a briefer account of the application of the doctrine of
the dodecatemoria in predictions related to the fate of states or cities.
The same approach to the dodecatemoria can be found in Tractatus
pluviarum (ed. Burnett, –, p. ), which draws on “wise Indians”:
“Indi gnari considerant partem que dicitur duodecima, hoc est ut dones
ab exordio signi  gradus et semis ipsi signo… ex hoc potest sciri signum
ad quod pertingit .a. pars planete fortunate vel infortunati, et notatur
sic bonum vel malum quod habebunt civitates illius signi.” Cf. Epitome,
, Lib. I, cap. vii, sig. Gv–Hr. In addition to the dodecatemoria,
various other doctrines are invoked here to determine the timing of the
observation and the details of the prediction: the revolution of the year,
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the three types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, the zodiacal sign of the
city, and the doctrine ofmalefic and benefic planets (seeReshit .Hokhmah,
, VIII, lxiv:–lxv:).

§

[1]: If two powers … the other. In this passage, the phrase “two powers
… assigned jointly to the sign of a city” probably refers to the astrological
“powers” that two (or more) planets may hold in a certain zodiacal
location (in their current passage through the sign of the city), so that it is
necessary to determinewhich of them is “stronger” there.These “powers”
probably correspond to the precedence of the planets’ dignities (house,
exaltation, triplicity, term, decans) in this specific zodiacal location, as
explained in #Olam II, §:–. See note there.

[2]: Under the rays of the Sun, it has no power. For this condition of the
planets with respect to the Sun, not least apropos of having “no power,”
see #Olam II, §:, §: and particularly §: and note.

[3]: Place falling 〈from the cardines〉, Hebrew ���� ���. This term des-
ignates the second, fifth, eighth, and eleventh places of a horoscopic dia-
gram whose ascendant is the sign of the city.

[4]: House of its dejection, Hebrew ����� ���, lit. house of its dishonor
(Arab. hubūt; Lat. casus). A calque invented by Ibn Ezra, because qalon
is the antonym of kavod, whose literal sense is “honor” but which also
denotes the astrological concept of exaltation. See #Olam II, §: and
note. This is because a planet is said to be in its house of dejection if
it is in the house opposite its exaltation. See Glossary, s.v. “house of
dejection.”

[5]: House of its detriment, Hebrew ����� ���, lit. house of its hate.
Another neologism (Arab.wabāl, Lat.Detrimentum).This designates the
opposite of the planetary house or the seventh sign from the planetary
house of each planet. See Glossary, s.v. “house of detriment.”
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§

[1]–: So if you … nothing more. Corresponds to a passage in the
recently discovered third version of Sefer ha-Miv .harim. ��� ���� ��	��
��� 
��� ��� 
��� ��	��� 	� 
	��� 	�����	 	��� ���� 
�	�� ��
�� �	���
�����	���� ��� ��� ��� �� �	� 
�	� �	� ������� ���� ��	 ��	��� (“If you know
the sign of the place [i.e., the city] that the querent wants to go lay siege
to or conquer, be careful not to choose the sign of the place; if it is the
seventh 〈sign〉 [counting from the sign of the city], it is more auspicious
if it [the th sign] is the house of one of the upper planets.”) (Miv .harim
III, Archivio di Stato, .).

[2]: Under the rays of burning,Hebrew ��� ��� ���. To be “under the
rays of burning” or in the “domain of burning” (��
�� �	��; see #Olam II,
§:) or simply “burnt by the Sun” (���
��; see #Olam I, §:, §:,
§:, §:, §:; #Olam II, §:,, §:) is one of the conditions
of the planets with respect to the Sun, as explained in Reshit .Hokhmah
(, VI, liv:–lvi:), Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot (Schoenberg , ff. ,
–), and #Olam II (§:–; see note there).Thus, Saturn and Jupiter
are said to be “burnt by the Sun” if they are between ′ and ° away from
the Sun;Mars, if between ′ and °; andVenus andMercury, if between
′ and °. When a planet is “burnt” it is without power. See #Olam II,
§:.

[3]: As I mentioned in the Book of Elections. All three versions of Ibn
Ezra’s Sefer ha-Miv .harim (Book of Elections), deal with choosing the
best time to start a war (among other topics) in their seventh “place”
(corresponding to the seventh horoscopic place, which indicates strife
and war). One of the methods presented there is to examine the location
and condition of the lord of the seventh place vis-à-vis the location and
condition of the lord of the sign of the ascendant. Such a procedure
corresponds to the contents of the current passage (§:–), which
compares the location and condition of the lord of the seventh place
(§:–) to the location and condition of the lord of the sign of the
city (§:–). See Miv .harim I (Munich , ff. b–a), Miv .harim
II (BNF , ff. b–b),Miv .harim III (Archivio di Stato, .), and
Eleccionum (Erfurt, f. b). But the only one of these accounts that is
entirely focused on this procedure and also discusses how to determine
the strongest of the two involved planets is that inMiv .harim I.
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§

[1]: Cardines of the 〈sign of the〉 city, Heb. ���� �����.This expression
denotes the cardines of a horoscope whose ascendant is the sign of
the city or the cardines of a horoscope cast at the anniversary of the
foundation of the city. See Glossary s.v. “cardines of the of the city.”

[2]–: If one of themalefics… favorable judgment.The contents of this
passage are summarized inMiv .harim I: �	���� ���� ������� ��� ��� ��	��
����� ������ 	��� ���	�� ����	�� �� ��� �� ��� ��	 ����	�� 	��� �	���� ���
���
��� 	����	 ���	� (“If one of the malefics is in one of the cardines, both
armies will be battered; but if one of the benefic planets is there [in one
of the cardines], good people will mediate between them and set things
right [i.e., reconcile them].”) (Munich , f. a).

§

[1]: The ancient Enoch … about everyone. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§: and #Olam II, §:, where Enoch is not mentioned. This brief
exposition of the planets’ indications seems to be extracted from the
fourth chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I: the order of presentation of the
planets follows the order of their orbs, as it does there (Reshit .Hokhmah,
, IV, xlii:–li:viii), and virtually the same planetary indications are
to be found in that chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I. Cf. also Epitome, ,
Lib. I, cap. iv, sig. Gv.

[2]: Their judgment … the year. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:. See
note there. See also #Olam II, §:.

§

[1]: Enoch, the Egyptian … for Khorasan. With the exception of the
assignment of a different zodiacal sign to Iraq, this list is virtually identi-
cal with that in §:–.This is quite puzzling, but presumably themain
reason for this apparently superfluous repetition is that whereas #Olam I,
§ invokes the authority of Enoch the Egyptian, #Olam I, § invokes
the authority of Enoch the First. These two lists correspond closely to
similar lists in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties (§.:)
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and Al-Kindı̄’s Epistle on the Rule of the Arabs and its Duration (OnGreat
Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ; App. III [], p. ); neither Enoch
the Egyptian nor Enoch the First are mentioned. With regard to Edom
and Arabia, the two lists in #Olam I correspond to another list attributed
to Dorotheus in #Olam II, §:. See Appendix G.

§

[1]–: Signs of the cities … found in a book. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:–. See note there and Appendix F.

§

[1]: Terminal house, Heb. ��	 ���. See below, §: and note.

[2]–: So you should observe … malefic planets. This section includes
an example to show how four astrological factors are combined to estab-
lish the timing, quality, and place of a prediction that affects the fate of a
city: (a) the “terminal house” (see below, §: and note), (b) the “con-
junction of Saturn and Jupiter” (see above, §–§), (c) the “sign of the
city” (see #Olam II, §: and note), and (d) the doctrine of malefic and
benefic planets (see #Olam II, §: and note). The example begins with
Jupiter at Taurus ° and Saturn at Taurus ° and ends with a Saturn-
Jupiter conjunction at Taurus °. Although no year is specified, J. North
(, ) writes that such a conjunction took place on June , .
Here the terminal house moves from the place of a Saturn-Jupiter con-
junction to the place of Mars (§:).The time of the prediction is estab-
lished on the basis of the speed of this particular type of terminal house,
namely one sign per year (§:). Hence, given that the terminal house
moves from Taurus ° (the place of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunction) to
Aries ° (the place of Mars), i.e.  signs plus 2/5 of a sign, the prediction
applies to “2/5 of the twelfth year after the small conjunction of Saturn and
Jupiter” (§:).The quality of the prediction (“great bloodshed”) results
from the nature of the relevant planet (§:),Mars, amalefic that usually
signifies murderous deeds. The prediction affects a city whose sign (the
ascendant when the city was founded) coincides with the place where
the terminal house reaches the relevant planet. There is a reference to
this section of #Olam I in the recently discovered third version of Sefer
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ha-Miv .harim (Miv .harim III, Archivio di Stato, .). See Appendix B,
example .

§

[1]–:All the astrologers… lowprices. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:–
.

[2]: You should also look… other signs. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:

§

[1] Last, Hebrew ����, lit. first. See above, note on #Olam I, §:.

[2]–: Māshā"allāh said … scientists, and merchants. Corresponds to
#Olam II, §:–, where a similar statement is ascribed to Dorotheus—
perhaps because Ibn Ezra viewsMāshā"allāh’s astrological work as closely
connected to Dorotheus’: “You should rely only on what Dorotheus the
king and Māshā"allāh, who was from India, said about 〈astrological〉
decrees” ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –).The indications associated here
with Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus and Mercury are commonplace in
introductions to astrology.

§

[1]: Māshā"allāh said … fundamental principle. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:–, where Māshā"allāh is not mentioned.

[2]: Find the lord…aspects it.This refers to the lord of themonth. For a
definition of this term and how it affects the weather, see #Olam II, §:–
 and note.

[3]: Increases its motion …mean motion. The same concept and same
explanation are offered in #Olam II, §: (see note there) and §:, but
using a different Hebrew nomenclature. See Glossary, s.v. “increase its
number.” A method for finding whether a planet increases or decreases
its motion is offered in #Olam II, §:–.
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[4]–: Find the lord … falling 〈from the cardines〉. Corresponds to
#Olam II, §:–.

§

[1]–: Māshā"allāh said … you observe. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:–, where a similar statement is ascribed to Māshā"allāh’s Book of
the World.

[2]: Just as you did for the lord of the grain. Refers to #Olam I, §:,
above. See also #Olam I, §:.

[3]–: Know that if the lord… previous case. Corresponds to §:–,
below. See also #Olam II, §:–.

§

[1]–: Ya#qub al-Kindı̄. Al-Kindı̄, known as the “philosopher of the
Arabs,” wrote about theGreek philosophy thatwas then being introduced
to the Muslim world. Although he criticized the inconsistent views of
astrologers, Al-Kindı̄ wrote extensively concerning all branches of con-
temporary astrology (see Burnett, ). Ibn Ezra, for his part, frequently
quotes from Al-Kindı̄’s astrological oeuvre, usually without specifying
the title, in his introductions to astrology ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –
; §.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –; .Te#amim
II, §.:, pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –
; §.:, pp. –), and in his works on nativities (Moladot, BNF
, ff. a, a, a, b, b, b); interrogations (She"elot I, BNF
, ff. b, b, a), elections (Miv .harim I, Munich , ff b, a;
Miv .harim II, BNF , ff. a), and general astrology (#Olam I, §:–,
§:–).

[2] Last, Hebrew ����, lit. first. See above, note on #Olam I, §:.

[3]–: Ya#qub al-Kindı̄ said … it will rain. This passage incorporates
a quotation from the unknown Book of the Revolution by Al-Kindı̄.
AlthoughFuat Sezgin does notmention any suchwork byAl-Kindı̄, a text
said to come from al-Kindı̄’s Revolution of the Year is part of a work “on
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rains” found in MS Teheran, Majlis-i Shūrā–i Milli , ff. v–v
(Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , –, –). The book is also mentioned
in a fragment of an anthology of English translations or abstracts of
Latin works written in the last two decades of the fifteenth century (MS
London, Library of the Royal College of Physicians ; quoted inNorth,
, p. ) as a text translated into Latin from Hebrew by Henry Bate
or (more possibly) as a text referred to in Bate’s Latin translation ()
of Ibn Ezra’s #Olam I: “I have wryten these thingis of the boke of domes
of revolucions of the yeris of the world, the whiche Jacob the sone of
Ysaak Alkyndy compiled, of the booke that was translate out of Ebrew
into Latyne be Henry Bate.”

§

[1]–: But I, Abraham … verified by experience. Al-Kindı̄, too, men-
tions Plato (as well as Empedocles) as the author of a book on weather
forecasting, entitled (in a Hebrew translation) Pe#iluyiot (Activities) and
paraphrases a fragment thereof whose subject corresponds to the con-
tents of the statement that Ibn Ezra uses to buttress his support for Al-
Kindı̄’s statement above (§:–). See Al-Kindı̄, Letter I, :– (Al-
Kindı̄, , p. ): “The subject of moistures and rain in general in
region of the earth has already been discussed in the fourth chapter. But
in which place, town and city this will really happen, will takemore effort
〈to explain〉. Plato and Empedocles have studied this and it is taken from
the Pe#iluyiot.”

§

[1]: Know that the retrograde … upper planets. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:. For rain forecasting related to retrograde planets in feminine
signs, see also below §:, and note.

[2]–:The indication…ship is in it. For the indications of cold signs, see
above, #Olam I, §:. For the indication of rain of the watery signs and
of Aquarius and Leo, see #Olam II, §:. Regarding these constellations
and their connection to rain, see .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –: “Rain.
There is a constellation in Leo called ‘Ship,’ so it indicates water; so too
Aquarius, on account of the water. The reason is that when it begins
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to rain 〈and the Moon? is〉 in any of these 〈constellations〉, it will be
abundant and very strong; and this has been verified by experience.” For
the stars in Aquarius called “flow of water,” see Reshit .Hokhmah, , II,
xxxviii:–, and Almagest, , VIII:, pp. – (stars –, “flow
of water,” in Aquarius). For an asterism in the shape of a ship in Leo, see
Reshit .Hokhmah, , II, xx:, , , .

§

[1]: Ibn .Sariq. This Ibn .Sariq, mentioned only here in Ibn Ezra’s Hebrew
works, may plausibly be identified with Ya#qūb ibn .Tāriq, one of the
earliest Arabophone astronomers and astrologers (late eighth century)
involved in the transmission of Indian science to the Muslim world (see
Fihrist, , II, p. ). This profile of Ya#qūb ibn .Tāriq tallies closely
with the parallel account in #Olam II, §:–, where the doctrine of
“opening of the door” is ascribed to “the Indian scientists.” According
to Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, ascribed to Ibn Ezra, Iacob Abentaric
was responsible for the translation of the astronomical work of Chenche,
a prominent Indian scientist mentioned in various parts of Ibn Ezra’s
scientific work: “Indi vero dixerunt declinationem solis esse  graduum
ut Iacob Abentaric transtulit ex ore Chenche indorum peritissimi” (Liber
de Rationibus Tabularum, , p. ). This coincides with what Ibn
Ezra wrote in the introduction to his translation of Ibn al-Muthannā’s
Commentary on the Astronomical Tables of al-Khwārizmı̄: “Kanka was
brought to the king [Al- .Safā .h the first Abbasid caliph], and he taught
the Arabs the basis of numbers, i.e. the nine numerals. Then from this
scholar, with the Jew as an Arabic-Indian interpreter, a scholar named
Jacob b. Sarah translated a book containing the tables of the seven planets,
all the procedures for the earth, the rising times of the zodiac signs, the
declination and the ascending degree of the ecliptic, the arrangement of
the astrological houses, knowledge of the upper stars, and eclipses of the
luminaries” (Ibn al-Muthannā’s Commentary, , p. ). The name
Jacob b. Sarah has been recognized as a corruption of Ya#qūb ibn .Tāriq.
See Ibn al-Muthannā’s Commentary, , p. ; Pingree, , pp. –
; Al-Kindı̄, , “Introduction,” pp. –.

[2]: The lord of the seventh … always its key. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:–. See note there. Although these two accounts are analogous, it
seems that Ibn Ezra had different sources for them. Whereas in #Olam
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II, §:– the discussion focuses on the “opening of the door” (�����

���) and ascribes this doctrine collectively to the “Indian scientists,”
in #Olam I, §: Ibn Ezra writes of a planet that is the “key” (����) to
another and ascribes this doctrine to Ibn .Sariq.

[3]: Thus the luminaries … during that month. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:–. Other instances of a planet being a “key” to another, or of
“opening of the door,” are in §:– (Mercury-Jupiter) and §:–
(Mars-Venus).

[4]: Complete aspect. For this concept, see .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –
 and notes on p. : ���� ����� ��	 ��� ���� �� ����	�� ��� ��	��
����� ��
 ��	 ��		� �	��� �����	 ��� ������ �� �� ��� �	� ���� ��� ���	���
�� �� �� ���	 ���� ��� ��� �� ��� �����	
� 	� ������� 	���� ��� ��	� ��� ����
����	 ����� ���� ��
 ��	 ������ ��
� ��� �	��� �����	 ���� �	
� ������
��� ��	 ��� ��� �� �
�� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��	� ����� ��
�	 ��	
�
���� ��	 ����� �� ���� ��	� ��� �	
�� ����	 ���� ��� ���� �� �	� ��
��
���� �� �	
�� ����	 ���� ��� ���� �� ��	
� 	� ����� ����	 ��	��� ����
�����
�� ��� (“If the two planets are in opposition and both are in the
zodiac, then the aspect is complete because there are  equal degrees
between them. If their 〈ecliptical〉 latitude is the same, whether northern
or southern [i.e., both are northern or southern], it is not full opposition,
because there are less than  degrees of latitude between them. If the
latitude of one of them is northern and of the other is southern and their
latitude is the same, this is full opposition, because one has descended
as the other has ascended. But if the latitude is not the same then the
aspect [of opposition] is not full, and the deficit is equal to the excess of
the one over the other; if one is in the zodiac and the other is northern
or southern, the aspect [of opposition] is not full and the deficit from the
aspect [i.e., from full opposition] is equal to the latitude.”).

[5]–: To find out what day … keys on this day. A similar connection
between the procedure for knowing the day when it will rain (§:) and
the “keys of the Moon” (§:, §:–; see note there) is established
in Apertio Portarum and Tractatus pluviarum: “Volens itaque scire diem
pluvie, considera diem coniunctionis Solis et Lune, similiter et tempus. Et
vide quot gradus sint inter Lunam et proximum planetam pluvialem, et
pro unoquoque gradu accipe secundum signorum velocitatem. Et vide
portas Lune et quis planeta aspiciet Lunam et quis iunctus” (Apertio
Portarum, – [Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , ]; “Volens scire diem
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pluvie, considera tempus coniunctionis Solis et Lune vel oppositionis,
et considera quot gradus sunt inter Lunam et proximum planetam qui
pluviam significat; pro gradu quoque diem accipe… Et considera portas
Lune” (Tractatus pluviarum, – [ed. Burnett, pp. –, ]). A
similar procedure for knowing when it will rain only (§:), without
the connection to the “keys of theMoon,” is recorded in #Olam II, §:–
. The “opening of the door,” mentioned above at §:–, and the “keys
of Moon,” mentioned in §: and later described in detail at §:–
, are linked in #Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı’s Kitāb mukhta.sar al-
masā"il (Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , ), in Forty Chapters, – (Al-
Kindı̄, , p. ), and in #Al̄ı ibn abı̄-l-Rijāl’s Kitāb al-Bāri (De iudiciis
astrorum, , VIII:, pp. –). Notice that Ibn Ezra uses the same
term, �	���� ‘keys’, for both the “opening of the door” and the “keys of
Moon” (in #Olam II he employs a more literal rendering for the first of
these, 
��� ����� ‘opening of the door’).This is an additional connection
between the “opening of the door” and the “keys of Moon”.

§

[1]–: These are the twelve keys … by the moderns. Corresponds
to #Olam II, §:–. See note there. Ibn Ezra defines the keys of the
Moon as  points in its orbit that play a role in rain forecasting (§:):
conjunction and opposition with the Sun ( and ), ° ahead or behind
conjunction or opposition with the Sun (, ,  and ), ° from the Sun
( and ), and ° from the Sun (, ,  and ).Thekeys of theMoon are
discussed in a number of Arabic and Latin sources, where they usually
receive a similar treatment but are designated in three main ways

(a) An early source is #Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı (late eighth
century), who calls them “basis” or “foundation” (ateciz) in Kitāb
mukhta.sar al-masā"il (Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , –); under a
similar name, athazir, derived from ta"sı̄s, they appear in #Al̄ı ibn
abı̄-l-Rijāl, Kitāb al-Bāri (De iudiciis astrorum, , VIII:, –
). Al-Bı̄rūnı̄ calls them fāsı̄sāt, namely, “phases” (Kitāb al-Taf-
hı̄m, , §, p. ).

(b) In the Hebrew and Latin translations of Al-Kindı̄ the “keys” are
rendered as ����
� or centra ‘centers’ (Letter I, –: “Sufficient
One,”Al-Kindı̄, , pp. –). Arabicmarkaz andLatin centra
are found in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties and its
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Latin translation (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ).
Note that Al-Kindı̄ differs from Ibn Ezra in that his keys also include
the points at ° and °, which correspond to the aspect of trine.

(c) A number of Latin sources and translations use Latin words mean-
ing “doors”: ianuae (Epitome totius astrologiae, ascribed to John of
Seville [Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. iii, sig. Fv–Fr]; cf. #Olam II,
§:–, §:– and notes there); or portae Lune (Apertio Por-
tarum,  [Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , ] and Tractatus pluviarum,
– [ed. Burnett, pp. –, ]). These Latin renderings
seem to be somewhat related to Ibn Ezra’s �	���� ‘keys’. In addi-
tion to the fact that “keys” and “doors” are complementary terms,
�	���� derives from the same root (���) as the Hebrew words for
“key” (#�,�%�#�) as well as for “opening, entrance” (�#�-�).

For the astronomical aspects of the  “keys of the Moon,” however, Ibn
Ezra seems to have been drawing onAbūMa#shar’sKitāb al-Mad .hal.This
follows from the following concatenation of sources: the current section
in #Olam I, §:–, is the passage which is referred to in .Te#amim I,
§.:, pp. – (“I shall explain the keys of the Moon in the Book of
the World”). In turn, this brief statement in .Te#amim I is Ibn Ezra’s brief
commentary on a section of Reshit .Hokhmah I (Reshit .Hokhmah, ,
VI, lvi:–) that begins ���
� 
�� ��� ����� �� �� �����	 (“the Moon
has  conditions with respect to the Sun”). Finally, this section of Reshit
.Hokhmah is a paraphrase of Kitāb al-Mad .hal: “Luna quoque dicitur se
habere a Sole XVI modis” (Kitāb al-Mad .hal , VII:, v, pp. –).
In this section of the sixth chapter ofReshit .Hokhmah I, IbnEzra, likeAbū
Ma#shar inKitāb al-Mad .hal, lists  conditions of theMoon with respect
to the Sun. These include the  “keys of the Moon,” along with the two
points where the Moon is ′ ahead or behind conjunction with the Sun
and the two points where the Moon is ° ahead or behind conjunction
with the Sun. Between these points the Moon (as well as other planets)
is said to be “under the rays” of the Sun or “burnt” by the Sun (see #Olam
II, §:– and note). Ibn Ezra’s account differs from Abū Ma#shar’s
in two main points: (a) Ibn Ezra explains how the Moon’s power is
gradually increased or diminished when it arrives at each of the points;
(b) At the end of this section Ibn Ezra clearly departs fromAbūMa#shar’s
account: 	
��� �� ����
�� ��� �����	 
	�� ��� ���� �����  
��� �� ��	��
�
�� ���� ����� �� �	��  
	�	 ����� �	���� 	�
�� ���	 ����
� 
�� ����
��������� (“Know that when you deduct 〈from the  conditions〉 the two
〈conditions〉 where 〈the Moon〉 is under the rays 〈of the Sun〉 and the
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two 〈conditions where the Moon is〉 burnt,  conditions are left. These
are called the keys of the Moon, and there is a great need for them to
forecast rain.”). Abū Ma#shar offers a subset of  of these  conditions in
Abbreviation, , II:–, pp. –.

§

[1]: Note always that … it signifies rain. For retrograde planets as
indicating rain, see: §: above; §: below and note; #Olam II, §:,,
§:; Tractatus pluviarum, ed. Burnett,  and , pp. , ; Al-
Kindı̄, Forty Chapters,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ).

§

[1]–: The lord … aspect the sign. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:, .
This section resumes the discussion in §:–: because “the lord of the
seventh place 〈counting〉 from 〈the house of〉 Jupiter is Mercury,” this is
another instance of one planet as a “key” to another, or of “opening of the
door.” For Jupiter andMercury as portending rain with winds, according
to the opinion of the Indian scientists, see #Olam II, §:. For the lord of
themonth, namely, the lord of the degree of the ascendant at themoment
of the conjunction or opposition of the luminaries, see #Olam II, §:–
and note.

§

[1]–: IfVenus orMars…signifies hail. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:,
. Like the previous section and §:–, this is part of the discussion of
a planet as a “key” to another or of the “opening of the door.” For Mars
as portending rain “with lightning and fire descending from the sky,” see
#Olam II, §:; for Mars as portending hail, see #Olam I, §:.

§

[1]: You should … 〈beginning of the〉 seasons. See On Great Conjunc-
tions, , I, §V., pp. –.
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§

[1]: Always look … the year. See ibid., I, §V.III, pp. –.

§

[1]–:Always observe…and coughing. Corresponds to #Olam II, §:.

§

[1]–: If Saturn…will occur. For the indications of Saturn andMars, the
malefic planets, in the diverse categories of zodiacal signs, see: Māshā"-
allāh, Book on Eclipses, §:– (below, pp. –); Abū Ma#shar, On
Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:–, pp. –, §.:–, pp. –
. For Saturn, seeMiv .harim II, BNF , ff. b–a.

§

[1]: Term: The parallel terms—Heb. ���	��, Gr. horia, Arab. hudūd, Lat.
fines—refer to unequal divisions of the zodiacal signs. A planet, except
the Sun and the Moon, is associated with each of them as “lord of the
term” (see .Te#amim II, §.:,, pp. –). Introductions to astrology
usually provide lists of the terms in each sign; in some cases they also refer
to various methods. The most common are the terms of the Chaldeans
or Babylonians, of the Hindus, of the Egyptians, and of Ptolemy. See:
Tetrabiblos, , I:–, pp. –; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §,
pp. –; Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , V:, v, pp. –; Abbreviation,
, p. ; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:, pp. –; Reshit .Hokhmah, , II,
x:– et passim;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. ; .Te#amim
I, §.:–, pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –.

[2]–: Abū Ma#shar mentioned … aspects it. This is a reference to Abū
Ma#shar’sBook of Religions andDynasties: “The indication of Cancer with
Jupiter is for Iraq, because Jupiter is predominant over 〈the degrees of〉
the sign indicating Iraq, i.e. from its th to th degree. For the extent
of these degrees of the sign of Cancer is the term of Jupiter indicating
Iraq. When the benefics are situated in this position or aspect it from
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trine or sextile, this indicates the good condition of the people of Iraq.
…The presence of the malefics in it and their aspecting it from quartile
or opposition indicate calamity, the change of rule, and bloodshed” (On
Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ).

[3]: Therefore Abū Ma#shar … kingdom of the Muslims. I have not
found this in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties, but similar
information may be found in On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:,
p. ; §.:, pp. –.

[4]–: Enoch the First … the land of al-Chin [China] and Khorasan.
This list of the assignments of geographical places to pairs comprising one
planet and one zodiacal sign, ascribed to “Enoch the First,” is virtually
identical with another list ascribed to “Enoch the Egyptian” in §: (see
notes there). Note too that although he explicitly invokes the authority of
“Enoch the First,” Ibn Ezra seems to be indebted to Abū Ma#shar as well:
(a) the current list corresponds closely to one in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of
Religions and Dynasties §.: (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:,
p. ; App. III [], p.  [see, Appendix G]); (b) the current list is
interspersed with references to Abū Ma#shar, notably a paraphrase from
a section of the Book of Religions and Dynasties (see above, §:– and
note).

[5]: This means … conjunction 〈of Saturn and Jupiter〉. Corresponds
to §:, which also appends the assignments of places to planets and
zodiacal signs (§:) and mentions the beginning of the revolution of
the year as the time for taking the indications of the planet and the
sign. Note, however, that the current passage goes further and mentions
the revolution of the year of the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter. This
strongly suggests that the astrological doctrine underpinning these lists is
thedawr, namely, a period of  years under the rulership of a planet and
a sign, which begins when the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter shifts
from one triplicity to another. Ibn Ezra refers to the dawr (but without
using that name) in §:– below.

§

[1]: As I mentioned above. See above §:–.
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[2]: Terminal house, Heb. ��	 ���. This term, which is applied in
world astrology as well as in nativities, derives from two related concepts
developed by Ptolemy and later byGreek andArabic astrologers.The first
is “prorogation,” which denotes a procedure for determining the length of
the native’s life by extending an arc of the zodiac between “prorogatory
places” and “destructive places” (Tetrabiblos, , III:, pp. –;
Carmen astrologicum, , III, pp. –; see also Mishpe.tei ha-
Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –). The second is the “chronocrator”
or “lord of [the] time”; according to Ptolemy, it is found by counting
round the zodiac from each of the prorogatory places, “one year to each
sign,” to determine the lord of the years, “twenty-eight days to a sign”
for the lord of the months, and “two and a third days to a sign” for the
lord of the days (Tetrabiblos, , IV:, p. ). Combining elements
of these two concepts, the “terminal house” functions as an imaginary
clock hand or pointer that is set in motion at some zodiacal place,
moves around the zodiac at a given rate, and reaches another zodiacal
place.
To denote this concept Ibn Ezra coined two similar terms: !	� ���,

terminal house, and !	� ���, terminal sign. A few years earlier, Abraham
Bar .Hiyya had used the term ����, rotation (Megilat haMegaleh, ,
,  et passim).The same concept is rendered as signum finis in Liber
de Rationibus Tabularum, a Latin work ascribed to Ibn Ezra and written
in all likelihood with his active cooperation. See Liber de Rationibus
Tabularum, , p. .
The concept is broadly used and explained in Ibn Ezra works on

nativities, where he employs these two terms unsystematically. See espe-
cially:Tequfah (JNUL °, ff. b, a, a, b);Moladot (BNF ,
ff. a, b, a; quoted below, pp. –); .Te#amim II, §.:–
(pp. –) and §.:– (pp. –); and Reshit .Hokhmah (,
X, lxxvi:–). Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, in his Introduction to Astrology, defines the
“terminal house” or intihā" as follows: “As for the years of the nativities,
knowledge of this is that you consider the complete solar years which
have passed for the native and take a sign for each year, and you begin
with the ascendant of the nativity in the order of the signs, and the sign
which is next to the sign where the counting is exhausted is the sign of
the intihā"” (Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:, pp. –).
In #Olam I and #Olam II the term is applied in two different ways. In

#Olam II (§:–) the use of the “terminal house” is correlated with
nativities: the “terminal house” is set in motion from the “ascendant”
of certain city, the “sign of the city,” and moves one degree in one year,
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as in the procedure of prorogation. In #Olam I (§:– and §:–)
the “terminal house” is set in motion from the place of a Saturn-Jupiter
conjunction and moves one sign in one year; the predictions are based
on whether the “terminal house” meets a benefic or a malefic planet
and whether the sign of the city is located in a fortunate or unfortunate
place. A similar procedure is also mentioned inMiv .harim III (Archivio
di Stato, .) and explained in Reshit .Hokhmah (, X, lxxvi:–;
quoted inReshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:– [below, pp. –]), although
the generic term ���	��� ‘directions’ is employed there. The “terminal
house” or dawr is used extensively in AbūMa#shar’s Book of Religions and
Dynasties (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ; §.:, p. ;
§.:, p.  et passim) and clearly explained by Al-Bı̄rūnı̄: “The degrees
at which the Saturn and Jupiter meet in conjunction, together with the
ascendant of that time, and the ascendant of the year of the conjunction
all move in the direction of the succession of signs through a whole sign
in a complete solar year. The point arrived at is called intihā” (Kitāb al-
Tafhı̄m, , §, p. ).

[3]: Cardines of the terminal house. The cardines are the four main
points of the horoscopic chart andwould seem to have nothing to dowith
the concept of “terminal house.” Hence to understand this rather confus-
ing expression we should probably consider that any degree reached by
the “terminal house” as it travels around the zodiac may be seen as the
ascendant of a horoscopic chart and its corresponding cardines. Note,
however, that this sort of construct is usually with respect to the “sign of
the city,” as in §: above: “in every city whose sign is Aries, or 〈in every
city where Aries is〉 one of its cardines.”
[4]–: As for knowledge… terminal house.Thework byMāshā"allāh on
which Ibn Ezra draws here is not the Book on Eclipses, whose translation
has been traditionally ascribed to him. For the subject-matter of this
section, see On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:–, p. . All
four astrological concepts and procedures applied in this section—the
“terminal house,” the conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter, the “sign of the
city,” and the doctrine of malefic and benefic planets—play similar roles
in §:– above (see notes there). But the present section focuses on
weather forecasting (drought and plenty), incorporates a definition of
the “terminal sign,” and, instead of restricting the discussion to Mars,
includes the malefic planets (Mars and Saturn) and the benefic planets
(Venus, Mercury, Jupiter).
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§

[1]: Al-Andruzagar, the Jew. The Arabs associated Andarzagar ibn Sād-
ān Farruh with Persian astrology, although he himself is post-Sassanian.
He was known as the author of a text referred to as Kitāb al-mawāl̄ıd
(Book of the Nativities), which included a major section on anniversary
horoscopes. See: Andarzaghar, , pp. –; Sezgin, , –
; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:–, pp. –. In his astrological treatises Ibn
Ezra frequently quotes Al-Andruzagar’s work; the present section makes
clear that he also wrote about general astrology making use of Persian
methods thereof. Ibn Ezra usuallymentionsAl-Andruzagar and his work
on nativities approvingly, appending the cognomen “the Jew” to his
name. For example, in relation to the lords of the triplicities, he praises
“Andruzagar ben Sadi Faruk the Jew, who surpassed all astrologers of
his generation, and the Arab scientists who lived later agree with him”
( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –). See also: Moladot (BNF , ff. b,
a, a, a, a, a), Nativitatibus (, ff. aa, bb et passim),
Nativitatum (Erfurt, f. b), Miv .harim I (Munich , f. a), and
Astrolabio (, p. ).

[2]–: We should … beginning 〈of a new cycle〉. This refers to the
dawr ‘revolution/rotation/period’, a method employed to predict the
fate of dynasties and religions and described in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of
Religions and Dynasties as follows: “One observes when the conjunc-
tion 〈of Saturn and Jupiter〉 shifts from one triplicity to another. If the
conjunction indicates a change of religions and dynasties, that moment
is made the starting point of the period whose length is equivalent to
the number of the degrees of the sphere [i.e.,  years long], and the
lord of the dawr is made the planet to which the number from the lord
of the dawr of the conjunction indicating the flood or the conjunc-
tion occurring at the beginning of Aries, which is taken as the start-
ing point in arranging these times, has arrived” (On Great Conjunctions,
, I, §.:, p. ). A similar definition is given in Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m
(, §, pp. –). “We should assign to each equal degree one
year” means that the starting point of the dawr functions as an imag-
inary clock hand or pointer that is set in motion at the degree of the
great conjunction of Saturn-Jupiter and moves around the zodiac at
the rate of one degree in one year, until it completes  years. Abū
Ma#shar also reports that the ruler of the dawr at the time of the Flood
( years after the creation of Adam) was Saturn with the sign of
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Cancer, which means that each of these cycles of  years is ruled by
a planet and a sign (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ).
Note that in Kitāb al-Ulūf Abū Ma#shar mentions another period of
 years, the so-called “mighty fardar,” but the latter is not connected
to the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions (Kitāb al-Ulūf, , pp. –). The
“mighty fardar” is mentioned in Reshit .Hokhmah, ch. X, §:. See note
there.

§

[1]:AbūMa#shar said…eachdegree.This corresponds toAbūMa#shar’s
astronomical system based on the assumption that a series of mean
GrandConjunctions of the planets take place at Aries ° at equal intervals
of time. The mean longitudes of the planets for any given date can be
determined by how many revolutions each mean planet makes between
successiveGrandConjunctions and howmuch time has elapsed since the
last Grand Conjunction. This approach to the problem of determining
mean longitudes was well known in India (see Pingree, , pp. –
). Abū Ma#shar adopts a cycle of , years in Kitāb al-Ulūf
(, pp. –), as Al-Bı̄rūnı̄ acknowledges: “We have stated before
that according to Abū Ma#shar the years of the universe are ,, the
deluge being in the middle of these. This statement occurs in his book
called ‘The Book ofThousands,’ where the degrees of the zodiac are each
made equal to a thousand years, so that the fraction belonging to a year
is  3/5 seconds. This is the great division” (Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §,
p. ). Elsewhere Al-Bı̄rūnı̄ notes that this system is derived from an
Indian source (India, , I, p. ). Note that this astronomical system,
which plays a key role in Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Ulūf, is not used in his
Book of Religions and Dynasties, to which Ibn Ezra refers in other parts
of #Olam I.

§

[1]–: Ya#qub al-Kindı̄ said … it was occidental. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:–, where the injunction to observe when the Sun enters the
beginning of the th degree of Scorpio is attributed to the scientists
of Persia (see note there). According to Al-Kindı̄: “Another method for
〈calculating〉 the indication of rain in a general sense: When the Sun
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is in ° Scorpio, observe the application of the Moon; when it applies
to Venus and Mercury, it indicates increased rainfall at the beginning
of the year. When at that moment Venus and Mercury are in the east
and in one of the signs of water and rain, it indicates increased rainfall
at the beginning of the year. When Venus and Mercury are in the west
in one of the signs of rain, it indicates that most of the rains will fall
at the end of the year” (Letter II, –, “On the causes attributed to
the higher bodies which indicate the origin of rains” [Al-Kindı̄, ,
p. ]; see also Letter II, – [ibid., p. ] and Al-Kindı̄ 〈from
the treatise〉 on the revolution of the year: on rains . [ibid., p. ]).
A similar method of forecasting rain by observing the Sun when it
enters Scorpio ° is manifest in #Al̄ı ibn abı̄-l-Rijāl, De iudiciis astrorum
(, VIII:, p. , VIII:, p. ), and in #Umar b. al-Farrukhān
al- .Tabar̄ı, Kitāb mukhta.sar al-masā"il (:L, : [Al-Kindı̄, ,
pp. , ]).

[2]–: What I just said … retrograde 〈planet〉. This passage continues
the quote from Al-Kindı̄.

§

[1]–: Abū Ma#shar said … 〈rain will be〉 moderate. Here Ibn Ezra
quotes Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties: “As for rain, if
Mars is in the houses of Saturn at the revolution of the world-year, it
indicates the lack of rain. If it is in 〈one of〉 its own houses, it indicates
its abundance. If it is in 〈one of〉 the houses of the other planets, it
indicates its middling amount” (On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:,
p. ).

[2]: This is why… you find it. See above, §:.

[3]: He said nothing else about rain. At first sight, Ibn Ezra’s statement
appears to be inaccurate, since there are many references to rain in Abū
Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and Dynasties (e.g., On Great Conjunctions,
, I, §II.:,,,,, pp. , , , , , ). However,
given that the overwhelming majority of these loci deal with a great
variety of other astrological significations in addition to rain, perhaps
Ibn Ezra means that this is the only section in Abū Ma#shar’s book that
focuses exclusively on forecasting rain.
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§

[1]: Scholars of the images. These scientists are identical with the “mas-
ters of the talismans” mentioned in Abū Ma#shar’s Book of Religions and
Dynasties: “The masters of the talismans have mentioned that the sphere
has a movement of  degrees within which it advances and retreats, and
that its accession and recession in each degree occur in every  years”
(On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, p. ). They also figure in
Al-Bitrūj̄ı’s On the Principles of Astronomy, where they take part in the
controversy about trepidation (On the Principles of Astronomy, , I,
pp. , ), and as the ancient apotelesmatikoi, mentioned by Theon of
Alexandria (Small Commentary on the Handy Tables of Ptolemy). See On
Great Conjunctions, , I, pp. , , . Ibn Ezra refers to this
category of scientists under several slightly different names—scholars
of the images (�	
	�� ����), masters of the images (���� ��	
	�� ����
�	
	��), astrologers who are experts on judgments and images (����
�	
	��	 ������� ���� �	����), doctores ymaginum, magistri ymaginum.
They are involved in clearly astronomical matters, notably the theory of
trepidation (the accession and recession of the fixed stars, as mentioned
by Abū Ma#shar): “Antiqui omnes et Hermes et indi et doctores ymagi-
nun omnes in hoc consentiunt, quod in circulo firmamenti duo motus
sunt, ascendendi in septentrionem et descendendi in austrum; inter hos
tamen est aliqua discordia, nam magistri ymaginum dicunt eos motus
esse polorum, indi vero duorum circulorum qui sunt in capite arietis
et libre; omnes tamen in proximo dicti in hoc consentiunt quod gradus
horum motuum sunt ” (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, , p. );
��	�
�	 	��� ����� ��� �� ��
�	� �	
	�� ���� ���� (“For the masters of the
images said that the poles of the orb ascend and descend”) (#Ibbur, ,
p. a). See also .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –, §.:, pp. –,
§.:, pp. –; comm. on Ex. : and : (long comm.); Liber de
Rationibus Tabularum, , pp. , . In .Te#amim II the activities of
the scholars of the images are strongly condemned because they resem-
ble idolatry, and their involvement in the making of idols or talismans is
implied because they are said to have established by empirical means the
association between the planets and the metals under their charge: ��	��
���	 ��	
	�� ����� ����� ��� �
 ����� ����  
	� ���	 �	
	�� ���� �
 ���
���
� ��	�� �	��� ��� �� ��� �
	�� �
	� (“This is true only with respect
to the images 〈of the constellations〉; there is no need for their 〈opinion
with regard to the motion of the〉 Sun, except for those who deal in the
science of the images 〈of the stars〉, which is forbidden by the law of God,
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because it resembles idolatry”) ( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –);… ��	���
���	
	�� ���� 	� �� �� 	���� ��	���	 (“Venus…Copper is in its portion, as
was found through experience by the experts in the images”) ( .Te#amim
II, §.:, pp. –); ���� 	� 
��� ��� !�� 	���� ���	… ��� ��	���
���	
	�� (“Mercury… quicksilver is in its portion, as has been verified by
experience by the scholars of the images”) ( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –
). For a detailed characterization, see .Te#amim, , pp. –.
Given that IbnEzra endorses a steadymotion of one degree in  years for
the fixed stars ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –; cf. above, §:), and that
he reports that the horns of Aries havemoved ° with respect to the ver-
nal equinox from the time of the scholars of the images to his own times,
the implication is that Ibn Ezra believed that “the scholars of the images”
were active  years ( ·) before the middle of the twelfth century.

[2]: Corrected Hebrew �����. The astronomical concept of “correction,”
Heb. �	��, is explained in Ibn Ezra’s translation of Ibn al-Muthannâ’s
Commentary on the Astronomical Tables of al-Khwârizmî: �� �	�� �	�����
�����	��� ��	��	 ������� ��	��� ��	�	��� ��� ��� ��� (“The correction is
the difference between the mean motion and the true motion”) (Ibn al-
Muthannâ’s Commentary, , p.  [Heb.], p.  [Eng.]).This means
that to find the true position of a planet, one first computes its mean
position and then “corrects” it by some amount, according to a procedure
that has to be specified.

[3]–: The scientists of India … to ° ′. For a general exposition of
the  mansions of the Moon, see above, pp. –. This passage has 
distinct parts, as follows.

(i, §:) Ibn Ezra presents the opinion of the scientists of India, namely,
that the  lunarmansions are evenly distributed along the zodiacal signs,
so that there are 1/3 mansions in each sign. This opinion is couched in
similar terms in various other works, including Ne.hoshet I (BNF ,
f. b), Ne.hoshet II (Mant. , ff. a–b), Eleccionum (Erfurt, f. a),
and Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ). According to Al-
Bı̄rūnı̄, the Hindus, although they recognize  mansions, begin their
reckoning from the vernal equinox (Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. ).

(ii, §:) Ibn Ezra criticizes the opinion of the Indian scientists and
points out that the positions of themansions should be takenwith respect
to the asterisms of the zodiacal constellations (which move with respect
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to the equinoxes on account of the motion of the fixed stars) and not
with respect to the zodiacal signs, which are a merely mental construct.
A similar criticism, although leveled this time at the Arabic scientists, is
voiced in Ne.hoshet II, Mant. , ff. a–b: 	���� ��� �	� ���� 
�����
���	�� ���� �� �	�� ���� �� �� ��	� ����� ���� �	���� ��� �� ��
��� (“The
〈most〉 serious thing is that the Arabians did not understand that these
mansions are not divided in equal parts, for there are large mansions,
and also small mansions.”). To clinch his argument, Ibn Ezra points out
that the signs differ from the constellations in two main respects: (a)
whereas the zodiacal signs are taken to be all equal in size (°), the
zodiacal constellations are congruent with the sizes of the corresponding
asterisms, which have various sizes. (b) whereas the signs’ ecliptical
longitude is always the same because the beginning of Aries is taken
to coincide (according to a mental construct) with the vernal equinox,
the ecliptical longitudes of the zodiacal constellations always move away
from the equinoxes on account of the slow motion of the fixed stars (as
in the case of the horns of Aries). Similar arguments, emphasizing the
difference between zodiacal signs and constellations, are put forward in
.Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. – and Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, ,
p. . On similar grounds, Ibn Ezra finds fault with the Indian version
of the exaltations, and with the Indian doctrines of the bright and dark
degrees and of the pits. See .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. – and .Te#amim II,
§.:–, pp. –.

(iii, §:) To bear out the idea expressed in the previous passage, Ibn
Ezra presents the value to be subtracted from the mean motion of the
Moon as recorded in astronomical tables compiled according to the
Indianmethodology, which he attributes here to al-Battānı̄, namely, °. A
similarmethodology is adopted in .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –, where
we learn that this reckoning corresponds to the year 〈〉, namely,
–: ���
��� �	�	��	 ���	�� ����� ���	�� ���� �	���� ��� ���	��
�	
���� �	����	 �	
	��  
�� ���� ��
 �� �
 ��	��� ���� �	�	� �	��� ���
	� �� �
	�� ��� ��� 	���� ��� ���	�� ����	� ���� �� ��	
	�� �� �	�	���	
����	��� �	��� ��	�� ������ ��� ���� ���� ���� 
�� (“So the expert in the
zodiacal signs can find out the degree of the ascendant and the positions
of the planets according to the reckoning of the tables of the scholars
who rely on experience. But if he wants to pass 〈astrological〉 judgment
by the method of the shapes [i.e., the zodiacal constellations], the bright
and dark degrees, and the pits (so-called because they are very dark stars,
as if a man had fallen into a pit), this year, which is the year 〈〉, he
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should subtract eight whole degrees.”). Similar instructions are given in
Liber de Rationibus Tabularum, , p. : “Et si vis operari in iudiciis
Ymaginum secundum tabulas indorumminue a medio cuiusque planete
cursu eorum gradum unum, vel si in eisdem iudiciis ymaginum vis
operari secundum tabulas meas minue a medio cursu cuiusque planete
 gradus.” Notice that #Olam II, §: states that the value to be subtracted
from the mean motion of the Sun is °.

(iv, §:) Ibn Ezra brings into focus the size of one of the lunarmansions
to substantiate the aforementioned criticism: the size of the first lunar
mansion, al-na.t .h, is reduced to only ° ’, namely ° ′minus ° (the
beginning of Aries’ asterism), instead of the customary size of ° ’,
which is the result of dividing ° by , as reported in Ne.hoshet II,
Mant. , ff. a.

[4]: I have already drawn… 〈intoHebrew〉.This reference is probably to
Keli ha-Ne .hoshet II: ����
	�� �� �� �
�� �	��� ��	�� ���	… ����� �	�����
�����
	� �	��� �� ����� �	��� (“Mansions of the Moon…These are their
names in Arabic, and they are also translated into the Holy Tongue,
and I will also write down their shapes for you.”) (Ne.hoshet II, Mant.
, ff. a). By contrast, in Keli ha-Ne .hoshet I (Ne.hoshet I, BNF ,
f. b) Ibn Ezra promises to provide their Arabic names and Hebrew
translations, but not their shapes. This is attested by an examination of
five manuscripts of Keli ha-Ne .hoshet II and four manuscripts of Keli ha-
Ne .hoshet I: whereas all these manuscripts of Keli ha-Ne .hoshet II contain
the Arabic names, Hebrew translations, a brief description of the num-
ber and size of the stars of each mansion, as well as a graphic represen-
tation of the corresponding asterism, only one of the manuscripts of Keli
ha-Ne .hoshet I that I examined includes a graphic representation of the
asterisms. Keli ha-Nehoshet II was written in Mantua in : this year is
recorded in the list of stars of the rete (Ne.hoshet II, Mant. , f. a); lati-
tude °, the latitude of Mantua, is given as the place for an astronomical
observation of the lunar mansions (ibid., f. a).

§

[1]–: The scientists of India … al-mukhar. Corresponds to #Olam II,
§:, except for the mansions al-shwla and al-balda, which are replaced
there by al-zub"anha and sa#d al-dhabi .h. There is also discrepancy of
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terminology and of substance: whereas #Olam I calls this group of man-
sions “moist and signifying rain,” #Olam II labels them “mansions of rain”
and then mentions three “mansions of moistness” that are different from
the “mansions of rain” (§:; see note there). The list of “moist man-
sions” in #Olam I corresponds in part to those in Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II, 
(Al-Kindı̄, , p. ) andTractatus pluviarum (ed. Burnett, , p. ).
Notice that only nine mansions are named, even though their total num-
ber is given as . By contrast, Tractatus pluviarum lists mansions that
indicate rain.

[2]:They said… it portends rain.The reference to the observation of the
Moon at the beginning of the month corresponds to #Olam II, §:; the
reference to the role played by the feminine signs, to #Olam II, §:. For
rain forecasting related to retrograde planets in feminine signs, see above,
§:, and Tractatus pluviarum (ed. Burnett, , p. ). For retrograde
planets indicating rain see above, §: (in the first place); #Olam II, §:
(Sun and Venus), §: (Saturn), and §: (Venus and Mercury). See
also Tractatus pluviarum (ed. Burnett,  and , pp. , ), and Al-
Kindı̄, Forty Chapters,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ).

[3]: Nature,Hebrew �����. Here the neologism ���	� (see #Olam II, §:
and note) denotes any of the four qualities (hot and cold, wet and dry)
that, according to Aristotle, characterize physical bodies. For this usage,
cf.” ��� 	���	� �
 ���	� ��	 ��� ��	 
	� ��	 �	� ���	� ���
��� ��� �� ����
������ ��	�� �	��	� ���
�� (“Know that the planets 〈themselves〉 do not
have a nature that is hot or cold or moist or dry, but they generate these
four natures in the lower world”) ( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –).

[4]–:That is, in general … always like this. .Te#amim II offers a similar
account of the tropical signs and of how weather changes when the Sun
enters them: ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ 
	��� �����������
����	 �	��� 
	�� ���
 ���	 � ���� �
�� ��� ���� ��	 
� 
�	�� ���� 
��

	�� ����� ���	 �
	�� ��  ����	 �	�� 
	� ������� ���	 ��	���� ��	���
����	���  ����	 ��	��� (“Tropical 〈signs〉. Because the weather changes
when the Sun enters Aries, hence, inasmuch as after the air was cold
and moist it turns hot, 〈Aries〉 is called tropical. Similarly with Cancer,
since moistness departs and is replaced by dryness, and similarly with
Libra, since heat departs and is transformed into cold, and similarly with
Capricorn, since dryness departs and is transformed into moistness”)
( .Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –; see also note there, pp. –).
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[5]: The dry mansions are … al-muqaddam. Corresponds to #Olam
II, §:, except for al-fargh al-muqaddam, which is replaced there by
al-fargh al-awwal. It also corresponds to the list of dry mansions in Al-
Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ), except for al-han#aha, which
is replaced there by al-han#aha, and in Tractatus pluviarum (ed. Burnett,
, p. ).

[6]: The other mansions are temperate. These mansions are briefly
alluded to in #Olam II, §:, as “intermediate.” Cf. “Eleven mansions
are moderate, neither moist nor dry” (Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  [Al-Kindı̄,
, p. ]). This corresponds closely to Tractatus pluviarum (ed.
Burnett, , p. ), where the names of the temperatemansions are given
in Latin translation.

§

[1]: I now give… the luminaries. See above, §:– to §:– and notes.

[2]: Pronounce judgment… every planet. The reference is to the fourth
chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I, which is headed by the following rubric:
��	��� 	
	� 
�� ��	 ���	 ���
��� ����  ����� (“On the mixtures of the
seven planets, their powers and everything signified by them”). SeeReshit
.Hokhmah, , IV, xlii:–li:.

§

[1]–: If a planet … malefic planets. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–
 and #Olam II, §:–. Regarding the knowledge of when a planet is
powerful, corresponds to #Olam II, §:–.

§

[1]: I have also verified … about the Muslims. Corresponds loosely to
#Olam II, §:–. See notes there.
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§

[1]: I have already said … about everyone. The initial cross-reference
points to §:– above (see note there), where similar statements are
attributed to the “ancient Enoch.” Besides the fact that Enoch is ignored
here, there is a discrepancy in the information given in the two places
regarding the upper planets’ indications: Saturn gives an indication about
the elderly and farmers in §:–, but about the elderly and slaves here;
Jupiter about judges and clerics in §:–, but about the wealthy and
judges here; Mars about noblemen and warriors in §:–, but about
warriors only here. It is also surprising that the cross-reference is accom-
panied by an apparently redundant repetition of the same information.
This suggests that a source other than the “ancient Enoch” is being fol-
lowed in the current passage. See also #Olam II, §:, where similar
statements about the planets are offered but the “ancient Enoch” is not
mentioned.

§

[1]: Judgments, Hebrew 
�����. For this neologism, see #Olam II, §:
and note.

[2]: Book of the Judgments of the World, Hebrew 
��� ����� ��	. The
only case where Ibn Ezra himself uses this name to designate any of the
versions of Sefer ha-#Olam is in the recently discovered fragment of the
third version of Sefer ha-Miv .harim. See Appendix B, example .

[3]: The last of all the books of judgments. This is a reference to the fact
that #Olam I is the last component of the astrological encyclopedia rapidly
composed in Béziers between June and November of . See above,
p. .
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second version of the book of the world 

In the name of God of the world,
I commence the Book of the World.

 () Blessed be the One God, Who is all and from Whom all derives,
and His close servants1 bear a resemblance to all.2 () Therefore the
Ancients said that the species3 persist forever on account of the constella-
tions of the uppermost orb.4 () For this reason the astrologers said that
the three upper planets, namely, those that are above the Sun, govern
general affairs.

 () We know that there are  conjunctions of the seven planets, and
each conjunction has its 〈own〉 judgment1 and verdict.2

 () But the great conjunction—the conjunction of Saturn with Jupiter
at the beginning of Aries, which happens once every thousand years or
close to that—is the root. () This is how it works: every  years they
conjoin in the house of one triplicity, meaning that the three signs have
the same nature;1 their conjunction always takes places in the ninth sign
after 〈the sign of〉 the previous conjunction. () 〈They continue〉 in this
manner  or  times, after which they conjoin in the signs of earthy
nature (the first time they conjoined in the fiery signs). Now if they con-
join  times 〈in the same triplicity〉, then the first conjunction in an
earthy sign takes place in Taurus; but if 〈they conjoin〉  times, the con-
junction takes place in Capricorn.They remain there [in the second trip-
licity], too, for approximately  years. A conjunction 〈that shifts〉 from
one triplicity to another triplicity is called a “middle conjunction.” After-
wards they conjoin in the airy signs, and thereafter in the watery signs.
So they conjoin  or  times in each triplicity. ()Their conjunction in
one triplicity is called a “small conjunction”.2

 () A conjunction of Saturn and Mars in Cancer takes place every 
years.1
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 () Before I discuss these conjunctions, I give a general rule. () At the
beginning of the revolution of the year in which there is a small, middle,
or great conjunction, or a conjunction of Saturn and Mars in Cancer,
you should look at the main conjunction, which is the conjunction of
the two luminaries, if it takes place before the Sun enters Aries, or at
the opposition of the luminaries 〈, if it takes place before the Sun enters
Aries〉. () Find the sign of the ascendant at themiddle of the earth, which
is under the 〈celestial〉 equator, as well as the sign of the ascendant in
every city and the location of the planets. () If the main conjunction
[i.e., that of the luminaries], or the opposition 〈of the luminaries〉 takes
place before the Sun enters Aries, and 〈if〉 the upper planets conjoin
during these fifteen days,1 then the judgment depends entirely on the
sign of the ascendant at the moment of the 〈luminaries’〉 conjunction or
opposition.2 () If it [the conjunction of the upper planets] takes place in
another month 〈of the year〉, or after the opposition 〈of the luminaries〉,
include 〈in the judgment〉 the sign of the ascendant at the hour of the
luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever is closer to the day
of the conjunction of the upper planets.3 () This means, in general,
the previous conjunction or opposition of the luminaries, whichever 〈of
them〉 is 〈closer to the day of the conjunction of the upper planets〉. ()
If the conjunction of the upper planets takes place in another quadrant
of the orb, namely from Cancer to Libra, or from Libra to Capricorn,
or from Capricorn to Aries, include 〈other signifiers in the judgment〉
together with the lord of the revolution of the 〈season of the〉 year, which
is ruler of the sign of the ascendant before the revolution of the 〈season
of the〉 year, either in the conjunction or opposition 〈of the luminaries〉,
〈that is,〉 in the degree of the ascendant at the conjunction or opposition
〈of the luminaries〉 before the revolution of the season 〈of the year〉.4 ()
So, take half of the judgment from the lord of the revolution of the year,
and one-third from the lord of the sign that is 〈ascending〉 before the
revolution of the season of the year, and one-sixth from 〈the lord of the
sign that is ascending〉 at 〈the beginning of〉 the month or in the middle
〈of the month〉 before the conjunction of the upper planets.5 () If the
conjunction of the upper planets takes place in the first quarter 〈of the
year〉, assign two-thirds of the power to the lord of the revolution 〈of
season of the year〉, namely, the lord of the sign of the ascendant at the
hour of the conjunction or opposition 〈of the luminaries〉.6
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 () Every year determine whether a lunar or solar eclipse will take
place, because the conjunction of the solar eclipse has great power over
events that take place in the world. () If the occultation of the Sun is
total, major events will occur, but if the occultation is slight they will be
minor.1

 () Proceed as follows: find out whether, at the solar eclipse, Saturn or
Mars or Mercury is in a complexion with the 〈two〉 others or with one of
them, either in conjunction or in aspect. () If 〈one of these planets〉 is
in the house of another, the outcome is harsher. () But if it is under the
rays of the Sun it is incapable of working either good or evil.1,2 () If these
〈planets〉 are in a complexion with the luminaries, whether with 〈their〉
body orwith their light, in conjunction or in aspect,misfortunewill befall
any citywhere the eclipse occurs,meaning any citywhose sign is the place
of the eclipse. () You can know which 〈city〉will inflict misfortune upon
it [the city where the eclipse occurs], 〈if you find out〉 the cities 〈in whose
signs〉 there is a planet that is afflicting the Sun [i.e., in unfavorable aspect
to it], in accordance with the nature of the planet and with the nature of
the sign 〈of the city〉 and of the constellation, of all the constellations of
the orb, both inside and outside the zodiac, that is together with it.3 ()
If Jupiter or Venus is with [i.e., in the same place as] the conjunction 〈of
the solar eclipse〉, or if 〈during the conjunction〉Mercury is in a fortunate
complexion with the luminaries, then good things will happen to the city
in whose sign the eclipse takes place.4 () But if 〈they are〉 in one of the
cardines it signifies misfortune. () For if it [any of these three planets] is
in the fourth cardo, and there is 〈also〉 a malefic planet there, fields and
vineyards will be damaged; and if it [themalefic planet] is Saturn and it is
in an earthy house, there will be an earthquake. () If it [any of these four
planets] is in the tenth place, the government of the city will be affected.
() If it is in the seventh 〈place〉, harm will befall the city by enemies,
wars, and domestic unrest.5

 () King Ptolemy1 said that a solar eclipse signifies 〈an event that
will last〉 a long time, for he allots a complete year to each equal hour
from the beginning of the eclipse until its end.2 () Find the time that
〈corresponds to〉 the middle of the eclipse; that is when the greatest mis-
fortune will occur; it will diminish after that. () Take this proportion of
the 〈duration〉 frombeginning to the end, that is, half of it3 [the duration].
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() Others said that if the eclipse takes place in the southeastern quad-
rant, the events it portends, whether good or bad, will happen soon, but
if 〈the eclipse is〉 in the 〈south〉western 〈quadrant〉 they will come later.4

 () King Ptolemy said that we should allot one month to each hour of
a lunar eclipse and that the greatest misfortune 〈occurs〉 at the midpoint
of the duration 〈of the eclipse〉, which is the moment of the 〈luminaries’〉
opposition.1 () He said in Tetrabiblos2 that any good fortune or misfor-
tune signified by a lunar eclipsewill persist for a full year atmost. () Take
 degrees above 〈the earth〉 at the time of the eclipse as corresponding
to a full year. () Find the distance of the Moon from the degree of the
ascendant at the moment of opposition in the 〈lunar〉 eclipse. () The
time that will elapse from the 〈beginning of the〉 year is proportionate
to this distance. () Good fortune or misfortune will take place in cities
where an eclipse takes place, meaning 〈that the eclipse takes place〉 in its
sign [i.e., in the sign of the city] or in one of its cardines [i.e., the car-
dines of a horoscope whose ascendant is the sign of the city] 〈at a time〉
proportional to the whole year. () Proceed as follows: calculate the dis-
tance between the Moon and the degree of the ascendant, meaning that
you should not consider according to the rule but should always take, as
it were, 〈the distance〉 opposite the degree 〈obtained by this reckoning〉,
and multiply the result by  and divide it by . () The result is the
〈number of〉 days after the eclipse.3

 () The Ancients said that we should assign a full year to each equal
hour of a solar eclipse and fractions of a year to fractions of an hour; this
is easy to calculate by means of proportions.1

 () General affairs: inquire into general affairs from any great or
middle or small conjunction, or from the revolution of every year.1 ()
But you should know that the good fortune or misfortune signified
by a great conjunction is universal and persists until the next great
conjunction, which brings a new configuration that removes or cancels
the previous one, as I shall explain. ()Now this 〈great conjunction〉 gives
an indication about every nation, and the middle 〈conjunction〉 about
the kings of every nation, and the small 〈conjunction〉 about an increase
or decrease in the kingdom; and the power of this conjunction vanishes
completely after twenty years. () The revolution of the year signifies
events that come as if by chance, and they wane quickly because of the
strength of the revolution of a new year.2
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 () All the Ancients agreed that the sign of Capricorn with Mercury
governs India, and Aries and Jupiter govern Babylonia, and Taurus and
Mars govern Shur (Gen. :, Ex. : et passim), andGemini andVenus
govern Egypt, and Cancer and Mars govern Jerusalem (but the correct
datum is Leo with Saturn), and Leo and Mars govern the land of .Sin
[China], and Virgo and Mars 〈govern〉 Spain.1

 () Dorotheus said that Libra and Saturn 〈govern〉 Edom, Scorpio
withVenus the land of Kedar, and SagittariuswithMars 〈governs〉 Spain.1
() What he said about Libra and Scorpio is true with respect to those
places.

 () But it has been proven by experience that Leo and the Sun
〈govern〉 Edom, and it was there [in Leo] that the conjunction 〈of Saturn
and Jupiter〉 before the birth of the man whom they deem to be God took
place.1 () Aquarius is the zodiacal sign of Israel,2 but know that our sages
said that “there is no mazzal3 for Israel”4 (Shabbat a, Nedarim a).
() This is true, because as long as they cleave to God no zodiacal sign
exerts any influence on them, whether for good or for evil. () Cleaving
to God means knowing Him and observing His commandments. And
this is the meaning of “which the Lord thy God has allotted unto all the
peoples” (Deut. :), and after that it is written: “the Lord has taken
you” (v. ). () But when Israel is not on the straight path the zodiacal
sign dominates them, and then they are regarded the same as all the
other nations.5 () The conjunction 〈of Saturn and Jupiter〉 that took
place before the emergence of the Muslims’ prophet, according to their
opinion, occurred in the sign of Scorpio.6 () I have heard from someone
that the astrologers say that Capricorn is the sign of Egypt.

 () Know that when I referred to the sign of a city I meant the sign
that was the ascendant when it was founded.1 ()There are cities 〈whose
signs〉 are known: () Cordoba’s sign is Gemini °. () Granada, Cancer.
() Almeria, Libra. () Valencia, Scorpio. () Seville, Pisces according to
the scientists of Spain, but in my opinion it is Aquarius. () Malaga’s sign
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is Aquarius. () Batelius’ (?) sign is Taurus. () Verona’s sign is Taurus.
()Madinat Sal"am’s sign is Aquarius. () Saragossa’s sign is Aries. ()
Marseilles’ sign is Leo. () Toledo’s sign is Virgo. () Mantua’s sign is
Libra. () Gushqa’s (?) sign is Taurus. () Boujie, some say that its sign
is Gemini °. () Ifr̄ıqiya, Pisces °. () Al Mahdiyya, Leo °. ()
Zawilā, Virgo. () Gabes, Pisces °. () "At"ables (?), which is called
"Alber, Scorpio, and they say that the heart of Scorpio is the beginning of
its sign. () Rome, Leo. () Pisa, some say Pisces, but according to what
I have verified by experience its sign is Aquarius °. () Lucca, according
to what I have verified by experience several times its sign is Cancer, but
in Jupiter’s term.2

 () Now I give you a general rule: in a year 〈when there is〉 a con-
junction of the two upper planets at the beginning of the houses of the
triplicities, find the sign of the ascendant and its lord. () You can find it
in this manner: calculate the number of 〈portions of〉 power that 〈each〉
planet has in it [in the sign of the ascendant]; the one that has the great-
est number is victorious and is called the ruler. () The lord of the house
has five of the various types of 〈portions of〉 power; the lord of exalta-
tion1 〈has〉 four 〈portions of power〉; the lord of the term, three; the lord
of the triplicity, two; the lord of the decan, one 〈portion of power〉.2 ()
〈The planet〉 that is in the first place has twelve portions of power; 〈the
planet that is〉 in the tenth place 〈has〉 eleven 〈portions of power〉; in the
eleventh place, ten; in the seventh place, nine; in the fourth, eight; in the
fifth, seven; in the ninth, six; in the sixth, five; in the second, four; in the
eighth, three; in the twelfth, two; in the sixth, one.3
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 () When Saturn, Jupiter and Mars are moving out from under the
rays of the Sun and are oriental, they have twelve portions of power. ()
〈When〉 they are within ° of the location of the Sun, 〈they have〉 eleven
〈portions of power〉. () 〈When〉 they are within ° 〈of the Sun〉 〈they
have〉 ten 〈portions of power〉. () Within °, nine. () Up to the first
station, eight. () In the second station, seven. () Up to ° from the
Sun, six. () If °, five. () In the first station, four. () In opposition
to the Sun, three. () When it is ° from the Sun and occidental, two.
() If °, one. () When it is under 〈the rays of〉 the Sun, it has no
power. () But Jupiter and Saturn, after leaving the domain of burning,
meaning ° from the Sun and oriental, are assigned six of the portions
of power. () If there are ° between the Sun and Mars, but no less
[i.e., at least ° between them], and if it [Mars] is oriental, it [Mars] will
be considered to be like the aforementioned [Saturn and Jupiter]. ()
The method for 〈assigning powers to〉 Venus and Mercury is the same
as for 〈assigning〉 the number of portions of power to the upper planets.
() There is no difference between them except when they [Venus and
Mercury] are occidental, because when they are 〈occidental〉 they have
great power.1

 () The moon has  keys. () The first, when it [the Moon] is °
from the Sun andmoving towards it [the Sun]. ()The second key, when
they are in conjunction. ()The third, when theMoon is  equal degrees
away from the Sun. () The fourth, when it is ° away 〈from the Sun〉.
() The fifth, when it is ° 〈from the Sun〉. () The sixth, when it is
° 〈from the Sun〉. () The seventh, when it is ° before opposition
to the Sun. () The eighth, when it is in opposition to the Sun. () The
ninth, when it is ° past opposition to the Sun. () The tenth, when it
is ° past opposition to the Sun. () The eleventh, when it is ° past
opposition to the Sun. () The twelfth, when it is ° past opposition
to the Sun.1

 () Portions of power 〈of the keys〉 of theMoon. ()The eighth 〈key〉
has twelve 〈portions of power〉. () The seventh, eleven. () The ninth,
ten. () The fifth, nine. () The tenth, eight. () The sixth, seven. () The
fourth, six. () The third, five. () The eleventh, four. () The twelfth,
three. () The first, two. () Conjunction, one.1
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 () Now I give you a general rule: for any city affected by a conjunc-
tion of the upper planets, observe the change in their [the upper planets’]
motion from triplicity to triplicity1 until a conjunction of Saturn orMars
or Mercury 〈takes place〉. () If the lord 〈of the sign〉 of the city is in an
unfortunate complexion, it [the lord] signifies misfortune for it [the city]
in accordance with the nature of the planet and the houses over which
it [the planet] exercises rulership affecting the city. () You can find this
through the method of nativities in the following manner: put the sign
of the city 〈as the sign of the ascendant〉. If the ruler of the sign of the
city is in an unfortunate place, or 〈if it is〉 with Saturn and Mars, or 〈if it
is〉 burnt by the Sun, pain will be added to pain until the city is destroyed
and all its inhabitants perish. () If it is Mars, the city will be destroyed by
the sword and wars. () If it is Saturn, by pestilence, famine, and disease.
() If Mercury is in an unfortunate complexion, the city will be destroyed
by dissension, contentious people, and baseless hatred. () Any city 〈in
whose sign〉 Jupiter, Venus, or the Moon is located, if it [the sign of the
city] is not in an unfortunate complexion, signifies good fortune for all
its undertakings, but if they [Jupiter, Venus or the Moon] are burnt they
do not have power.2

 () You should observe the place of the benefic andmalefic 〈planets〉1
at the beginning of the year of the conjunction and find the sign with
the power of the dodecatemoria, as I have explained in the Book of the
Beginning of Wisdom.2 () From this you can know all good or bad
fortune that will befall any city.3

 () If you know the age of the city observe the terminal house,
because when the sign of the ascendant reaches the place of a benefic
or malefic planet, year after year 〈good fortune or misfortune〉 is shown.1
() The Ancients assigned one year to each equal degree 〈in order〉 to
know every incident that befalls the inhabitants of the city each year.2

 () They observe its tenth place1 〈to determine〉 the affairs of the
kingdom; they also assign one degree to one year and observe the termi-
nal house using the method of the anniversary of the nativity, as I have
explained in the Book of Nativities.2 () Every year you should observe:
if a malefic 〈planet〉 is in the tenth place, or in an unfortunate aspect,
the king of the city will be harmed according to the nature of the planet,
the nature of its location, and the houses over which it has lordship. ()
Proceed in this manner: put the tenth place as if it were the sign of the
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ascendant; now if the lord of the tenth place is burnt or it is in an
unfortunate complexion, evil will befall the king; and if it [the lord] is
in one of the cardines of the tenth place, utter misfortune will ensue—
the king will die or be dethroned; but if a benefic planet is in the tenth
place or if it [the planet] is in a fortunate aspect to it [the tenth place] and
the lord of the place is in a fortunate place, the king will be fortunate.3

 () Dorotheus the king said: always observe the conjunction of the
luminaries or their opposition, whichever occurs 〈last〉 before the Sun
enters Aries. () Find out which of the benefic or malefic planets aspects
the place of the conjunction, and with which planet the Moon conjoins
or gives its power1 through an aspect, no matter which aspect, when it
moves away from the Sun. () If it is Saturn, humanbeingswill be afflicted
by terrible illnesses, in accordance with the place of Saturn; and if it is
Mars, wars and dissension 〈will occur〉.2 () Therefore many said, and it
has been proven by experience, that if Mars is under the rays of the Sun
at the beginning of the year and is occidental, much blood will be shed
because the Moon moved away from the rays of the Sun and it [the Sun]
is with the rays of Mars.

 () Always observe the lord of the sign of the ascendant at the hour
of conjunction or opposition or the ruler that is the lord of the location.
() If the lord of the house does not aspect the degree of the ascendant
and if the ruler does not aspect 〈it〉, take the lord of the ascendant from
any place you wish. () If the planet is in the tenth place, wheat will be
expensive, and likewise in the first cardo; but if 〈it is〉 in the seventh
or fourth 〈place〉, it [the price] will be less 〈than if it were in the tenth
or first place〉. () If it is in one of the places that are after the cardines
[places , ,  and ], 〈the price〉 will neither increase nor decrease; and
if 〈it is〉 in 〈one of〉 the 〈places〉 falling 〈from the cardines〉 [places , ,
 and ] 〈it will be〉 cheap. () If 〈it is〉 in the house of its exaltation
〈prices〉 will rise, and if in 〈the house of〉 its dejection 〈prices〉 will fall.
() If it increases its number,1 meaning that it moves more than themean
motion, the luminaries will be included with it, for if 〈all〉 three increase
〈their number〉 prices will rise. () The opposite occurs if they decrease
their motion.2
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 () Now I will give you a method to know whether a planet is
increasing or decreasing 〈its motion〉. () Observe: if the planet is less
than ° before or after the Sun and it is one of the upper planets, it
increases 〈its number〉. () At this number 〈of degrees〉 from the place
of its apogee the Sun decreases 〈its number〉, because it is the opposite of
the planets; the same applies to the Moon.1

 () You will always observe that Jupiter produces low prices and
Saturn high prices. () If both are in the fiery signs they portend high
prices, and if in the airy signs less than that, and if in the watery or earthy
signs they portend low prices, and if one of them is in a fiery sign and the
other in an earthy sign, it portends moderate 〈prices〉.1

 () Another approach: determine the lord at the beginning of the
year. () Proceed thus: find out how much power the planet has in
the place of the Sun, meaning at the beginning of Aries,1 and in the
place of the Moon at the revolution of the year, and in the place of the
luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever happens last2 〈before
the Sun enters Aries〉, and in the place of the degree of the ascendant at
the revolution of the year, and in the place of the lot of fortune, which is
always cast from the distance between the Sun and the Moon. Count the
number that results from the degree of the ascendant:3 the nature of the
year is as the nature of the lord.4 () You should associate with it the sign
inwhich it [the lord] is, and the quadrantwith respect to the Sun andwith
respect to the degree of the ascendant, and the planets that conjoin with
it or aspect it. () Find out whether it is oriental or occidental, because
in keeping with that its power will be felt in the first half of the year or in
the second half.

 () Māshā"allāh said in the Book of the World1 that the place of the
luminaries’ conjunction gives an indication about 〈olive〉 oil, because he
tested it often by experience and his thesis was verified. ()The lord of the
conjunction or opposition—meaning the lord that aspects 〈this place〉—
signifies high prices or low prices for olive oil to the same extent that its
number increases or decreases.2,3

 () The Persian scientists said that the fardār lasts  years. () Now
the Sun rules first for  years and then the Moon for nine years. ()
The relative duration [number of the years] of the period during which
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each planet in turn rules is proportional to how far the houses of their
exaltation is from the beginning of Venus.1 () Next the Head of the
Dragon 〈rules for〉 three years. () Next Jupiter 〈rules for〉  years. ()
Next Mercury 〈rules for〉  years. () Next Saturn 〈rules for〉  years.
() Next the Tail of the Dragon 〈rules for〉 two years. () NextMars 〈rules
for〉 seven years. () Next Venus 〈rules for〉 eight years. () This 〈cycle
of〉  years repeats over and over.2

 () If you want to know which 〈planet〉 has power this year, subtract
 years from the years of the world in the year , which is the
beginning of the th 〈Metonic〉 cycle.1 () The remainder is . ()
From this remainder cast out s to find the lord 〈of the fardār〉.2

 () {Because  is  times  plus  years, add another  years
and you find that the year  is  years more than the number of 〈the
period of〉 Venus [i.e.,  years more than , when Venus completed
its rule in the previous fardār]. () So the lord 〈of the fardār〉 is Jupiter,
and this is the third year of its rule according to the Persian scientists.1 ()
But in another book we found that the Sun rules for  years and Venus
for eight years and that the lord 〈of the fardār〉 in the year 〈〉 is Mars
and that this is its fourth year. () If so,  was the eleventh year of
Saturn’s rule. () Therefore I say that what he intended to say is that in
the year  you should subtract 〈the〉  years 〈of〉 the 〈period of the〉
rule of Saturn, and cast out s from the remainder, to find out the lord
of the year, if the previous years or the years …2. }

 ()The years of the lord 〈of the fardār〉 are always divided into seven
〈parts〉. () The lord rules alone in the first seventh, and the planet that
follows it in the order of the orbs, meaning the one below it, shares power
in the second seventh with the lord 〈of the fardār〉, and likewise all the
〈other〉 planets.1
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second version of the book of the world 

 () Note that when the years 〈of the fardār〉 reach the portion of
Saturn, it portends famine and serious illnesses, particularly in the years
when Mars shares its power with it [Saturn], because there will be wars
and dissension then and people will flee from place to place.1 () 〈In〉 the
years ruled by Jupiter they will enjoy peace, plenty, tranquility, and great
profit, particularly when Venus participates with it, but in the years when
Saturn or Mars participates with it, [Jupiter’s] fortunate influence will be
reduced slightly.2

 () You should observe the place of the lord 〈of the fardār〉 at the
beginning of the year, because if it is one of the malefic planets and it
is in a fortunate complexion, it signifies good fortune according to the
nature of the aspecting planets, but the opposite is the case if it is one of
the benefic planets in an unfortunate complexion. () Know that when a
planet is assigned to govern the year, whether 〈the planet is〉 benefic or
malefic, anything signified by it will be felt more in any city over which
the planet ruled on the day of its foundation than in other places. () It
will also be felt in the city 〈whose sign is the sign〉 where the lord 〈of the
fardār〉 is located (this has been tested by experience), as well as in any
place where 〈the sign of the city〉 is the sign of one of its cardines.1

 () The Indian scientists also said:1 if you want to know about rain,
observe the place of the conjunction and the opposition of the luminaries
each month and 〈determine〉 which 〈planet〉 is the lord of the sign of the
ascendant.2 () If the planet aspects the lord of the seventh place 〈after
it〉, then 〈this〉 is called an “opening of the door.”3 ()This is also the case
for Saturn with the Sun4 or with theMoon, for Jupiter withMercury, and
for Venus with Mars. () Saturn portends thick cloud and darkness. ()
Jupiter 〈portends〉 clear air and wind. () Mars 〈portends〉 clear air and
extreme heat. () Likewise the Sun and Venus 〈portend〉 heavy rain; if it
[Venus] is retrograde and under the rays of the Sun, it portends heavy
rain. () Likewise Saturn, if it is retrograde and in a feminine house,
meaning a 〈feminine〉 sign, as written in the Book of the Beginning of
Wisdom.5 () Venus, too, portends rain when it is direct 〈in its motion〉
and with the Sun.
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 () The Indian scientists said that we should always observe 〈the
moment〉 when the Sun enters Libra: if Venus is oriental of the Sun the
rains will come at the beginning of the year, and its [the year’s] beginning
is in Libra rather than in Aries; but if 〈Venus〉 is occidental 〈of the Sun〉
the rains will come at the end of the year.1 () Mercury portends wind
and the Moon portends heavy rain; if Venus indicates rain and Saturn
aspects it, it will come with thick clouds and darkness; if 〈the aspect is〉
from Mars, it [rain] will come with lightning and fire descending from
the sky; and if 〈the aspect is from〉 Jupiter or Mercury 〈rain will come〉
with wind.2 () You should also observe the watery signs, because the
watery signs signify water, and this applies to Aquarius and Leo.3 ()
Some of the mansions of the Moon are dry, others are moist, and 〈others
are〉 intermediate, as I shall explain. A feminine sign gives a stronger
indication about rain than a masculine 〈sign〉.4

 () Every month, when the luminaries are in conjunction or on the
day of themoment of opposition, find out whether theMoon gives power
〈to a planet〉, meaning that it is in conjunction with a planet or aspects
it. () Determine the nature of the planet; the half of the month and even
more will be like it.1 ()The day when it [the Moon] conjoins this planet,
if it [theMoon] had aspected it [the planet] first, is a rainy day, but 〈a day
of〉 clear air if it [the Moon] is in one of the cardines, on condition that
this cardo is one of the cardines of the city. () Then count the number
of degrees between the Moon and the planet to which the Moon gives
its power when it leaves opposition or conjunction; this 〈is equal to〉 the
number of days.2 () But if it [the Moon] is in one of the cardines, and
the cardo is one of the tropical 〈signs〉, sometimes 〈this〉 is 〈the number
of〉 hours.

 () So always observe whether there is an “opening of the door,”
as I have mentioned to you: 〈namely, when〉 the lord of the sign of
the ascendant at the moment of conjunction or opposition aspects or
conjoins a planet that is the lord of the seventh 〈subsequent〉 place.1 () I
have already informed you that the upper cardo is the strongest, and also
the first cardo, and that these two places portend swiftness, but the upper
cardo even more, and particularly if it is one of the tropical signs. ()
The cardo that portends extreme slowness is the fourth one, even more
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than the seventh cardo, particularly if it is in one of the fixed signs.2 ()
If the lord of the sign of the ascendant at the moment of conjunction or
opposition is in one of the cardines, what it portends will last for up to
half a month, and even more if it is in a fixed sign, as well as if the sign of
the ascendant is one of the fixed signs. () Many say that if the lord of the
conjunction, too, is in the same place [in one of the cardines], the air will
not change until the end of all the month. () But this is not the case in
opposition, because the power of a conjunction is greater than the power
of an opposition. () Do not forget to observe the keys of the Moon.3

 () There is also the lot of rain, 〈which you may cast if〉 you observe,
when the Sun rises every day, how many degrees there are between the
Sun and Saturn, and add this number to the degrees of the place of the
Moon in the morning. () Find where this number 〈of degrees〉 reaches;
that is where the lot is. The 〈corresponding astrological〉 judgment is
according to the judgment related to the nature of the lord of the house
[the sign] 〈where this lot comes out〉.1 () Know that if this planet
[Saturn] is in one of the northern signs it has more power than if it is in
the southern 〈signs〉.2 () Likewise, if its 〈ecliptical〉 latitude is northern,
it has more power than if it is on the ecliptic, and if it is on the ecliptic it
is better than if it has a southern latitude.3

 () Know that the air changes with the alterations of the lord of the
month, meaning the lord of the degree of the ascendant at the moment
of conjunction or opposition. () 〈These are the alterations of the lord
of the month: 〉When it is in its house 〈of exaltation〉 and moves to the
house of its dejection or 〈moves〉 from the 〈house of〉 its dejection to its
house 〈of exaltation〉; that is, in general, from a place where it has great
power to the opposite, and vice versa. () When it moves away from
one of the cardines or enters them. () When it switches from direct
motion to retrograde, or when it is initially retrograde and switches to
direct motion. () When 〈its〉 ecliptical latitude changes. () When it is
in conjunction with a planet and separates from it; this is also the rule
concerning the aspect. () When a planet conjoins it. () When it is in
aspect to a planet that was not in conjunction with it at the moment
of conjunction or opposition 〈of the luminaries〉 or did not aspect it
〈then〉. () It [the lord of the month] also alters when it moves from one
sign to another sign even if it has no power in either of them, as well
as 〈when it shifts〉 from term to term, from decan1 to decan, and from
ninth-part2 to ninth-part.3 () You should not pronounce any judgment
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about anything I have just mentioned before you determine the lord at
the beginning of the year, before the Sun enters Aries. () Assign half of
〈the power of〉 the judgment to the lord, namely, the ruler of the place of
the degree of the ascendant at the beginning of the year;4 also look at the
〈beginning of the other〉 three seasons,5 and then at the 〈beginning of〉
each month.

 () Know that when Saturn rises in its eccentric circle1 in the days
of heat it generates cold, and when it descends 〈the cold〉 diminishes.
() Mars generates heat when it rises in its eccentric circle in the days
of heat, and in the days of cold 〈it generates〉 moisture.2 () When the
Moon conjoins Saturn and it is in a house of cold [i.e., in a cold sign] it
portends cold, and if it conjoins Mars in a house of heat3 [i.e., in a hot
sign] it portends heat.

 () Always note the lord at the beginning of the year,1 because this is
the most important thing. () For the weather changes when its latitude
changes, as when after being northern it returns to the ecliptic and vice
versa, and the same judgment applies when it is southern 〈and returns
to the ecliptic and vice versa〉. () Likewise, if it increases its motion and
then decreases it, or vice versa. ()The Indian scientists said that the same
happens if it enters the mansions of rain or leaves them.2

 () These are the mansions of rain according to the reckoning of
India: al-dabar"an, al-dir#a, al-jabha, al-.sarfha, al-gaf"ar, al-zub"anha, al-
ikhlil, sa#d al-dhabi .h, al-fargh al-mukhar.1 () Six mansions are dry: al-
bu.tayn, al-han#aha, al-.tarf, al-qalb, sa#d al-akhbyiha, and al-fargh al-
awwal.2 () There are also mansions of moistness: al-haq#aha, al-sim"ak,
sa#d al-su#ud.3

 ()They also judge that there will be rain in a month when the 〈first〉
visibility of theMoon at the beginning of that month occurs in one of the
mansions that portend rain. ()The same rule applies to Venus if it is the
lord of the month.1 () You can compute the mansions from the place of
the Sun, according towhat I have shown you in the Book of the Astrolabe.2
() Simply subtract ° from the place of the Sun as you find it in the
Book of 〈Astronomical〉 Tables to obtain the place of the Sun according
to 〈the reckoning of〉 India, which is with respect to the constellations, as
I explained in the Book of Reasons.3
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 () Many say that Venus and Mercury portend rain when they are
retrograde in Scorpio, Capricorn, or Aquarius, particularly if both 〈of
them〉 are there or one of them holds the rulership of the month.1

 () The Persian scientists say: rain is indicated if the Moon enters
Scorpio in an hour governed by the Sun, or if it enters Virgo in an hour
governed by Venus, or Sagittarius in an hour governed by the Moon, or
Libra in an hour governed byMercury, or Taurus in an hour governed by
Mars, or Leo or Libra in an hour governed by Jupiter.1

 () The Indian scientists said that we should always find out which
〈planet〉 is the lord of the hour when the Moon enters the beginning
of a sign. () The reason is that every day and night is divided into 
parts, regardless of whether the day or night is long or short, in the order
M〈ercury〉, J〈upiter〉, V〈enus〉, S〈aturn〉, S〈un〉, M〈oon〉, M〈ars〉 for the
nights, and S〈un〉, M〈oon〉, M〈ars〉, M〈ercury〉, J〈upiter〉, V〈enus〉,
S〈aturn〉 for the days.1,2 () The air always changes in accordance with
the nature of the planet. () But you should not pronounce judgment
based only on its nature if it conjoins another 〈planet〉 or aspects it. ()
So one should observe whether it is in a place where it has great power,
such as in its house or the house of its exaltation or its term, particularly
if it is in one of the cardines of the sign of the ascendant at the moment
of conjunction or opposition that month, and even more so if it is in one
of the cardines of any of the cities. () If it is in the sign of the city itself
it will have great power. () But if it does not aspect the sign of the city,
the testimony of the planet that is the lord of the hour is invalid and you
should not trust it at all. () This method, expounded by the Indians, is
the correct one.3

 ()ThePersian scientists always observe 〈themoment〉when the Sun
enters Scorpio °, because the water of springs and wells begins rising
at that time, as the Ancients verified by experience. () They observe the
place of Venus, of the Moon, and of the lord of the sign of the ascendant
at this moment, and from them they pronounce judgment for the entire
year, meaning until the Sun returns to Scorpio °. () If Venus and the
Moon are oriental of the Sun, meaning that they rise in the east before
sunrise, they portend heavy rain in the first half 〈of the year〉, but if 〈they
are〉 occidental 〈the rain will be〉 in the second half 〈of the year〉.1 () If
〈they are〉 in the first cardo with respect to the degree of the ascendant at
this moment, it [rainfall] will happen in the first half 〈of the year〉, and
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likewise in the upper cardo; but if 〈they are〉 in the other two cardines it
will happen in the second half 〈of the year〉. () If Venus is oriental and
theMoon is occidental, it will happen according to the planet that has the
greater power in its place and in the degree of the ascendant. () Always
observe the conjunctions and the aspects, as well as the degrees that have
the same power as a conjunction, and the mansions and the latitude, and
do not pronounce judgment on the basis of one testimony only.

 () Know that any year that the Moon conjoins or aspects a malefic
planet at the start of the year (which is when 〈the Sun enters〉 the
beginning of Aries,) or at the last conjunction or opposition [with the
Sun] before the Sun enters Aries, and likewise at the moment when the
Sun enters the other seasons or at the last conjunction or opposition [with
the Moon] before the Sun enters the other seasons—it portends diseases
according to the nature of the planet and its ratio to the Sun, since its [the
Sun’s] nature changes slightly on account of the great circle, which is also
called “circle of the center”1,2 [i.e. the eccentric circle].

 () Know that every year the Moon gives an indication about every-
one, and particularly about those who are not renowned; the Sun 〈gives
an indication〉 about kings, Jupiter about jurists, Mars about warriors,
Venus about women, and Mercury about natural scientists, mathemati-
cians, and scribes.1 () Mars has a share in the science of medicine and
the Sun in astrology.2

 () Saturn gives indications about the elderly, Jupiter about those
between fifty and sixty years old, Mars between forty and fifty, the Sun
between thirty and forty, Venus between twenty and thirty, Mercury
between ten and twenty, and the Moon about little children up to ten
years.1

 () So if a planet is strong at the beginning of the year, everything it
signifies will be strengthened; and vice versa.1 () Accordingly, anything
it signifies will become more expensive, such as gold in the case of the
Sun and lead in the case of Saturn. () This means, in general, that
Saturn indicates every sour substance and everything in the world that
is cold, Mars indicates things that are bitter, Jupiter indicates things that
are sweet, Venus things that are rich and fat, the Moon indicates things
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that are salty, Mercury indicates exotic flavors like the rose and anything
composed of two flavors, and the Sun indicates every substance that is
hot and has a pungent flavor with a bit of sweetness.2

 () You can know in this manner how the power of each planet
derives from five factors. () First if it is one of the upper planets, when it
rises in the east before the Sun; and if it is of the lower planets, when it sets
after the Sun andmoves away from under the rays of the Sun. () Second,
the complexion, because its nature changes if it is in a complexion with a
benefic or a malefic planet, in conjunction or in aspect. () Third, when
it is in one of the cardines with respect to the degree of the ascendant. ()
Fourth, when it is in its house or in the house of its exaltation or in its
term or in its triplicity or in a house [sign] 〈whose nature〉 is akin to its
nature, 〈namely,〉 if it is hot in a hot sign and if it is cold in a cold sign, and
if it is masculine in a masculine sign and if it is feminine in a feminine
sign. () Fifth, when its 〈ecliptical〉 latitude is northern and it increases its
number, meaning that it moves faster than its mean motion.1 () Many
said that if the planet is at its place of apogee it is good 〈for its power〉,
but others said the opposite. () In my opinion, 〈if a planet is at〉 apogee
it bears a portent for things that are respectable, but to a small extent, and
if it is at perigee it bears a portent for 〈things that are〉 disreputable, but to
a great extent; and if it is in the quadrants 〈it bears a portent for〉 things
in the middle.2

The Book of the World is completed, praise to the God of the World.
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§

[1]: Servants, Heb. 
�����. This neologism, which Ibn Ezra employed
frequently all through his writings, both scientific and nonscientific
work, denotes the seven planets, and is translated as such throughout
this volume. See Glossary, s.v. “planet”; Sela, , pp. –. Ibn Ezra
found the word in Psalms :, where he glossed it as referring to the
seven planets: ��� ����� �� 	��
��	 ����	���� ����� ��� ��—	���� �	�
���
����	�	�� ����� (“Bless, his hosts—these are the host of the higher heav-
ens, and his servants are the seven which are in seven orbs”) (comm. on
Ps. :, ).Themessage conveyed by the primary sense is that the
seven planets are not self-sufficient astrological agents but work as ser-
vants of God to do his pleasure (Ps. :).

[2]: His close… to all. Two ideas related to medieval Aristotelian binary
cosmology, fully endorsed by Ibn Ezra (see .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –
; .Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –; long. comm. Ex. :, §:
and note), underlie this passage. On the one hand, that the planets are
“His close servants” reflects the perception that the planets, part of the
eternal and immutable superlunary region, are hierarchically superior
to the creatures of the mutable sublunary region and closer than they
are to the supernal divine domain. On the other hand, that the planets
“bear a resemblance to all” refers to the analogy, invoked by Ibn Ezra
in his biblical commentaries (i.e., long comm. on Ex. :), between
the irregular planetary motions (a planet is now swift, now slow; now
stationary, now retrograde) and the mutable existence of the creatures in
the sublunary domain.

[3]: Species, Heb. 
����, lit. principles. This is an unusual meaning for
�����. Sometimes, however, Ibn Ezra does employ this Hebrew word
as a synonym for �����, which clearly denotes the concept of species.
For this meaning, and for the idea that the fixity of the species depends
on the fixed stars, see the commentary on Ecclesiastes: �	� ����� ��	��
���� �� ���	 �� �� ���	 	 ���	 ��� ���� ���
	�� ��� ������ ��—������
��� ������ 	����—����	� ���	���� ��	 ����	���� �	�	���—��� �	��	�	
��.�	���� �	�
�� ������ (“That which has been done is that which shall
be done—〈this refers to〉 the general entities that endure, like the species
of the human being, the species of the horse, and the species of animal
and the species of each plant. The nature 〈of these species〉 depends
on the motions of the upper 〈bodies〉, and if the upper 〈bodies〉 abide,
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the species will abide, for they have the pattern of the configurations
of the 〈celestial〉 hosts [i.e., of the constellations of the eighth orb]”)
(comm. on Eccl. :). The same idea that the fixity of the species
depends on the fixed stars is presented in the long comm. on Ex. :,
§: (below, pp. –). Cf.: ��� ������ ��� ������ 	�� �� ����	��
��� �� �� ��� ����	�� ������ ������ ��	� 	�� �����	� ���
�� �� ���
	���
������� ���
 (“The philosophers compared the species to general entities
that endure, whereas individuals perish. They compared these endur-
ing generic species to the shadow of a tree cast on water that is flow-
ing constantly.”) (long comm. on Ex. :; see also long comm. on Gen.
:).

[4]: Uppermost orb, Hebrew: ����� ����. Here, as well as in #Olam I,
§:, Reshit .Hokhmah, , X, lxxv:,  and elsewhere, the upper-
most orb is identical with the eighth orb of the fixed stars. However,
in other parts of his oeuvre (notably the comm. on Amos :, long
comm. on Ex. :, .Te#amim II, §.: [pp. –], Reshit .Hokh-
mah [, IX, lxxv:], and elsewhere), Ibn Ezra sets the uppermost
orb above the orb of the zodiacal signs and the fixed stars and makes
it identical with the ninth orb, which transmits the daily motion to
all the orbs below it. This duality mirrors the problematic cosmolog-
ical status of the ninth and uppermost orb: because it is starless, it
lacks the basic raison d’être of the other orbs. In .Te#amim II Ibn Ezra
regards the existence of the ninth “uppermost” orb as logically com-
pelling because of the slow motion of the orb of the fixed stars ( .Te#amim
II, §.:–, pp. – [and notes on pp. –]; Sela , pp. –
).

§

[1]: Judgment, Hebrew ����. This Hebrew neologism is used by Ibn
Ezra throughout his work and by later Jewish thinkers in medieval He-
brew literature in two main senses: (a) the various manifestations of
astrological influence, as if they were divine decrees working through
the agency of the heavenly bodies; (b) the rules by which the astrologer
can determine astrological influences. Like the Latin iudicia (employed
by Ibn Ezra in his Latin writings), ������ is derived from the Arabic
a .hkām al nujukūm (lit. judgments of the stars). But Ibn Ezra also iden-
tified a source in Psalm : ��� �	���� ���� ����� �� �	��—���������
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���� ��� ������� ���
�� ������ ��	 ����� �� ��
�� ���
��� ��
��
���	��� 	��� ��� ����� �� 
�� �� �� ����� ���� 	��� �� 
	���	 (“Judgments
of [the Lord]—It is known that the judgments of astrology are accord-
ing to the configuration of the planets in relation to the Sun; because
some 〈astrological〉 judgments are mutually contradictory, the experts
in 〈astrological〉 judgments make mistakes; therefore it is written that
the judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether”) (comm.
on Ps. :, ). For the usage of this term, see Sela, , pp. –
.

[2]: We know … and verdict. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:. See note
there.

§

[1]: Nature, Hebrew �����. This biblical neologism (Gen. : et passim)
is defined by Ibn Ezra in the long comm. on Exodus : as “a power
(koa .h) that protects the body and whichman receives fromHeaven.”The
widespread use of toledet all through Ibn Ezra’s writing contrasts sharply
with the complete absence of .teva#, borrowed from its Arabic cognate
.tiva#a and widely used by Ibn Ezra’s contemporaries, such as Abraham
Bar .Hiyya, Maimonides, Judah Ibn Tibbon, and Samuel Ibn Tibbon. A
cursory analysis of its occurrences in #Olam I and #Olam II suggests that
Ibn Ezra construed toledet as meaning principally the physical qualities
of the planets and the zodiacal signs. See Glossary, s.v. “nature” and
related phrases. In other parts of Ibn Ezra’s work this neologism means
nature and its diverse phenomena, such as the four elements and their
qualities, the quintessence, weather, etc. For Ibn Ezra’s motives and the
uses and meanings he gave to the term toledet, see Sela, , pp. –
.

[2]–: But the great conjunction … “small conjunction”. Corresponds
closely to #Olam I, §:–, §:–, §:–, §:–, where the standard
tripartite form of the theory of conjunctionalism is presented. An abbre-
viated version of this account is found in an unexpected place: the long
comm. on Ex. : (§:–, below, pp. –).
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§

[1]: A conjunction…  years. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:. See note
there.

§

[1]: During these fifteen days. Refers to the fifteen days between the
arrival of the Sun at Aries and the previous conjunction or opposition
of the luminaries, whichever of them occurs first before the Sun enters
Aries.

[2]: If the main conjunction … conjunction or opposition. Corre-
sponds to #Olam I, §: and §:, where a similar statement is ascribed
to Māshā"allāh.

[3]: If it … the upper planets. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:

[4]: If the conjunction… season 〈of the year〉. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:.

[5]: Take half … upper planets. Corresponds to §:, below.

[6]–: Before I discuss … opposition 〈of the luminaries〉. As in #Olam
I, §:–, this section considers three cases in which a conjunction of
the upper planets may take place: (a) during the fifteen days between the
arrival of the Sun at Aries and the previous conjunction or opposition of
the luminaries, whichever of them is the last to occur before the arrival
of the Sun enters Aries (§.– cf. #Olam I, §:); (b) at the beginning
of the other three seasons of the year: from Cancer to Libra, from Libra
to Capricorn, or from Capricorn to Aries (§. cf. #Olam I, §:); (c) at
the beginning of the other months of the year or after the correspond-
ing opposition of the luminaries (§. cf. #Olam I, §:). At §: these
three cases are alluded again, when reference is made to a tripartite divi-
sion of the power of the judgment: one half of the power of the judgment
is assigned to the lord of the revolution of the year, which corresponds to
case (a); one-third is assigned to the lord of the sign that is 〈ascending〉
before the revolution of the season of the year, which corresponds to case
(b); and one-sixth is assigned to the lord of the sign that is ascending at
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the beginning of the month or in the middle of the month, before the
conjunction of the upper planets, which corresponds to case (c). Once
more, a similar tripartite division of the power of the judgment is made
below, at §:. This section corresponds to Epitome totius astrologiae:
“Sed quocunque anno futura est coniunctio, sic iudicabis de ea. Consid-
era coniunctionem vel oppositionem luminarium proxime anteceden-
tem Solis ingressum in Arietem, & quae praecedit quartam anni in qua
est coniunctio planetarum, item quae praecedit ipsam planetarum coni-
unctionem proxime, & in omnibus his tribus vel coniunctionibus vel
oppositionibus, considera quomodo se habeat signum ascendens, & eius
dominus, & gradus in quo est coniunctio, vel oppositio, & secundum
eorum statum bonum vel malum, iudicabis statum tuae terrae uscque
ad aliam consimilem coniunctionem” (Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. ii, sig.
Fr).

§

[1]: If the occultation … will be minor. This tallies Ptolemy’s opinion
(Tetrabiblos, , II:, p. ) and corresponds closely to #Olam I, §:.
See note there.

§

[1]: Under the rays … good or evil. For this condition of the planet
with respect to the Sun, and its related power, see below §:, and
note.

[2]–: Proceed as follows … good or evil. This passage examines some
of the astrological factors that, according to Ptolemy, determine the qual-
ity of events predicted by eclipses. Here attention is focused on the two
malefic planets, Saturn and Mars, as well as on Mercury, which changes
its nature according to the planets associated with it. Corresponds to
#Olam I, §:. After an interruption, the discussion is continued in §:,
where consideration is given to Jupiter and Venus, the benefic planets,
and this corresponds to #Olam I, §:. Cf.: “The fourth heading con-
cerns the quality of the predicted event, that is, whether it is productive
of good or the opposite, and of what sort is its effect in either direc-
tion, in accordance with the peculiar character of the species. This is
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apprehended from the nature of the activity of the planets which rule
the dominant places and from their combination both with one another
and with the places in which they happen to be” (Tetrabiblos, , II:,
p. ).

[3]–: If these 〈planets〉 … together with it. This passage, which also
follows Ptolemy’s chapter on eclipses, examines some of the astrological
factors that determine which geographical location is affected by a solar
or lunar eclipse, and particularly the “city whose sign is the place of the
eclipse”. After an interruption, the account is resumed a few lines later, at
§:–. Corresponds to Tetrabiblos, , II:, pp. –: “We are to
judge of the first portion of the inquiry, which is regional, in the following
manner: In the eclipses of sun and moon as they occur, particularly
those more easily observed, we shall examine the region of the zodiac in
which they take place, and the countries in familiarity with its triangles,
and in similar fashion ascertain which of the cities, either from their
horoscope at the time of their founding and the position of the luminaries
at the time, or from the mid-heaven of the nativity of their then rulers,
are sympathetic to the zodiacal sign of the eclipse. And in whatsoever
countries or cities we discover a familiarity of this kind, wemust suppose
that same event will occur which applies, generally speaking, to all of
them, particularly to those which bear a relation to the actual zodiacal
sign of the eclipse and to those of them in which the eclipse, since it look
place above the earth, was visible.”

[4]: If Jupiter or Venus … eclipse takes place. This passage resumes the
account of the quality of events predicted by eclipses, begun in §:–.
See note there. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–.

[5]–: But if 〈they are〉 … domestic unrest. This passage resumes the
account of the geographical locations affected by a solar or lunar eclipse,
begun in §:–. See note there.

§

[1]: King Ptolemy, Hebrew ��� ����. Ibn Ezra probably inherited
the mythical King Ptolemy from Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Mad .hal: “Post
Alexandrum Macedonem Grecie Reges Egypto cclxxv annis imperasse
narrantur, quorum x, continuo succedentes omnes uno Ptholomei no-
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mine vocati sunt. Ex quibus unus ex Philadelphia ortus in Egypto regnans
astronomie Librum Almagesti ionica lingua scripsit. Eidem nonnulli et
Astrologie Tractatum Quatuor Partium … .” (Kitāb al-Mad .hal, ,
IV:, viii, p.  [translation of Hermann de Carinthie]). Ibn Ezra in turn
created a new mythical King Ptolemy who sponsored the translation of
the Septuagint. See long comm. on Ex. : (§:, and note, below,
pp. –). For King Ptolemy in Ibn Ezra’s work, see Sela, ,
pp. –. Notice that #Olam II,Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, and .Te#amim
II on the one hand, and Reshit .Hokhmah I, #Olam I and .Te#amim I on the
other, diverge with regard to the Hebrew name of Claudius Ptolemy: in
the first group Ptolemy is designated by the biblical name Talmai (Sam.
:, Chron. :, et passim), in the second, by the Arabic Batalmiyûs.

[2]: King Ptolemy said … until its end. Depends on Tetrabiblos, ,
II:, p.  and corresponds to #Olam I, §:. See note there. A similar
statement is confusingly ascribed to the Ancients in #Olam II, §:. See
note there.

[3]–: Find the time… half of it. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:, where
Ptolemy’s authority is again invoked. However, Ptolemy’s opinion about
the moment of the eclipse that indicates the climax of the predicted
event is stated not here but in the next paragraph. See below, §: and
note.

[4]: Others said … come later. Although the opinion of “others” is
mentioned here, this statement corresponds to Ptolemy’s opinion: “The
nature of the … more important intensifications of the events, however,
are deduced from the position of the place of the eclipse relative to the
centres. For if the place of the eclipse falls on the eastern horizon, this
signifies that … its important intensifications lie in the first third of the
entire period of its duration; if on themid-heaven, in… themiddle third;
if upon the western horizon, in… the final third” (Tetrabiblos, , II:,
p. ).

§

[1]: King Ptolemy … 〈luminaries’〉 opposition. This passage incorpo-
rates two statements concerning lunar eclipses. The first—each hour of a
lunar eclipse corresponds to one month in the predicted event—echoes
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Ptolemy’s opinion in Tetrabiblos, , II:, p. , and corresponds to
#Olam I, §:. See note there. However, the second statement—that the
midpoint of the duration of the lunar eclipse corresponds to the climax
of the predicted event—does not tally with Ptolemy’s opinion in this
regard. A similar opinion about the climax of an event predicted by a
solar eclipse, also ascribed to Ptolemy, is presented in #Olam I, §: and
#Olam II, §:–. See notes there.

[2]: Tetrabiblos,Hebrew: 
���� ���� ��	, lit. book of the four heads.
In his astrological writings, Ibn Ezra assigns several different titles to
Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos. In .Te#amim I and in Sefer ha-Moladot it is 
�
��
�� ���
�� ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –;Moladot, BNF , f. b);
but in .Te#amim II and in the current passage it is ����
 ���
�� 
�
( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –). Both titles mean “Book of the Four
Parts”. In two Latin works ascribed to Ibn Ezra, Liber de Rationibus Tab-
ularum and the Latin version of the book on the astrolabe, Ptolemy’s
work is designated Liber  capitulorum (Liber de Rationibus Tabularum,
, p. ; Astrolabio, , p. ). These references to Tetrabiblos usu-
ally incorporate paraphrases, not word-by-word quotations, so we can-
not know whether Ibn Ezra knew Ptolemy’s work in Arabic translation
or instead depended on some secondary source that cited it. Tetrabiblos
was never translated into Hebrew.

[3]–: He said in Tetrabiblos … after the eclipse. This passage, which
explicitly invokes Ptolemy’s authority, deals with how long after the
eclipse the event portended by it begins. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–
, where Ptolemy is also cited, and to §: above, where a similar asser-
tion is credited to “other” astrologers. Cf. “The nature of the beginnings
and of the more important intensifications of the events, however, are
deduced from the position of the place of the eclipse relative to the cen-
tres. For if the place of the eclipse falls on the eastern horizon, this sig-
nifies that the beginning of the predicted event is in the first period of
four months from the time of the eclipse and that its important intensi-
fications lie in the first third of the entire period of its duration; if on the
mid-heaven, in the second fourmonths and themiddle third; if upon the
western horizon, in the third four months and the final third” (Tetrabib-
los, , II:, p. ).
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§

[1]: The Ancients said … means of proportions. A similar statement is
assigned to Ptolemy above, §:; in #Olam I, §:, Ibn Ezra makes the
Ancients and Ptolemy agree about this issue. See note there.

§

[1]: From the revolution of every year.This refers to a special horoscope
cast every year, when the Sun enters Aries, to forecast world affairs during
the next year. See above, p. , note on #Olam I, §:, meaning (b) of
the term “Revolution of the year.”

[2]–: General affairs … revolution of a new year. A similar presenta-
tion of the hierarchical chronological overlap of the three types of Saturn-
Jupiter conjunctions (so that their effect persists until a new conjunction
of the same type recurs) may be found in other sources, notably in Kitāb
al-Qirānat wa-tahwı̄l as-sinı̄n by #Umar b. al-Farrukhān al- .Tabar̄ı’s (fl.
ca. ) (quoted in On Great Conjunctions, , I, “Sources and Doc-
trines,” pp. –). See also #Olam I, §:, on the application of the
doctrine of the dodecatemoria in combination with the three types of
Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. However, the account of the historical and
political impact of each of the three types of conjunctions, together with
that of the annual revolution of the year, rarely occurs in other sources
in such a concise, schematic and clear-cut fashion as in the current pas-
sage. See, i.e., Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah, :, and #Umar’s Kitāb
al-Qirānat, according to which the middle conjunction indicates “what
happens in religions, kingdoms and dynasties, and that there is innovated
in the world a religion or a dynasty which did not exist 〈before〉” (quoted
in On Great Conjunctions, , I, “Sources and Doctrines,” p. ).

§

[1]: All the Ancients …Mars 〈govern〉 Spain. For Capricorn with Mer-
cury as the lord of India, see #Olam I, §: and §:; for Aries with
Jupiter as the lord of Babylonia, see #Olam I, §:. The other items do
not have precise counterparts in other lists. For example, below, in §:,
Spain is governed by Mars with Sagittarius, according to Dorotheus.
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§

[1]: Dorotheus said …Mars 〈govern〉 Spain. The two first items of this
brief list correspond to #Olam I, §: and §:, . See notes there.

§

[1]: But it has been … took place. Māshā"allāh is probably Ibn Ezra’s
source for this information. For the horoscope of the nativity of Jesus
Christ, dated March , bce, when Saturn and Jupiter conjoined in
the sign of Leo, see Astrological History of Māshā"allāh, , pp. –.
The same conjunction in Leo as heralding the birth of Jesus is mentioned
in: �����	���� �� �
��� ���� ��
�� �� ��
�	�� ���� ���� ��	�� (“The
Christians are in the Sun’s portion, because the conjunction of the upper
〈planets〉 took place in Leo”) (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg ,
f. ). Cf.: ������ �	�� ���
� ���� �	�� 
	��� �	�� ���	��� �����	�� (“Of the
nations, Edom is in its [the Sun’s] portion, because their sign is Leo,which
is its house”) ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –). Notice that Ibn Ezra offers
different information regarding the sign and planet governing Edom in
#Olam I, §:, §:, and above, §:.

[2]: Aquarius is the zodiacal sign of Israel. Here Ibn Ezra juxtaposes this
claim with the talmudic dictum “there is no mazzal (zodiacal sign) for
Israel” (see next two notes).This is why Ibn Ezra says nothing here about
some particular Saturn-Jupiter conjunction that portended the emer-
gence of Judaism, in contrast to §: and §:, where he states that the
emergence of Christianity and Islam were announced by Saturn-Jupiter
conjunctions in Leo and Scorpio. From similar statements elsewhere,
however, it transpires that Aquarius is the zodiacal sign of Israel because
it was a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction in Aquarius that took place before
the departure of the Israelites from Egypt or that portended that the Jew-
ish nation should remain in exile. See, notably, long comm. on Ex. :
(§:–, below, pp. –); long comm. on Ex. :, :; first comm.
on Esth. :; Nativitatibus, , sig. cv: “Sciendum etiam quod aduna-
tio Iovis et Saturni fuit in Aquario ante exitum Iudeorum de Egypto,
eorundem adunatio fuit in Leone ante Christi nativitatem, eorundem
vero adunatio fuit in Scorpione ante nativitatem Machometi”; Nativita-
tum, Erfurt, f. b: “Et debes scire stellam cuiuslibet gentis et signum
eius. Signumde Israel Aquarius. SignumSarrachenorumScorpio signum
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Christianorum Leo.” Ibn Ezra also claims that “〈Saturn is in charge〉 of
the Jews because their sign is Aquarius, which is its [Saturn’s] planetary
house” ( .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –). For the connection between Sat-
urn, Aquarius, the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, and the Jews, Ibn Ezra
seems to have drawn on the doctrine of the dawr, a cycle of  years
ruled by a planet and a sign, which was further divided into four quar-
ters, on the analogy of the solar year. Ibn Ezra refers to the dawr in #Olam
I, §: and §:– (see notes there). In an astrological history still in
manuscript—one of the fragments from which Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-
Ulūf has been reconstructed—there is a résumé of an astrological history
based on a sequence of cycles of  years jointly ruled by a sign and a
planet. The eighth cycle in this sequence is referred to as the period in
which Moses appeared and is said to have been ruled by Aquarius and
Saturn (Kitāb al-Ulūf, , ). For the claim that Saturn governs the
Jews, see above, pp. –.

[3]: Mazzal. This term, in the plural, appears in Kings :, where it
seems to refer to the planets other than the Sun and the Moon. In B
Shabbat a, too, mazzal means a planet. Mazzal undoubtedly means
planet in Genesis Rabbah :, and this is how Maimonides understood
the term inGuide of the Perplexed II, . A scrutiny of the uses ofmazzal
in the transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages suggests that it
gradually came tomean the twelve zodiacal constellations or signs, when
used in the plural, and one of these twelve, when used in the singular.This
process is already visible in the Babylonian Talmud (B Berakot b) and
in some midrashim (Genesis Rabbah :). It is evident in the Baraita
de-Shemu"el and the Baraita de-Mazzalot and dominant after the twelfth
century, with the creation of a new Hebrew corpus of astronomical and
astrological works. Ibn Ezra employs this term very frequently to denote
the concept of zodiacal sign, in multiple collocations. See Glossary, s.v.
“sign.”

[4]: There is no mazzal for Israel. This is a quotation from B Shabbat
a, which reports an astrological discussion between R. .Hanina and
R. Jo .hanan (ca. –ca. ). R. .Hanina holds that amazzal giveswisdom
and wealth (
���� ��� ����� ���) and that even Israel stands under
the sway of a mazzal (��
��� ��� ��	). R. Jo .hanan, the founder of the
academy at Tiberias, tersely retorts that “there is no mazzal for Israel”
(��
��� ��� ���); that is, Israel is immune to astrological influence. The
remainder of the talmudic discussion develops R. Jo .hanan’s opinion.The
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main message is that even though “there is no mazzal for Israel,” Jews
are not automatically protected against the decrees of the stars. Rather,
astrological influence may be counteracted by good deeds, that is, by
conduct that is morally impeccable according to rabbinic standards. In
a joint responsum, Sherira Gaon (ca. –ca. ), the head of the
talmudic academy in Pumbeditha, and his son Hai Gaon (–)
interpreted the dispute between R. .Hanina and R. Jo .hanan as referring
to two groups of astrologers, endorsing respectively a “hard” and a “soft”
version of astrology (Responsa of the Geonim, , pp. –). In the
closing years of the twelfth century, a substantial part of this responsum
was incorporated into the queries on astrology sent from southern France
to Maimonides in Egypt, which led him to write his Letter on Astrology
(see Queries on Astrology, , pp. –). In the twelfth century,
Abraham Bar .Hiyya (ca. –ca. ), in the introduction to the
astrological history incorporated into the fifth chapter of his Megillat
ha-megalleh (The revelator’s scroll), explained the dictum “there is no
mazzal for Israel” to mean that whereas every other nation has a specific
zodiacal sign and a specific planet responsible for of it, the Jewish nation
does not (Megilat haMegaleh, , ); this, however, did not keep
him from explicating the history of Israel fromMoses to the destruction
of the Second Temple on the basis of the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions
that took place in this period. In Ibn Ezra’s interpretation, the talmudic
dictum encapsulates one side of the Jews’ dual status vis-à-vis the stars
(see §:– and note), namely, that when they keep the Torah they are
immune to astrological influence. Ibn Ezra also conveyed this idea in the
long comm. on Ex. : (§:–, below, pp. –); long comm. on
Ex. :; Yesod Mora", , p. .

[5]–: Aquarius is … all the other nations. In this passage Ibn Ezra
conveys his view that the Jews have a dual astrological status: on the
one hand, when they keep the Torah, as in the case of the circumstances
associated with their exodus from Egypt, they may escape collectively
the decrees of the stars; on the other hand, if Israel does not keep the
Torah, they are regarded the same as all the other nations (which seems
to be the dominant state of affairs), such that “Aquarius rules over Israel”
or amighty Saturn-Jupiter conjunction inAquarius determined that they
would remain in exile. Hemakes an almost identical statement in his long
comm. on Ex. : (§:–, pp. – and notes). See also a rather
different view of this dual astrological status in his commentary on Deut.
:: �
��	 
�� ��� �� �� ����	 �	�� ��	� ��	 �� ��� �� �� ��	� �	�� 
����
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���� ��
�� ���	 ���	� ��	 ����	� ��� �	���—��	�� ���� ��
��� �� ���	
����� (“It is known by experience that each and every nation has a specific
planet and zodiacal sign, and so too each and every city. God has granted
Israel a most-favored status, in that He determines their future, and not
a star. Thus Israel is the portion of God.”)

[6]: The conjunction … sign of Scorpio. Ibn Ezra offers more details
about this conjunction in .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –: �	�� �� ���	���	��
����� �	
����� �� ���	 ���� �	��� �
�� ���� �	�� 
	��� ������ �
	� ��
����� �� (“of the nations, 〈Venus is in charge of〉 those who 〈follow〉 the
Muslim law, because their sign is Scorpio in the term of Venus, and it
[i.e., Venus] was there when the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter took
place”). For the conjunction and the corresponding horoscope indicating
the religion of Islam, seeOnGreat Conjunctions, , I, §.:, pp. –
; Astrological History of Māshā"allāh, , pp. –.

§

[1]: Know that … it was founded. This doctrine is mentioned by Ptol-
emy: “… in the case of metropolitan cities, those regions of the zodiac
are most sympathetic through which the sun and moon, and of the
centres especially the horoscope, were passing at the first founding of the
city, as in a nativity” (Tetrabiblos, , II:, p. ); “In similar fashion
ascertain which of the cities, either from their horoscope at the time of
their founding and the position of the luminaries at the time, or from
themid-heaven of the nativity of their then rulers, are sympathetic to the
zodiacal sign of the eclipse” (ibid. II:, p. ). See also Bouché-Leclercq,
, pp. –.

[2]–: There are cities … in Jupiter’s term. Corresponds, sometimes
closely, to #Olam I, §:–. See Appendix G. The personal touch for
Pisa and Lucca (§:–: “Pisa, some say Pisces, but according to what
I have verified by experience its sign is Aquarius °. Lucca, according to
what I have verified by experience several times its sign is Cancer, but
in Jupiter’s term”) strongly suggests that Ibn Ezra himself made obser-
vations to determine the signs of these cities. We have abundant infor-
mation about Ibn Ezra’s sojourn in the city of Lucca; this passage allows
us to establish that Ibn Ezra lived, too, for a time in Pisa, composing
there one of the versions of Liber de Rationibus Tabularum (Sela and
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Freudenthal, , pp. –, –). The order in which Rome, Pisa
and Lucca are mentioned in this list corresponds to what we know about
IbnEzra’s travels after he left Spain. Surprisingly,Tractatus pluviarum and
Epitome totius astrologiae, two closely interconnected treatises ascribed
to John of Seville, offer very similar information for the signs of Rome,
Pisa, and Lucca, including reference to an observationmade to determine
the sign of Pisa: “Leo signumRome.Dixerunt etiamPise signum esse Pis-
cem, experimento autem .. gradus Aquarii, Lucce vero Cancrum” (Trac-
tatus pluviarum, –; ed. Burnett, p. ); “Pisae signum esse Piscis,
experimento autem est secundus gradus Aquarii” (Epitome, , Lib.
I, cap. viii, sig. Gr). The Latin introduction to astrology, Epitome totius
astrologiae, dated at least in part , is ascribed to John of Seville, but
has been found to have striking correspondences with various parts of
Ibn Ezra’s astrological corpus (Smithuis, , especially chapter ; Trac-
tatus pluviarum, ed. Burnett, pp. –).

§

[1]: Exaltation, Hebrew ����, lit. honor. A neologism by Ibn Ezra, a
calque from the Arabic sharaf. Ibn Ezra explicates the term in .Te#amim I,
§.:– (pp. –) and .Te#amim II, §§.:– (pp. –). See:
Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , V:–, v, pp. –;Abbreviation, , pp. –
; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. ; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:, p. . See
Glossary, s.v. “exaltation” and related collocations.

[2]–: You may find … one 〈portion of power〉. To determine which
planet is the most powerful or the ruler (���� �!���) in some zodia-
cal location, powers, or portions of power, are assigned to the planets
according to the precedence of their dignities (house, exaltation, trip-
licity, term, decans) in or with respect to this zodiacal location. See, for
instance, Reshit .Hokhmah, , I, viii:–: ������ ����� ���
���	��
����� �����	 ��	�� �����	 ��	���� �����	 ��	�� �����	 ���� ����� ��
����� �	���	 ����� �	�����	 ����
� �	��� �����	 ��	�� ���� ���� �����	
������ �����	 (“The planets are assigned lordship over the orb: there is
lordship over the 〈planetary〉 house, lordship over 〈the house of〉 exal-
tation, lordship over the triplicity, lordship over the term, and lordship
over the decan. Lordship over the 〈planetary〉 house has five 〈portions
of〉 power, lordship over 〈the house of〉 exaltation has four 〈portions of
power〉, 〈lordship over〉 the triplicity has three, 〈lordship over〉 the term
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has two, and 〈lordship over〉 the decan has one 〈portion of power〉”).
For similar statements see:Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot (Schoenberg , f. );
Moladot (BNF , f. a); Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m (, §, pp. –
); Tetrabiblos (, III:, pp. –); Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:, p. ;
Epitome (, Lib. I, cap. ii, sig. Fr). See also #Olam I, §: and
note.

[3]–: Now I give … in the sixth, one. An almost identical scale of
powers, in a similar context, is offered in Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. ii, sig.
Fr: “Posse autem seu virtutes planetarum sic distinguuntur. Dominus
domus quincque virtutes habet, dominus honoris , dominus termini
tres, dominus triplicitatis duas, dominus faciei unam. Dominus autem
ascendentis habet virtutes duodecim, dominus decimae habet undecim,
dominus septimae habe decem, dominus quartae habet novem, dominus
undecimae habet octo, dominus quintae septem, dominus nonae habet
sex, dominus tertiae habet quinque, dominus secundae habet quatuor,
dominus octavae habet tres, dominus  habet duas, dominus sextae
habet unam.”

§

[1]–:When Saturn…great power. Ibn Ezra devoted the sixth chapter
of Reshit .Hokhmah I and a section ofMishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot to an expo-
sition of the various conditions in which a planet, after being in conjunc-
tion with the Sun, gradually moves away from it and then approaches it
until it again conjoins the Sun. In this process the planet’s power gradu-
ally waxes and wanes. For the upper planets, see Reshit .Hokhmah, ,
VI, liv:–lv:, which follows closely Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , VII:, v,
pp. –, and Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. . For the
lower planets see Reshit .Hokhmah, , VI, lv:–lvi: and Mishpe.tei
ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –. See also Epitome, , xxiii, sig.
Dr–Dv. Thus, according to Reshit .Hokhmah, Saturn and Jupiter are
“burnt” (���
��) or in the “domain of burning” (��
�� �	��) if they are
between ′ and ° away from the Sun; Mars, if between ′ and °; and
Venus and Mercury, if they are between ′ and °. Saturn and Jupiter
are said to be “under the rays of the Sun” (���� 
	� ���) if they are
between ° and ° away from the Sun; Mars, if between ° and °;
and Venus andMercury, if they are between ° and ° (, VI, liv:–
lv: [Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot gives slightly different values]). As for the
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planets’ powers in these conditions: ���� �� 	� ��� !
�� ��	�� �	���	��
����� �� ��	 ���� 	��� ��� �	�� �� 
	�� ��� �	�	 ���
�� �	��� 	����	
���	� 
�	� �	� �	�
 (“When a planet is burnt it has no power, and when
it leaves the domain of burning and is under the rays 〈of the Sun〉, it
regains its power; and the further away the better”) (ibid., VI, lv:–).
The stations are those parts of a planet’s orbit where it appears to stand
still for a while before changing its course (from direct to retrograde or
vice versa).The “first station” is where a direct planet becomes retrograde,
and the “second station” is where a retrograde planet becomes direct.
Neither Reshit .Hokhmah I norMishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot assign “portions

of power” to these conditions, as the present passage does. But an almost
identical Latin version of the quantification of the planets’ powers in their
conditionswith respect to the Sunmay be found inEpitome totius astrolo-
giae, in a section that immediately follows what is virtually a Latin ren-
dering of the previous passage in #Olam II (see above, §:– and note):
“Porro Saturnus, Jupiter, Mars distantes a luce Solis, usque ad triginta
gradus orientales, habent duodecim virtutes, ab inde usque ad sexag-
inta undecim, usque ad nonaginta decem, usque ad primam stationem
novem, stando in secunda statione habent octo, deinde usque ad trig-
inta gradus septem, inde usque ad sexeginta gradus sex, in prima statione
quincque, inde usque ad triginta gradus quatuor, inde usque ad sexaginta
tres, usque ad oppositionem Solis duas, hinc venientes ad combustionem
unam tantum habent. Venus et Mercurius cum separantur a Sole, et sunt
occidentales, fortes sunt, ut praedicti tres superiores orientales, et cum
separantur a luce Solis, et sunt retrogradi, sunt tales, ut praedicti oppositi
soli” (Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. ii, sig. Fv).

§

[1]–: The moon has  keys … opposition to the Sun. Corresponds
to #Olam I, §:–. See note there. The account in #Olam I of the lunar
keys differs from the current one in two respects: (a) In #Olam I (as
well as in most other expositions of the keys of the Moon) the first key
is the conjunction of the Moon with the Sun, whereas in #Olam II the
first key is “when the Moon] is ° from the Sun and moving towards
the Sun.” (b) #Olam I adds the ratios of the lunar keys to ° (e.g.,
“when the Moon’s distance from the sun is °, which is 1/8 of the cir-
cle”). There is a close Latin counterpart of the current passage in Epit-
ome totius astrologiae, which not only follows #Olam II in the aforemen-
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tioned differences with #Olam I but also comes immediately after two
passages that are virtual Latin translations of the two previous sections
of #Olam II (§ and §): “Lunae autem virtutes adscribuntur, secun-
dum quod fuerit in ianuis suis, quae ianuae sunt proportiones eius ad
Solem. Et est prima ianua incipiens a duodecim gradibus ante coniunc-
tionem durans, usque ad coniunctionem. Secunda incipit a coniunc-
tione durans, usque ad duodecim gradus post ipsam. Tertia ibi incip-
iens, durat usque ad quadraginta quinque gradus post coniunctionem.
Quarta ibi inchoans, durat usque ad nonaginta gradus. Quinta deinceps
durat usque ad centum triginta quincque gradus. Sexta ab huius sine
inchoans, dura usque ad duodecim gradus ante oppositionem. Septima
ibi incipiens durat usque ad oppositionem. Octava deinceps ab opposi-
tione durat usque ad duodecim gradus post eam. Nona postea inchoans
durat usque ad quadraginta quinque gradus post oppositionem. Dec-
ima ibi inchoans durat usque ad nonaginta gradus post oppositionem.
Undecima porro in eius termino inchoans durat uscque ad centum trig-
inta quincque post oppositionem. Duodecima deinceps inchoans durat,
dum appropinquat soli per duodecim gradus, unde incepit prima ut dix-
imus” (Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. ii, sig. Fv–Fr). Note that in the fol-
lowing section of #Olam II the lunar keys are assigned portions of power,
just as in the continuation in Epitome totius astrologiae.

§

[1]–: Portions of power … Conjunction, one. Precisely the same
methodology, allocating portions of power to each of the lunar keys,
is employed in Epitome totius astrologiae, which continues the account
of the lunar keys as in #Olam II: “Caeterum Luna existens in octava
circuli ianua habet virtutes duodecim, in septima habet undecim, in
nona habet decem, in sexta habet novem, in quarta habet octo, in tertia
habet Septem, in decima habet sex, in undecima quincqe, in duodecima
quatuor, in secunda habet tres, in quinta duas, in prima unam. Et omnis
planeta sub luce Solis virtute caret” (Epitome, , Lib. I, cap. iii, sig.
Fr). Note, however, that Epitome totius astrologiae and #Olam II agree
with respect to only four of the lunar keys (, , , ). Reshit .Hokhmah
(, VI, lvi:–) describes how the Moon’s power waxes or wanes
when it arrives at each of the points. Although this account corresponds
in rough lines to #Olam II, §:–, no specific scale of portions of power
is given there.
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§

[1]: From triplicity to triplicity, Heb. ����� �� ������, lit. from nature
to nature. This meaning derives from Ibn Ezra’s use of ���	� (see above,
§: and note) to denote any of the four elements (fire, air, water, earth).
Accordingly, ���	� stands for triplicity because each of the four triplic-
ities is identified with one of the four elements. For these special usages
of “nature” (���	�) see, above, §:–, where Ibn Ezra denominates the
signs that make up one triplicity as “the three signs that have the same
nature” (����� ���	�� �� ����� �	�������) and then refers to the signs
of the earthy triplicity as “the signs of earthy nature” (���	�� ��� �	�����
��
���).

[2]–: Now I give … have power. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–,
where similar statements are ascribed to Māshā"allāh.

§

[1]: Benefic andmalefic 〈planets〉. Ibn Ezra lists these two types of plan-
ets in .Te#amim II: �����	 ����� ��	 ������� ���� �
� ���� ���	���� 	
���	��
���	 �	
��� �	�� ����	 ����	 ��� ��	 ������� ���� ���	 �	
��� �	�� ����	
������ ��	� �	�	 ��
 ���	 �	� ��� � 	�� ��	�	 ��	
	�� (“The Ancients
said that God created two malefic 〈planets〉, Saturn and Mars (the for-
mer is larger than the latter), as well as two benefic 〈planets〉, Jupiter
and Venus (the former is larger than the latter), two luminaries, and a
mixed planet, sometimes benefic and sometimes malefic, namely, Mer-
cury.”) ( .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –).The classic account is in Tetra-
biblos: “Because two of the four humours are fertile and active, the hot
and themoist (for all things are brought together and increased by them),
and two are destructive and passive, the dry and the cold, through which
all things, again, are separated and destroyed, the ancients accepted two
of the planets, Jupiter and Venus, together with the moon, as beneficent
because of their tempered nature and because they abound in the hot
and the moist, and Saturn and Mars as producing effects of the opposite
nature, one because of his excessive cold and the other for his excessive
dryness; the sun and Mercury, however, they thought to have both pow-
ers, because they have a common nature, and to join their influences with
those of the other planets, with whichever of them they are associated”
(Tetrabiblos, , I:, pp. –).
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[2]: Find the sign … in the Book of the Beginning of Wisdom. Reshit
.Hokhmah I, in the separate sections allocated to each of the zodiacal
signs, lists the planets that are the lords of the signs in which the power
of the dodecatemoria falls, beginning with the sign in question (Reshit
.Hokhmah, , II, x:–xi: et passim).The current cross-referencemay
have that list inmind.Note, however, thatReshit .Hokhmah I does not give
any generic definition of the doctrine of the dodecatemoria and that the
lists are of little use for determining “in which sign is the power of the
dodecatemoria,” given the place of some benefic or malefic planet (see
#Olam I, §:– and notes). Thus we cannot rule out the possibility that
the cross-reference is to Reshit .Hokhmah II.

[3]–: You should observe … befall any city. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:–, where a longer and more detailed account is given (see notes
there). Despite their different length, both accounts deal with the same
astrological factors: (a) Whereas here the time for the observation is “at
the beginning of the year of the conjunction,” in #Olam I (§:) it is set
as “at the revolution of the year in which a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction
takes place, whether a great, amiddle, or a small conjunction.” (b) In both
accounts the objective of the prediction and the associated astrological
doctrines are the same: to “know all good or bad fortune that will befall
any city” by means of the dodecatemoria and the doctrine of the benefic
and malefic planets. The only significant difference lies in the sources:
whereas #Olam I, §:– draws onDorotheus, who in turn draws on the
Book of Secrets by Enoch, #Olam II, §:– says nothing about its sources
and refers readers to the Book of the Beginning ofWisdom in order to find
out “in which sign is the power of the dodecatemoria.”

§

[1]: Year after year 〈good fortune or misfortune〉 is shown. This pas-
sage is corrupt in all the manuscripts examined. The insertion of “good
fortune or misfortune” is an attempt to reconstruct the sense.

[2]–: If you know … city each year. As defined in #Olam I, §:
(see note there), the “terminal house” (!	� ���) is an imaginary clock-
hand or pointer that is set in motion from some zodiacal place, travels
around the zodiac at a certain pace, and reaches another zodiacal place.
However, the “terminal house” referred to in the current passage and in
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the following one differs from the “terminal house” introduced in #Olam
I, §:– and §:– in two main respects: (a) instead of traveling one
sign in one year (#Olam I, §: and §:), this “terminal house” moves
one degree in one year, as in the prorogation procedure in nativities (an
affinity that may be inferred from the reference to “the method of the
revolution of the nativity”); (b) instead of being set in motion from the
place of some conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter (#Olam I, §:– and
§:), this “terminal house” is set in motion from the sign of the city,
that is, from the ascendant that rose when the city was founded (§:)
or from the tenth place of a horoscopic chart whose ascendant is the sign
of the city (§:).

§

[1]: Its tenth place. Here the antecedent of “its” is the city just mentioned
at the end of the previous section (§:). The reference is to the tenth
place of a horoscope cast at the anniversary of the founding of the city
or to the tenth place of a horoscope whose ascendant is the sign of the
city.

[2]: As I have explained in the Book of Nativities. This reference to
the “terminal house” is in the last chapter of Sefer ha-Moladot, which
is devoted to continuous horoscopy, but not in Liber Nativitatum, the
Latin translation of a lost Hebrew version of Sefer ha-Moladot, or in Liber
Nativitatibus, another treatise on nativities ascribed to Ibn Ezra: ������	��
!	� ��� ���� ��	��
� ���� ����� ���	 ��	
�� �	���� �	� ��	��	 �!	� ���
��� ��	�� �� ��� �� �����	 ����� ����� ����� �� ���	�� ����� ����
�
���  �� ���� ��� ��	 ��� ��	� �	�� 
��� ��� ��	� 	� ����� �	� �� �
	� �	�
��	
�� �	���� ����� �	��� !	� ��� ����	… 	�	�� ��� ��� 	� ��� 	� ����
�����	 ��	���� 
��� ��� ���� ���� !	 �� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �� ����	
���	�	� �	� �� ����� ��
�	� (“The fifth 〈factor〉 is the terminal sign, which
is always calculated in equal degrees. Proceed as follows: in the first year
the terminal sign is in the degree of the ascendant andmoves  degrees,
to the second sign. Observe whether there is a benefic planet there, for
it signifies good fortune to him [the native] in this year from a certain
thing that happened before, and if there is a malefic planet the contrary
〈will happen〉, 〈namely〉, some illness or harm will befall him, according
to its place. … The sixth 〈factor〉 is the terminal sign, beginning at the
place of life, in equal degrees, and moving  〈degrees〉. Proceed in this
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manner every year until the completion of  years, which is the number
of the signs, after which they repeat cyclically until the day of the native’s
death.”) (Moladot, BNF , f. a–b).

[3]–: () They observe … will be fortunate. Although the “terminal
house” is employed here along the lines of the previous passage (the
“terminal house” travels one degree in one year), they differ in two main
regards: (a) while the previous passage is concerned collectively with
what “befalls the inhabitants of the city,” the current one deals with
“affairs of the kingdom,” that is individually with kings, and consequently
the terminal house is applied through themethod of the revolution of the
nativity; (b) instead of being launched from the ascendant which rose
when the city was founded, here the “terminal house” is set in motion
from the tenth place of an horoscopic chart whose ascendant is the sign
of the city.

§

[1]: Gives its power. This condition is explained in Reshit .Hokhmah
(, VII, lix:–): 	� 	�	�� ���� 	� 	���� ��	�� ����� �	� ���� ��	��
�� ��� ��� �	��� ���� 	� 
�� ��	� �� 
����	 �	���� 	� 	�	��� 	� 	������ ����
���	��� 	��� (“Giving power: when 〈a planet〉 is in its 〈planetary〉 house, or
in its house of exaltation, or in its triplicity, or in its term, or in its decan,
and conjoins another planet or aspects it, then it gives its own power to
the other planet.”).

[2]–: Dorotheus the king … dissension 〈will occur〉. Corresponds to
#Olam I, §:–, where a similar statement is assigned to Māshā"allāh.
See note there. Passage §: corresponds closely to #Olam I, §:,
where Dorotheus, among other scientists, recommends that “we … al-
ways observe the moment of the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition,
whichever occurs last before the Sun enters Aries.”

§

[1]: Increases its number, Hebrew ������� ��	��. The peculiar word-
ing derives from the use of astronomical tables, as explained in Reshit
.Hokhmah: 	
��� ����� ���� �	
��� !	� ��	�� ��� ���� ��
� ��	��
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��� ��	 
� �	� ���� ��	 !	� �	� �	��
� ��� �� ��	
��� �	���� �
	��
������ 	�	�� �� �	���� �	��� !�	� 
���	 �
� ��	 !	� 	���� 
�� ��
��	 �	�	���� 
� ���� �	���� �
� ��	 �	�	���� !	� �
�� �� ��	���� !	�
������� ��	�� ���� ��	�� �� 
�� ��	 !�	� �� (“If you wish to know
when the number of a planet is increased, look at its number in the
column of the equal degrees. If it [the planet] is in the first 〈column〉
it [the planet] increases 〈its number〉, and if in the second 〈column〉 it
decreases 〈its number〉, and if there is no number, it neither increases
nor decreases 〈its number〉. When you add the number of the correc-
tion to the intermediate place [the place of the mean motion] at the end
of the correction, this is called ‘it increases its number,’ and if you sub-
tract the correction ‘it decreases its number,’ and if you neither add nor
subtract the planet is in the ecliptic”) (, VI, liv:–) (, VI, liv:–
).
Here Ibn Ezra is closely following Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Mad .hal,

, VII:, v, pp. –, both in contents and in terminology: “Aug-
mentatus vero numero, aut non augmentatus nec minutus, scitur hoc ex
lineis 〈numeri〉 planetarum in canonibus 〈constitutis〉. Nam prima linea
augmentatur ab uno gradu usque in CLXXX (et dicitur aucta). Altera
vero minuitur ex CCCLX usque in CLXXX (et dicitur minuta). Cumque
quesitus numerus dum equator planeta fuerit inventus in prima linea,
dicitur auctus numero. Cum vero fuerit inventus in secunda linea, dicitur
minutus in numero. Porro cum fuerit in CLXXX equaliter, non erit aug-
mentatus nec minutus. Auctus quoque in computatione est ut addatur
quod exit de equatione eius super medium cursum eius in fine operis,
minutus vero est ex quo minuitur 〈predicat equatio〉. Presentia autem
eius in itinero medio est cum non fuerit ei equatio que addatur super
medium cursum eius aut minuatur ex eo. Et cum ita fuerit, erit tunc in
declivo circulo in itinere Solis.” See also below, §: and §:. Notice
that at #Olam I, §:, Ibn Ezra conveys a similar idea with a different
Hebrew nomenclature.

[1]–: Always observe … their motion. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:–.

§

[1]–: Now I will give … applies to the Moon. The term “increase its
motion” is defined in #Olam I, §: and #Olam II, §:, §:.
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§

[1]–: You will …moderate 〈prices〉. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–.

§

[1]: Meaning at the beginning of Aries: This is probably a gloss that has
been inserted at the wrong place. It should be after “at the revolution of
the year.”

[2] Last, Hebrew ����, lit. first. See above, p. , note on #Olam I,
§:.

[3]–The lot of fortune… the ascendant.This refers to the computation
of the lot of fortune. See Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , V:, p. : “You take what is
between the Sun and the Moon, and you cast it from the ascendant; that
is, you add the degrees of the ascendant to it, and you cast that out from
the beginning of the ascendant, andwhere the number is exhausted is the
position of the Lot of Fortune.” See also Tetrabiblos, , III:, pp. –
; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, pp. –; Reshit .Hokhmah, ,
IX, lxvii:–; .Te#amim I, §.:, – and .Te#amim II, §.:–, –
.

[4]–: Determine the lord…nature of the lord. For the influence of the
lord at the beginning of the year on weather see below, §:– and
§:–.

§

[1]: Māshā"allāh said in the Book of the World. This work is not men-
tioned in the catalogues of Māshā"allāh’s oeuvre. See, i.e., Pingree, ,
pp. –.

[2]: Its number increases or decreases, Hebrew ������� �	�� �� ��	��.
Ibn Ezra explains this expression above, at §:. See note there. See also
above, §:–, below, §:, and #Olam I, §:.
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[3]–: Māshā"allāh said … increases or decreases. Corresponds to
#Olam I, §:–.

§

[1]: The relative duration … beginning of Venus. The meaning of this
convoluted passage, (which is out of place, interrupts the continuity, and
thereforemay be dismissed as corrupt,) can perhaps be deciphered on the
basis of #Olam I, §:, which indicates that the first planet in the order
of exaltations is the first planet to rule in the sequence of fardār years.
Thus, just as Aries, the Sun’s exaltation, follows Pisces, Venus’ exaltation,
so the Sun follows Venus in the sequence of the fardār years.

[2]–:The scientists of Persia… over and over. Corresponds to #Olam
I, §:–. See notes there.

§

[1]: If you want … th 〈Metonic〉 cycle. Strictly counting from the
creation of the world, the year am is not the beginning of the th
Metonic cycle, as claimed here, but the last year of th Metonic cycle
( =  ·). But the discrepancy may be explained by the fact
that Jewish calendarists did not identify the beginning of “year ” with
the Creation, but as the year before Creation. Ibn Ezra mentions this
characteristic of the Jewish calendar in #Ibbur, , p. b.

[2]–: If you want … lord 〈of the fardār〉. Here Ibn Ezra speaks in
riddles, in contrast to #Olam I, §:, where a straightforward solution
to a similar problem is offered. In addition, here he attempts to find the
planet that rules the fardārship of some year in the framework of the
-year Metonic cycles used in the Jewish calendar, in contrast to #Olam
I, where the “reckoning of the Persians” is used (see note there). What
is puzzling is why subtracting “ years from the years of the world in
the year ” should make the -year fardār cycle correspond with
the -year Metonic cycle of the Jewish calendar. This is clarified in the
following section. The Epitome totius astrologiae offers a similar attempt
to accommodate the calculations related to this astrological doctrine
to another foreign calendar: “Volens ergo scire de cuius frigidaria sit
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quisque annus, demas ab annis Christi  annos, reliquum dividas per
 et quod remanet a divisione, distribuas per planetas a Sole incipiens”
(Epitome, , Lib. I, sig. Hv).

§

[1]: So the lord… Persian scientists. The th year of the fardār should
correspond to the fifth year of the fardārship ruled by Jupiter ( [Sun]+
[Moon]+ [Head]+ [Jupiter] = ), and not to the third year, as stated
here. But this passage is based on the assumption that the Sun’s fardārship
lasts  years ( [Sun]+ [Moon]+ [Head]+ [Jupiter] = ). This is
borne out by four manuscripts (see variae lectiones on §:), the same
manuscripts that (in §:) assign six years to Venus’ fardārship instead
of eight. Note that three of these fourmanuscripts (see variae lectiones on
§:–) also include §:–.

[2]–: Because …years or the years….This section, which occurs
only in a limited set ofmanuscripts, waswritten by some later glossator in
order to solve the problem presented by Ibn Ezra in the previous section.
This emerges from the fact that #Olam I is retrospectively referred to as
“another book” (§:) and that it must be Ibn Ezra himself, referred
to in the third person, who “intended to say that in the year  you
should subtract  years from the part in which serves Saturn” (§:).
The gloss has three main points: (a) In §: the glossator works on
the assumption that Ibn Ezra took the year of the biblical creation of
the world as the beginning of the calculation; hence the year am
(/ce) is the third year of a fardārship ruled by Jupiter. (b) In §:–
 the glossator realizes that the solution he has just proposed does not
agree with that advanced by Ibn Ezra at #Olam I, §: for the year
 (/): if that is correct, the year  is the eleventh year of
a fardārship ruled by Saturn. (c) Finally, in §: the glossator explains
why Ibn Ezra subtracted : “What he intended to say is that in the year
 you should subtract the  years of the period of the rule of Saturn.”
This seems to coincide with the instructions given by Abū Ma#shar in
the Book of Religions and Dynasties for finding the ruler of the current
fardārship: “Fromwhatever remains which does not compete  cast out
the years of the planets according to their succession in the order of the
fardārs. Begin the casting out fromSaturn” (OnGreat Conjunctions, ,
I, §.:, p. ).
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§

[1]–: The years of the lord … 〈other〉 planets. Corresponds to #Olam
I, §:. This subdivision of each fardār into seven parts allocated to
the planets usually occurs in astrological works that deal with nativities,
and not with general astrology. See SeeMoladot, BNF , ff. b–a;
Tequfah, JNUL °, f. b; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:, p. ; Kitāb al-
Tafhı̄m, , §, p. ; De iudiciis astrorum, , VI:, p. .

§

[1]: Note that when…place to place. Corresponds toMāshā"allāh, Book
on Eclipses, §:, below, pp. –.

[2]–: Note that when … reduced slightly. Cf. On Great Conjunctions,
, I, §.:,, pp. –; Epitome, , Lib. I, x, sig. Hv. Ibn
Ezra, however, seems to have drawn on other sources for the information
in this section.

§

[1]–: You should observe…of its cardines. Cf.OnGreat Conjunctions,
, I, §.:,, pp. –.

§

[1]: The Indian scientists also said. In the parallel account in #Olam
I, §:– (see note there) the doctrine of “opening of the door” is
attributed to Ibn .Sariq. This is in tune with the fact that Ibn .Sariq
may be identified with Ya#qūb ibn .Tāriq, an Abbasid scientist closely
associated with the transmission of Indian science to Arabic civiliza-
tion.

[2]: Which 〈planet〉 is the lord of the sign of the ascendant. This refers
to the lord of the month. For a definition and for how it affects weather,
see §:– and note.
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[3]–: If you want to know about rain … “opening of the door.” Cor-
responds to #Olam I, §:–, where instead of “opening of the door”
(
��� �����), Ibn Ezra writes of a planet that is “key” (����) to another,
and, instead of the scientists of India, a certain Ibn .Sariq is introduced as
the originator of this procedure for forecasting rain. See notes there.This
procedure for forecasting rain is mentioned in similar terms, although
without mentioning its Hindu provenance, in other sources. See: Al-
Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , III:, pp. –; Tractatus pluviarum,  (ed. Burnett,
p. ); and Apertio Portarum, – (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ). For a
comparison of Ibn Ezra’s account with these sources, see “Introduction,”
above, pp. –.

[4]: This is also … with the Sun. This section lists the pairs of planets
whose interaction generates the “opening of the door,” as well as the
effects of these planets separately. For Saturn with the Sun or with the
Moon, see #Olam I, §:; for Jupiter with Mercury, see #Olam I, §:–
; for Venus with Mars, see #Olam I, §:–.

[5]: As written in theBook of the Beginning ofWisdom.Reshit .Hokhmah
I, in the sections on each of the zodiacal signs, specifies whether the sign
in question is feminine or masculine. See Reshit .Hokhmah, , II, xi:
et passim. The current cross-reference may relate to any of these places.

§

[1]: The Indian scientists … end of the year. Corresponds closely to
Apertio Portarum, –, a text on weather forecasting ascribed to Al-
Kindı̄ (“Likewise, wishing to know whether much rain will be at the
beginning, in the middle or at the end of the rain, see the position
of Venus when the Sun enters Libra. If Venus is in the light of the
Sun and is western, there will be much rain at the beginning of that
year which begins from Libra and little rain at the end. If it is east-
ern and visible, the rain will be the reverse” [Al-Kindı̄, , p. ]);
see also Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , ), and
Tractatus pluviarum,  (ed. Burnett, pp. , –). Notice, how-
ever, that in these three interrelated sources the Venus’ positions with
respect to the Sun are inverted from those in #Olam II, §:. Cor-
responds also to #Olam I, §:, where the Indian scientists say that
one should observe the Sun entering Libra (but also Aries, Cancer, and
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Capricorn) in order to know whether there will be rain, in close relation-
ship with the inspection of the Moon in one of the lunar mansions.

[2]: Mercury portends … with wind. For Jupiter and Mercury por-
tending rain with winds, according to the Indian scientists, see #Olam
I, §:–; for Venus and Mars signifying rain “rain with lightning and
blasts and torches,” see #Olam I, §:.

[3]: You should also observe…Aquarius and Leo. For the indication of
rain by the watery signs and by Aquarius and Leo, see #Olam I, §:–.
Forwatery signs in rain forecasting, see also #Olam I, §: (when the Sun
enters Aries, drawing on Al-Kindı̄’s Book of the Revolution) and §: (if
the Moon is in one of the mansions at the beginning of the month and a
retrograde planet aspects it).

[4]: Some of themansions…masculine 〈sign〉.The dry lunar mansions
are catalogued below (§:), right after the moist mansions (§:),
which are designated there “mansions of rain.” See notes there. The
intermediate mansions are not mentioned in #Olam II, although they are
briefly alluded to in #Olam I, §: as “temperate” mansions. See note
there. The statement about feminine signs as strong indicators of rain
corresponds to #Olam I, §:. See note there.

§

[1]: Determine the nature … be like it. The meaning of this passage
seems to be that at the conjunction of the luminaries, the empowered
planet’s nature applies to the first half of themonth; and at the opposition
of the luminaries, the empowered planet’s nature applies to the second
half of the month.

[2]–: The day when … number of days. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:–. See note there.

§

[1]: So always observe… 〈subsequent〉 place. Refers to §:–, above.
See note there. See also #Olam I, §:– and notes there.
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[2]–: I have already informed…fixed signs.There is no such reference
in #Olam II. For a similar hierarchical presentation of the cardines see:
Reshit .Hokhmah, , III, xl:–;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg
, f. . That the tropical signs signify swiftness and the fixed signs
slowness is a leitmotif in the three works that Ibn Ezra wrote about the
doctrine of interrogations: She"elot I, BNF , ff. b, a, b, a;
She"elot II, BNF , f. b; She"elot III, Modena, left side of the verso.

[3]: Do not forget … keys of the Moon. For a similar connection be-
tween the “opening of the door” and the “keys of the Moon,” see #Olam I,
§: and note.

§

[1]–: There is also … 〈lot comes out〉. Unusual attention is paid to
the lot of rain in Reshit .Hokhmah, which refers to two lots with this
name. The first, unlike the one presented here and also mentioned in
Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p.  and in Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , V:, p. 
(n. ), is measured by day from the degree of the conjunction of the
luminaries to the degree of theMoon, by night the opposite, and then cast
from the ascendant (, IX, lxxii:–lxxiii:).This is the description of
the second lot: ������ �	�� �� ���� �	��� �	� ��� ��	� ��  	�� 
���	��
��� �� ���	 ��	�� 
��� ��	 ��
	�� ��	 ������ �	��� 
�	�� 	������ �		��	
���� ��	 ��	�	
 ���� ��� ��� ���� ��	 �
	� ���� ����� ��� ���� �
	��
���� ���� ��	 ���
� 	� ��� ���� ��	� ��� ���� ��	 ��	� ���� ����� ���
���� ���� ��	 �
�� 	� ��� ���� ����� ���� ��	 ������ �	�	
 	��� ��� ��	�
��� � 
�	�� ���� (“Enoch said that 〈the lot of rain〉 is measured day by
day from the place of the Sun to the place of Saturn; in the morning,
cast the result from the place of the Moon, and the lot it there. This has
been tested by experience. So, if the lot is cast in one of Saturn’s houses
there will be cold, and if in one of Jupiter’s houses there will be winds,
and if in one of Mars’ houses there will be heat, and if in one of Venus’
houses there will be rain or mist, and if in one of Mercury’s house there
will be strong winds, and if in the Moon’s house there will be clouds
or rain, and if in the Sun’s house there will be a clear sky.”) (, IX,
lxxiii:–). Charles Burnett has remarked that this passage is virtually
a translation of a passage in Abū Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-sirr (see Tractatus
pluviarum, ed. Burnett, “Introduction,” p. ). A similar description of
the lot of rain, which abbreviates the predictions given by Abū Ma#shar
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and then by Ibn Ezra, is found in a Latin translation of a letter by Al-
Kindı̄, “On the causes attributed to the higher bodies which indicate the
origin of rains” (Al-Kindı̄, , pp. , ), in Apertio Portarum (Al-
Kindı̄, , pp. , ), in Epitome, , Lib. I, vii, sig. Gr, as well
as in Tractatus pluviarum: “Et quot sint gradus equales inter Solem et
Saturnum quoque mane considera et totidem gradus computa a loco
Lune; quo pertingunt, ibi pars pluvie erit. Que computatio si erit in
domo Lune vel Veneris, significat pluviam, si in domoMercurii vel Iovis,
significat ventos, si Martis vel Solis, serenitatem, si Saturni, significat
nubila” (ed. Burnett, –, p. ). The lot of the rain is not mentioned
in #Olam I.

[2]: Know that … southern 〈signs〉. For Saturn’s effect when it is in the
northern signs (fromAries to Virgo) or in the southern signs (from Libra
to Pisces), seeMāshā"allāh, Book on Eclipses, §:–, below, pp. –.

[3]: Likewise … southern latitude. For Saturn’s greater power when its
ecliptical latitude is northern or when it is on the ecliptic, see #Olam I,
§:.

§

[1]: Decan, Hebrew 
���, lit. faces (Arabic wujūh, Latin facies). Each
of the twelve zodiacal signs is divided into three equal divisions called
decans, and each decan is assigned to a planet that functions as its lord.
Several methods of allocation are used. SeeKitāb al-Mad .hal, , V:–
, v, pp. –; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §–, pp. –; Al-
Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:, IV:, pp. , ; .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –;
.Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg
, ff. –

[2]: Ninth-part, Hebrew ������. According to this doctrine of Indian
origin, each sign is divided into nine equal parts (Heb. �	�����, Arab.
nawbahra, Lat. novenarii). Each ninth is associated with a sign; the lord
of that sign is the lord of the corresponding ninth. This doctrine rests on
the triplicities: first, because nine is the number of signs that separate the
first and the last sign in any triplicity; second, because in every case the
assignment of the lords of the ninth-parts starts from the tropical sign
of the triplicity. See Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , V:, v, pp. –; Kitāb
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al-Tafhı̄m, , §, pp. –; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:–, pp. –
; Abbreviation, , p. ;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg ,
f. ; .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –.

[3]–: Know that the air … to ninth-part. For the effects of the lord of
themonth, as defined here, on changes in the weather or on other aspects
of weather forecasting, see: #Olam I, §:– (invoking the authority of
Māshā"allāh for the price of wheat); #Olam I, §:– (regarding Jupiter
and Mercury, which signify winds, when they are in the condition of
the “opening of the door”); #Olam II, §:– (invoking the authority
of the Indian scientists in relation to rain forecasting and the condition
of the “opening of the door”); #Olam II, §: (for Venus or Mercury as
indicating rain).

[4]–: You should not … beginning of the year. For a definition of
the “lord at the beginning of the year,” see above, §:–. For its effects
on weather, see below, §:–.

[5]: Assign half of 〈the power of〉 … three seasons. For a similar
ascription of powers to the lord of the beginning of the year and to the
lords of the other three seasons, see above, §:.

§

[1]: Eccentric circle, Hebrew ���� ����, lit. circle of the center. For this
expression, see below §: and note.

[2]–: Know that when Saturn … 〈it generates〉 moisture. That the
planet’s power is manifest when it rises in its eccentric orb is a leitmotif
in Ibn Ezra’s introductions to astrology: ����� ��	� �����… ��	�� ��	��
���
�� ��	�� �	�
 	��	�� �	����	 �	���� (“the power of a planet is
manifest … when it rises in the orb of apogee and perigee, whose center
is far from the center of the Earth”) (Reshit .Hokhmah, , V, lii:–);
��		 �� ���� 	�	���� ��	���� (“A planet in its apogee is like a man riding
his horse”) (ibid., VIII, lxvi:). In .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –, Ibn
Ezra reveals that the Indian scientists are his source for this theory. See
also .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg
, ff. , . For Saturn at the apogee or perigee of its eccentric orb, see
Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. .
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[3]: House of cold … house of heat, Hebrew 
�� ��� … ��� ���. Here
these terms designate the cold and hot signs, which are the same, respec-
tively, as the feminine (Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, Pisces)
and masculine (Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius) signs.
For this definition, see Māshā"allāh, Book on Eclipses, §:, below,
pp. –. See also Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. . Ibn Ezra usu-
ally refers to them by means of the customary name of “cold and hot
signs” (����/��
� �	���). See #Olam I, §:, §:; .Te#amim II, §.:,
pp. –;Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f.  et passim.

§

[1]: Lord at the beginning of the year. For a definition, see above, §:–
 and note. For its effects on weather, see also above, §:–.

[2]–: Likewise, if it “increases” … leaves them. For the role of the
lunar mansions in rain forecasting related to retrograde planets at the
beginning of the year, see #Olam I, §: and note there.

§

[1]: These are the mansions … al-mukhar. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:–, with the exception of al-zub"anha and sa#d al-dhabi .h, which are
replaced there by al-shwla and al-balda. Corresponds partly to the lists in
Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ) and Tractatus pluviarum,
ed. Burnett, , p. .

[2]: Six mansions are dry… al-awwal. Corresponds to #Olam I, §:,
except for al-fargh al-awwal, which is replaced there by al-fargh al-
muqaddam. Corresponds partially to the list of dry mansions in Al-
Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ) and in Tractatus pluviarum,
ed. Burnett, , p. .

[3]:There are alsomansions ofmoistness… sa#d al-su#ud. Corresponds
to Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II, – (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ): “Three mansions
are similar to themoist mansions; theymay havemore rain andmoisture
than the six mansions we have described as moist … these mansions are
al-sim"ak, al han#a, sa#d al-su#ud.” This group does not occur in #Olam I.
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§

[1]–: They also judge … lord of the month. For the role of Moon and
Venus in rain forecasting when they enter the “rain” mansions, see Al-
Kindı̄’s Letter II, – (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ), which adds Mercury
to the list. See also Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. ), where
we read that “Venus is the essence of rain, the Moon is the essence
of water.” For the role of Moon and Venus in rain forecasting see also
Tractatus pluviarum,  (ed. Burnett, p. ).

[2]: You can compute … in the Book of the Astrolabe. Both the first
and the second versions of Ibn Ezra’s Sefer Keli ha-Ne .hoshet (Book of the
Astrolabe) mention the role of the place of the Sun for finding the lunar
mansion where the Moon is at a certain day of the month, although it is
more prominent in the second version than in the first: �� ����� �� ��	��
���
 �� ���	 ������ ����� ��
� ���	 ���� ����� ���� �� ��	�� ���� ��
�
���� ������ 
	�� ��� ���	��� 
�	 ��� �� ������ ���� ���� 	���� ����
�	����� ���� ���� �	�� ���� ��	�	 ���	�� �	�� 	� ��	�� ���� ���� ��
��� ���
�� (“Know that the Moon cannot be seen when it is with Sun in
onemansion, but it becomes visible in the nextmansion. So if youwish to
know which mansion the Moon is in, if you count from the New Moon,
begin counting from the mansion where the Sun was at the moment of
the New Moon or on the day of the New Moon, and you will find the
place of the mansion of the Sun from the reckoning I have shown you.”)
(Ne.hoshet II, Mant. , f. a); ����� ���� ��
�	 ����� �	�� ���� �� ��	��
	��� ��	 �	� ���� ��� ��	 ��	�� �	�� �� ���� 
�� ����� �� ��� ���	� ��� ����
����� ���� �� ��	�� ���� �� �� ��� �	���� (“If you do not know the place of
the Moon and you wish to know which mansion it is in, begin from the
mansion where the Sun was on the day of the NewMoon and assign one
day to each mansion; but this calculation is not accurate enough because
some mansions are large and other mansions are small.”) (Ne.hoshet I,
BNF , f. b). Note that in #Olam I, §: there is an implicit
reference to Sefer Keli ha-Ne .hoshet, probably to the second version. See
note there.

[3]–: You can compute… in the Book of Reasons. This passage closely
corresponds to #Olam I, §:–, where Ibn Ezra criticizes the opinion
of the scientists of India about the  lunar mansions and emphasizes
that the slow motion of the fixed stars should be taken into account
for determining the ecliptical positions of the lunar mansions. As in
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#Olam I, §:, Ibn Ezra highlights this criticism in order to call attention
to the substantial difference between the positions of the planets in the
astronomical tables compiled according to the method of the Indian
scientists (who ignore the slow motion of the fixed stars) and in the
astronomical tables he compiled himself (which take the slow motion of
the fixed stars into account). However, whereas here Ibn Ezra’s procedure
is to subtract ° degrees from the place of the Sun, in #Olam I, §: he
says to subtract ° from the place of the Moon.The reference to the Book
of Reasons, with regard to “the Sun according to 〈the reckoning of〉 India,
which is 〈located〉 with respect to the images 〈of the constellations〉”
probably means .Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –: ���� �
 ��� ��	��
�
	� ���	 ��	
	�� ����� ����� ��� �
 ����� ����  
	� ���	 �	
	��
��� ���� ������ �	�	�� ���� ����	 ��
� ��	�� �	��� ��� �� ��� �
	��
�������� ��� �	�� �� ���� ���� !�� 	
�� �� �
 ���	� �	� �� ���� ��	 (“This
is true only with respect to the images 〈of the constellations〉; there is no
need for their [the Indian scientists] Sun, except for those who deal in the
science of the images 〈of the stars〉, which is forbidden by the law of God,
because it resembles idolatry.The 〈motion of the〉 Sun as recorded in the
tables I have written is true and flawless; after the lapse of a thousand
years there will be an error of only a few minutes”). However, .Te#amim
I, §.:, pp. –, also refers to the “year of the Sun of India” in
the context of criticism of the Indian scientists for disregarding the slow
motion of the fixed stars.

§

[1]: Many say … rulership of the month. Corresponds to #Olam I,
§:–. For a definition of the “lord of the month” and how it alters
the weather, see above, #Olam II, §:– and note.

§

[1]:The scientists of Persia… governed by Jupiter. Corresponds closely
to Al-Kindı̄’s Letter II,  (Al-Kindı̄, , p. : “Another method:
When the Moon enters Cancer in the hour of the Sun, or Virgo in the
hour of Venus, or Sagittarius in the hour of the Moon, or Leo and Libra
in the hour of Jupiter, it indicates rain in its proper times and wind
according to the sign and according towhat will be of the substance of the
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Moon itself and what will be of the substance of the signs.”) as well as to
Tractatus pluviarum (ed. Burnett, , p. : “Cum intrat Luna Cancrum
in hora Solis, vel Virginem in hora Veneris, vel Sagittarium hora Lune,
vel Geminos hora Mercurii, vel Taurum hora Martis, vel Libram hora
Iovis, significat pluviam vel ventos ad modum nature signi in quo est
dominus hore”). See also the next section (§:–), for the opinions
of the Indian scientists. By contrast, #Olam I takes no notice of these
procedures.

§

[1]: In the order … for the days. The order mentioned here—Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Sun, Moon, Mars for the nights, and Sun, Moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn for the days—is the order of the
planets that rule the first hour of the night and day respectively (or, by
extension, the whole of the respective nights and days), and not the order
of rulership of the planets over the  parts of the day or night. Ibn Ezra
explains this in .Te#amim I, §.:, –: “Know that the days 〈of the
week〉 begin from Sunday; the astrologers found out by experience that
the Sun has more power on this day than on any other day. When they
divided the day into twelve hours they always assigned the first hour to
the Sun, the lord of the day, and the second hour to Venus, whose orb
is beneath the Sun’s orb. For this reason they said that the lord of the
second 〈hour〉 of Sunday is Venus and that it is in partnership with the
Sun, the lord of the day, which has most of the power, and similarly with
the other planets. Then the eighth hour is again under the charge of the
Sun. Proceeding with this method, the diurnal part of Saturday is in the
portion of Saturn, and of the nights Wednesday night 〈is in its portion〉.”
For a similar explanation, see also Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, pp. –
: “With regard to the distribution of the days of the week among the
planets, it is natural that the first hour of the first day Sunday should
be given to the planet which is the cause of day and night, viz. the sun.
The second hour is allotted to the next lower planet Venus, the third to
Mercury, the fourth to the moon, the fifth to Saturn and so on till the
second dayMonday whose first hour falls to themoon, second to Saturn,
and so on in the same way until another Sunday arrives, when the first
hour is again the turn of the sun. The lords of the hours having been
determined in this way it was natural that the days of the week should be
assigned to the planet associated with the first hour thereof.”
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[2]–:The lord of the hour… for the days. The term “lord of the hour,”
as defined here, is frequently employed by Ibn Ezra in his astrological
oeuvre in a variety of doctrines. (a) Nativities:Moladot, BNF , f. a,
b, b et passim; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –;
§.:, pp. –; see also Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:, p. ; (b) Elections:
Miv .harim I, Munich , ff. a, b;Miv .harim II, BNF , f. a,
b, b, a, b; Miv .harim III, Modena .a, (c) Interrogations:
She"elot I, BNF , f. b, b, a; She"elot II, BNF , f. a, b, b;
She"elot III,Modena .a; (d)General astrology: #Olam II, §., §..

[3]–:The Indian scientists… is the correct one.This section continues
the discussion of the previous section, but now offering the opinion of
the Indian scientists as to the effect on rain forecasting of the lord of the
hour when it enters the beginning of a sign. Notice that the opinion of
the Indian scientists, with which Ibn Ezra agrees, is not recorded in Al-
Kindı̄’s Letter II and in Tractatus pluviarum, which confine themselves to
recording the opinion that Ibn Ezra ascribes in §: to the scientists of
Persia.

§

[1]–:The scientists of Persia… second half 〈of the year〉. Corresponds
to #Olam I, §:–, where Ya#qub Al-Kindı̄ is cited as warning that one
not pay heed “to those who say that we should observe the Sun when it
enters into the beginning of the th degree of the sign of Scorpio.” See
note there.

§

[1]:Know that…“circle of the center.”Corresponds to #Olam I, §:–.

[2]: The great circle, which is also called “circle of the center,” Hebrew
���� ���� ���� ���� ����. Here the concept of the eccentric orb is
denoted by two complementary Hebrew expressions. (a) �	�� ���� ‘great
circle’, whose plain meaning is that it is not an epicycle. Notice that ����
�	�� stands in contrast to ��� ���� ‘small circle’, meaning epicycle (see
#Olam I, §:), and that elsewhere �	�� ���� denotes the eighth orb of
the fixed stars (see notably the first sentence of Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot,
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Schoenberg , f. ). (b) ��	�� ���� ‘circle of the center’, which incor-
porates the peculiar neologism ��	� (see #Olam I, §: and note) and
appears elsewhere with the explanation that it is “not identical with the
center of the Earth” or is “far from the center of the Earth,” thereby
clearly betokening the eccentric circle. For example, 	��	�� ��	�� ����
�
�� ��	�� �	�
 = “the circle of the center whose center is far from the
center of the Earth” (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. ); ����
�
�� ��	� 	���� ��	�� = “circle of the center that is not the center of the
Earth” (Reshit .Hokhmah, , I, viii:–). Note, however, that whereas
#Olam II uses ��	�� ���� ‘circle of the center’ repeatedly (§:,; §:),
#Olam I never does.

§

[1]: Know that every year…mathematicians, and scribes. Corresponds
closely to #Olam I, §:, where for the same indications Ibn Ezra invokes
the authority of the ancient Enoch and presents the planets in a different
order (see note there). The order of the planets here is reminiscent of,
although not identical with, that in .Te#amim II, §.:–§.:, pp. –
. Regarding the Moon, corresponds to #Olam I, §:–.

[2]: Mars has a share… Sun in astrology. For a general statement about
Mars and its association with medicine, see: Miv .harim I, Munich ,
ff. b, b; Moladot, BNF , f. a. Here Ibn Ezra writes that
Mars has only “a share” (�	��	�) in the science of medicine, because he
views medicine as a dual art, composed of a “hard” version under the
sign of Mars and a “soft” version under Venus. This is stated clearly in
.Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –: ��	�	�
� ����� �	��	� ����	 ��������
����	� ��
 ��� ��� ��
�� �� �� ���	 ������ �� �
	� ������ 
	��� �� ����	
(“Mars and Venus have a partnership in the science of medicine, because
Mars indicateswounds andVenus all the essenceswith a pleasant smell.”).
For this dual conception of medicine and its theological offshoots, see
Sela, , pp. –. Mars’ specific role in the science of medicine
is qualified in .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –, as follows: ���� 	��	��
���	
	���	 ������	 �	�	�
� (“the science of medicine and surgery belong
to it”). The latter statement is corroborated in Arabic and Latin astrolog-
ical works:Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , VII:, v, p. ;Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, ,
§, p. ; Epitome, , sig Dr. The view that the Sun is in charge
of astrology is quite unusual.
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§

[1]: Saturn gives … up to ten years. This method of allocation of the
ages of human life in ten-year intervals to the seven planets, according
to the order of their orbs, is unusual. For two alternative and quite
commonplace methods of chronocratores, see Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot,
Schoenberg , f. .

§

[1]: So if a planet is strong… vice versa. See #Olam I, §: and §:.

[2]–: Accordingly … a bit of sweetness. For the rise and fall of prices
according to the planets’ power, see #Olam I, §:–, §:–. The
various indications of the planets presented here may be readily traced
in introductions to astrology, in the sections on the planets’ qualities.
As an illustration, regarding the connection between the Sun and gold,
Saturn and lead, Saturn and anything sour and cold, Jupiter and anything
sweet, and between Venus and anything fertile and fat, seeMishpe.tei ha-
Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –.

§

[1]–: You can know … its mean motion. This section summarizes in
rough lines the contents of the fifth chapter of Reshit .Hokhmah I (Reshit
.Hokhmah, , V, li:–liii:), which is headed: ���
	 ���
��� ��	����
����	��	 ���	 (“On the fortune of the planets, and on their misfortune,
powers, and weaknesses.”).This chapter, in its turn, is an almost verbatim
translation ofAbūMa#shar’sKitāb al-Mad .hal, ,VII:, v, pp. –.
See also: Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –, ; Epitome,
, xxiv, sig. Drv–Er (de fortitudine planetarum).

[2]–: Many said … things in the middle. Corresponds to Mishpe.tei
ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –, where the two rival positions
are maintained by the Ancients and King Ptolemy respectively, and to
.Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –, where the same positions are defended
by the Indian scientists and Ptolemy. Ibn Ezra takes a similar middle
ground in both sources, as in the current section of #Olam II.
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THE BOOK OF MĀSHĀ"ALLĀH ON ECLIPSES OF
THEMOONAND THE SUN, THE CONJUNCTIONS OF THE
PLANETS, AND THE REVOLUTIONS OF THE YEARS

Themain purpose of this section is to offer the first critical edition of the
Hebrew translation of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses, and to reconsider
the opinion that Ibn Ezra was the translator. The twelve chapters of the
book address the planetary influences on weather, plagues, and the rise
of kings and prophets, with special attention to solar and lunar eclipses
and the conjunctions of the upper planets. Māshā"allāh divides these
conjunctions into “great,” “middle,” and “small,” meaning respectively the
conjunctions of Saturn-Jupiter, Saturn-Mars, and Jupiter-Mars, rather
than the three classical types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions.This unique
classification was never used by other Arabic astrologers to interpret the
history of Islam or by Abraham Bar .Hiyya and Abraham Ibn Ezra to
explicate Jewish history.
The original Arabic text of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses is now lost;

it has survived in Hebrew and Latin translations only.TheHebrew trans-
lation circulated widely; the digital catalogue of the IMHM lists at least
 extant manuscript copies. The earliest copy known to me was made
no later than  and is included in an anthology of astrological and
astronomical works by AbrahamBar .Hiyya and Abraham Ibn Ezra.1This
copy, however, includes only the last four chapters.The Latin translation,
made by John of Seville in the first half of the twelfth century, also circu-
lated widely, with more than  extant manuscripts, and five print edi-
tions between  and .2
The edition of the Hebrew text offered here is based on the following

six manuscripts, among the oldest of the surviving manuscript copies,
collated with the Latin translation.

1 Paris, BibliothèqueNationale de France,MS héb. , ff. a–b. For a descrip-
tion of this manuscript, see above, pp. –. For the year  as the terminus ante quem
for this astrological anthology, see esp. f. b. See also Vajda, , p. .

2 See notice by David Juste at http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/pdf/fahmesahw.pdf.
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� Oxford, Bodleian Library, Add. Qu.  [Neubauer ] (IMHM:
F ), , ff. a–a.

� Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–b.


 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. a–b.

� Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia , (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. a–b.

� Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–a.

� Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–b.

� Epistola Messahalae, , sig. Fiiir–Giiiv.

I selected MS � as the copy text. This is the earliest complete copy
available (written in ) and, of the six manuscripts consulted, evinces
the closest proximity to the Latin translation by John of Seville. The
Hebrew text is accompanied by anEnglish translation and a commentary.
I ammuch indebted to B.R.Goldstein’s existing English translation of this
text, which is accompanied by an enlightening theoretical introduction.3
I have added punctuation to the Hebrew text and, to facilitate references,
I have divided it into sections and sentences.

Was Ibn Ezra the translator of Māshā"allāh’s Book on Eclipses?

Moritz Steinschneider (–), in a brief note, was the first to
tentatively attribute the Hebrew translation of Māshā"allāh’s Book on
Eclipses to Ibn Ezra, arguing that the translation (along with that of
Māshā"allāh’s Book of Interrogations) can be found together with Ibn
Ezra’s other astrological works.4 A scrutiny of the manuscript copies of

3 Book on Eclipses, , pp. –. This work incorporates an introduction and
the English translation alone. Goldstein based his translation on the transcription of the
Hebrew text in Sefer le-Masha"allah bi-qadrut ha-levanah we-ha-šemeš, ed. Menasseh
Grossberg (London, ), bound with Sefer Ye.sirah, after p. . Grossberg based his
transcription on a single manuscript copied in : Oxford, Bodleian Library, Mich. 
[Neubauer ], ff. a–a.

4 Steinschneider, , p. . Elsewhere (Steinschneider, , –, § ())
Steinschneider did not explicitly credit Ibn Ezra with the translation of Māshā"allāh’s
treatise.
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the Hebrew translation of the Eclipses listed in the digital catalogue of
the IMHM confirms this:  out of the  copies are part of collections
that include various combinations of Ibn Ezra’s astrological works. But
this cannot be taken as proof of Ibn Ezra’s authorship of the translation.
Nevertheless, since Steinschneider it has customarily been assigned to
Ibn Ezra, without any further scrutiny of the matter.
Below I present four points: first, the grounds for accepting Ibn Ezra’s

authorship over the translation; then, three reasons for denying his au-
thorship. I suggest that the Hebrew translation was made before 5
by a translator who had some familiarity with Ibn Ezra’s astrological
vocabulary but departed from it significantly in many instances, notably
in the use of Hebrew technical terms and Latin loanwords or calques
never employed by Ibn Ezra.

. The translation includes several of Ibn Ezra’s most idiosyncratic
Hebrew neologisms: (a) ���
��, lit. servants, for the planets;6 (b)
���	�, denoting the four elements and the qualities of the planets
and signs;7 (c) �	
��, lit. darkness, for eclipse;8 (d) �
��� for con-
junction;9 and (e) ���� ��	�� for the revolution of the year.10

. The translator does not explicitly identify himself, whereas Ibn Ezra
makes his presence clearly felt in all his works and as a rule identifies
himself in the introduction.11 Nor does Ibn Ezra ever refer explicitly
to any part of Māshā"allāh’s Book on the Eclipses in his astrological
work, including the two versions of Sefer ha-#Olam.

. The translation incorporates a series of a technical terms never used
by Abraham Ibn Ezra and so alien to his distinctive astrological
and scientific vocabulary that they strongly suggest that he could
not have possibly been the translator: (a) �����, for climate;12 (b)
���	�� ������, lit. stable and mixed, for “fixed” and “bicorporal”

5 See above, p. .
6 Book on Eclipses, §: and note, §:.
7 Ibid., §: and note, §:, §:.
8 Ibid., §: and note, §:, §:, §:, §:, §:, §:.
9 Ibid., §: and note, §:–, §:–, §:–, §:–.
10 Ibid., §:, §:, , .
11 A notable case is Ibn Ezra’s translation of Ibn al-Muthannā’s Commentary on the

Astronomical Tables of al-Khwārizmı̄, which begins as follows (Ibn al-Muthannâ’s Com-
mentary, , pp. , ): ����
�� ���� ��
�� ��� �
��� �� ���� �	�	 �
	��	 ����� �����
(“In the name of the honored and revered Lord, may he be a help to me. Abraham Ibn
Ezra, the Spaniard, spoke,”). See alsoMoladot, Introduction, §:.

12 Book on Eclipses, §: and note, §:, §:; §:, §:, §:.
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signs;13 (c) �	���, for the cardines of the horoscope;14 (d) �	���, for
exaltation;15 (e) ���� ���, for house of dejection;16 and (f) 
	�� for
planetary conjunction.17

. Ibn Ezra, a purist in his Hebrew, avoided Latin loanwords or
calques, especially when intended to replace common and ready-
to-handHebrew words. In the translation, however, we encounter a
number of Latin loanwords and, in one notable case, a Latin calque,
as follows: (a) 	�
	��, �
��, 
���	�, �	�
	�
�, which stand for Mer-
curius, Jupiter, Mars and Saturnus;18 (b) 	��
����, a loanword for
the Latin septentrionalis ‘northern’;19 (c) ���	��	���	 ����, from the
Latin hylech vel alcochoden and hailing from the Persian haylāj and
kadkhuda;20 (d) the calque �	�� ��� ‘midday’, used, on the model
of the Latin meridionalis, to mean “southern,”21 although there is
no shortage of Hebrew words with this sense. The incorporation of
these Latin loanwords and calques in the translation suggests that
the Latin of John of Seville may have been available to the translator,
alongside the Arabic original.

13 Ibid., §: and note, §:.
14 Ibid., §: and note.
15 Ibid., §: and note.
16 Ibid., §: and note.
17 Ibid., §:, §: and note.
18 Ibid., §:, §:, §:, §:, §:, §:, §:, §:.Note, however, that in some

manuscripts these planets are given their standard Hebrew names.
19 Ibid., §: and note.
20 Ibid., §: and note.
21 Ibid., §: and note.
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In the name of God, I begin Māshā"allāh’s Book on the Eclipses of the
Moon and the Sun, the Conjunctions of the Planets, and the Revolutions
of the Years. It has  chapters.

First chapter: On the orb, the planets, and their effects on the world.
Second chapter: On the sequence of alterations, that is, the effects of the
planets on the climates.
Third 〈chapter〉: On the zodiacal signs and their natures, either cold or
hot, and which of them is tropical, diurnal, or nocturnal.
Fourth 〈chapter〉: On the revolutions of the years.
Fifth 〈chapter〉: On eclipses of the Sun and of theMoon at theirmidpoint.
Sixth 〈chapter〉: On the variability of the seasons as a result of themotions
of the planets across the signs.
Seventh 〈chapter〉: On the eclipse of the Sun and its appearance.
Eighth 〈chapter〉: On the conjunction of the planets and their effects.
Ninth 〈chapter〉: On the conjunction of the upper planets.
Tenth 〈chapter〉: On the great conjunction.
Eleventh 〈chapter〉: On the middle conjunction.
Twelfth 〈chapter〉: On the small conjunction.

 () First chapter. Māshā"allāh said that the Maker of all created the
Earth in the shape of a circle. He put around the Earth the orb, which
rotates at all time. ()The Earth stands firm andmotionless in the center
of the orb, turning neither to the right nor to the left. He created the four
elements,1 which change in accordance to the change and the power of
the seven planets. ()The Head of the Dragon, the zodiacal signs, and all
the stars share power with the seven planets2 with regard to their effects
and natures. The effects of the stars in the world are like the stone called

1 To denote the four basic elements, the translator employs ���	�, an idiosyncratic
Hebrew coinage by Ibn Ezra denoting the concept of nature. See #Olam II, §: and note;
Glossary s.v. “nature.”

2 Here the translator uses ���
��, which is one of Ibn Ezra’s most idiosyncratic
Hebrew neologisms, employed to denote the planets. See #Olam II, §: and note;
Glossary s.v. “planets.”
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“magnet,”which attracts ironwhen close to it.3 () Likewise, all the plants,
trees, and creatures on the Earth are created by virtue of the planets’
power and motion, and all building or destruction on the Earth and all
occurrences in the world are because of the planets. ()The proof thereof
isman’s affairs and accidents and everything that befalls him, for youmay
find a man who is wise and sagacious in everything but cannot make
money, but find others who are dim-witted and devoid of wisdom but
prosper in all their affairs. () All this has been decreed by God through
the power of the stars and their strength.

 () Second chapter. Māshā"allāh said: know that the effects of the
stars depend on the climates;4 for you may find planets that are benefic
in one climate but they themselves are malefic in another climate. ()
Indeed, you should understand the matter of the climates; for instance,
the climate of the Ethiopians, which is always hot, and the climate of
the Slavs,5 which is always cold.6 () 〈Therefore,〉 when the stars indicate
cold in the climate of the Ethiopians, you should decree that their air
[i.e., weather] will be temperate but 〈when the stars indicate cold〉 in the
climate of the Slaves 〈the weather〉 will be bitter cold and people will die
because of the intensity of the cold. () Know that astrology is a very
difficult subject, but it is advisable for a man to know its main points
thereof, for example, the revolution of the year and the eclipses,7 and to

3 Ibn Ezra never uses the word ���� ‘magnet’, but he refers to it in two of his
commentaries in similar terms. See long comm. on Ex. :: ��� �� ���	�� ���� �� ����
����
�� �� ���	�� ��� �� �� ����	 (“For a 〈special〉 power exists in the nature of each
particular stone, and there is a stone that attracts iron”); short comm. on Ex. :: ����
����
�� ���	�� ���� ��	�� ���� �	��� �� ���
 ��
�� ���	�� ��� (“For there are in nature
many things that the scientists of theworld do not know, like the stone that attracts iron.”).

4 Here the translator uses �����, a calque of the Arabic "iqlim, which is the standard
term used by medieval Jewish writers for the concept of climate. But Ibn Ezra preferred
biblical terms, systematically refrained from using �����, and frequently employed �	��,
which he took from Psalms : and identified, in his commentary there, with the
climates. See Introduction toMoladot, §: and note, below, pp. –.

5 The prothetic e- in the Hebrew �%�#�%�%�,� suggests that the word was borrowed from
some of the emerging Romance vernaculars, possibly from Old Spanish.

6 This idea is based on Tetrabiblos, , I:, pp. –. See Introduction to
Moladot §: and note, below, pp. –.

7 For “eclipse” the translator employs, here and elsewhere, �	
��, an idiosyncratic
coinage by Ibn Ezra. See #Olam I, §: and note; Glossary s.v. “lunar eclipse,” “solar
eclipse.”
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knowwhat they indicate, and to know according to the nature of the signs
what they indicate in every climate. () I have already shown you all that
in my other books, but now I will teach you some of them in brief.

 () Third chapter. Māshā"allāh said: There are  zodiacal signs, each
sign has  degrees, each degree  minutes, each minute  seconds,
and so on ad infinitum. ()These are their names: A[ries], T[aurus], and
G[emini]; C[ancer], L[eo], and V[irgo]; L[ibra], S[corpio], and S[agit-
tarius]; C[apricorn], A[quarius], and P[isces]. They indicate fire, water,
earth, and air. () Three of them are fiery, namely, A[ries], L[eo], and
S[agittarius]; three are earthy, namely, T[aurus], V[irgo], and C[apri-
corn]; three are airy, namely, G[emini], L[ibra], and Aquarius; and three
are watery, namely, C[ancer], S[corpio], and P[isces].8 () Know that the
masculine signs are hot and the feminine 〈signs〉 are cold; the masculine
〈signs〉 are diurnal and the feminine 〈signs〉 are nocturnal.9 () Some of
them are tropical, 〈some are〉 fixed, and 〈some are〉 bicorporal: Aries,
Cancer, Libra, andCapricorn are tropical, because there is a change of the
season 〈when the Sun enters〉 them; Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius

8 This four-part classification divides the signs according to whether they are hot or
cold, dry or moist, thereby ascribing to each of the four groups one of the four basic
elements, which is considered to be their common “nature.” The signs are also divided
into four groups, called triplicities, by means of four equilateral triangles, drawn across
the zodiac, whose apexes touch the cusps of the corresponding signs. This four-part
classification is common in introductions to astrology: Tetrabiblos, , I:, pp. –;
Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m, , §, pp. –; Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , II:–, v, pp. –;
Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı , I:, pp. –; Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , f. ; #Olam I,
§:–; #Olam II, §:; comm. on Ex. : §:–, §: (below, pp. –).

9 According to introductions to astrology, the masculine signs, which are hot, are
identical with the diurnal signs (Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius and Aquarius); the
feminine signs, which are cold, are identical with the nocturnal ones (Taurus, Cancer,
Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, Pisces). SeeTetrabiblos, , I:, pp. –;Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m,
, §–, pp. –; Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , II:–, v, pp. –; .Te#amim I,
§.:, pp. –; §.:, pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –. For cold signs,
see #Olam I, §:, §:; #Olam II, §:.
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are fixed, because they are the height of each season; Gemini, Virgo,
Sagittarius, and Pisces are bicorporal, because weather becomes mixed
〈when the Sun enters〉 them.10 () These are the natures of the signs.

 () Fourth chapter. Māshā"allāh said: If you wish to know whether
there will be rain or wind in the world, correct the ascendant at the time
when the Sun enters Aries, and correct11 the location of the seven planets,
and know that the ruler of the chart, if it is a benefic planet, indicates good
fortune in the world, but if it is a malefic 〈planet〉 it indicates misfortune.
() Proceed likewise at the 〈beginnings of the〉 four seasons and 〈at the
beginning〉 of every month. () Know that if the planets conjoin in the
watery signs at the revolution of the year, they indicate abundant rain.
() If they conjoin in the fiery signs, they indicate high prices and famine
because of the intense heat and dryness.12 () If 〈they conjoin〉 in the
airy signs they indicate winds: 〈all of these indications are〉 what will be
in the 〈beginnings of the〉 four seasons.13 () If they are in the earthy
signs, which are cold, they indicate cold and temperate heat. () Know
that when Mars and Saturn are the rulers of the year and benefic planets
do not aspect them, they indicate wars and slaughter in the world.14 () If
Mars is the ruler of the summer quarter 〈of the year〉 and it [Mars] is in a
〈planetary〉 house of Mercury [i.e., in Gemini or Virgo], it indicates rain
and death in the world. () Know that famine and illnesses come from
the conjunction15 of the planets in the fiery signs. Know and understand
〈this〉.

10 This is a well known tripartite classification of the zodiacal signs, in accordance
with the prevailing weather as the Sun traverses them in its annual path. See Tetrabiblos,
, I:, pp. –; Kitāb al-Mad .hal, , II:, v, p. ; Abbreviation, , I:–,
pp. –, Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m, , §, p. ; Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , I:, p. . Ibn Ezra
frequently applies these three categories in his astrological work, but he uses a different
nomenclature for the fixed signs (����	� or ������ instead of �����; see #Olam II, §:–)
and for the bicorporal signs (�	�	� ��� ���� instead of ���	��). See also .Te#amim, ,
“Glossary” s.v. “bicorporal,” “fixed” (pp. , ).

11 For the concept of “correction,” see #Olam I, §: and note.
12 Corresponds to #Olam II, §:.
13 I.e., the conjunction at the start of spring refers to spring, that at the start of summer

to summer, etc.
14 Corresponds to #Olam II, §:.
15 Here and elsewhere the translator employs �
��� for the concept of planetary

conjunction. This is an idiosyncratic coinage by Ibn Ezra, which he uses frequently. See
#Olam I, §: and note; Glossary s.v. “conjunction.”
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 () Fifth Chapter. Māshā"allāh said: When an eclipse of the Sun or of
the Moon takes place, you need to know whether they are completely
or partially eclipsed,16 and to know the ascendant at the middle of the
eclipse,17 and to know the planet that is the lord of the ascendant of the
chart. () If it is a malefic 〈planet〉 it indicates misfortune, and if it is a
benefic 〈planet〉 it indicates good fortune. () Know that when the eclipse
of the Moon takes place in a cold sign it indicates intense cold, and if in
a watery sign 〈it indicates〉 abundant rain, particularly during the winter.
But if it takes place in summer the weather will be temperate. () Know
that if the benefic planets aspect the Moon and receive18 it, they indicate
good fortune.

 () Sixth Chapter. Māshā"allāh said: When you want to know some-
thing about mundane affairs, find out whether the slow planets19 are in
the cold or hot signs. () If they are in the hot 〈signs〉 they indicate heat
in the summer and temperate weather in the winter. () If they are in
the cold 〈signs〉 they indicate cold in the winter and temperate weather
in the summer. () If the planets are in the watery signs they indicate
rain and bad weather with abundant rain in the winter, and temperate
air and 〈heavy〉 dew in the summer. () If you try this you will find that
it really happens, as decreed by the Creator. () The slow planets are Sat-
urn, Jupiter, and Mars, and the Sun is associated with them. () Know:
the slow planets indicate dryness and famine in the climate that corre-
sponds to them, but when they are distant from the climate they indicate
abundant rain. () When the planets are in the northern signs,20 they are

16 Corresponds to #Olam I, §: (see note there); #Olam II, §:–. See below, §:.
17 See below, §:.
18 For the condition of “reception,” see Kitāb al-Taf .hı̄m, , §, pp. –:

“Reception. When an inferior planet arrives in one of the dignities proper to a superior
one ….” For a similar definition, see Reshit .Hokhmah, , VII, lxi:–.

19 For a similar Hebrew nomenclature (����� ����	�) to denote the upper planets
(Saturn, Jupiter, Mars), see #Olam I, §:.

20 The northern signs—from Aries to Virgo—and southern signs—from Libra to
Pisces—refer to a bipartite classification of the zodiacal signs as above or below the celes-
tial equator. Here the translator uses 	��
����, a loanword from the Latin septentrionalis
‘northern’. Note, however, that the Hebrew 	��
���� lacks the Latin case ending, which
suggests that the borrowing is from some of the emerging Romance vernaculars, possi-
bly fromOld Spanish. Ibn Ezra never uses Latin loanwords; in this context he employs the
common Hebrew words ��	�� and ��	
�. See, inter alia,Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoen-
berg , f. ; #Olam II, §:.
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above the climates and close to them, but when they are in the southern
sign,21 they are distant 〈from the climates〉.22 () Know: if the heavy
planets are oriental 〈of the Sun〉 they indicate dryness in the summer and
temperate 〈weather〉 in winter, but if they are occidental 〈of the Sun〉 they
indicate abundant rain in winter and temperate 〈weather〉 in summer.

 () Seventh chapter. Māshā"allāh said: Know that an eclipse of the Sun
indicates the future according to the size of the eclipse when a quarter
or more is eclipsed.23 () To determine 〈what is indicated by〉 a solar
eclipse you should determine the ascendant at the 〈time of the〉 middle
of the eclipse and the location of the ruling planets at the moment of
the middle of the eclipse.24 () If they are malefic 〈planets〉 they indicate
destruction, and the death of kings and princes, but if they are benefic
〈planets〉 they indicate good fortune and the soundness of every thing.
() Know that a solar eclipse in Aries indicates the death of kings and
rulers, dryness and famine, and likewise in the 〈other〉 fiery signs. In
watery signs it indicates rain that causes great damage. () Know that if
benefic planets aspect 〈the eclipse〉 theymitigate themisfortune and if the
malefic 〈planets〉 aspect 〈the eclipse〉 they add misfortune to misfortune.

21 See previous note. Here the translator uses the calque �	�� ���, lit. midday, based on
the Latinmeridionalis, both “noon” and “southern.”

22 Until the end of the Middle Ages the oecumene—the inhabited part of the Earth
divided into seven climates—was considered to be located in the northern hemisphere
of the Earth. Hence the northern zodiacal signs that are above the celestial equator were
considered to be closer to the climates and the southern zodiacal signs that are below the
celestial equator were considered to be distant from the climates.

23 Corresponds to #Olam I, §:.
24 Corresponds to #Olam I, §:; #Olam II, §:–.
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() Know that if the Sun and the Moon are the hyleg or the alcochoden25
in the horoscopic diagram of a man and they are eclipsed, they indicate
great misfortune and grave illness for the native, on condition that the
benefic planets do not aspect 〈the eclipse〉.

 () Eighth chapter. Māshā"allāh said: A conjunction of the planets
indicates future events related to general affairs. () Observe whether the
upper planets conjoin the lower 〈planets〉, because they portend good
fortune if the benefic 〈planets〉 are strong in the horoscopic diagram of
the conjunction, but if the malefic 〈planets〉 are strong, they portend
misfortune. () Know that if the malefic planets conjoin in the zodiacal
signs, they signify misfortune according to the 〈nature of the〉 sign: if
they conjoin in the watery signs, they signify damaging rain, and likewise
regarding the other signs, but if they conjoin in the feminine signs they
signify diseases and death in any female or male living creatures. ()
Know: if the conjunction of the planets and the eclipse of the luminaries
takes place in the fixed signs, they indicate lasting and acute misfortune,
and if in the tropical signs 〈they indicate〉 brief misfortune, and if in
the bicorporal 〈signs〉 they indicate moderate misfortune, and they also
indicate good fortune according to the strength of the signs.

 () Ninth chapter. Māshā"allāh said that momentous events occur
by virtue of the conjunction of the upper planets, and this is because
they do not move rapidly. () When the three upper planets conjoin in

25 Māshā"allāh refers here to a doctrine employed in nativities to find the prospective
lifespan of the native, in which the Sun and Moon play an important role. For the hyleg
and alcochoden, seeMoladot, BNF , ff. a–b: �	�� ��� ��� �� ����� �	�	�� �� 	������
���	�� ��� ��	� ����� ��� �	�� ���� 	� �	
	��� �
��� �	�� ���	 ������	 �	�� �	
	��� ���
�� �����	 ����� ����� �	�	�� ��� 	�
�� ���
��	 … �	�� �
	�� ���	 ����	�� ����� ���	
�������	 
�� �	��� ��� �	
��	 ������� (“We know that there are five places of life: [–]
the two places of the luminaries by day and by night, [] and the third is the place of
the luminaries’ conjunction or opposition, whichever occurs last before the birth of the
native, [] and the fourth is the degree of the ascendant, [] and the fifth is the lot of
fortune…The Persians designate the five places of life hyl"ej and the ruler the kadkad"ah,
meaning male and female”). For an almost identical account, see .Te#amim II, §.:–,
–. The hyl"ej is subsequently “directed” to a malefic place (Hebrew: �
 �	��)—i.e.,
the degrees of the resulting zodiacal arc converted into a number of years, which represent
the native’s prospective lifespan. ���	��	���	 ���� is from the Latin hylech vel alcochoden,
deriving in turn from the Persian haylāj and kadkhuda. In .Te#amim II, §.: (pp. –
; see note on pp. ) andMoladot (BNF , f. a) Ibn Ezra refers to them as �������
������, hyl"ej, kadkad"ah, and immediately explains the terms.
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related texts 

one term,26 or in one decan,27 and the Sun aspects them, they indicate
the destruction of nations and kingdoms, and their migration from
one place to another, and they indicate ancient things according to
the complexion of their powers and to the nature of the signs 〈where
they conjoin〉. () This great conjunction28 portends the rise of prophets
and seers, and the destruction of some of the climates, particularly if
one of the lower planets aspects them. () Know that the strongest of
them is the ruler and the significator. () If it is one of the benefic
〈planets〉 it indicates good fortune but if it is amalefic 〈planet〉 it indicates
misfortune and confusion. () Know that if these planets conjoin in their
exaltation,29 they indicate good fortune, improvement of time, many
wars, and portents and miracles, but if they conjoin in their house of
dejection30 they indicate evil, destruction, dryness, and famine, if they are
not benefic 〈planets〉. () If they conjoin in the fiery signs they indicate
dryness, if in the watery signs they indicate abundant rain, in the airy
signs they indicate the force of a strong wind, and in the earthy signs
〈they indicate〉 intense cold. () If they conjoin in the masculine signs
they indicate the destruction of male living things, and likewise 〈if they
conjoin〉 in the feminine signs they indicate the destruction of female
living things.

 () Tenth chapter. Māshā"allāh said: I have already said that momen-
tous events come about because of the great conjunction, which is of the
upper planets, some of whose conjunctions indicate the magnitude of
future events. () The conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn is a great con-
junction that indicates a great future event. () To make a prediction of

26 See note on #Olam I, §:.
27 See note on #Olam II, §:.
28 Here the translator uses 
	��� to denote a planetary conjunction. By contrast, Ibn

Ezra employs �
��� and never uses 
	��� in this sense. See Glossary s.v. “conjunction”
and the other related collocations. But the translator also uses �
��� as in §:, §: et
passim. See also §:, where the translator, to convey themeaning of “great conjunction”,
uses ��	��� �
���� instead of �	��� 
	����.

29 The word �	��� is a very rare rendering of exaltation. For this meaning Ibn Ezra
never uses �	��� but employs the neologism �	��, lit. honor. See #Olam I, §:; #Olam
II, §:.

30 The planet’s dejection or fall (Latin casus) is the opposite of its exaltation or the
seventh sign from the house of exaltation. To denote this meaning the translator uses
���� ���, lit. house of hate, a neologism that Ibn Ezra uses with the meaning of house
of detriment, that is, the opposite of the planetary house or the seventh sign from the
planetary house of each planet. See #Olam I, §:; §: §:.
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that future event, determine the time of their conjunction, the ascendant,
and the 〈position of the〉 planets. () Determine the ruler of the chart: if
it is a benefic 〈planet〉 it signifies good fortune and improvement of the
times, but if it is a malefic 〈planet〉 it signifies misfortune, destruction,
dryness, famine, and wars. () Know that if Jupiter is stronger than Sat-
urn, it signifies good fortune in a conjunction, but if Saturn is stronger
it signifies misfortune and sorrow in the conjunction. ()Their conjunc-
tions in the fiery and airy signs indicate dryness, high prices, destruction
of cultivated lands, and famine, and in thewatery signs they signify abun-
dant rain and death if they are in an unfortunate aspect, but if in a for-
tunate aspect they portend improvement in anything indicated by them
and an lessening of misfortune. () Know that the great conjunction, if it
takes place in one of the cardines,31 and particularly at midheaven, indi-
cates that a king or a prophet will rise in the region 〈ruled by〉 the sign.32
() If this sign and its lords are in a fortunate aspect, they indicate that
the king who is about to rise will be victorious and dominant, but if they
are not in a fortunate aspect they indicate that king’s death.

 () Eleventh chapter. Māshā"allāh said: The middle conjunction is
〈the conjunction〉 of Mars and Saturn,33 and it portends war and conflict
if the ruler of the chart is strong and a malefic planet, but if the ruler
is a benefic 〈planet〉 it indicates good fortune and improvement. ()
Know that if the conjunction takes place in signs with a human shape34
it indicates diseases. () Know that their conjunction, if it takes place in
one of the turning points of the year, it indicates war and conflict between
kings, and that the conflict will continue until they conjoin again. 〈If they
conjoin〉 in the earthy signs, it indicates intense cold and snow. () Know
that if the benefic 〈planets〉 are in aspect they lessen the misfortune, but
if the malefic 〈planets〉 are in aspect they increase 〈the misfortune〉.

31 Here the translator uses �	��� to denote the cardines of the horoscope. Ibn Ezra
never uses this word in this sense, preferring �	���. See Glossary, s.v. “cardines.”

32 Cf. #Olam I, §: and On Great Conjunctions, , II, §.:, p. . For lists of
countries governed by signs, see #Olam I, §:–; §:–; #Olam II, §:, §:–;
§:–.

33 See #Olam I, §:; #Olam II, §:, which refers to the Saturn-Mars conjunction in
Cancer, which recurs every  years.

34 This is a reference to Gemini, Virgo, Libra, and half of Sagittarius and Aquarius. See
#Olam I, §: and note.
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 () Twelfth chapter. Māshā"allāh said: The small conjunction is the
conjunction of Jupiter and Mars,35 which indicate rain, clouds, unstable
weather, and war and conflict. () If a benefic planet is the ruler of this
conjunction, it indicates good fortune, but if a malefic 〈planet is the ruler
of this conjunction〉, it indicates misfortune. () Know that if Mars and
Jupiter are in the ascendant at the 〈beginning of the〉 year in which they
conjoin, or at one of the turning points of the year, they indicate flight,
expulsion, and quarrel of kings, if benefic 〈planets〉 are not in aspect. ()
Know that if a benefic 〈planet〉 conjoins a malefic 〈planet〉, you should
decree according to the stronger, because it is victorious, and if a malefic
〈planet〉 conjoins another malefic 〈planet〉 this indicates an increase of
misfortune, on condition that a benefic 〈planet〉 is not the ruler of the
conjunction, but if a benefic 〈planet is the ruler〉 it indicates good fortune.

Blessed beHewho gives power to the faint, and to him that hath nomight
He increaseth strength (Isa. :).

35 Cf. On Great Conjunctions, , II, §.:, p. .





THE TENTH CHAPTER OF RESHIT .HOKHMAH

A transcription of the Hebrew text of the tenth chapter of Sefer Reshit
.Hokhmah, accompanied by an English translation and commentary, are
presented here. Because the text in a previous edition (Reshit .Hokhmah,
, X, lxxv:–lxxvi:) is sometimes unsatisfactory, I have produced a
new text based on six manuscripts:


 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th–th centuries, ff. b–b.

� Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–a.

� Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, Schoenberg Collection
LJS  (IMHM: F ), th century, ff. –.

� New York, JewishTheological Seminary, Mic  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–b.

� Cambridge, University Library, Add.  (IMHM: F ),
th–th centuries, ff. b–a.

� Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Urbinati Ebr.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. a–b.

MS 
, the clearest and most precise, served as the copy text. I have added
punctuation to the Hebrew text and divided it into sections and passages
to facilitate references. The same applies to the English translation. This
is not intended to be a definitive critical edition; that must wait for a
forthcoming volume devoted to Ibn Ezra’s introductions to astrology.1

1 For a study of the contents of this text, see above, pp. –.
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 () Tenth chapter: on aspects and directions. () Know that the as-
pects, as well as the directions to them, are 〈calculated〉 by two meth-
ods.36 ()The first method is 〈to calculate the〉 aspect of the 〈planet’s〉 ray
according to the reckoning of the rising times of the signs in any particu-
lar city. ()The secondmethod is 〈to count〉 the number of degrees of the
signs, which are the same in every city.37 () If the planet is in the degree
of the ascendant, direct it according to the rising times of the signs at that
〈terrestrial〉 location; if it is in the cusp of the seventh place, direct it by
exchanging the degree of the planet, that is, 〈by taking〉 the degree that
is opposite its [the planet’s] degree; if it is at the cusp of the line of the
midheaven or in the cusp of the fourth place, direct it according to the
rising times at sphaera recta.38 ()This is Enoch’s opinion; but the second
method, towhich all the astrologers consent, is that you should direct any
planet or 〈any〉 lot you need to direct, at any location on the 〈zodiacal〉
circle in equal degrees of the zodiacal circle, but not at sphaera recta;
this was tested innumerable times and was found to be correct. () The
aspect of opposition is always °, and the aspect of trine °, and the

36 A similar dual methodology is proposed in Sefer Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot: ����	������
��� ���� ��� ��	
��� �	���� ����  
�� ����
� ���� �

�� �	�	�� ����� ���� ���  �
�
�	��  
�� �� �	���� �� ������ ��� �	���� ���	… ������ ���� 	��� ����� ���� ���	 ������
���������� �	��� (“The directions. Direct the five places of domination by two methods.
One method is in equal degrees, 〈assigning〉 to each degree one complete year, and the
days of the year are 〈assigned〉 in accordance with the minutes of the degree. … Assign
to this direction a third of the power 〈you assign〉 in the direction according to the rising
times.”) (Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. –).

37 The term “rising time” refers to how many degrees of the equator cross the horizon
of a given locality simultaneously with the consecutive zodiacal signs. The “rising time”
changes according to the terrestrial latitude of the observation. For an example, see
Almagest, , II:, pp. –. See also Evans, , pp. –; Sanctification of the
NewMoon, , pp. –. The two methods mentioned differ according to whether
or not they apply the “rising time” to determine the number of degrees in the arc between
two zodiacal points in order to calculate the aspects or directions. Thus, whereas in the
first method these distances change as a function of the observer’s location, because it
employs “rising times,” in the second method these distances are the same for different
cities at different terrestrial latitudes.

38 This passage (§:–§:) is expanded on in .Te#amim I, §.:–, §.:– (pp.
– and notes, pp. –).
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aspect of quartile °, and the aspect of sextile °, all in equal degrees. ()
This is true if the planet has no latitude with respect to the ecliptic [i.e.,
if the planet is on the ecliptic], but if it has 〈some〉 latitude [i.e., if it is
slightly off the ecliptic], this will very slightly affect 〈the calculation〉. ()
Al-Battānı̄ proceeded similarly in his book,39 as did all the Ancients who
followed them [i.e., the astrologers].40 () 〈The procedure of〉 direction
means that you direct some planet or degree to the body of some planet
or to the aspect of its ray in order to know how many years there are
between them.41 () By 〈the procedure of〉 direction one may know all
good and evil that befalls kings, and 〈the transfer of〉 the conduct of the
realm from one nation to another, and the alterations that occur in the
world affecting collectives and individuals, from evil to good and from
good to evil.

 () There are five types of directions. () The first is 〈used〉 to know
general worldly affairs, such as flood and drought that devastate the
world, or the affairs of cities such as wars, and 〈the establishment of〉 new
religions. () 〈In this type of direction〉 the world is under the power of
one sign for  years, and in this direction one year corresponds to ′
′′.42 () The second 〈type of〉 direction is subordinate to the direction
of thousands and signifies what befalls individual nations and specific
regions 〈of the Earth〉. () 〈In this type of direction〉 the world is under

39 See Opus Astronomicum, , cap. LIV, pp. –.
40 This passage (§:–§:) is expanded on in .Te#amim I, §.:– (pp. –).
41 The procedure of direction—Gr. aphesis; Arab. tasyı̄r; Heb. ���	���; Lat. ductus—

involves establishing an arc of the zodiac between two zodiacal places and then converting
this arc into a period of time by setting in motion an imaginary clock-hand or pointer
that travels at a certain speed from the initial point until it reaches the final zodiacal place.
The procedure of direction is used mainly in the doctrine of nativities to determine the
length of the native’s life, by establishing an arc between one of the five “places of life”
(called hyl"eg in .Te#amim II, §.: [pp. –]) and the place of “cutting” or place
of death (Moladot, BNF , f. a). The length of life is determined by converting the
degrees of the arc, usually projected on the equator, into a corresponding number of years,
months, and days. For this procedure, see:Tetrabiblos, , III:, pp. –;Moladot,
BNF , ff. b–a; Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. , –; .Te#amim
II, §.:– (pp. – and notes, pp. –), §.:– (pp. – and notes
on pp. –); Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:–, pp. –; Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §–
, pp. –;Carmen astrologicum, , III:, III:, pp. –;Kitâb Al-Mawâlîd,
, pp. –. See also: Bouché-Leclercq, , pp. –; Tester, , pp. –.

42 (′ ′′) ·  = °.This cycle is completed in , years.This can be extrapolated
from §:, which states that the one-year direction “is completed in  years,” and from
§:, which states that, for the hundreds direction, “the world is under the power of each
sign for  years.”
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the power of each sign for  years, and in this direction one year
corresponds to ′.43 () The third type 〈of direction〉 is subordinate to
the direction of hundreds and signifies what befalls individual cities and
families. () 〈In this type of direction〉 the world is under the power of
one sign for  years; similarly, an individual person is under the power of
the sign for  years until the end of  years; in this 〈type of〉 direction
each years corresponds to °. () The fourth type is the direction called
the fardār. It is directed with regard to mundane affairs, as follows: they
begin from any planet whose house of exaltation is the first with respect
to the sign of Aries. It is only for 〈nativities〉 of those born in the day they
start from the Sun and 〈for those born at〉 night 〈they start〉 from the
Moon. The complete duration of the fardār is  〈years〉.44 () The fifth
type is the direction of single 〈years〉 with regard to mundane affairs, to
know what takes place each year. For nativities, too, each year is under
the power of one sign, and this is called the cyclical sign.45This direction
is completed in  years, and one year corresponds to °, which is equal
to the degrees of one sign.

 () Likewise, direct the great conjunction as Saturn and Jupiter shift
from triplicity to triplicity until they return to their initial position, which
takes place after  years; one year corresponds to ′ ′′ ′′′.46 ()
Direct, too, the middle conjunction, that is, the shift of the aforemen-
tioned 〈planets〉 [Saturn and Jupiter] from triplicity to triplicity, which
takes place after  years; one year corresponds to ° ′ ′′.47 () Direct,
too, the small conjunction, 〈that is〉 the shift of the aforementioned 〈plan-
ets〉 [Saturn and Jupiter] from sign to sign in the houses of the triplicities,
which takes place after approximately  years; one year corresponds to

43 ′ ·  = °. The cycle is completed in , years, when the cycle has traversed
all  signs.

44 Corresponds to #Olam A, §:–; §:–, and #Olam B, §:–; §:–.
45 See Al-Qabı̄ .s̄ı, , IV:, pp. –: “As for the years of the nativities, knowledge

of this is that you consider the complete solar years which have passed for the native and
take a sign for each year, and you begin with the ascendant of the nativity in the order of
the signs, and the sign which is next to the sign where the counting is exhausted is the
sign of the intihâ". … Its lord is called the sâl .hudây, whichmeans the lord of the year.” See
also Kitāb al-Tafhı̄m, , §, p. ; Carmen astrologicum, , IV:, pp. –.
Corresponds to Tequfah, JNUL °, f. b;Moladot, BNF , ff. a–b.

46 (′ ′′ ′′′) · ≈ °.This means that this direction moves ′ ′′ ′′′ a year and
completes the circuit of ° in  years.

47 (° ′ ′′) ·  ≈ °. This means that this direction moves ° ′ ′′ a year and
completes the circuit of ° in  years.
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approximately °.48 ()There is another direction 〈used〉 in the nativities
of human beings and in the revolution of the world year, which is to
direct from the degree of the ascendant to the body of a planet, or 〈from〉
the aspect of its ray to a particular sign or particular degree, 〈assigning〉
one degree to each year.49 The direction of the lots is the opposite of the
〈direction〉 of the signs, as mentioned by Ptolemy in Sefer ha-Peri.50

48 ° ·  = °. This means that this direction moves ° a year and completes the
circuit of ° in  years.

49 On the assumption that this fourth type of direction is set in motion when the
conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter shifts from one triplicity to another, this may be a
reference to the dawr, which moves one degree in one year, and is mentioned in #Olam
I, §:– (see note there). If it is not connected to the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions,
however, this direction may be identical with the “mighty fardar” mentioned in Abū
Ma#shar’s Kitāb al-Ulūf, , pp. , –. See also Kennedy, , pp. –. The
“mighty fardar” moves one degree a year; the cycle of  years is jointly ruled by a planet
and a zodiacal sign.

50 ���� �	��� 	���� ������ ��� 
��� ��	�� �
	� ���� ��
��� �	����� 
�� ����� 
	����
������	��� 	������	 ��	�� �
�� �	�� �� (“Aphorism . Ptolemy said: when you wish to
direct the lot of fortune for the whole year of a revolution, we take it from the Sun to
the location of the Moon in a new Moon, and project it from the ascendant.”) (Sefer ha-
Peri, BNF , f. a). Cf. Tetrabiblos, , III:, –; Reshit .Hokhmah, , IX,
lxvii:–; .Te#amim I, §.:– (pp. – and notes); .Te#amim II, §.:– (pp. –
). Sefer ha-Peri (Book of the Fruit), called Kitāb al-Tamara in the Arabic world and
Centiloquium in Latin Europe, is a compendium of Tetrabiblos in  statements, which
the Middle Ages considered to be an authentic work by Ptolemy. See above, p. .





A FRAGMENT OF THE LONG COMMENTARY ON EX. 33:21

What follows is the astrological section of the exegetical excursus in Ibn
Ezra’s long commentary on Exodus :. The Hebrew is transcribed
from the Mikra"ot Gedolot Haketer,1 the most recent printed version of
Ibn Ezra’s two commentaries on Exodus. Because its text is unsatisfac-
tory in two crucial places, I have collated it with two fifteenth-century
manuscripts: (a) MS Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica ebr. , (IMHM:
F ), ff. –; (b) MS Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense  (IMHM
F), ff. –.The two significant variants derived from themare spec-
ified in the notes. I have added punctuation to the Hebrew text, and, to
facilitate references, I have divided it into sections and sentences. The
same applies to the English translation.2

1 Commentary on Exodus, , p. .
2 For a study of the contents of this text, see above, pp. –.
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 () Know that all plants and everything that lives on earth, all birds,
domesticated and wild quadrupeds, and other animals, and all human
beings, depend on the celestial bodies, because the species depend on
the forty-eight constellations of the orb.51 () This is the meaning of
“which the Lord thyGodhas allotted unto all the peoples under thewhole
heaven” (Deut. :).52 () Those who added “to give light” (B Megillah
b), which is irrelevant to the context, perhaps knew so but did not want
to reveal the secret to Ptolemy.53 “And thatHe had not allotted unto them”
(Deut. :) is positive proof of this.

 () It is known that there are  conjunctions of the seven 〈planets〉.
() The great conjunction, which includes all 〈the seven planets〉, is one.
()There are  double conjunctions. Corresponding to it, the quintuple
conjunctions are the same [i.e., there are also  quintuple conjunctions],
and this number [i.e. ] results from  [i.e., is divisible by ]. () There
are  triple conjunctions.This number, too, results from, and so too the

51 The idea that the fixity of the species on Earth depends on the constellations of the
eighth orb occurs in #Olam II, §: and in other parts of Ibn Ezra’s oeuvre. See notes there.

52 This is Ibn Ezra’s commentary on Deut. :: �� ��� �� �� ��	� �	�� 
�� ���� 
����
��	 ����	� ��� �	��� ��	�� ���� ��
��� �� ���	 �
��	 
�� ��� ��� �� ��	 ����	 �	�� ��	� ��	
������ ���� ��
�� ���	 ��� ��	� (“It is known by experience that each and every nation
has a specific planet and zodiacal sign, and so too each and every city. God has granted
Israel a most-favored status, in that He determines their future, and not a star.Thus Israel
is the portion of God.”).

53 The text of this passage, obtained by having recourse to a new set of manuscripts,
deviates considerably from the corresponding text of all the printed editions of Ibn Ezra’s
commentary on Exodus. Ibn Ezra is referring to B Megillah b, according to which the
seventy-two elders who were commissioned by Ptolemy Philadelphus to translate the
Pentateuch into Greek committed an identical set of errors (even though each worked
in isolation from the others), distorting the original text of the Torah in order to conceal
the meaning of certain verses from him. Ibn Ezra construed this tradition as meaning
that Ptolemy, whom he identified with the astronomer Claudius Ptolemy, was in fact bent
on “stealing” the scientific secrets (and notably the astrological arcane) embedded in the
Torah. One of the secrets that the elders tried to conceal from Ptolemy is encapsulated in
Ibn Ezra’s commentary on Deut. : (see previous note). See Sela, , pp. –.
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quadruple conjunctions [i.e., there are also  quadruple conjunctions,
and  is divisible by ]. () There are  sextuple conjunctions.54

 () 〈Behold now〉 the conjunction that incorporates all the families of
the earth [i.e., all the nations] according to the sign of each of the seven
climates (Heb. gevulot) that make up the inhabited part 〈of the earth〉.55
() Regarding them [the seven climates] it is written: “Thouhast set all the
borders (Heb. gevulot) of the earth; thou hast made summer and winter”
(Ps. :): the change is in all the climates that youmade, and the change
does not come from the Sun but because of its tilting towards the north
and the south.56 () The conjunction of the two uppermost planets [i.e.,
Saturn and Jupiter] in the sign of Aries takes place every  years, and
both revolve from the sign of their conjunction to the ninth 〈following〉
sign every  years, and they repeat this cycle twelve times to make up
two hundred and forty years. () From there they repeat this cycle the
same number of times and in the samemanner in the earthy signs, in the
airy signs, and in the watery signs.57

54 Corresponds closely to #Olam I, §:–§:. See notes there. Note that in stark
contrast to that passage, where Ibn Ezra studies the several combinations of planets in
ascending order, fromdouble conjunctions to sextuple conjunctions and finally the grand
conjunction of all seven planets, here he pairs them into sets of conjunctions that have
the same number of combinations: there are  double and  quintuple conjunctions,
and  triple and  quintuple conjunctions. For a discussion of the two approaches, see
Sela, , pp. –. See also #Olam II, §:.

55 This is probably a generic reference to all Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions and their
relationship to the climates and the corresponding nations and countries of the Earth. See
On Great Conjunctions, , I, §.:, –: “Information on the power of the people
of the regionsmay also be gained at the time of the shift of conjunction from one triplicity
to another from the managements and positions of the planets in the horoscopes of the
conjunctions. If that management belongs to Saturn, it indicates power for the people of
the first clime; then the rest of the planets follow Saturn in the order of the spheres, and
the first clime 〈is followed by the others〉 in numerical order until one gets to the last of
them.”

56 Similar ideas occur in Ibn Ezra’s commentary on Ps. :: �	�	�� ����� �� 
����	��
	���	 ���� ���� �	���� �	
 �	�� 
	��� !
	�	 ��� ���	 ��	���� !���� ��	 ��	�� ����� ��
��!
	� 
�� �	��� �	� ��� ��� �	��� �	��� �� �
� �	�	�� �� �� 
����� ���	 ��	
� ����
(“And he mentioned that the ‘seven climates’ are fixed forever, and the inhabited part of
the earth will not change. The reason for writing ‘summer and winter’ is that most of the
ecumene is in the north and only a slight part is in the south. The reason for mentioning
this together with the climates is that when it is summer in one place it is winter in the
other.”).

57 Corresponds closely to #Olam I, §:–; §:–; §:–; §:– and #Olam B,
§:–. See notes there.
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 () But do not think that the four elements are in heavens, and that
there is heat in the Sun and cold in the Moon and Saturn. God forbid.58
() For the uppermost creatures are noble, and about them it is written:
“For he commanded, and they were created, He hath also established
them for ever and ever” (Ps. :–).They are called so [i.e., fiery, earthy,
airy, and watery signs] only for the receivers 〈of their influence〉. () Now
the planets cannot alter their paths—they cannot violate the law given
by God. This applies to all the heavenly host as well. The creatures of the
lower world receive 〈astrological influence〉 from them according to their
own constitution. () Therefore they [i.e., the stars] have no intention of
causing either good or evil. So, one who bows to the celestial system will
have no benefit from doing so, for what was decreed for him according
to the configuration of the planets of his nativity will befall him, unless
he is protected by a power superior to the power of the stars, to which he
cleaved, then he will be saved from the decrees 〈of the stars〉.59

 () Now I give you a significant parable. According to the configu-
ration of the stars a river was to flood a city and wash away or kill its
inhabitants. () But a prophet came and warned them to turn back to
God before the day of their disaster. () They returned to Him with all
their hearts. And because they cleaved to Him, He put it into the inhab-
itants’ hearts to leave the city to pray 〈to God〉. They did this. () On the
appointed day the river suddenly overflowed as usual, as we have seen
many times, and flooded the entire city. But God’s decree did not change
and He saved them.60 () Now imagine that the planets are like horses
that run along a road: they do not run with the intention of doing good
or evil, but that is their nature. () Now imagine that a blind man is on

58 Here and in other parts of his oeuvre Ibn Ezra appears to be haunted by the prospect
that the names of the triplicities (fiery, airy, watery, earthy) or the standard astrological
view of the physical qualities or natures of the zodiacal signs (i.e., that the signs of the fiery
triplicity are hot) or of the planets (i.e., that the Sun is hot and the Moon is cold) may
threaten the rigid Aristotelian separation between the super- and sublunary domains,
with which he identifies wholly. See .Te#amim I, §.:–, pp. –; §.:, pp. –;
.Te#amim II, §.:–, pp. –; §.:, pp. –.
59 SeeMoladot, Introduction, §:– (below, pp. –).
60 For an explanation of this parable, see Sela, , –.
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the road. The blind man does not know the way of horses, when they
turn right or left, but he relies on a sighted person who knows the way
the horses run. The sighted person will protect the blind man, because
when the horses run to one side he will lead the blind man to the other
side, so that the even though the horse’s course does not change the blind
man escapes.

 () It is because of this that 〈Scripture〉 states, “which the Lord thyGod
has allotted” (Deut. :); “But youhath the Lord taken…tobe untoHim
a people of inheritance, as ye are this day” (Deut. :); “The portion of
Jacob is not like these, for he is the former of all things” (Jer. :). This
is the meaning of “so that we are distinguished, I and Thy people” (Ex.
:). () This is what the Sages mean by “there is nomazzal for Israel”
(B Shabbat a et passim)—as long as they observe the Torah. () But
if they do not observe the Torah, then the zodiacal sign rules over them,
as has been proven by experience, for any conjunction 〈of Saturn and
Jupiter that takes place〉when Aquarius is in an evil configuration results
in harm to Israel.61 ()Those versed in astrology admit that a conjunction
took place in a configuration which meant that they would remain in
exile in Egypt for many more years,62 but because they cried out to God
and returned to Him, He saved them.

61 Corresponds closely to #Olam B, §:–. See notes there.
62 SeeMoladot, Introduction, §: (below, pp. –).





THE INTRODUCTION TO SEFER HA-MOLADOT

The present transcription of the Hebrew text of the introduction to Sefer
ha-Moladot (Book of Nativities), accompanied by an English translation
and a commentary, is based on a collation of five manuscripts:

� Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. a–a.

� New York, JewishTheological Seminary, Mic  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–a.

� Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS héb.  (IMHM:
F ), th–th centuries, ff. a–b.

� Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia  (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. a–b.

� Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Ebr.  (IMHM: F ), ,
ff. a–b.

MS �, one of themost precise andmost clear, was chosen as the copy text.
I have added punctuation to the Hebrew text, and divided it into sections
to facilitate references. The same applies to the English translation. This
is not intended to be a definitive critical edition; that must wait for a
forthcoming volume devoted to Ibn Ezra’s work on nativities.1

1 For a study of the contents of this text, see above, pp. –.
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 () Abraham the Spaniard said: Anyone who is versed in the science
of the judgments of the zodiacal signs63 but is not acquainted with the
higher science64 will sometimes make erroneous 〈astrological〉 judg-
ments, because he was not wary of matters that call for caution. () I state
it as a general rule that judgments about collectives take precedence over
those about individuals,65 of which I now present eight ways:

 ()The first 〈way states〉 that he [the astrologer] should know to which
nation the native belongs. () If the natal chart belongs to a Jew and he
[the astrologer] sees in the stars’ configuration of the natal chart that
he [the native] will become a king, it is not appropriate to pronounce
such a judgment [i.e., that that this Jew will be crowned king], for the
great conjunction, that is, the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter, has
already shown that his [the native’s] nation is in exile.66 () But the
〈judgments about〉 collectives cannot 〈totally〉 abrogate the power related

63 The expression “science of the judgments of the zodiacal signs” (�	���� ����� ����)
means only astrology and is used occasionally in Ibn Ezra’s oeuvre (see Mishpe.tei ha-
Mazzalot, Schoenberg , ff. , ; #Ibbur, , b; Miv .harim III, Archivio di Stato,
.). By contrast, the very frequent “science of the zodiacal signs” (�	���� ����) also
denotes astronomy, mathematics, and the regulation of the calendar. See Sela, ,
pp. –.

64 Elsewhere Ibn Ezra uses the expression “higher science” (��	���� �����) only in
his biblical commentaries to denote a comprehensive discipline that is concerned with
theoretical principles rather than with practice and experiment and aims at grasping the
most fundamental and profound laws of nature. See commentary on Eccles. :, :;
Dan. :; long comm. on Ex. :.

65 See Tetrabiblos, , II:, –: “Since prognostication by astronomical means
is divided into two great and principal parts, and since the first andmore universal is that
which relates to whole races, countries and cities, which is called general, and the second
andmore specific is that which relates to individual men, which is called genethlialogical,
we believe it fitting to treat first of the general division, because suchmatters are naturally
swayed by greater and more powerful causes than are particular events.”

66 In a number of his biblical commentaries Ibn Ezra regards a Saturn-Jupiter con-
junction in Aquarius (closely associated with the events surrounding the Israelites’ exo-
dus from Egypt under Moses) as have shaped the historical fate of the Jewish nation and
particularly as responsible for their long exile. See long comm. on Ex. :, :, and Ex.
: (§:–, pp. –);Nativitatibus, , sig. Cb: “Sciendum etiam quod aduna-
tio Iovis et Saturni fuit in Aquario ante exitum Iudeorum de Egipto.”
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to 〈judgments about〉 individuals, so he should judge that the native will
be close to kings andwill mingle and have dealings with them, but that he
himself will not become a king.67 () Likewise, if the planet Saturn is in
the ninth 〈place〉 in a Jew’s natal chart,68 it does not signify that the native
will not be firm in his religious belief, but if it [the same configuration]
is in the natal charts of Ishmaelites it will be so.69

 ()The second way relates to the climates.70 () If the native was born
in Ethiopia,71 even though Venus and the Moon are in the ascendant 〈of
his natal chart〉,72 we will not judge that the native will be as handsome
andwhite as persons 〈born〉 in other climates, but onlywith respect to the
form and figure of persons of the same climate. () Likewise, if Mercury

67 Ibn Ezra, a twelfth-century Spaniard, probably took his inspiration for this example
from famous historical figures such as Hasdai Ibn Shaprut in Cordoba (d. ca. ) and
Samuel b. Naghrillah ha-Nagid (d. /) in Granada.

68 The ninth place is held to be in charge of the native’s religious belief. Claudius
Ptolemy named it the “House of the God” (Tetrabiblos, , III:, pp. –). Abū
Ma#shar, too, designated the ninth place “the place of faith” (OnGreat Conjunctions, ,
II, §.:, pp. –). Ibn Ezra refers to it as the “the place of religious belief ” (e.g., Reshit
.Hokhmah, , III, xlii:–; .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –; Mishpe.tei ha-Mazzalot,
Schoenberg , f. ).

69 With Saturn (the most malefic planet) in the ninth place (which is in charge of
religious belief), one would expect the native to be an apostate. This does not hold for
Jews, however, because Saturn is the planet in charge of the Jews. In addition, Ibn Ezra
maintains that a planet that favors the members of the religion over which it has sway
bodes ill for the members of the other faiths. He repeats this idea inMoladot, BNF ,
f. a: ��	�� ��� �� �
 
��� ����	 	��	��� ���� �� �
	� ��� ���� ����� 	� ���� ��� ��	��
������� �� ���� �� 	����� ����� ��� ���� ���� ��� ��	�� (“If Saturn or Mars are in the ninth
place they signify 〈that the native will be〉 a false believer and a perjurer; but if the native
is a Jew Saturn will hardly harm him, but Mars will harm him to such an extent that he
becomes an apostate”).

70 Ibn Ezra based this coinage (�	��) on Psalms :, identifying its “boundaries” with
the concept of the oecumenical climates. See: long comm. onEx. : (§:, pp. –
and note); Sela, , pp. –.

71 Ibn Ezra took this stereotype from Tetrabiblos, , I:, pp. –: “The people
who live under the more southern parallels … since they have the sun over their heads
and they are burned by it, have black skins … and in habits are for the most part savage
because their homes are continually oppressed by heat; we call them by the general name
Ethiopians.” See also Book on Eclipses, §:– (above, pp. –).

72 Venus and theMoon are considered to be benefic planets (see: Tetrabiblos, , I:,
pp. –; .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –). Hence a favorable outcome is to be expected
if they are in the ascendant of the natal chart.
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is the lord of the nativity,73 we shall not judge that 〈the native〉 will be a
great scholar in all sorts of sciences, inasmuch as it is impossible for there
to be a scholar in Ethiopia because of the intense heat of the Sun 〈there〉.
() As a result their temperament is not balanced74 and we should judge
only that he may be more intelligent than his countrymen.

 () The third way stems from the great conjunction 〈of Saturn and
Jupiter〉75 which holds sway over every city. () Thus, if the power of the
conjunction determines that a certain city will be plunged into war,76
even though the natal charts of many of those born in the city do not
indicated that they will die by the sword, they will be all killed when the
city meets its fate.

 ()The fourth way refers to the power of the revolution of the world.77
() If the power of the revolution of the world 〈determines〉 a plague in
a certain city,78 even though the natal chart of one of its inhabitants does
not indicate that he will fall ill that year, he will nevertheless be struck
by the disease, because the 〈astrological judgments affecting〉 individuals
cannot annul 〈astrological judgments affecting〉 collectives.

 () The fifth way is concerned with the 〈social rank of the〉 family.
() If two children are born at the same moment in the same city, one

73 Mercury indicates wisdom, speech, and the rational soul. See Tetrabiblos, ,
III:, pp. –; Reshit .Hokhmah, , IV, xlix:–; .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –;
.Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –.
74 Here Ibn Ezra applies the Hippocratic-Galenic theory that health and illness are

determined by the mixture and proportion of the four humors (blood, phlegm, black
bile, and yellow bile) in the body. An excess of heat violates this equilibrium. See below,
§:.

75 Here “great conjunction” refers indifferently to any of the so-called small, middle,
or great Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions. For a similar use of the term, see #Olam I, §:–,
§:.

76 For the association of wars with the three types of Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions, see
#Olam I, §:–; #Olam II, §:.

77 The “revolution of the world” (��	�� ��	��) is a special horoscope cast every year,
when the Sun enters Aries, in order to forecast world affairs during the coming year. The
timing evokes the creation of the world. See also .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –. In #Olam
I and #Olam II Ibn Ezra employs “revolution of the year” (���� ��	��) instead.

78 For the association between disease and the horoscopes cast when the Sun enters
Aries, see #Olam A, §:, §:.
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of them the son of a duke and the other the son of a baker’s servant,79
and the natal chart of each predicts that they will rise to higher rank and
supreme power, then the son of the duke will become king and the son
of the servant will become a merchant.

 () The sixth way is concerned with the 〈natal chart of the〉 king, for
his power stands for a power affecting collectives. () Thus, if the king’s
natal chart determines that hewill go towar, hewill send into battlemany
people whose natal charts do not determine that they will leave home.

 () The seventh way is concerned with nature.80 () If somebody sails
on a ship in the cold season and there is a storm at sea—even though
he made sure that Jupiter and Venus, which are the benefic stars,81 are
in the ascendant 〈of the electional horoscope〉—he will not survive, for
nature is a general power, and the individual election will not avail him.
() The same holds for a thousand people sailing together in one ship—
〈all of them will die if there is a storm at sea〉 even though not one of
them has a natal chart that determines that they will die that year. () But
〈the astrologer〉 may find in the natal chart of each that one of the lords
of life reached a dangerous place,82 so that if he [the native] had not gone
to sea, which is a perilous place, he would have incurred only lesser harm
and would have survived.

 () The eighth way is concerned with the power of the soul, whose

79 For this translation, see .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. – and note on p. .
80 The word toledet, in Ibn Ezra’s vocabulary, usually means nature. See note on #Olam

II, §:. But here it denotes “weather.”
81 The doctrine of elections is concerned with finding the best time to begin a par-

ticular activity by constructing and analyzing a horoscopic chart for a hypothetical time
of launching the activity. In this example, Ibn Ezra supposes that the benefic Jupiter and
Venus are in the ascendant of an electional horoscope cast in order to find themost favor-
able time to set sail in winter.

82 Here Ibn Ezra refers to the procedure of direction or prorogation, employed in the
doctrine of nativities to determine the length of the native’s life by drawing an arc between
one of the fives places of life and a place of “cutting” or place of death (Moladot, BNF ,
f. a) and converting the degrees of the arc, usually projected onto the equator, into a
corresponding number of years,months, and days. SeeReshit .Hokhmah, ChapterX, §:
(above, pp. – and note).
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power resides in wisdom.83 () Consider the case that the native is an
astrologer who observes in his anniversary horoscope84 that he will come
down with fever at a certain time when Mars enters the degree of the
ascendant. () If he takes precautions before the illness comes, abstaining
from hot foods and drinking beverages in order to cool his body, then he
will maintain a balance in his bodily temperament85 when Mars enters
the degree of the ascendant. () Likewise, he who trusts in God with
all his heart, God—“by Him actions are weighed” (Samuel :)—will
effect for him the causes to save him from any harm prognosticated in his
natal chart.86 () Therefore, there is no doubt that the righteous person
is more protected than the scholar regarding astrological judgments,
since sometimes the scholar’s 〈astrological〉 judgments will be faulty, as
Scripture says (Isaiah :), “and make fools of the augurs”, whereas he
whose heart is wholly with his God is fortunate.

83 Here Ibn Ezra is referring to the highest component of the tripartite soul, that is, the
“superior,” “wise,” or “rational” soul, which, in his view, is the most significant means by
which human beings can evade the decrees of the stars. Here are examples of this key fea-
ture of Ibn Ezra’s thought: ()Miv .harim I,Munich , f. b: �� ��	���� ���� ����� ����
������ ���� �� �� ��� �
 �����	�� 	
	�� �� �� �� �	
�� 	� !�	��	 ���
�� ��� ���� (“The
human superior soul has the power to annul some of the 〈judgments about〉 individuals
and to augment or reduce anything signified by the stars, but it does not have power to
annul 〈judgments about the〉 collective”); () long comm. on Ex. :: ���� ���� ��	��	��
�� ��	�� ���� ���� �� 
	���	 ���	���� ��
��� ��� ���
��� ��� ��—�	���� ��	��� ��
�����	 ������ ��� ��	 ����� ��� ��� ���� ���� �
���	 ���� ���� ���� �� ������� ��	��
��
 �	�
�� ��� ����	�� ��
��� �� ��—����� ��� ����� ���	���	 ����� ��	�� �	��
���	��
� 	����� �	� ��� �	� ���� ���� ��	�� �	�� 	��� �	��� (“The lower world receives
power from the middle world [the superlunary domain of stars and orbs]—each one of
its parts [of the lower world] according to the upper configuration 〈of the stars〉. But
since the human soul is higher than the intermediary world, if the soul becomes wise and
apprehends the deeds of God, which are [both] without intermediary and through an
intermediary, and if it renounces the desires of the lowerworld and secludes itself to cleave
to the Glorious Name—then, if according the configuration of the stars at the moment of
conception somemisfortune was to occur to him at a certain time, God, toWhom he has
cleaved, will effect causes to save him from his misfortune”). See alsoMiv .harim II, Paris
BNF , f. a; long comm. on Ex. :, :, Yesod Mora", , VII, pp. – et
passim.

84 An anniversary horoscope is cast on every birthday, when the Sun arrives at the
same point in the zodiac where it was at the time of birth, to make predictions about
individuals for the next year. Here it is contrasted to the revolution of theworld (see above
§: and note), which is cast every year when the Sun enters Aries to forecast world affairs
during the next year.

85 See above, §: and note.
86 In this contrast between the astrologer and the righteous person, as well as some of

the details of this comparison, Ibn Ezra drew on a responsum by Sherira Gaon (d. )
and Hai Gaon (d. ). This responsum would later be quoted in a series of queries on
astrology sent to Maimonides by rabbis in southern France. See “Queries on Astrology,”
, pp. –.
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MANUSCRIPTS

Manuscripts of #Olam I
 Oxford—Bodleian Library MS Opp. Add. Qu.  [Neubauer ],

(IMHM: F ), , ff. a–a.
 Philadelphia—University of Pennsylvania, Schoenberg Collection Ljs

/, (IMHM: F ), th century, ff. –.
 Cambridge—University Library Add.  (IMHM: F ), th–th

century, ff. a–a.
 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr. , (IMHM: F ),

th–th century, ff. a–a.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),

th–th century, ff. a–b.
 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana ebr. , (IMHM: F ), ,

ff. a–b.
 Warszaw—Zydowski Instytut Historyczny , (IMHM: F ), ,

ff. b–a.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ), ,

ff. a–b.
 Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la História , (IMHM:

F ), th century, ff. a–b.
 Dresden, Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Eb  (IMHM: F ), th

century, ff. b–a.
 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr. , (IMHM: F ),

th century, ff. a–b.
 Moscow, Russian State Library, Günzburg , (IMHM: F F ), th

century, ff. b–b (fragment).
 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ), th

century, ff. a–a.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),

th century, ff. b–b.
 Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  [Schwarz ],

(IMHM: F ), th–th century, ff. a–b.
 Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Scal. , (IMHM: F ), th–th

century, ff. a–a.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),

th–th century, ff. a–a.
 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana ebr. , (IMHM: F ), ,

ff. a–a.
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 Berlin—Staatsbibliothek (Preussischer Kulturbesitz) Or. fol.  (IMHM:
F ), , ff. –.

 Cambridge—University Library Add.  (IMHM: F ), th
century, ff. a–a.

 Oxford—Bodleian Library MS Hunt.  [Neubauer ], (IMHM:
F ), th century, ff. b–a.

 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),
th–th century, ff. b–a.

 Berlin—Staatsbibliothek (Preussischer Kulturbesitz) Or. Qu.  (IMHM:
F ), th–th century, ff. a–a.

 Nürnberg, Stadtbibliothek, Cent.V.app., (IMHM: F ), th–th
century, ff. –.

 Oxford—Bodleian Library Mich.  [Neubauer ], (IMHM: F ),
th century, ff. a–a.

 Jerusalem—The Jewish National and University Library Ms. Heb. °,
(IMHM: B ), , ff. a–b.

 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ),
, ff. a–a.

 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ),
, ff. a–a.

 Oxford—Bodleian Library Mich.  [Neubauer ], (IMHM: F ),
, ff. a–b.

 Manchester, John Rylands University Library, Gaster , (IMHM:
F ), , ff. a–b (fragment).

 Moscow, Russian State Library, Günzburg , (IMHM: F ), th
century, ff. b–b.

 Jerusalem, Rabbi Yosef Qafah , (IMHM: F ), , ff. a–b.
 Jerusalem, Makhon Ben Tzvi, Eb  (IMHM: F ), th century,

ff. a–b.
 Sassoon , (IMHM: F ), th century, ff. –.

Manuscripts of #Olam II
 Cambridge, University Library Add. , (IMHM: F ), th century,

ff. a–a.
 Jerusalem—The Jewish National and University Library Ms. Heb °,

(IMHM: B ), middle of the th century, ff. b–a.
 Firenze, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. III., (IMHM: F ),

th century, ff. b–b.
 Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la História , (IMHM:

F ), th century, ff. a–b.
 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr.  (IMHM: F ),

th century, ff. a–b.
 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ), th

century, ff. b–b.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),

th century, ff. b–a.
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 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),
th century, ff. b–b.

 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana ebr. , (IMHM: F ), ,
ff. a–b.

 Cambridge, University Library Add. , (IMHM: F ), ,
ff. b–b.

 Cambridge—University Library Add. , (IMHM: F ), th
century, ff. b–a.

 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ), th
century, ff. a–b.

 Oxford—Bodleian Library MS Opp. Add. Qu.  [Neubauer ],
(IMHM: F ), th century, ff. a–b.

 Jerusalem, Benyahu �, (IMHM: F ), th–th century, ff. a–
a.

 Jerusalem, Benyahu �, (IMHM: F ), , ff. a–b.
 Warszaw—Zydowski Instytut Historyczny , (IMHM: F ), ,

ff. b–b.
 St. Petersburg—Inst. of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy B ,

(IMHM: F ), th century, ff. a–b.
 St. Petersburg—Inst. of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy B ,

(IMHM: F ), th–th century, ff. a–a.
 St. Petersburg—Inst. of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy B ,

(IMHM: F ), , ff. a–a.
 Manchester, John Rylands University Library, Gaster , (IMHM:

F ), , ff. b–a.
 Jerusalem—The Jewish National and University Library Ms. Heb °,

(IMHM: B ), , ff. –.
 Jerusalem, Rabbi Yosef Qafah , (IMHM: F ), , ff. a–b.
 New York—Columbia University X  Ib , (IMHM: F ), th

century, ff. b–b.
 New York, JewishTheological Seminary Ms. , (IMHM: F ), th

century, ff. a–b.
 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, héb. , (IMHM: F ),

ff. b–b.
 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. Hebr. , (IMHM: F ),

th–th century, ff. b–a.
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REFERENCES FROM THE REST OF IBN EZRA’S
ASTROLOGICAL CORPUS TO SEFER HA-#OLAM

() She"elot II, BNF , f. a

���� ��� �� �� ��	��� 	� ������ ���� ���	 �	��
� ���� ��� ��
��� 	�� ��	
����
 
�� ����� 
��� ���� �� ���� ��	��
� ���� ��� ���� ��� �� ��
���
� 
��� �� 
�	� 	� ��� �� ����	 ����� ��� ���	 ������ 	����� 	
	�	 �����

���	�� 
��  �

If the lord of the first place and the lord of the seventh place, or the
ruler over each of them [the first and seventh place], are in conjunction,
on condition that the lord of the first place does not aspect 〈them〉, find
out which of them is victorious, as I have explained in the Book of the
Beginning of Wisdom. 〈In this condition〉 they signify that both 〈armies〉
will wage war; the same applies to the aspect of opposition, and the victor
will be the one that has more power, as I have explained in the Book of the
World.

This reference to Sefer ha-#Olam targets #Olam II, §:– (see note there),
which gives two numeric scales of power, the first according to the precedence
of the planets’ dignities (house, exaltation, triplicity, term, decans) in some
zodiacal location (§:) and the second according to the planets’ position in
the horoscopic houses (§:). There is no clear parallel to this in #Olam I. The
reference to Reshit .Hokhmah (Book of the Beginning of Wisdom), right before
that to the Book of the World, may have a lost passage of the second version
of Reshit .Hokhmah in mind. This is suggested by the fact that the surviving
version of Reshit .Hokhmah does not discuss which of two conjoining planets
should be considered to be victorious over the other.There is a virtually identical
reference toReshit .Hokhmah in a fragment from the recently found third version
of Sefer ha-Miv .harim (see Miv .harim III, MS Archivio di Stato .: 	�� ��	��

�� ��
��� 
��� �	���� ��� ���� �� ���� ��� ������ ���� ��
���� �����
��(�)���� ����
 = “But if the two of them are in conjunction the war will be
very intense. Then find out which of them will be victorious, as I mentioned in
the Book of the Beginning of Wisdom.”)

()Miv .harim III, Archivio di Stato .

	� ������ �� ������ �	
	��� 	���  �� ��	�� ��� ��	�� �� �����  � ��	
	� ������ �	�� �� �	����� ����
� �
���� �	��� !	� ��� ����� 	� �	�
����

���	�� ����� 
�� ���
� 
��� ���� ��
���� !	� ���

You should find out, at the revolution of the world-year, how the lumi-
naries aspect Mars, or 〈how the luminaries are〉 in its [Mars’] conjunction,
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or whether the terminal sign moves from the place of conjunction at the
beginning of the triplicity to the place of Mars, or whether the termi-
nal sign 〈completes〉 twenty years [the cycle of the small conjunction of
Saturn-Jupiter], as I have explained in the Book of the Judgments of the
World.

This reference clearly points to #Olam I, §:–, which examines, for the
revolution of the year and apropos predictions about “wars that will break out
in the world,” the case in which the terminal sign reaches the place of Mars
after being launched at some middle or small Saturn-Jupiter conjunction. Note,
however, that there is a terminological difference: whereasMiv .harim III employs
!	� ��� ‘terminal sign’, #Olam I §: has !	� ��� ‘terminal house’. The same
inconsistency recurs throughout Ibn Ezra’s astrological corpus and even within
a single treatise.

() .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –

���	�� 
�� �
��� ����� �	����	

I shall explain the keys of the Moon in the Book of the World.

On the basis of what we know about Ibn Ezra’s travels, this reference points to
#Olam I, §:–, although the keys of the Moon are also described in very
similar terms in #Olam II, §:–.

() .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –

����� �� �	
����� ����� �
�� ���� ��� ���� ����
�	 ������ ��
���� �� ��
������� 	� ���	��� ��� ����� �	
��� 
	��� �
�� ��	 ������ �
�� �	�� 	
�����

���	�� 
�� �� �
�� �	�	

Also, as for what I have mentioned, that  years are the time of  con-
junctions, sometimes they conjoin  times, because of the rapid motion
or lagging behind of the two upper 〈planets〉. I shall explain this topic fur-
ther in the Book of the World.

This topic is explained in #Olam I, §: and #Olam II, §:, although, on the basis
of what we know about Ibn Ezra’s travels this reference is to #Olam I.

() .Te#amim I, §.:, pp. –

���� ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� �����	 ����� �
���� 	���� �� 
	���	
��	
���� 
�� �
�� 
��� ���	�� �
�� ��
����

For this reason they look at the conjunction of Saturn andMars in this sign
[Cancer] every thirty years, so as to knowaboutmundane affairs from their
conjunction, as I shall explain in the Book of Conjunctions.

On the basis of what we know about Ibn Ezra’s travels, this reference is to #Olam
I, §:, although the same topic is explained identically in #Olam II, §:.
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() .Te#amim II, §.:, pp. –

�	��	 ������ �� 	
	� �	
	��� ��� �� 
	��� ����� ����� �	�	��� 	�� �����	��
�… ��	�� 
�� �	��� ���	�� ������ 
�� �� �� �
	� ���� 	� �
����

The rulers. The places of life are five: [–] the two luminaries indicate
life; [] the place of the conjunction or the opposition 〈of the luminaries〉
indicates anything that is renewed in the world, as is written in the Book of
the World….

This is probably a reference to #Olam I, §:–, where Ptolemy highlights
the importance of luminaries’ conjunction or opposition for knowing “all the
judgments of the world.” Ibn Ezra endorses this opinion, which is correct, he
says, because the two luminaries signify mundane affairs, and all the Ancients
agree with this. Such a comprehensive mention of the significance for general
astrology of the place of the conjunction or the opposition is not found in #Olam
II.
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CONTENTS OF #OLAM I AND
CONCORDANCE TO #OLAM II

Generic Topic #Olam A #Olam B

Introduction §:–:
Criticism of Abū Ma#shar’s Book on Conjunctions

 conjunctions §:–:
Introduction and formula for solving the problem

§:

” §:–:
Conjunctions of two planets

” §:–:
Conjunctions of three planets

” §:–:
Conjunctions of four planets

” §:–:
Conjunctions of five and six planets

Theory of
conjunctionalism

§:–:
The great Saturn-Jupiter conjunction in Aries

§:

” §:–:
How the Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions move along
the zodiac and the triplicities

§:–

” §:–:
The middle Saturn-Jupiter conjunction

§:–

” §:–:
The small Saturn-Jupiter conjunction; the great
Saturn-Jupiter conjunction signifies that a prophet
will come to found a nation

§:

Astronomical
digression

§:–:
It is impossible to determine the sign of the
ascendant at the hour of the conjunction of the
upper planets

” §:–:
Ptolemy: scientists cannot determine the sign of
the ascendant in any city at the moment when the
Sun enters Aries.

” §:–:
Nobody can know the true length of the solar
year; the instruments used to determine the Sun’s
altitude at noon can provide a result in minutes
but not seconds; Hipparchus’ value

” §:–:
Determining the latitude of a city; various values
for the arc of the Sun’s inclination
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Generic Topic #Olam A #Olam B

” §:–:
Determining when the Sun enters Aries at a
specific latitude;

” §:–:
Cumulative errors in the measurement of the
beginning of the year and how to rectify them

” §:–:
The values provided by Ptolemy and others for the
length of the year and the solar apogee

” :–:
Priority to the moment of the luminaries’
conjunction/opposition for all judgments of the
world, because it can be determined precisely

Solar and lunar
eclipses

§:–
Ptolemy: All events that will occur during
the year can be known from the sign of the
ascendant at the moment of the luminaries’
conjunction/opposition

§:–

Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions

§:–:
In the year of a conjunction, observe the sign of
the ascendant at the moment of the luminaries’
conjunction/opposition before the Sun enters
Aries, or any of the quadrants of the year, or before
any month

§:–

General predictions §:–:
Fate of nations, hate, jealousy, etc. according to the
astronomical characteristics of Saturn and Jupiter

General predictions §:–:
Bloodshed, promiscuity, plenty, etc. according to
the planets’ aspects to Saturn and Jupiter on the
day of the conjunction

The fardār §:–:
Periods of the planets and of the Head and Tail of
the Dragon

§:–

” §:–:
The lord of the fardārship according to the
reckoning of the Persians in the year am [=
ce]

§:–

” §:–:
The likelihood that the same pattern of a fardār
cycle of  would be repeated

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Great misfortune will befall the city according to
the planets’ aspects to the sign of the city/ the lord
of the sign at the beginning of the revolution of
the year of a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction

§:–
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Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
The conditions in which a planet removes the
harm of another

Theory of
conjunctionalism

§::
Saturn-Mars conjunction in Cancer every  years

§:

Predictions about
cities

§::
The configuration of the planets with respect to
the sign of the city

Solar eclipses §:–:
Ptolemy’s opinion about the intensity and quality
of the predictions

§:–

Solar and Lunar
eclipses

§:–:
Ptolemy: when the portended event is felt most
strongly; when the predicted event takes place;
when the strongest effect is felt

§:–;
§:–;
§:

” §:–:
Role of the planets in solar and lunar eclipses

§:–, 

Dodecatemoria §:–:
Dorotheus: The power of the dodecatemoria in
predictions about cities at the beginning of the
year of a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction; illustration

§:–

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
If a malefic and a benefic planet are associated
with the sign of a city, which is stronger

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
War, siege, distress, etc., when the lord of the sign
of a city is in the seventh place or the lord of the
seventh place is in the ascendant

” §:–:
Misfortune for the inhabitants of the city,
depending on the position of a malefic planet
in a horoscope cast at the anniversary of the
foundation of the city or a horoscope whose
ascendant is the sign of the city

Indications about
human groupings

§:–:
The Ancient Enoch: the planets’ indications about
people according to their age, occupation, gender,
and social position, depending on whether the
planet is strong or weak at the beginning of the
year

§:

Countries governed
by planets and
zodiacal signs

§:–:
Enoch the Egyptian: list of lands and kingdoms
assigned to planets and zodiacal signs (almost
identical list in #Olam I, §:–, below)

§:;
§:–
§:–
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Signs of cities §:–:
List of signs of cities

§:–

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
War and bloodshed according to the location of
Mars in a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction

cf. §:–
(terminal
house)

General predictions §:–:
Price of wheat and famine according to the signs
where Saturn and Jupiter conjoin

§:–

” §:–:
Māshā"allāh: indication about good fortune or
misfortune in the world, depending on the planet
with which the Moon conjoins at the beginning of
the year

§:–
(Dorotheus)

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Māshā"allāh: price of wheat depends on the
location of the lord of the sign of the ascendant at
the beginning of any year when a Saturn-Jupiter
conjunction takes place

§:–

” §:–:
Māshā"allāh: price of olive oil depends on the
location of the lord of the sign of the ascendant at
the beginning of any year when a Saturn-Jupiter
conjunction takes place

§:–

Weather forecasting §:–
Ya#qub al-Kindı̄ (Book of the Revolution):
rain depends on the place of the
conjunction/opposition of the luminaries
before the Sun enters Aries

” §:–:
Ibn Ezra: rain on condition that the sign of the
ascendant is in one of the cardines of the sign of
the city

” §:–:
Role of retrograde planets, lower planets, feminine
signs, cold signs, etc. in rain forecasting.

§:

Opening of the door §:–:
Ibn .Sariq: role of the “opening of the door” in rain
forecasting; determining the day of rain

§:–;
§:–;
§:–

Keys of the Moon §:–:
Description of the  keys of the Moon.

§:–;
§:–;
§:

Weather forecasting §:–:
Role of a retrograde planet in the first place in rain
forecasting
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Opening of the door §:–:
The “opening of the door” in predictions about
winds

§:, 

Weather forecasting §:–:
Role of Venus or Mars in predictions about rain
and hail

§:, ;
§:

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Earthquake in cities, depending on the location of
Saturn at the beginning of the seasons

” §:–:
Wars, bloodshed, etc. in cities, depending on the
location of Mars at the beginning of the year

General predictions §:–:
Human health and illness, depending on the
location of the Moon at the beginning of the year

§:;
§:

Weather forecasting §:–:
Predictions about seafarers, rain, hailstones, etc.,
depending on the location of the planets.

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Disputes, quarrels, and wars, depending on the
location of the planets

Planets and zodiacal
signs assigned to
lands and kingdoms.

§:–:
Enoch the Egyptian: list of lands and kingdoms
assigned to planet-zodiacal sign pairs (almost
identical list in #Olam I, :–)

§:;
§:–
§:–

Predictions about
cities; weather
forecasting

§:–:
Māshā"allāh: Drought or plenty in cities,
depending on the complexion of the planets in
years when a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction takes
place, when the terminal house reaches the planets

cf. §:–
(terminal
house)

The dawr §:–:
Al-Andruzagar the Jew: explanation of the dawr

Themighty qisma §::
Abū Ma#shar: explanation of the mighty qisma

Weather forecasting §:–:
Ya#qub al-Kindı̄: Water of the wells begins to
increase depending on the location of the planets
with respect to the luminaries at the beginning of
the year.

§:–
(the
scientists of
Persia)

” §:–:
Abū Ma#shar: drought or abundant rain,
depending on the location of Mars at the
beginning of the year
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 mansions of the
Moon

§:–:
The scientists of India: general definition of the 
lunar mansions

§:–

” §:–:
The scientists of India: list of the  lunar
mansions

§:–

 conjunctions §:–:
Judgments according to the complexions of the
planets

General predictions §:–:
Everything signified by a planet becomes more
expensive according to its power with respect to
the Sun, the ascendant, and its rulership in its
location

§:–

Indications about
human groupings

§:–:
Religions and nations governed by planets

§:–

” §::
The planets govern people according to their age,
occupation, gender, and social position

§:
(#Olam I,
§:–)

Predictions about
cities

§::
Conspiracy against the king in cities, depending
on the location of the Moon.

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
Al-Andruzagar: determining the lord of the sign
of the ascendant at the beginning of the revolution
of the year

General predictions §:–:
Joy, health, disease, etc., depending on the location
of the lord of the sign of the ascendant
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CONTENTS OF #OLAM II AND
CONCORDANCE TO #OLAM I

Generic Topic #Olam II #Olam I

Introduction §:–:
Zodiacal constellations and terrestrial species;
upper planets and general affairs

 conjunctions §::
Brief general statement

§:

Theory of
conjunctionalism

§:–:
The great, middle, and small conjunction
according to the shift of the conjunctions along
the zodiac and the triplicities

§:–;
§:–;
§:–;
§:–

” §::
Saturn-Mars conjunction in Cancer every  years

§:

” §:–:
In the year of a conjunction, observe the sign of
the ascendant at the moment of the luminaries’
conjunction or opposition before the Sun enters
Aries, or any of the quadrants of the year, or before
any month

§:–

” §:–
If the conjunction takes place in one of the
quadrants, include other signifiers together with
the lord of the revolution of the quarter of the year

Solar and lunar
eclipses

§:–:
Significance of predictions according to the degree
of occultation

§:

” §:–:
Role of the planets

§:–

” §:–:
Sway over cities

Solar eclipses §:–:
Ptolemy: duration and beginning of the prediction

§:–

Lunar eclipses §:–:
Ptolemy: duration and beginning of the prediction

§:–
§:–

Solar eclipses §:
The Ancients: duration of the prediction

§:
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Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions

§:–
Hierarchical presentation of the three types of
conjunctions and the revolution of the year,
according to their cycle and historical impact

Countries governed
by planets and
zodiacal signs

§::
The Ancients: list of countries governed by planets
and zodiacal signs

§:–

” §:–:
Dorotheus: list of countries governed by planets
and zodiacal signs

§:–

Indications about
human groups

§:–:
Religions and nations governed by planets and
zodiacal signs

§:–

Signs of cities §:–:
List of signs of cities

§:–

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
Scale of powers for finding the lord of the sign of
the ascendant in a year when the upper planets
conjoin at the beginning of the triplicities

” §:–:
Planets’ powers in their conditions with respect to
the Sun

Keys of the Moon §:–:
Description of the  keys of the Moon

§:–

” §:–:
Portions of power of the keys of the Moon

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
War, famine, dissension, etc., according to the
conditions, complexions, and aspects of the
planets to the sign of the city/ the lord of the sign

§:–

Dodecatemoria §:–:
The power of the dodecatemoria in predictions
about cities at the beginning of the year of a
conjunction

§:–

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
The terminal house in predictions about cities at
the beginning of every year

cf. §:–;
§:–

” §:–:
Affairs of the kingdom according to the terminal
house at the beginning of every year

cf. §:–;
§:–

General predictions §:–:
Dorotheus: Illnesses, war, dissension, etc.,
according to the planet with which the Moon
conjoins at the beginning of the year

§:–
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Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Price of wheat according to the location of the lord
of the sign of the ascendant at the beginning of the
year

§:–

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
How to know whether a planet is increasing or
decreasing its motion

§:

General predictions §:–:
Prices according to the signs where Saturn and
Jupiter conjoin

§:–

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
Another way to determine the lord at the
beginning of the year

Predictions about
cities

§:–:
Māshā"allāh in the Book of the World: price of
olive oil according to the place of the luminaries’
conjunction

§:–

The fardār §:–:
Periods of the planets and of the Head and Tail of
the Dragon

§:–

” §:–:
The lord of the fardārship in am [= ce]

§:–

” §:–:
Explanation of §:–

” §::
Division of the fardārship of a planet into seven
parts

§:

” §:–:
Indications when the years of the fardār reach the
portion of Saturn or Jupiter

” §:–:
Predictions about cities according to the place of
the lord of the fardār at the beginning of the year

Opening of the door §:–:
The Indian scientists: role of the “opening of the
door” in predictions about rain, wind, clouds, and
clear air

§:–

Weather forecasting §:–:
The Indian scientists: role of the planets when the
Sun enters Libra in predictions about rains

§:

” §:–:
Predictions of rain and finding the day of rain
according to the place of the Moon vis-à-vis other
planets

§:–

” §:–:
Role of the “opening of the door,” the cardines, and
the keys of the Moon

§:–
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” §:–:
Role of the lot of rain

” §:–:
Changes in the air with the alterations of the lord
of the month

§:–;
§:–

” §:–:
Cold or heat according to the position of planets
in their eccentric circle or in cold/hot signs

” §:–:
Changes in the weather according to the latitude
and motion of the lord at the beginning of the year
changes, or if it enters or leaves the mansions of
rain

 Lunar mansions §:–:
The reckoning of India: list of the  lunar
mansions

§:–

” §:–:
General definition of the  lunar mansions

§:–

Weather forecasting §::
Role of retrograde lower planets in rain forecasting

§:–

” §::
The Persian scientists: indication of rain when the
Moon enters various signs

” §:–:
Changes in the air according to the nature of the
planet that is the lord of the hour when the Moon
enters the beginning of a sign

” §:–:
The scientists of Persia: rain according to the
location of the planets when the Sun enters
Scorpio °

§:–
(al-Kindı̄)

General predictions §::
Diseases when the Moon conjoins or aspects a
malefic planet at the start of the year or the Sun
enters the seasons

§:–

Indications about
human groups

§::
Indications of the planets about people according
to their profession, gender, or social position

§:–
§:–

” §::
Indications of the planets about people according
to their age

§:–

General predictions §:–:
Everything signified by a planet becomes more
expensive according to the planet’s power at the
beginning of the year

§:–

Theoretical
explanation

§:–:
Five factors from which a planet derives its power
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LIBER PRIMUS DE GENTIBUS, REGIBUS, CIVITATIBUS,
AERIS MUTATIONE, FAME ET MORTALITATE AND
CONCORDANCE WITH #OLAM I AND #OLAM II

Epitome totius astrologiae is a popular astrological work, dated at least in part
to , and attributed to John of Seville.1 It is composed of an introductory
book, Ysagoge, and the four-part Liber quadripartitus, which addresses the four
main subfields of Arabic astrology: world astrology, nativities, interrogations,
and elections. The first component of Liber quadripartitus, the Liber primus
de gentibus, regibus, civitatibus, aeris mutatione, fame et mortalitate, deals with
historical andmeteorological astrology.The following table offers a concordance
of the relevant material in eleven chapters of the Liber primus and #Olam I and
#Olam II. Striking parallels are in bold.

Rubrica Contents Parallels in #Olam I and #Olam II

C. I Pairs of a single planet and a
single zodiacal sign governing
peoples and countries

#Olam I, §:–
#Olam I, §:–
#Olam II, §:; §:–;
§:–

C. II de
coniunctionibus
planetarum, quae
sunt numero
CXX

() The  conjunctions of the
planets

#Olam I, §:–; §:–;
§:–; §:–; §:–
#Olam II, §:

() Great, middle and small
conjunctions of Saturn and
Jupiter

#Olam I, §:–; §:–;
§:–; §:–;
#Olam II, §:–

() Preference for syzygies before
the Sun enters Aries

#Olam I, :–

() Signification of lunar or
solar eclipses according to
the ascendant and extent of
occultation

#Olam I, §:–
#Olam II, §:–

() Portions of power for
finding the lord of the ascendant
according to the precedence of
their dignities and position in
the horoscopic places

#Olam II, §:–

1 Epitome totius astrologiae, conscripta a Ioanne Hispalensi Hispano Astrologo celeber-
rimo, ante annos quadringentos, ac nunc primum in lucem edita. Cumpraefatione Ioachimi
Helleri Leucopetraei, contra Astrologiae adversarios. Ed. by Iohannes Montanus and Ulri-
cus Neuber, Nuremberg, .
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Rubrica Contents Parallels in #Olam I and #Olam II

() Portions of power according
to various conditions of a planet
with respect to the Sun

#Olam II, §:–

C. III de
virtutibus Lunae
secundum
proportionem ad
Solem

Portions of power of the  keys
of the Moon

#Olam II, §:–
#Olam II, §:–

C.  de
revolutione anni
mundi

Planetary indications about
individuals according to their
age, occupation, gender, and
social position (among other
topics)

#Olam I, §:–; §:
#Olam II, §:–; §:

C.  de
significatione
eclipsis solis vel
lunae

Eclipses of the sun and moon #Olam I, §:–; §:–;
§:–; §:–;
#Olam II, §:–; §:–;
§:–; §:–; §:–; §:

C. – de
dispositione aeris

Weather and rain forecasting
lot of rain (among other topics)

#Olam II, §:–

C.  de partibus
mundi distributis
planetis et signis

Signs of cities (among other
topics)

#Olam I, §:–
#Olam II, §:–; §:

C.  de
duodenariis
signorum

Dodecatemoria #Olam I, §:–
#Olam II, §:–

C.  de fridariis
planetarum

The fardār #Olam I, §:–; §:–
#Olam II, §:–; §:–;
§:–; §:

C.  de
mansionibus
lunae

 mansions of the moon in rain
prediction

#Olam I, §:–; §:–
#Olam II, §:–; §:–
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ZODIACAL SIGNS OF CITIES

Cities
#Olam I,
§:–

#Olam II,
§:–

T. Pluviarum ed.
Burnett, –,


Epitome, ,
Lib. I, viii, sig.
Gr

Baghdad Cancer °

Egypt
(Alexandria?)

Taurus °

Al Mahdiyya Leo ° Leo °

Zawilâ Virgo ° Virgo

Tunis Virgo °

Palermo Leo ° Leo Leo °

Rome Leo ° Leo Leo Leo
Aquarius

Pisa Aquarius ° Aquarius °
(according to
what I have
verified by
experience)
Pisces (some
say)

Aquarius °
(experimento)
Pisces

Aquarius °
(experimento)
Pisces

Lucca Cancer, in
Jupiter’s term
(according to
what I have
verified by
experience
several times)

Cancer Cancer

Saragossa Aries ° Aries

Almeria Libra ° Libra

Valencia Scorpio ° Scorpio

Cordoba Gemini ° Gemini °

Sevilla Pisces ° Pisces
(according to
the scientists of
Spain)
Aquarius (Ibn
Ezra)
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Cities
#Olam I,
§:–

#Olam II,
§:–

T. Pluviarum ed.
Burnett, –,


Epitome, ,
Lib. I, viii, sig.
Gr

Granada Cancer ° Cancer

Ulcena [Lucena] Taurus °

Madinat Sal"am Capricorn ° Aquarius

Boujie Gemini ° Gemini °

Madinat
Washqa
Gushqa (?)

Taurus ° Taurus

Gabes Pisces ° Pisces °

Al Qayrâwân Cancer °

Malaga Aquarius

Batelius (?) Taurus

Verona Taurus

Marseilles Leo

Toledo Virgo

Mantua Libra

Ifrîqiya Pisces ° Leo ° Leo °

"At"ables (?),
called "Alber

heart of Scorpio
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ZODIACAL SIGNS AND PLANETS
ASSIGNED TO LANDS AND KINGDOMS

Lands and
kingdoms

#Olam I,
§:–:
Enoch the
Egyptian

#Olam I,
§:–:
Enoch the
First

#Olam I,
§:–:
Abū
Ma#shar

#Olam II,
§:: the
Ancients

#Olam II,
§::
Dorotheus

#Olam II,
§::
proved by
experience

Land of Iraq Jupiter with
Aries

Jupiter with
Cancer
(the land
called
al-#Ir"aq)

the term of
Jupiter in
Cancer

Jupiter with
Aries
[Babylonia]

Kingdom of
Persia

Jupiter with
Aries

Edom Saturn with
Libra

Saturn with
Libra
(the land
of Rome,
which is the
kingdom of
Edom)

Saturn with
Libra

Sun and Leo

India Mercury
with
Capricorn

Mercury
with
Capricorn

Mercury
governs
their souls,
Capricorn
their
bodies/
(the
inhabitants
of India,
who are
called
al-Hind)

Mercury
with
Capricorn

Arabia Venus with
Scorpio

Venus with
Scorpio
( .Hejaz,
where
Mecca is)

in any year
that Scorpio
aspects a
malefic
planet the
king of
the Arabs
will die as
well as the
ruler of the
kingdom
of the
Muslims.

Venus with
Scorpio
(the land of
Kedar)

Scorpio
(The
Saturn-
Jupiter
conjunction
before the
emergence
of the
Muslims’
prophet)
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Lands and
kingdoms

#Olam I,
§:–:
Enoch the
Egyptian

#Olam I,
§:–:
Enoch the
First

#Olam I,
§:–:
Abū
Ma#shar

#Olam II,
§:: the
Ancients

#Olam II,
§::
Dorotheus

#Olam II,
§::
proved by
experience

Barghan Mars with
Leo

Mars with
Leo

Land of
Israel

the Sun with
Aquarius
(Canaan)

The Sun
with
Aquarius

Cancer and
Mars, but
the correct
datum is
Leo with
Saturn
(Jerusalem)

Aquarius
(the
zodiacal
sign of
Israel)

Greece the Sun with
Aquarius

The Sun
with
Aquarius

Egypt the Sun with
Aquarius

The Sun
with
Aquarius

Venus and
Gemini

Capricorn
(sign of
Egypt)

Land of
al-Chin
[China]

The Moon
with Virgo

Mars and
Leo
( .Sin)

Khorasan The Moon
with Virgo

Shur Mars and
Taurus

Jerusalem Cancer and
Mars (but
the correct
datum is
Leo with
Saturn)

Spain Mars and
Virgo

Mars with
Sagittarius
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AUTHORITIES AND SOURCES
MENTIONED IN #OLAM I AND #OLAM II

English #Olam I #Olam II

Abraham (Ibn
Ezra)

��
�� ��� §:; §:

Abraham
al-Zarqāl

��
� �� ��
��	 §:

�� ���
��
���
�

§:

Abū Ma#shar 
��� 	�� §:; §:,,;
§:; §:

A great man
(Abraham Bar
.Hiyya)

�	�� ��� §:

al-Sūfî ��	� �� §:,

Al-Andruzagar,
the Jew


��	
��� ��
���
���

§:

Al-Andruzagar 
��	
��� �� §:

al-Battānı̄ ����� �� §:; §:

(the) Ancients ���	���� §:; §: ���	���� §:; §:;
§:; §:;
§:; §:

ancient
scientists

���	���� ������ §:

Arab scientists ������ ���� §:

astrologers �	���� ���� §:; §:;
§:

�	���� ���� §:; §:

author of Sefer
Ye.sira

�
��� 
� ��� §:

Banū Shākir 
��� ���

a Book 
� §:

Book (by Abū
Ma#shar)

	
� §:
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English #Olam I #Olam II

Book by Abū
Ma#shar on
the planetary
conjunctions


��� 	�� 
�
�
����
���
���

§:

Book of
Elections (Ibn
Ezra)

��
���� 
� §:

Book of the
Astrolabe (Ibn
Ezra)

��	��� ��� 
� §:

Book of
the World
(Mâshâ#allâh)

��	�� 
�
(������)

§:

Book of
Nativities (Ibn
Ezra)

�	��	�� 
� §:

Book of
Reasons

������ 
� §:

Book of the
Revolution
(Ya#qub
al-Kindı̄)

��	��� 
� §:

Book of the
Secrets by
Enoch

�� �	�	� 
�
 	��

§:

Book of the
Tables

�	�	�� 
� §:

Book of the
Beginning of
Wisdom (Ibn
Ezra)

���� ����
 
� §: ���� ����
 
� §:; §:

Book on Rain
(Plato)

���� 
� §:

Dorotheus 	��	
	� §: 	��	
	� §:

Dorotheus, the
king

 ��� 	��	
	� §:  ��� 	��	
	� §:

Enoch  	�� §:

Enoch the
Ancient

�	����  	�� §:

Enoch the
Egyptian

�
���  	�� §:

Enoch the First �	��
�  	�� §:
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English #Olam I #Olam II

experts in the
images

�	
	�� ���� §:

Hipparchus ��
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���
 §:
�����
 §:
��	
� §:

quarter of a
day

�	� �����
 §:; §:,

quarter of a
sign

��� �����
 §:; §:

ratio  
� §:; §:; §:; §:  
� §:; §:

rays of
burning

��
�� 
	� §:

rays of Mars ����� 
	� §:

rays of the
Sun

���� 
	� §:; §:; §: ���� 
	� §:; §:,; §:;
§:; §:

reckoning �	��� §:; §: �	��� §:; §:

retrograde /���
	�� 
�	�

	���

§:; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:; §:

/���
	�� 
�	�

	���

§:

/���
	�� ��

	���

§:; §:; §: /���
	�� ��

	���

§:,; §:

revolution ��	�� §:; §: ��	�� §:; §:; §:

revolution of
the nativity

��	�� ��	�� §:

revolution of
the season of
the year

��	��
���� �����


§:

���
� ��	�� §:

revolution of
the year

���� ��	�� §:; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:;
§:,,; §:; §:;
§:; §:,; §:

���� ��	�� §:,; §:,; §:
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revolution of
the year of the
conjunction

��� ��	��
�
����

§:; §:; §:;
§:

��� ��	��
�
����

§:

rule ���� §: ���� §:; §:; §:

ruler ��	� §:
���� §:; §:; §:;

§:,; §:; §:
���� §:; §:,; §:

rules, rule �	�� ����� §:,, �	�� ����� §:; §:–; §:

scientists in
the natural
sciences

�����
���	��

§:

season ��	�� §: ��	�� §:; §:

season of the
year

���� �����
 §:

�����
 §:
����
 §:

seconds ����� §:,

setting sign ��	� ��� §:

shadow �
�� �� �� §:

sign
(zodiacal)

��� §:,; §:,,,;
§:; §:; §:,;
§:,,,; §:,,;
§:; §:,,;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:,,,,,; §:,,;
§:,; §:,; §:;
§:; §:,; §:;
§:; §:,; §:;
§:,,,,,,,,
; §:,; §:; §:;
§:,; §:,; §:;

��� §:,,; §:; §:,;
§:; §:; §:,,,;
§:–; §:; §:,;
§:; §:; §:;
§:,; §:,; §:;
§:; §:; §:; §:

��� §: ��� §:; §:; §:; §:

sign of the
ascendant

��	�� ��� §:; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:,,,;
§:; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:;
§:,; §:,; §:;
§:; §:; §:; §:

��	�� ��� §:; §:; §:; §:

��	� ��� §:; §: ��	� ��� §:,,,,; §:; §:;
§:

sign of the
city

������ ��� §:,,; §:,;
§:,; §:,,,;
§:; §:; §:; §:

������ ��� §:,; §:; §:; §:;
§:,

sign of the
conjunction

�
���� ��� §:; §:

sign of the
world

��	�� ��� §:
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signs with a
human shape

�� ��� ����
��� �� �
	�

§:

�
	� �� ���
��� ��

§:,; §:

slow planets ����	�
�����

§:

slowness ��	� §:

small
conjunction

���� �
��� §:; §:; §:,;
§:

���� �
��� §:; §:; §:

solar eclipse ���� �	
�� §:,; §:,,;
§:,; §:,

���� �	
�� §:,,; §:,,; §:,,;
§:

southern signs �	���
����	
�

§:

stars (fixed) ����	� §:
��� ����	�
�	���� �����

§:

����	�
���	���

§:

station ���� §:,,

succedent
〈house〉

���	� §:

Sun enters the
sign of Aries

���� ���
��� ����

§:; §:,; §:;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:;
§:; §:; §:

���� ���
��� ����

§:,; §:; §:;
§:

Tail of the
Dragon

���� §: ���� §:

temperate
mansions

�	���
�	�	��

§:

�	��	��� �	��� §:

term �	�� §: �	�� §:; §:; §:;
§:

terminal
house

!	� ��� §:; §:,, !	� ��� §:; §:

triplicity �	���� §:,; §:,,; §: �	���� §:,,; §:,; §:

tropical signs �	���
�������

§: �	���
�������

§:

unfortunate
aspect

�
 ��� §: �
 ��� §:

upper cardo �	��� ��� §:; §:

upper planets ����	�
���	���

§:; §:; §:;
§:; §:

����	�
���	���

§:; §:; §:

���	��� §:; §: ���	��� §:,,,; §:; §:;
§:; §:

uppermost
orb

�	���� ���� §: �	���� ���� §:
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watery signs ���� �	��� §:; §:; §:;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:,

���� �	��� §:; §:; §:

whole degrees �	��� �	��� §:

whole year ����� ��� §: ����� ��� §:; §:,; §:

year ��� §:,,; §:,;
§:; §:; §:,;
§:,,,,,,;
§:; §:; §:;
§:,,,,,,;
§:,; §:;
§:; §:,; §:;
§:; §:; §:;
§:,,,,; §:;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:; §:,,;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:

��� §:,,; §:; §:; §:;
§:,; §:; §:;
§:,,; §:; §:;
§:,,,,,,,,;
§:; §:–; §:;
§:; §:; §:; §:

year of the
conjunction

�
���� ���� §:; §:; §:;
§:; §:

�
���� ��� §:; §:

year of the
Sun

���� ��� §:,; §: ���� ���

zodiac �	���� ���� §:
��	�� §:
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